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Directed by: Professor Gretchen

This dissertation

is

an exploration of the construction of indicators that point

toward positive peacebuilding
such integration

is

that

in education.

A conceptual

of basic psychological needs.

satisfied in a constructive

Rossman

When

framework

that allows for

basic psychological needs are

manner, human beings are expected

to experience optimal

developmental outcomes, including greater potential for caring, pro-social behavior.

The

first

section of the dissertation employs data on students’ experiences in

school from the 1997/98 Health Behavior in School-aged Children

Organizing the

HBSC

(HBSC)

survey.

data according to a framework of basic psychological needs, this

analysis examines the extent of need satisfaction in schools, cross-nationally, as well as

the association of basic need fulfillment with outcomes such as school satisfaction,

eudaimonic functioning, and bullying. The analysis suggests

that

changes in basic need

satisfaction are associated with positive peacebuilding.

The second

section of the dissertation explores the construction of indicators for

peacebuilding in a nonformal education project sponsored by Catholic Rebel Services

Montenegro. Based upon qualitative fieldwork conducted

vii

in

Montenegro

in

in

September

of 2002,

this section focuses

on questions of the meaning of peacebuilding

and the use of a basic needs framework

The challenges of constructing

to interpret students’

in that context

growth as “agents of peace.”

indicators collaboratively with the staff of a development

agency are also discussed.

As

a whole, this study raises critical questions about the nature and use
of

indicators and the challenge of “retrofitting” data onto a

framework of basic

psychological needs. The study suggests avenues for further research and implications
for
the construction of educational indicators based on a
in

framework of psychological needs

both formal and nonformal learning environments. Such indicators could contribute to

the goal of building a culture of peace, the author argues, by

more

clearly connecting

students' experiences with the goals of nurturing optimally-functioning and non-violent

human

beings.
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CHAPTER

1

A QUEST FOR INDICATIONS
Evidence of conflict abounds

in the world.

Direct violence leaves

people wounded, houses destroyed, schools burned.

its

mark:

These can be readily counted as

indicators ot harmful action. Indirect violence, too, can be counted.
In international

number of children without access

education, the

to school is

one indicator of structural

disadvantage, as are imbalances in the ratio of male to female students. There are other

such indicators,

all

pointing to structural inequities that can deny opportunities for

learning to individuals or groups.

Yet where are the indicators for the more subtle violence inside the system?

do we understand the ways
nurture

human goodness,

which learning environments

in

growth, and well-being?

What

is

fail to

How

provide conditions that

the evidence that speaks to

students' capacities for promoting peace, capacities to care for the well-being of others

and

to act in the service

of the

common good?

These are the questions
that

have motivated

environments.

at the heart

my exploration

What follows

of this dissertation. These are the questions

of indicators for the nurturing of peace

in this dissertation is the story

in learning

of that exploration.

Building indicators to serve a social vision
There

is

a renewed urgency, at this

and concern for the welfare of others
tendency) to use force to gain their

—

way

moment,

for the cultivation of nonaggression

particularly so in nations with the capacity (and

in the world.

There

is

a particular urgency for

educators to think about their role in creating cultures of peace, beginning with the micro-

1

cultures ot their classrooms. For educational researchers,
there

developing

new

strategies for analysis

and innovation

is

a particular urgency for

that unify the goals

of building a

culture of peace and improving the conditions for learning—
in schools and other learning

environments.

At one

level, this research project

can be framed as an effort to advance the

UNESCO Culture of Peace initiative within education.

The decade 2000-2010 has been

designated as the Decade for a Culture of Peace. The concept of a “culture of peace”
intentionally broad.

security,

human

an umbrella term that encompasses domains such as human

It is

rights,

and democratic

civil institutions.

As emphasized

in a

the center of the ideal.

is

A concern

for children stands at

United Nations report on a culture of peace

(United Nations General Assembly, 2000), children suffer violence on multiple levels

and "the reduction and elimination of this violence are the greatest
our children”

(p. 2).

strikes

me

we can

give to

This report also recognizes the essential role of education in

promoting peace, a role

It

gifts

that includes

that,

by taking

modeling peace

in learning

environments.

this initiative seriously, educators

must find ways

to

re-evaluate educational contexts for the degree to which they promote collaboration and

inclusion, rather than aggression and social fragmentation.

How do educators know that

they are nurturing care and hope in students, rather than distrust and helplessness?

would

What

indicators that point toward goodness look like?

To address such

questions in a theoretically-grounded manner,

framework of basic psychological needs. The positive

I

employ a

fulfillment of these needs

is

believed to promote well-being and build a foundation for caring (Staub, 2003a; Ryan

2

&

Deci, 2001). In education,

I

suggest that learning environments that richly satisfy
basic

psychological needs are foundational to the larger agenda of
creating cultures of peace.

Pathways of indicator development
This project focuses on the development of indicators for basic need
satisfaction
in different learning environments.

could lead

down

Such a project of developing theory-based indicators

at least several different paths:

a)

based on the selected theory, the construction of new indicators could involve
a technical process of developing an appropriate research instrument to
measure the construct in a given population;

b)

the exploration of alternative indicators could invite re-examination of
existing data using a new theoretical framework, sacrificing some technical

precision for heuristic value; and

c)

indicators for a

new

theoretical

framework could be developed through

qualitative research in a particular social context, grounding the indicators in

the lived experience of people in that context.

Based on

my

academic preparation and research

second and third pathways. In
to

this

work with empirical data and

interests,

I

chose to travel the

way, the exploration could afford

also engage, in a

me

the opportunity

grounded manner, with the challenge of

developing indicators through collaborative qualitative inquiry with participants

in a

peacebuilding project.

The exploration

in the first section

of the dissertation uses data from a cross-

national survey conducted in 1997/98 by the

World Health Organization Europe

called

Health Behavior in School-aged Children (HBSC). This study, which focuses on

3

adolescents physical and mental health, included a
special component in 1997/98 on

school-based health.
This dataset

is

well-suited for the analysis conducted in this dissertation.

Although the survey was not constructed using a framework of psychological
needs per
se, the

core logic of the survey resonates well with the logic of the
dissertation. The

researchers argue that a supportive school environment

general health

among

students. This linkage

is

is

a resource for well-being and

consistent with the psychological needs

approach.

In chapter six,

I

fit

selected items from the

HBSC

psychological needs. Using these items as indicators,

need satisfaction

in schools in

20 countries.

I

I

survey to a framework of basic

then construct a profile of basic

argue that constructive need satisfaction

has intrinsic value and speaks to the quality of peace, within the very processes of
schooling. In chapter eight,

I

examine the relationship between need

satisfaction

and

bullying, well-being, and school satisfaction.

In the second section of the dissertation

I

shift

from the analysis of cross-national

survey data to a grounded discussion of basic needs and peacebuilding within the context

of a youth development project sponsored by Catholic Relief Services (CRS)

Montenegro. In September of 2002,

1

conducted qualitative

in collaboration with the education staff

section of the dissertation

is

of CRS.

field research in

Montenegro

A primary objective of the second

the articulation of grounded, qualitative indicators for the

fulfillment of basic needs in the experience of the youth council

Another study was conducted

in

in

members.

2000/01, but the dataset will not be released

4

until

2005.

For

this section,

youth council

I

use a case study approach, beginning with a
description of the

initiative in its social context.

Guided by the framework of basic

psychological needs, the case study focuses on an analysis of
the qualitative data

generated by workshops and interviews with the youth. In
addition to the data
directly,

results

I

I

gathered

collected additional background data about the youth councils,
including

of a survey of youth conducted by

documents, and a new study of youth

CRS

in the

in

2000, project rationale and funding

former Yugoslavia conducted by UNICEF.

A case study approach allows me to weave together important threads of this material
while also integrating

my own

field notes.

The purpose of the case study
development program

me

to

is

twofold:

first,

to illustrate

satisfies basic psychological needs.

how a

nonformal youth

Second, the case study enables

probe more deeply into the problematic issues around peacebuilding

that

I

encountered during the research. Did the project have an impact on students’ attitudes

toward other groups?

And how

else did

it

on the challenge of constructing indicators

who

already

knew what I was

Overall,

my work

contribute to peacebuilding?

in collaboration

Finally,

I

reflect

with the staff of a program

learning.

in this dissertation is

epistemological, and pragmatic

—on

—a

an exploration

multiple levels. At one level,

quest heuristic,

it

explores the

construction of indicators for both formal and nonformal learning environments. The

indicators for formal learning environments focus

on the quality of basic need

for students in the core processes of schooling. In

Montenegro, the indicators focus on

satisfaction

basic need satisfaction in the experience of youth council members. At another level, this
dissertation explores different approaches to indicator construction, using both existing

5

cross-national survey data and a process of qualitative
inquiry in a specific social and

organizational context.

Working with

the survey data,

I

analyze

how

well psychological

needs are being satisfied in schools in twenty European
countries. The qualitative
inquiry, in contrast, does not attempt to analyze the
extent of need satisfaction; rather,

it

asks what the indicators for basic need satisfaction in a youth
peacebuilding project might

look

the

like.

And

it

reflects

on the very process of indicator construction

meaning of peacebuilding and the organization sponsoring

state

where

in a place

the project are both in a

of transition.

The multi-dimensional nature of this

dissertation deviates

structures of inquiry often found in dissertation research.

from the

linear

My work involves many

challenges and limitations, issues that surface repeatedly in the coming chapters. Yet
aspiration remains that this project takes

whole than

ol the dissertation

indicators, the

on an emergent meaning, a meaning greater as a

component would have on

either

my

its

own. As a whole, the two main sections

open questions on a number of themes, including the nature of

meanings of peace and violence

in education,

and the

new frameworks. My

aspiration

technical limitations.

My ultimate purpose here is to explore,

is

that the heuristic value

retrofitting

of data

of my work outweighs
as richly as

I

to

its

can, the

construction of more integrative, peace-oriented indicators that can serve as catalysts for

reflection, practical application,

and further research.

Why
For

human

many

years, psychologists

basic needs matter

have posited the existence of a

set

of fundamental

needs. Although the specific nature of these needs has been constructed in

6

different

ways using

different terms,

psychologists recognize that
identity, a sense

—

for fulfillment,

in different

When

human beings

core elements are

common.

Typically,

require a sense of security, a sense of positive

of affiliation with others, and a meaningful understanding
of the world.

These needs press
negatively

many

and they will find

that fulfillment—positively or

ways (Max-Neef & Hopenhayen, 1989).

needs are constructively

being (Ryan

& Deci, 2001; Glasser,

trajectories.

When

needs are

satisfied, individuals

1992).

fulfilled,

Need

experience a sense of well-

fulfillment supports positive life

“people are well on their way to harmonious,

caring relationships with others, as well as continued growth in their lives” (Staub,

2003b,

The constructive

p. 2).

development of human
relationships.

others.

The

The

fulfillment of basic needs

is

foundational to the

capacities, particularly capacities for

openness and caring

fulfillment of basic needs provides a foundation for positive regard for

frustration

of basic needs, on the other hand, hinders growth.

sense of diminishment and can promote hostility and aggression.

When

It

leads to a

individuals’

needs are frustrated, they tend to focus on themselves and become more negatively
oriented toward others.

Because the fulfillment of basic psychological needs can have such influences
the lives of individuals,

it

is

in

an important basis for building a culture of peace. The

vision of a culture of peace invites researchers and practitioners to consider

how well

learning environments are fulfilling basic needs.

A concern for basic need satisfaction in education is based on the belief that the
experiences students have in school should be both peace-rich and peace-promoting.
takes a socialization perspective, recognizing the
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power of schools

in

It

shaping trajectories

of understanding and meaning.

In this vein, Eliot

emphasizes the importance of

nurturing experiences in school:

School
skills,

not only a place where children accumulate facts
and learn academic
it is also a place in which their
basic motivation toward competence

is

but

achievement

and

established, their affiliative tendencies and relational
patterns take
root, their view of themselves as persons of worth
and value develops, and their
is

sense of the world as a safe or dangerous place is formulated.
What transpires at
school can have a loundational impact on a child's life, serving
as an impetus for
or impediment to future growth and functioning.
(2002, p. xix)

As

Eliot suggests, schools are always teaching and shaping students'
values and

orientations toward self and other, whether or not they attempt to do so through
explicit

peace education, values education, or similar programs. From
essential to focus

the classroom?

on students' own experiences

Do

students

work together

in schools:

this perspective,

who

establishes the rules in

collaboratively? Are students kind to each

other? Are they encouraged by teachers to ask questions and express their
his proposal for a

...the

it is

program on “caring schools,” Staub points

core influence of schools in the realm of values

own

ideas? In

out:

is

not through

teaching but through experiential learning. Schools inevitably affect
students' valuing of other people and of themselves, and their beliefs and

values, through the students’ experiences of interaction with teachers and

other students, the guidance they receive, the actions they themselves

engage
(2003a,

in, their

p.

roles

and experiences

in the classroom,

[emphasis

his]

268)

The basic needs framework focuses
discuss in a later chapter,

it

is

attention

on students’ experiences

a generative framework that opens

many

in school.

As

I

possibilities for

policy makers and practitioners to shape schools and other learning environments to be

more peaceful and peace-promoting.

.....

2

There are many social spaces in which people experience the satisfaction or frustration of basic
needs. This project does not attempt to determine the relationships between need satisfaction in
schools and other settings.
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Enabling students to establish their

own

classroom rules and learning goals,

promoting cooperative learning, reducing the power distance
between teacher and
student

all

such efforts can potentially contribute to the formation of
more caring

schools and more caring students (Staub, 2003a).
nurturing learning environments

is

Of course,

the creation of more

only a partial response to the challenge of orienting

education as a peacebuilding enterprise. Because

I

focus

of the dissertation on matters of process and experience,
curricular aspects of peace education programs,

my
my

analysis in the

first

analysis leaves out

from conflict resolution

section

many

skills to

3

understanding issues of social exclusion.
objectives.

I

do not wish

These are clearly important learning

to claim here that the satisfaction

of basic needs in the absence

of such learning objectives does justice to the notion of peace education. Basic need
satisfaction in the "doing" of schooling

and peace-promoting, but
level, a basic

I

understand

is

it

a foundation for an education that

as one aspect of a larger project.

needs perspective, as employed

oriented than structurally-oriented. That

is,

I

in this dissertation, is

more

is

peaceful

At another
individually-

focus on individuals and their learning

environments, rather than on larger institutional structures or policies that might play
important roles in promoting peace
here

is

at

a broader social level. In this respect,

my work

only one approach to understanding the peace-related import of education.

review of peace education curricula for World Vision, one of the problems I found was the
neglect of critical thinking or analysis of contemporary social issues (Miller, forthcoming). Peace
education programs tend to be very weak in helping students develop a critical perspective on
In a

issues of war and social justice.

My emphasis

in this project

on the psychological climate

schools does not directly address that problem. Nurturing peaceful, caring individuals

is

in

only one

aspect of the ways in which education can promote a culture of peace; another important aspect
the nurturing of critical analytic skills and understandings of structural violence.
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is

An

advantage of the approach to indicators that

dissertation

is that

contribute to

when

it

opens a window onto the ways

more caring

schools

make no

societies.

It

any

first

that

normal school

life

my concern

setting.

me

to

connect

for the creation

What I argue

is

that the

my concern

—

might

human

rights

for peacebuilding in

of more nurturing learning

everyday habits, structures, and

practices in school life matter for the formation of a culture of peace

and long-term ways

section of the

and peace, even

explicit effort to incorporate peace education or

post-conflict settings with

in

explore in the

raises questions about education

education. This type of analysis enables

environments

I

regardless of where that learning environment

—

if

is

only in subtle

located. In this

respect, this project claims kinship with a family of educational philosophies and

practices oriented toward creating caring, collaborative learning environments that

support the development of peaceful individuals. This family includes pioneering
educational thinkers such as Maria Montessori (1949/1972), as well as

contemporary educators associated with the

fields

many

of social-emotional learning (Ellison,

2001) and the creation of more care-oriented learning environments

(Eisler,

2000;

Noddings, 1992; Chamey, 1992). These educational approaches have generated rich
theoretical grounding

and practical ideas for more peace-rich education. Yet educators

in

these fields have rarely developed larger indicator systems congruent with their

philosophies, systems that might challenge dominant

modes of educational

accounting.

Redefining the markers of progress
Writing about the emergence of sustainable communities, Jackson (1996) argues
that the task begins with the invention

indicators about

what matters.

of a new system of accounting, with new

A new system of social

10

accounting, tor Jackson, must

break with the exploitative value system of industrial
economies and give “standing” to
alternative values such as simplicity

humble attempt, a beginning,

and sufficiency.

In

my mind,

this project is a

to give “standing” to alternative values in education

and

point toward a different kind of accounting of the relationship
of education and peace.
In several areas of social science, researchers are devising
unconventional

systems ot indicators that illuminate
field,

Thin (2002) counts

at least

new

facets of social realities. In his

overview of the

fourteen major international projects designed to create

unique assessments of social/economic/environmental progress. These projects range

from the familiar

Program

to the

Human Development

Bhutanese Gross National Happiness index.

For researchers working
indicators

is

Index of the United Nations Development

in the field

of social indicators, the articulation of new

not intended to supplant traditional economic indicators, but to accompany

them, to offer an alternative perspective and add depth
“quality” and “progress” (Miringoff

& Miringoff,

to dialogue

1999). In the

about issues of

same

vein, this project

is

intended to expand the spectrum of ways of understanding the quality of schools and
other learning environments in relation to

human

well-being and the creation of more

caring societies.

In terms

needed

of educational indicators,

to reflect the vision

and education has begun

I

argue that a wider spectrum of measures

is

of a culture of peace. The relationship between peacebuilding

to generate interest over the past five years,

researchers and development agencies. In 2000,

Saltarelli

which they outline the ways

conflict.

In their analysis, they point out that

educational

wrote an influential

which schooling can contribute

report in

in

Bush and

among

to violent

development agencies frequently take an
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overly enthusiastic approach to schooling in post-conflict
settings, failing to understand

how

schooling can contribute to social inequities

identities,

and contribute

to the “militarization

Some development

agencies have

among

of the mind.”

made

substantial efforts to assess the impact of

particular interventions vis-a-vis peacebuilding. Yet

agencies, to

my

knowledge, have yet

groups, harden divisive social

most

to articulate a set

international

of policies or principles that

connect their educational development and peacebuilding/social justice

One

exception here

which has produced

a

is

the Canadian International

framework and

set

education to conflict (Isaac, 2002). The

development

efforts.

Development Agency (CIDA)

of indicators for assessing the contribution of

CIDA framework

is

focused on macro-level

forces, including control of educational policy-making, equity in budget allocations,

gender equity, support for teachers, support for linguistic and cultural diversity, control of
textbook production,

Attention to such issues can illuminate sources of structural

etc.

violence that can lead to violent conflict.
Curiously, however, none of the suggested indicators in the

CIDA framework

4

specifically address students’ experience in school.

education would look

I

would suggest

that a

more

holistic

approach to peacebuilding

in

macro and micro

argue that the satisfaction of basic needs constitutes a kind of

levels.

I

at

multiple kinds of violence, at both

peace in individuals’ experience and also nurtures individuals’ capacities for peace.

4

on policy, the CIDA framework does mention the importance of principles of
inclusion, reconciliation, and tolerance for educational reforms. The framework suggests that
researchers look for the implementation of such principles in teacher training, curriculum
development and classroom practice. However, specific indicators related to students classroom
In a section

experience are not provided.
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Surprisingly,

most educational indicators do not speak

growth or human well-being. For some, human growth

is

directly about

human

indicated by academic

achievement. Particularly in the industrialized countries of the
North, there has been

growing attention

to indicators ot

science, and reading.

skills,

I

am

in the areas

of mathematics,

My problem with achievement as an educational

the individual leveller se.

and

academic achievement

As long

as achievement represents meaningful

delighted to see gains.

or macro-level, loses meaning as a

measure ol the quality of a nation

indicator

What

human

troubles

me

capacity and

is

knowledge

that achievement, at a national

becomes a commodity

From

a

human

—

capital perspective, educational

An

indicators ultimately point to the growth of the

economy.

indicators that point to the “growth of people”

(Max-Neef & Hopenhayen,

Changing the indicators by which a system
itself, is

not at

stock of human capital. Learning thus becomes

s

instrumental to economic productivity.

questions a system asks

is

is

alternative

measured, or

better,

is

to

advance

1989).

changing the

intended to alter the path of a system’s development. If

improving the satisfaction of students’ psychological needs were a goal, what
transformations might result?

In a

book on education and

arrives at a point

complementing

globalization. Spring reiterates this critique and

my

....education policies based

own:

on human

income- and profit-making machines.

worth

in the labor market.

.

.

capital theories

Human

value

is

imagine humans

to

be

defined by an individual's

There are other reasons for valuing human

life

and

education. For instance, there seems to be a universal agreement about the value

human life. Also social relationships seem to be important. SelfbwM'ledge might also add worth to human life. Indeed, control over one's life
might contribute to the worth of human existence, [italics mine] (Spring, 1998,
of love to

225)
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p.

Although

his terms

might be

different, Spring appears to advocate here for

vision that corresponds to a framework of basic psychological
needs.

He

an evaluative

goes on to

affirm such a position:

previous non-economic values contribute to human happiness, then
maybe
education should be valued according to its ability to improve these
aspects of
If the

Within a framework based on these values, the goals of education could
be
enhance loving relationships, make social contacts more meaningful, increase
life.

self-knowledge, and provide the tools to gain control over one’s

life

to

(1998 p

225)
Spring arrives here
conclusions

at the

at the starting

place for this project. Repeatedly,

end of essays and chapters by

often affirm the value of love

—but what would an

toward human goodness look like?
question.

It

critical

A basic

and

I

find similar

holistic educators.

They

evaluative framework that pointed

needs framework suggests a response to

enables a learning community to focus on the component needs

that,

this

taken

together, contribute to well-being and caring.

Nurturing agents of peace

The youth council

project sponsored by

in

CRS

Montenegro

in

Montenegro

is

an effort to

contribute to social cohesion while enriching students’ capacities for civic engagement.

The

project

According

was designed from a perspective congruent with

to

systems, and

scarce.

CRS,

new

Youth

their future.

in

the

war

in the

Balkans has destroyed or weakened social support

opportunities for youth to engage in positive, affirming behaviors are

Montenegro

suffer

from a lack of vision and motivation

for building

A recent assessment by CRS concluded that conditions in Montenegro have

resulted in passivity, unhappiness, and a lack of confidence

the

a basic needs approach.

CRS-sponsored youth councils

among

youth. In response,

are intended to provide a space for youth to build a
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sense of positive identity and confidence in their
capacity to create positive change. With

support from

CRS,

the students

work together on

projects to benefit their schools and

communities.
In

my research,

I

wanted

to find out

council members. The questions

I

I

also asked participants

learning in school

in the

asked participants to reflect on their sense of

belonging and about experiences when they
I

the experiences of the youth

asked youth council participants were grounded

basic needs framework. For example,

interviews,

more about

felt

how their

especially effective. In several

learning in the councils differed from their

a question that turned out to be one of the most generative in the

interviews. Students frequently responded with insights about their relationships with

teachers and the value of working on projects that have meaning within their

communities.

CRS

project

peacebuilding.

CRS

documents described one of the outcomes of the youth councils

One of the

staff did not

reasons

know how

workshops with youth,

I

their

was

invited

by

work contributed

CRS

to conduct the research

to peacebuilding.

little fruit.

When

asked

if their relationships

toward members of other groups had changed through

was

In interviews

asked questions about inter-group relationships and

These questions, however, bore
attitudes

I

as

that

and

attitudes.

with or

their participation

on the

youth council, the students usually replied that no, there had been no change, since they
already held inclusive values and worked well with

interviews yielded

little

members of all

groups.

The

data to suggest that the councils had a tangible impact with

regard to peacebuilding, perhaps because the students involved were already well-

disposed toward members of other groups. This problematized for
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me

the goal of

peacebuilding. At another level,

my conversations

questions about the very agenda of peacebuilding

One

staff

was not

member

CRS

staff raised further

among western development

agencies.

peacebuilding was an external, international agenda
which

necessarily needed in Montenegro.
In the

in the

felt that

with

second section of the dissertation,

youth councils and

how a basic

toward peace. In terms of the
capacities for peace in

ways

CRS

that

I

explore the meaning of peacebuilding

needs framework can generate indicators that point

youth council

initiative, the students'

might not have been

visible,

were gaining

had the project constructed

indicators in a typical manner. Social interventions often start with
a large, abstract goal
that stall

members then

phenomena

define

more

carefully, boiling the goal

that constitute evidence for the

down

achievement of that goal

into specific

process can produce a rich set of specific indicators related to project goals.
evolves, however, participants’ experiences

may

This

in practice.

As

a project

extend outside the frameworks the staff

used to delimit the focus of their project. Through qualitative inquiry, the meaning of
participants’ experiences can

become more

My research with the CRS

staff in

visible (although never fully so).

Montenegro taught

necessarily have frameworks that fully capture the

experiences. In Montenegro,

illuminate

call

how the

CRS

me

that agencies

meaning of their

do not

participants'

lacked a conceptual vocabulary that could richly

youth councils were nurturing students’ capacities to act as what

“agents of peace” in their society.

I

I

will

use this term perhaps too generously, in that the

students were not directly engaged with conflict mediation or inter-ethnic dialogue. But

as

I

will discuss

commitments

more

to the

fully in a later chapter, the students

common good

and in

were growing

their personal sense
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in their

of effectiveness as social

actors.

In this sense,

indicators,

I

I

see

them

as “agents of peace'’.

And

in

terms of the construction of

suggest that the meaning of their learning, in relation to
peace, can be

amplified through a framework of basic psychological needs.

Unpeeling the dissertation
In

most

dissertations, for very

good reasons, there

or population of interest. This dissertation

is

is

a singular object of inquiry

not organized that way.

different explorations of the construction of indicators, guided

framework.

It

of interest.

emotionally) to explain

some
it.

And

that is

my dissertation

why

I

find

in a nutshell.

challenges of this project

different levels.

interpret

common

I

it

its

With both the

meaning,

critical

conceptual

agonizing (conceptually and

find that

I

have spent as much

framing and reframing the project than in working with the data

in

One of the
two

involves two

involves two different research methodologies and related, though

different, populations

energy

by a

It

in light

is

that

I

work with

different kinds of data

quantitative and qualitative data,

of the basic needs framework.

itself.

And

I

I

on

organize and

also attempt to gain

purchase on the data by discussing the politics of the project that generates

In the first section.

I

accompany my discussion of the

HBSC

data with critical

questions about the politics of educational indicators. Similarly, in the second section,
the discussion of the findings from

in

Montenegro

is

accompanied by

my research with members

critical

of the

CRS

questions about the politics of peacebuilding

and the construction of indicators for NGOs. Working on multi-levels,
research literatures and methods.

empirical

youth councils

My work with the HBSC

work of psychologists and public

I

shift

between

data finds affiliation with the

health researchers while

my comments

indicators might resonate with critical social theorists and educational planners.
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on

Part ot

It

my

struggle in describing

feels too limiting for

specific set of data

data

come

is

me

to think

my project

is

capturing

its

multi-layered nature.

of my research as bounded by a question which
a

intended to answer. The wider one reads, the more
evident

in layers: the institutions

themselves data for a broader

The problematique

set

and processes

that generate data at

one

it

is that

level are

of questions.

ot the construction of indicators

is

a

theme running through

both the quantitative analysis of students' experiences in European
schools and the
qualitative case study of

As

a

framework

CRS’s

efforts to understand

its

work with youth

in

Montenegro.

tor the construction of alternative indicators, basic psychological
needs

provide the conceptual backbone for both the quantitative and qualitative explorations.

So rather than one

literature

indicators; the second,

review chapter,

this project requires two: the first

on basic psychological needs.

Those chapters now follow.
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CHAPTER 2

WHAT DO INDICATORS INDICATE?
Most indicat01 s that attempt to measure quality, whether
of community
or some aspect of it, such as education, are too literal-minded
and too
narrow in scope. They truncate the range of human experiences and

life

value.

—
The great danger presented by indicators
discussion of the purpose

is

that they

and means of education

to

Clifford

Cobb

narrow public
what can be

measured, while ignoring those invaluable aspects that cannot.

—Anthony Bryk and Kim Hermanson

The administrators forest cannot be the naturalists

forest.

—James

Scott

Introducing indicators
Indicators are indicators because they point to something

beyond themselves.

general, quantitative indicators involve measurable data that point to larger,

complex phenomena

that

complex phenomena

in the field

form” (1989,

of international education include development,

well-being?

—phenomena

in their

raw

How do we know that children in Rwanda show improvements

How do we know that youth

in

in

Montenegro have grown more capable of

promoting a culture of peace? Such evaluative questions

change

that are, in the

of sociologist James Scott, “bureaucratically indigestible

p. 22).

more

cannot be easily measured or understood as a whole. Such

peacebuilding, and the promotion of human-well being

felicitous phrase

In

—

—

questions that aim to gauge

are typically understood in terms of indicators that represent a
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more complex

reality.

Because indicators reduce complexity

into “bite-size” pieces, they are

fundamentally reductionist. Sometimes that reductionism
can be elegant: the president of

The World Bank, James Wolfenson,
development

A
person's

it

is

smile

life.

It

might be said

is

reported to have said that the best indicator of

a smile on the face of a child (Bush

is

& Saltarelli, 2000).

an example of a visible manifestation of underlying conditions

suggests what

that

lies

an indicator

is

beneath the surface.

To borrow

in a

a term from geology,

a kind of outcropping:

In geology, an outcropping
for people to see.

It is

is the part of bedrock that is exposed on the surface
the outward manifestation of central, solid features of the

land. Geologists study outcroppings to get clues about
surface. (Neuman, 2000, p. 441

Indicators function as outcroppings; they point toward that

what

which

is

lies

beneath the

otherwise difficult or

impossible to understand directly. The metaphor of indicators as outcroppings

is

only

partly appropriate though, because indicators are intended to provide glimpses of change.

Rather than revealing stable features of a system, indicators point toward dynamic
features that change over time.

qualitative measures

which

A system of indicators can be defined as “quantitative or

reflect the current status

(Bauer, Davies, Pelikan, Noack, Broesskamp,

of and changes in a complex system”

& Hill, 2003, p.

Indicators are typically viewed as instrument of rational

108).

management. They

are

intended to obviate the need for the collection and analysis of massive amounts of data
(Johnstone, 1981). Indicators enable managers

monitor conditions over time,

to

who work

with complex social

realities to

diagnose problems and evaluate the effectiveness of

interventions (Epstein, 1981; Oakes, 1989). Indicators facilitate planning and policy-

making by illuminating

the trajectory of systems.

They point

to progress

and also

suggest points of intervention to correct deficiencies in performance. At a systemic level.
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indicators

may

provide guidance without great precision; they suggest
the general state of

a system, rather than providing exact

knowledge (Johnstone, 1981).

This chapter discusses the nature of indicators as instruments
of knowledge,
focusing on their capacity to both illuminate and obscure, with
particular reference to
education.

I

do not devote great attention

indicator construction here.

chapters. In this chapter,

to the technical aspects

of indicators or

Those technical concerns become more important

my goal

is to

analyze what indicators indicate,

i.e.,

in later

to root out

the deeper theoretical and political entanglements of indicators. This
discussion

intended to articulate

my discomfort with

is

conventional indicators and illuminate

my

rationale for undertaking a quest for alternative indicators at the intersections of

education and peacebuilding.

Much

of this chapter addresses indicators

education and thus presages the concerns of the

first

in formal

section of the dissertation.

Nevertheless, the more general practical and epistemological issues

at

play are central to

both sections and the dissertation as a whole.

Indicating values
Indicators serve as a technology of rapid communication.

complexity and thus carry powerful rhetorical force, especially

communication. As easily digestible

communicating success or

bits

in

They condense
an era of instant

of data, they are especially useful

failure in a flash:

“An

in

attention-grabbing statistic can be

cruising around the information superhighway
before a subtle piece of analysis has
finished worrying over

5

its

seat-belt” (Thin, 2002, p. 120).

Like other forms of scientific rationality, indicators can
appear to be

The

allure ot indicators is that they provide a

progress

that,

on the

Indicators, taken alone,

accepted

at lace value,

surface,

may

currency for understanding

free of political or methodological complications.

appear to represent a social reality

fully.

they turn attention toward the comparisons

programs, of individuals

On

is

common

—

apolitical.

in already established categories

closer inspection, however,

it

is

When

—of

indicators are

nations, of

of meaning.

clear that indicators not only point

beyond

themselves toward a larger phenomenon; they also point backwards to the ideologies and
political

agendas of the institutions advancing those very indicators. Indicators are those

representations of reality that are upheld as having the greatest significance for a system,

a project, or a society. In other words, indicators always represent choices

choices

—about what phenomena

done (Bottani

power

to

how that

political

counting should be

1994; Thin, 2002). Indicators represent a kind of power, the

frame and define issues

The
interests

& Tuijnman,

are worth counting and

—

in a certain

manner.

technical, objective face of indicators often hides the political face.

and commitments of those

The

institutions that generate indicators are not always

transparent. In his review of the notion of social progress, Thin (2002) argues for an

approach that makes value commitments and ethical principles

submerging ethics underneath data

that

explicit, rather than

appear to be “merely” descriptive.

When

of the motivation for the creation of the Human Development Index
of development to one number in order to break the
conception
an
alternative
was to reduce
stranglehold of the dominant indicator, GNP/capita, on development dialogue and policy.

Sen (2003a)

recalls that part
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indicators are problematized as ideological and
political choices, then space opens for

dialogue about the meaning of the larger phenomenon
being measured. In this sense,
indicators can act as a basis for collective reflection.

projects are inherently political and should not shy

From

this perspective, indicator

away from

controversy. Indicator

projects that attempt to be “value-neutral” tend not to inspire
the kind of debate that

generates

new

understanding and action (Cobb, 2000).

Indicators need not be understood only as tools of social
rational planning.

As Bryk and Harmenson (1994)

enlightenment function
light

value of an indicator, from this perspective,

se.

The

point out, indicators can have an

informing public dialogue: alternative indicators can shed

in

on problems and introduce fresh concepts

measurement per

critical

is

into public deliberation

not in

its utility

question for an indicator

enriched or impoverished by the indicator data? (Bryk

Approached

in this

2002,

p. 104).

to

on a

is this: is

The

topic.

management

new

or

public discussion

1994,

p. 51).

change by sparking dialogue

rather than by informing managerial choices directly.

open conversation about

Such an approach

for

& Harmenson,

manner, indicators contribute

on fundamental ideas and values,
Indicators can

measurement and

is

a

community’s ‘’most treasured objectives” (Thin,

more amenable

to

democratic participation

in

decision-making than an approach that orients indicator data toward consumption by
those in positions of power (Bry k

& Hermanson,

1

For me, the quest for alternative indicators

994).

is

not primarily about improving the

measurability of the world, in the tradition of positivist science. Such an outcome

is

ultimately secondary to the purpose of stimulating critical conversation and illuminating

educational realities in a fresh

light. In this spirit, this project is
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a heuristic endeavor far

more than
inspire

is

it

new

a technical project.

questions and

new

The

assertion of alternative indicators

dialogue.

Such dialogue around

is

intended to

alternative indicators

enriches critical understanding of the meaning of
indicators, the larger systems in which
they are embedded, and the implications of different
choices.

Interrogating indicators

There are deep dilemmas involved

dilemmas both epistemological and

in the construction

political.

and use of indicators,

This section discusses these dilemmas with

the purpose ot elaborating a deeper critique of indicators and indicator
development.

This critique

is

applicable to

my own work

not only directed outward at existing indicator systems;
in this dissertation.

it

is

also

The implications of the dilemmas

associated with indicators resurface at various points in the chapters that follow.

At one

know

level, the

wants

to

to act

and the power

use of indicators suggests relations of unequal power: a manager

about her project's impact on a community. The manager has the power

her intervention.

to

The

measure the

effects

of her actions on the objects/participants

in

indicators are not created by the participants in an intervention, but

by the manager for purposes of controlling the project and reporting

to higher-level

6

authorities.

Relations of unequal power are at the heart of the development of indicators. In

an analysis of large-scale planning and social engineering

efforts, sociologist

James Scott

(1998) explores the ways in which states have attempted to reduce complexity and

In a presentation

on indicators given

to the staff

the first slide includes an image in the upper
his chin in an executive pose.

of Catholic Relief Services

in

Eastern Europe,

comer of a middle-aged man wearing

The message here

is
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a

suit,

holding

that indicators are intended to serve managers.

increase the “legibility” of local communities.

holding
at a

it

in place

and mapping

its

Making a population

“legible”

salient characteristics, for the sake

means

of understanding

it

distance and facilitating control. Historical
examples of this effort, for Scott, include

the creation of permanent last

names and population

registers, the standardization

language, and the design of cities as neat, linear grids.

Any

of

administrative practice that

serves the agenda of standardizing, recording, and
monitoring activity in local

environments from a central position of power
state

Such

.

practices,

per

is

part

of what Scott terms “seeing

are not necessarily destructive, but they can be

se,

like a

made

to

serve destructive ends.

Although Scott does not discuss indicators
development of indicators for any

more

legible.

social reality

is

directly,

part

I

would suggest

that the

of the project of making the world

Ultimately, indicators are a technology of organization, of ordering

otherwise messy social phenomena into neatly packaged bits of meaning intended to
facilitate

managerial understanding and control. The

knowing

is

embedded within

rise

of indicators as a technology of

a larger narrative about the possibility of progress achieved

through rational planning and social engineering.

A modem worldview, rooted in the

belief that the world could be categorized and organized, led to a marriage of social

7

Scott argues that there are four key elements underlying failed attempts to improve the

human

condition through social engineering. Those elements include state practices of legibility, a high-

modernist ideology of social progress, authoritarian states willing to use power to realize the
ideological vision, and lastly, a

weak

These elements
correspond to central elements of Staub’s (1989) model of the origins of genocide and masskilling, particularly regarding the role of ideology and the passivity of bystanders in the face of
coercive power. This congruence
as a tragic attempt to improve the

the expense of others.

It is

is

civil society that fails to resist state actions.

not coincidental; genocide, in most cases, can be understood

human

condition

—

for a particular group of human beings, at

not coincidental, then, that the elements of genocide in Staub’s

analysis reflect a parallel set of elements involved in coercive state efforts to improve society, as

analyzed

in Scott’s

work (1998).
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science and social administration (Popkewitz,
1999). Without using the term, Scott’s

opening paragraph

book speaks

to his

to the nature

of indicators:

Certain forms of knowledge and control require
a narrowing of vision. The great
advantage of such tunnel vision is that it brings into
sharp focus certain limited
aspects of an otherwise far more complex and
unwieldy reality. This very
simplification, in turn, makes the phenomenon
at the center of the field of vision
more legible and hence more susceptible to careful measurement
and calculation.
Combined with similar observations, an overall, aggregate, synoptic
view of a
selective reality is achieved, making possible a high
degree of schematic

knowledge, control, and manipulation. (1998,
In international education, global institutions

p.

1

1)

and global educational movements such as

the Education for All initiative have greatly increased the
legibility of educational

systems from centers of power (Duan, 2002). Indicators serve as a mechanism
of global
“surveillance” in education.

My work
make

in the first section

the experience of schooling

surveillance. Indeed,

my

location.

facilitating

inform

I

am

of this dissertation could be described as an

more

legible,

of further opening up students’ lives for

interested in being able to “read" students’ experiences

My interest in that legibility, however,

managerial control

critical reflection

effort to

—

is

from

not managerial. Rather than

the heart of the project of legibility—my project seeks to

and internally-driven transformation, as

I

suggest in later

chapters.

For managers, researchers, and policy-makers, indicators are intended

to facilitate

comparisons across time or social contexts (United States Agency for International

Development, 1998a). In

this respect, indicators are

transcends contextual differences, in order to

Yet an inherent danger

in the use

chosen

to provide understanding that

show change on

of indicators

is

that they

systems of meaning that are rooted in specific contexts.
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a consistent dimension.

do not respect

different

Within a given

institutional discourse, indicators are intended
to be read in an

unequivocal manner. In mainstream educational
discourse, for example, literacy rates are
taken as an indicator of development and of social
progress. In a more

however,

literacy rates

critical discourse,

can be taken as an indicator of threat to indigenous
cultures and

biodiversity, since high levels of literacy in national
languages often reflect urbanization,
industrialization,

and suppression of local languages

the use ol indicators in the international

richness of local cultures, particularly

(Jain, 2002).

development discourse

when

One of the

is that

criticisms of

they trivialize the

the categories used in the indicator systems

always place certain groups of countries or certain cultures as superior and
higher ranking
to others (Jain, 2002).

Institutions with the resources

and mandate

to gather educational statistics tend to

be the very institutions with greatest stakes in global market integration and economic
growth. The leading source of development data
of education data

is

the Organization for

is

The World Bank;

Economic Cooperation

in

the leading source

Development

8

(OECD).

Such organizations have a

systems of development

in

large stake in conserving the function of existing

which they are

central actors. Put in other words, systems of

indicators tend to reinforce the perspectives and the functions of those institutions that

gather the data. The indicators promulgated by those institutions tend to illuminate those

After the end of the Marshall Plan, the Organization for European Economic Cooperation was
renamed the OECD and spread its scope to include other industrial nations outside of western
Europe (Spring, 1998). The mandate of the OECD is to promote economic growth in member
states and global market stability. Spring argues that the vision of the OECD links economic
integration, prosperity and peace to the spread of market capitalism. Economic integration and
coordination
is posited by OECD discourse as fundamental to
a core process of globalization
maintaining cooperative relations among nations. With global market capitalism as an engine of
surplus production, the logic runs, warfare as a means of gamering more resources would no

—

—

longer be necessary (Spring, 1998,

peacebuilding

in

Montenegro

p. 161).

in the

I

will return to this point in a discussion of

second section of the dissertation.
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aspects of reality that legitimize their

and services they provide. Data

work and speak

to the

that challenge the policies

institutions are not aggressively collected.

need for the interventions

and practices of these

Generally, indicators which point to the

destructive aspects ot a particular institution or
policy are rarely tracked (Jain. 2002)

9

Seduction by the numbers
Indicators call attention to themselves. Because they
focus attention on particular
data, indicators can also locus organizational energies
in particular directions

toward those aspects ol

their

work

that are

more

—

especially

readily countable. Thin notes that large,

bureaucratic organizations then put their energies into improving the
indicator, while
often neglecting the overarching

phenomenon

to

which the indicator was intended

to

point:

When GDP growth is confused with development or school attendance is
confused with education, this can result in perverse motivations peoples’ efforts
are directed at achieving the indicator rather than achieving the objective. (2002,

—

p.

104)

In short, that

which

is

most easily measurable becomes

that

which defines the meaning

and growth of a system. Organizations may focus on improving
increasing scores

on

certain indicators

—while

Buddhist proverb, are only fingers pointing

their “results”

forgetting that the indicators, to

at the

moon and

not the

moon

borrow the

itself.

9

For example,

in international

education reports, the number of girls

attention as an indicator of gender equity and social progress.
girls’

attendance

in

school

is

necessarily good for girls

is

in

school receives great

Yet the question of whether or not

not asked.

A recent report on

girls’

from a safe place for girls. Female students in
several countries report wide-spread sexual harrassment and other forms of gender-related abuse

experience of violence suggests that school

in their

is

far

schools and colleges (Panos Institute, 2003).
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The existence

ot indicators suggests

—

—

often naively

that a

phenomenon

is

well

understand, measurable, and even contained by the indicator.
Again, Thin makes the
point clearly:

“Numbers

carry a rhetorical force, lending apparent tangibility and

certainty to processes that are elusive and highly uncertain"
(2002, p. 120).

of indicator data, and the reverence for indicators often found in

The ubiquity

institutional discourses,

can reinforce the epistemological illusion that indicators fully reveal the meaning
of

ambiguous phenomena.

The problem runs deeper:
indicators and

may do

more data may not

the managers and policy-makers calling for better

realize that, in the process of defining

violence to the phenomenon.

It is

that issue to

Measuring (re)makes

ways

in

which a

its

Over time,
forestry"

forests in terms

its

managed

for

phenomena can

—understood

manner

led to replanting forests with trees in straight

straight

Scott (1998) explores in great

rows

The scientifically-managed

rows of evenly-spaced

trees,

that

forest

was much more

as part of “scientific

would produce
had

easily

neatness.

What had happened,
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in other

less diversity and,

measured and

commercial productivity. The mark of a well-managed

symmetry and

alter the

of a standard measure of lumber content: the Normalbaum.

predictable amounts of lumber.

with

turns.

century, for example, the Prussian state began

the practice of measuring in this

—

As

central authority chooses to represent

existence of the phenomena. In the 19

counting

which the next section now

reality

Indicators can change the reality they measure.

detail, the

what counts, they

forest

words, was that the

became

state

eventually reshaped the forest to look like
the abstraction by which the forest had
been

measured.

The problem with

the

German model of scientific

terms ot efficiency and economic productivity) and

world

(Scott, 1998).

is

that

that

it

worked

(in

replicated throughout the

to

would produce a standard commodity.

a curious analogy here with the history of modem schooling:
the

arrangement of desks mirrors that of trees
characteristic features of the

facilitating

was

was

Across the planet, forest ecologies were slowly manipulated

become productive machinery
There

it

forestry

modem

in a

school

is

managed

forest.

One of the most

the orderly arrangement of desks in rows,

counting and surveillance from the central location of the teacher.

It is

perhaps not coincidental that the ideas of scientific forestry and the organization
of the

modem
19

school were both products of Prussian (German) culture in the late

th
1

and early

centuries, a highpoint of state-building social organization.

At
Prussian.

that time, the pre-eminent

The Prussian

model of military organization

in

Europe was

military organized itself to be disciplined, efficient, and uniform.

Soldiers were subjected to repeated drills and those

goal was to form a standardized product (Smith,

1

who

did not endure were rejected: the

998). This fomi of organization

replicated in primary education as formal schooling

became more

accessible to a

was

mass

population, resulting in the shift from the multi-age classroom to the age-graded, ability-

The

story of Prussian influence on education also includes the notion of the “learning

curve”—

notion intended to provide a scientific theory of learning, based on the memorization of nonsense
syllables.

The theory and implications of the learning curve

chapter three.
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are elaborated in

more

detail in

grouped structures

still

prevalent today.

said of conventional education: ‘it

commodity over

a single

scheme of management”

commodity was human
industrial

workers

showed

and

Scott says of scientific forestry could be

was a system

that

the long haul and at the

( 1

998, p.

1

promised

same time

maximize

to

lent itself to a centralized

of literacy and numeracy required for

to function effectively in factory-oriented capitalist

is

a risk in the reduction of complex

efficiency.

The

the return of

In the case of education, the standardized

8).

capital, the basic skills

Inevitably, there

rationalization

What

scientifically

managed

phenomena

forests in

substantial decline in the second generation of trees,

economies.

due

to

for the sake of

Germany

many

often

factors related

ultimately to the destruction of bio-diversity. This points, for Scott, to “the dangers of

dismembering an exceptionally complex and poorly understood

set

of relations and

processes in order to isolate a single element of instrumental value” (1989,
Scott's warning applies to educational indicators as well.

p. 21).

Any system of

understanding, of knowing and managing, that eliminates from view those very elements
essential to the long-term health

suggest

later, this is

resulting stress

on

of the system, will ultimately prove destructive. As

a limitation in the

human

capital

framework

in education,

certain inputs as well as achievement scores as the

I

and the

dominant

educational indicators.

More

invasively, military metaphors have

practice.

Smith

become embedded

in the

language of educational

illustrates:

We talk of the deployment of resources, the recruitment of teachers and
advancing or withdrawing students, promotion
strategies for teachers, batteries of tests,

to higher grades, drills for learners,

word attack

reinforcement, cohorts, campaigns for achievement
illiteracy.

The

accustomed

to

fact that this
it,

students,

skills,

in

language seems natural to

attainment targets,

mathematics, and wars against
us, that

we have

all

become

so

perfectly illustrates the insidious infdtration of militaristic thinking in

education, [italics

in original]

(Smith, 1998,
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p.

47)

In her

work on educational

indicators,

Oakes (1989) argues

that insights into

school processes (which she calls “context indicators”)
are as important as outcome
indicators.

At one

level, she notes, context indicators

have an inherent value,

in that

parents and educators care about students’ day-to-day
experience in school. Further,

Oakes points out

that context indicators

indicators with limited meaning.

can balance an over-emphasis on outcome

Whether

in education or other social systems,

it is

important to have a diversity of indicators that focus attention on different
aspects of the
system.

A more balanced portfolio of indicators can reduce the risk that single measures

drive systemic choices.

Learning

The

fields

to

count differently

of ecology and complexity theory have offered inspiration

concerned with alternative approaches to understanding educational systems.

one approach

to understanding the health or integrity

degree of disturbance caused by

human impact

of an environment

is

to educators

In ecology,

measuring the

(Karr, 2000). Ecologists can

examine

multiple indicators of water quality in a river, for example, comparing the results to the
quality the water should have in an undisturbed state.

of this approach
state to

is

In terms

of education, the transfer

problematic, since social systems have no “natural” or “undisturbed”

which current functioning could be compared. Yet

dynamics of healthy ecological systems can be
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principles associated with the

instructive for understanding learning

environments. Visser (2001) views diversity, completeness
and integrity as key qualities
12

of a healthy learning ecology.

There are other

efforts to use inspiration

change. Arenas (n.d.) suggests
resilience,

how

from ecology

to

inform educational

such principles as carrying capacity, interconnection,

and biodiversity could provide guidance

for

improving schooling. Wheatley

(1999) encourages school leaders to help schools function more like complex living

systems by increasing connectivity within the system and trusting in the power of
selforganization. In his

work on

sustainable education. Sterling (2001) outlines ecologically-

inspired principles to guide systemic reform and pedagogical transformation.

Another
the

work

effort to

develop an alternative

of a group of educators in

England

of indicators

set

that has

(Booth, Ainscow, Black-Hawkins, Vaughan,

&

in education

comes from

developed an index of inclusion

Shaw, 2000).

Rooted

in

concern for the

inclusion of diverse learners (particularly those with disabilities), the index facilitates
analysis of barriers to inclusion and participation.

It

attempts to focus on conditions for

learning in schools, rather than on the “deficits” of learners.

The Index of Inclusion focuses on

three areas: cultures, policies, and practices.

features several indicators similar to those

needs.

Under

the

I

It

propose under the rubric of basic human

theme of building inclusive cultures

in schools, for

example, indicators

include the following:

12

made

welcome

•

Everyone

•

Staff and learners treat one another with respect

•

There are high expectations for

is

to feel

all learners.

.

My

.

.

.

•

began with the aspiration of developing indicators
for Visser’s concept of learning ecology. That quest proved overly quixotic and was abandoned.
interest in alternative indicators actually
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Such

indicators speak to students' experiences in
school and to the

schooling
Inclusion

is/is

is

ways

in

which

not a hospitable environment for learning. At
another level, the Index of

noteworthy, in that

it

was

first

developed

in

England, but has since been

modified in a North-South partnership among educators in
England, Brazil, South Africa,

and

India.

It is

also being adapted for non-formal educational settings.

being adapted because

it

The index

is

has a primary purpose of serving institutional reflection and

inclusion at a local level, rather than facilitating comparisons
of standard data across
contexts, as other international indicators are intended to do.

Such

ideas,

however, remain marginal within the broader discourse of educational

indicators. Indicators tend to serve as guardians of the status quo, in terms of
preserving

the role of lormal schooling as the only recognized site of learning, and of maintaining

focus on conventional inputs and outcomes.

Indicating learning?
After perusing various indicator sets in international education,
locus on issues of greatest interest to policy-makers and planners.

I

found that most

As suggested

above,

indicators are intended to provide “at-a-glance” understanding of educational systems and
13

point toward leverage points for policy changes.

In formal education,

most indicators

14

correspond to an input-output model (the production-function model).

Not

surprisingly, the

OECD compilation

of educational indicators

is

entitled

In this model.

Education at a

glance.
14

model, Bryk and Hermanson (1994) suggest an approach to schools as “small
which relationships and issues of meaning have a central importance. The
implication of this approach is that change can be affected through attention to values and
In contrast to this

societies” in

interactions with the

the

first

community of the

school. This approaches accords with

section of the dissertation.
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my

perspective

in

the operation of schools can be

and effect (Bryk

& Hermanson,

viewed as an ensemble of linear, additive chains
of cause
1994,

p. 40).

Objective data on inputs, processes, and

outputs facilitate rational action: with the right data
in hand, administrators can pull the
right levers to mechanically influence desired
educational outcomes.

Indicators related to access and completion are
internationally. Traditionally educational systems

counting the number of students

who

some of the most common

have placed great emphasis on

enter and exit the system. System-level indicators

are also concerned with issues of equity, highlighting
differences

distribution of educational access. For example, in the

among groups

Oxfam Education

in the

Report,

Watkins (2000) advocates a new index of educational system performance.

It

combines

indicators of net enrollment ration, the completion rate, and the ratio of female to
male

enrollment, with the goal of providing a single snapshot of access, completion and gender
bias.

Yet

this index, like other types

of educational indicators, approaches educational

progress in terms of students simply being in school and moving from one grade to
another. Students’ experiences of schooling

In 1998, a

is

neglected.

working group from the United States Agency

Development assembled an expansive menu of indicators

for International

for basic education

(USAID,

1998b). Those indicators include cover broad themes such as access, management,

resource allocation, and teacher training. Under the rubric of school environment, the

of possible indicators focuses on the material environment

(lighting, desks, learning

materials, etc.). Surprisingly, there are no indicators that focus directly
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on students’

list

subjective experience in school." Another large
collection of educational indicators

found

in the

World Data on Education database assembled by

Education, an arm of

UNESCO.

is

the International Bureau of

This database provides brief descriptions of the
formal

educational systems in each country, coupled with
indicators related to literacy,
enrollments, and expenditures at various levels of the
system.
In general, educational indicators

institutional

have much

to say

about the material and

environment surrounding students but do not give voice

to students

themselves. Occasionally, the construct of school satisfaction
receives attention. In a

comprehensive review of educational
satisfaction

is

indicators, Johnstone (1981) suggests that school

an important educational outcome and should be monitored. Writing

same time, Epstein (1981) argues

at the

for tracking school satisfaction as part of an effort to

understand the “quality of life” in school.
Generally, indicators related to what happens in school and students' experiences

have been grouped under the rubric of “school climate.” The school climate research has
generated a rich array of instruments and insights into students’ experiences (Fraser,
1986; Anderson, 1982). In a comprehensive review of school climate research literature,

Anderson (1982) notes
research because

it

that policy

does not lend

makers have been ambivalent about

itself to clear

this line

of

managerial choices. School climate

indicators are typically viewed as being instrumental to academic achievement, without

One

indicator in the

parents

who

list

comes

close to focusing on perceptions of security: the percentage of

consider the nearest school to be within a safe distance for their daughters. Concern

for improving educational access and quality for girls often has an implicit focus on basic

psychological needs, including the importance of security (proximity of schools to home) and
positive identity

(i.e.,

the importance of female teachers and female role models in textbooks).
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having meaning in and of themselves. Yet some
comprehensive approaches do include a
broader range of outcomes that include social

16

skills, for

example (Heneveld,

n.d.).

Inputs remain the dominant locus ol educational
monitoring at a global level. In
the assessment conducted in

2000

for the international Education for All campaign,

of the core indicators relate to inputs into the educational
system. In
indicators locus

students’

on variations ol enrollment

movement through

rates,

indicators locus

fact, the first six

while three other indicators focus on

the system (retention and survival rates).

indicators are devoted to public expenditures

most

Two

of the 18

on primary education, while another two

on teacher qualifications. Only one indicator

relates directly to “basic

learning competencies’’, in addition to several indicators related to literacy.
Clearly, the

EFA

indicator system has been primarily concerned with the fact of students attending

school, rather than with the nature (and outcomes) of their schooling.

Throughout the world, and especially among member
lor

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),

states

attention

is

of the Organization

shifting

from inputs

to

educational outcomes, often understood in terms of individual academic achievement.

This shift has been characterized as a

for All" (Hartwell

& Vargas-Baron,

movement from “Education

for All” to “Learning

17

1998).

In the

scale international assessments of student learning

1980s and 1990s, a number of large-

were undertaken (Bottani

& Tuijnman,

>6

School climate appears as an important element of conceptual framework on school
effectiveness in sub-Saharan Africa with elements such as high expectations for students, positive

teacher attitudes, order, incentives, and an organized curriculum (Heneveld,
indicators in the category of positive teacher attitudes includes

n.d.).

“Most students

One of the

report that teachers

committed to teaching and care about them (the students) personally” (Heneveld,
This is an example of an indicator that speaks directly to a basic needs perspective.
are

In

American higher education, there

is

n.d., p. 39).

a parallel shift in emphasis from teaching (counting

credit hours) to learning (assessing student competencies).
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1994). These assessment efforts have attempted
to generate improved understanding
of

students

skills, particularly in the

domains of mathematics and

The reach of such assessments
countries in the South,

in the

science.

developing world has been limited. In many

much more work needs

to

be done to better understand learning

outcomes. Traditional examination systems have been more heavily
oriented toward
filtering

and sorting students than providing insight

into

what they know and what they

18

can do.

In general,

ascertain

it

is far

easier to count inputs into the educational process than to

what students have learned

ways meaningful

The

shift

to themselves

—

especially what students have learned to use in

and others (Hartwell

& Vargas-Baron,

toward the evaluation of education systems

rather than in terms of systemic inputs

promising to the extent that

forms of education;

it

is

it

is

a promising trend.

in

1998)

terms of student learning

More

precisely,

it

is

supports the creation of more learner- and learning-friendly

promising to the extent that

it

supports closer attention to the

acquisition of meaningful competencies for students and the formation of richer

environments for learning.

Yet even as attention

meaning of “outcome.’’

Is

outcomes grows, questions remain about the

to learning

academic achievement

really

an end

in itself?

Advocates of

18

This problem has deep roots

of educational psychology. Smith (1998) points out
that modem testing arose as a response to the problem of deciding who would qualify for
incarceration in Paris’s institutions for the mentally ill. Henri Binet was commissioned to devise
a test to determine

A

who was

in the history

legally insane,

leading figure in the testing

and his name remains attached

movement was

to an intelligence test.

Francis Galton, a half-cousin of Charles Darwin.

Galton advocated eugenics, the “production of fine offspring,” by encouraging marriage among
social elites and measures to discourage lesser people from propagating (Smith, 1998). For
Galton, the most intellectually talented in society should have the right to bear more children, and
thus improve the abilities of the (white European) “race.”

momentum

The eugenics movement gathered

1930s and became embedded within the Nazi program of racial purification.
Gabon’s successors in the Chair of Eugenics at London University, Smith notes, included the
statisticians Pearson and Fisher, names still honored in statistical terminology.
in the
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achievement testing seem

to forget that learning

intrinsically-valuable activity

and a means

has a complex nature, that

to richer

engagement

it

in the world.

is

both an

To

conceive of learning acquisition as an end-state neglects
the larger perspective that
learning

is

a vehicle tor joining and contributing to communities
and conversations

people value (Wenger, 1998). From

this perspective, the

“outcome” of a learning process

has to do with enhanced capacity tor participation in the
world and a greater sense of

meaning.

When

achievement,

in

this

wider context

and of itself,

is

is

opened,

it

becomes

clear that school-based learning

not a final outcome variable.

From

a larger perspective,

learning “outcomes” are ultimately resources for further understanding
and activity.
reification (or deification?)

The

of achievement as an outcome variable obscures the

possibility that meaningful learning serves the purpose of richer

engagement

in the world.

Learning goes global
That

said, there is another,

more immediate, problem with

achievement-oriented indicators. The problem

hand with an educational paradigm of human

is

that

measuring learning goes hand

capital formation

little

in

and destructive patterns

of globalization. Global markets place great value on “portable”

knowledge, while giving

the emphasis on

skills

and technical

value to creative and locally-anchored skills (Camoy,

1999). Multinational corporations seek workers with skills in certain areas such as

English, mathematical reasoning, and scientific logic (Camoy, 1999). In the serv ice of

the global labor market, international institutions such as the

OECD and The

have advanced the agenda of measuring human competencies

domains

cross-nationally.

These organizations, according
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to

World Bank

in those valued skill

Camoy:

share an explicit understanding that ‘better"
education can be measured
that better education translates directly
into higher economic and social
.

..all

and

With more intensive economic competition among
nation-states the
urgency of improving productivity is translated by these
organizations into
spreading the acceptance ot inter- and intra-national
comparisons on standardized
tests of student knowledge. (1999,
p. 64)
productivity.

This increasing emphasis on international comparisons
of standard units of measurement
is

emblematic of a

developed

in order to facilitate

traditional units

changing

historic trend.

Scott (1998) notes that standardized measures have

market exchange, especially over long distances.

of measurement were non-uniform, varying from place to place and

in relation to local practice: a local

measure

for rope, for

distance between a person s

thumb and elbow because

when

increases, measures tend to

trans-local

facilitate

Earlier,

commerce

that is

example, might be the

how rope

wrapped. But

is

become more uniform

to

exchange. Nation-states have interests in the collection and control of data in a

standardized manner as part of their support for markets. In the 21 st century, processes of
globalization have continued a long shift toward standardization of measurement for the

sake of commercial efficiencies.

Fundamentally, economic globalization creates pressure both for more skilled

human

capital available to national

governments.

A neo-liberal

role for the state

and a

the private sector.

in market-oriented

shift

economies and

to

more

strategic social

spending by

economic ideology emphasizes the importance of a limited
from state-sponsored services

As governments

to the provision

decentralize services and

all

of services by

social sectors function

ways, educational officials are being asked to provide harder evidence

of the outcomes of public spending on education. The development of indicators

reflects

intensified pressure for efficiency and accountability in educational expenditures (Bottani

& Tuijnman,

1994).
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In 1996, the

Know.

In this book, the

promote more
investor

1

7).

OECD published a short book entitled Measuring

who

efficient

rents

Reducing

OECD advocates improvements in human capital accounting to

investment in labor. The concern here

human competencies

that risk implies creating

in order to

more

is to

and

who

rents

human competencies”

is

reduce the risk to “the

produce something” (OECD.

1

996.

p.

detailed and comprehensive systems of

measuring and monitoring human competencies so that—to use
the
“investor

What People

OECD's

phrase

the

assured of the quality of those competencies

their productive value.

The

measures
skills. It

human

OECD is a leader in moving toward new measures of human competencies,

that increase clarity

and certainty of corporate investments

attempts to measure and validate competencies in order to

capital

more

certain, as are investments in physical capital.

predict the return of an investment

a given worker

Ideally,

much

is

new approaches

know can

employees'

make investments
(A

factory

in

owner can

on a given machine, but the return on an investment

in

less certain.)

to

standardized system to account for

people

in their

measuring what people

know would

create a

human competencies. Through such measures, what

be more easily quantified and commodified. Examples of actual

policies and practices in recent years include the “personal skills card” proposed in

Europe, a card that would hold standardized data about a person’s

competencies to enable mobility

in labor

and

skills

markets (Spring, 1998). These

initiatives

have

arisen in a context of economic neo-liberalism and globalization, in which state welfare

funding for individuals

(i.e.,

from welfare

to

is

being replaced by incentives for participation

work programs).
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in labor

markets

Ideally, this type ot initiative can

be a vehicle for honoring the diverse

competencies that people develop throughout

skills

and

A more open accounting of

their lives.

competencies can affirm the breadth of a person’s experience
and provide greater
opportunities than would be possible in systems that
only recognize formal qualifications.

Yet the larger forces driving the development of new
systems of competency assessment
are linked to an aggressive global labor market that
seeks to

the global workforce in order to

While the
productive

skills,

OECD
it

is

indicators. Before the

is

maximize the

efficient use

is

known

about

of human resources.

placing stronger emphasis on the accounting of economically

also broadening the scope of educational assessment and related

Second World War, there was a

educational system and the needs of employers
literacy

expand what

and numeracy (OECD,

1

996, p. 79).

—

It

clear link

between the formal

for obedience, punctuality,

was

sufficient for

and basic

employers to know

that

children attended school; they could safely assume students had acquired the minimal
skills

needed for employment

at that time.

In a hyper-competitive world of global

production, however, such assumptions have disintegrated. The fact of completing

schooling per se no longer provides a meaningful signal to employers about a worker’s
productive capacity; hence, for the global agencies concerned with economic
productivity,

new

educational indicators are needed.

In the 1990s, the

The OECD's

effort to

OECD launched an initiative to develop a new set of indicators.

develop

new

indicators arose from dissatisfaction with the

narrowness of traditional educational indicators that did not address the qualities
students need for life-long learning and

work

and rapidly changing

social

“what do young adults

at the

in a diverse

environment. The question guiding the project was
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this:

that

end

of education need
society?

terms ot

in

(OECD,

1997,

be able to play a constructive role as citizens

skills to

p. 21).

Those

focused on four domains: problem-solving
self-confidence

(OECD,

1997,

Much

(OECD,

p.

21

of the

)

known

skills,

skills,

in

as “cross-curricular competencies,”

communication

skills, civic values,

and

1997). These skills comprise an “imaginary survival
kit”

tor successful life

OECD

s

recent

and work

work on

in post-industrial

western societies.

cross-curricular competencies includes the

very dimensions that have traditionally been neglected in
educational indicators,
especially in the area ot self-perception and selt-esteem.
skills

assessed by the

OECD project:

...

in the

my

Indeed,

many of these

analysis of the data gathered from youth council

OECD’s

major rationale

that students

larger

human

for

The second

The

first

rationale

developing these

capital accounting

for developing the

of measurement are needed
p. 11).

agenda

need a new array of skills

era economies.

members

is

new

indicators

skills

in

Montenegro

is

indicators remains

and economic globalization. The

is

economic, based on the position

to function effectively in competitive

improvement of stocks of human

knowledge-

managerial, based on the belief that better tools

to monitor, guide,

concern

new

and control educational processes (OECD,

central to the

OECD’s mandate

to

promote economic

growth. Fundamental to growth in knowledge-driven economies, for the

19

of the

second part of the dissertation.

consistent with a devotion to

1997,

at the heart

19

Yet the

first

have no argument with the

fundamentally, these skills are

capacities that can contribute to a culture of peace.

resurface in

I

OECD,

is

the

capital.

.

.

.

My own analysis of peace education curricula found that problem-solving, communication, and

self-understanding are core themes in international peace education programs (Miller,

forthcoming).
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Becoming capable, rather than

Embedded with
a

means of human

the

capital

dynamics of globalization

development.

Human

is

capital

capital

an understanding of education as

development focuses on the

acquisition by individuals of economically productive
knowledge and skills, attributes of

value to the labor market. The individual

is

understood, from this framework, as a

resource for production (Fukuda-Paar, 2003).

Future productivity becomes the ultimate

measure of the value of education.

The driving question an educator might ask from a human
this:

how can

capital perspective

is

education meet the needs of the present and future global economy?

(Spring, 1998, p. 220). Here,

it is

the

economy

that has needs; educational systems are

expected to satisfy those needs through the production of workers. The economy

becomes

a

human

subject; people

become

objects that support the

The fundamental problem with human

much of value

devalues

capital accounting is that

that falls outside the sphere

Economist Nancy Folbre uses the metaphor of a

Human capital

is

not

it

ignores and

of economic productivity.

fruit tree to illustrate the

narrow meaning

20

,

accorded human competencies

economy’s well-being.

in the

human

capital

some kind of Play-Doh

by teachers and then passed on

framework:
that arrives at school to

to employers. It's

more

And we

with a small seed that needs watering, weeding, and

care....

measure the output of the

fruit that

tree purely in terms

of the

be molded

like a fruit tree that starts

shouldn’t

reaches market.

Trees also provide flowers, beauty, shade, oxygen in return for carbon dioxide,

and places for birds

In his analysis

to rest.

(2001, p. 72-73)

of how early European

states

viewed forests

in the 18

and 19

centuries, Scott

998) makes a very similar point. As suggested in an earlier discussion of the Normalbaum, the
only indicator of official concern to governments was the revenue available from annual timber
(

1

—

Commercial wood counted; everything else from bushes to pinecones, from sap to
bird nests
was invisible and irrelevant. As a result, “the forest as a habitat disappears and is
replaced by the forest as an economic resource to be managed efficiently and profitably” (Scott,
1998, p. 12). The human capital view of education, I would argue, has similar consequences.
harvesting.

—
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In

terms of this dissertation, Folbre's metaphor
provides a central image: whereas

traditional educational indicators

alternative indicators are

needed

have counted only the
that

fruit that

acknowledge the value of the

presence and contribution to a healthy ecology. In
other words,

needed

to focus attention

An

on well-being and care

alternative to a

human

reaches market,

new

indicators are

for the well-being of others.

apporach

capital

tree’s aesthetic

is

concern for

human

capacity

development. This approach emphasizes the importance of a broader
range of human
abilities

what

and experiences. Levinger argues

it

is

that

makes us human" (1996,

distinguished from other creatures,

that

p. 3).

among

human

capacity development emphasizes

She points out

that the

human being

is

other attributes, by a lifelong pursuit of

meaning and our ongoing expressions of creativity and personhood. For Levinger,
people seek to become capable and not capital” (1996,
capacities resonates

more deeply with

p. 3).

the humanities, as a

An

emphasis on human

mode of knowing,

with the traditional social sciences. Describing the emphasis of a

human

than

it

does

capacity

perspective, Levinger writes:

The philosopher or theologian would undoubtedly view a
resources to

human

shift

from human

capacity as a cause for celebration because the latter paradigm

concerned with the very issues that most occupy center stage in the philosopher
and theologian’s world: relationships, creative acts, and the search for meaning
is

that transcends the

Levinger

work,

—

rare

in her

among

view

that

p. 4)

international educators

humans contain

educator and researcher,
Levinger.

economic. (1996,

I

—acknowledges

a theological basis to her

a “spark or echo” of the divine (1996).

As an

have a fundamental concern for the very issues of concern

My frustration with traditional

because such indicators provide

little

educational indicators

or no

room
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for, in

is

to

inevitable in that light

Levinger' s phrase, “meaning that

transcends the economic."

To ease

that frustration

and search

for satisfaction,

I

have

turned toward a theory of basic psychological
needs, as outlined in a subsequent chapter.

Human

capacity development has

conventional development thinking.

becomes an evaluative

become

From

a powerful approach to challenging

this perspective, the “richness

of human

lens for social progress (Sen, 2003b, p. 4). That
richness

life”

is

understood in terms of the expansion and use of valued capacities
in the world. For Sen,
quality of life results from "states of being and
opportunities for doing” (Cobb, 2000, p.
10).

Such

being

states of

might include positive social connections, autonomy, and

self-esteem, while “opportunities for doing” might involve meaningful
of political expression.

by which

institutions

it

work and freedom

A capabilities perspective judges a society according to the
promotes

full

human development,

i.e.,

that give people “a sense

21

of power and worth” (Cobb, 2000,

A

p. 12).

challenge of a non-utilitarian perspective

and doing,

it

makes

quantification

is that,

more challenging and

more problematic. The Human Development Index

is

by including issues of being

the construction of indicators

an example of an indicator system

based on a philosophy of human capabilities. Nevertheless,

this index, like other

major

educational indicator systems, focuses on literacy rates and gross enrollment ratios.

While access and
broad social

literacy are important

level, they are blind to the

measures of human capacity development on a

ways

in

which educational processes might

contribute or detract from capacity development at the micro-level of the

21

human

person.

•

These ideas resonate strongly with Staub’s approach to basic psychological needs, an approach
used in this project as a guiding framework for developing alternative educational indicators. In
fact, Cobb sees Sen's work as a variation of a basic needs theory with an emphasis on human
development, rather than an emphasis on the having of material necessities (2000, p. 10).
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As

I

will argue in different

ways throughout

this dissertation, a

framework of basic

psychological needs can begin to address issues of
human capacity development—that

“sense of power and

worth”—in ways

prelude to that argument,

I

that traditional indicators cannot address.

As

a

quote Folbre again:

Human development

is

nourished not only be expanding incomes, schooling,

empowerment, and a clean environment but also by care. And the
essence
of care is in the human bonds that it creates and supplies.
(2003, p. 336)
health,

One of the

core aspirations of this project

is

to explore indications

of caring and “human

bonds" within learning environments.

What

is striking,

from the perspective of this

project,

is

even social

that

assessment efforts based on a theory of human capacity development rely on basic
and
indirect educational indicators.

No

attention

given to the quality of learning or the

is

quality of life within the learning environment. In this sense, the project of creating
alternative macro-level social indicators perpetuates, within itself, the very

seeks to unravel,

i.e.,

moving beyond

simplistic

our standard indicators have to

tell

to support

is

us?

it

economic measures of “development”

more meaningful, nuanced understandings of the growth of human
In education, if the objective

problem

human

to

capacity.

capacities broadly, then

If the objective is to nurture

what do

well-being and

contribute to the formation of other-oriented individuals, then educators must expand

their vision

of what counts. At the heart of this project

move beyond

their fixation with old indicators

processes of indicator development

—

that

is

a belief that educators must

and explore new indicators

more

fully appreciate the

—and new

complexity of

learning and peacebuilding.

Nevertheless,

it is

important to point out that what the psychologists offer, that the philosophers

and economists do not,

is

insight into the

ways

in

which human capacities grow and change.
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As

the basis for the construction of alternative
indicators,

I

have chosen a theory

of basic psychological needs. The nature and
implications of such a theory are the focus
ot chapter tour. Before that, however,

I

make

a brief digression in the next chapter to

continue the exploration of educational indicators.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASURING LEARNING:

THE VIOLENCE OF OUR INDICATORS

In

of efforts

The Book of Learning and Forgetting, Smith (1998) examines
the implications
to

make

learning a

account here, because

it

more

scientifically-grounded enterprise.

I

summarize

his

offers an important insight into assumptions about learning,

assumptions that have become deeply rooted

in educational discourse

and

in the

construction of educational indicators.

The notion of the

learning curve

was invented

Ebbinghaus, a Prussian philosopher interested
to a science

syllables.

syllables, lacking in

measure of learning processes possible.

1

880s by Hermann

in the scientific study

of learning, for Ebbinghaus, was to study

Only nonsense

in the

how people

of learning. The key

learned nonsense

meaning, would make an objective

A strict positivist,

Ebbinghaus believed

that

an

empirical basis for understanding learning must exclude individual differences such as

personal interest and past experience. Such factors would “contaminate'’ the results and

had

to

be controlled

learners, regardless

for.

Somehow,

the learning task

had

be exactly the same for

all

of individual differences.

The methodology employed by Ebbinghaus was
asked to memorize a

memorized

to

list

this: the “learner”

of 10 nonsense syllables. The learner would

syllables after

one look

at the list,
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would be

recite the

then recite more after another look, and so

on, until the full

the

list

curve

list

of syllables could be recited.""

(‘learning trials”) against the

known

When

number of items

plotted, the

number of looks

learned, a familiar curve emerges, a

as the “learning curve”.

According

to the learning

curve model, the

few nonsense

first

syllables can be

learned quickly, but after about four items the curve
starts to arch and begins to flatten
the top, around ten items.

“pushed

’

on

The pedagogical implication of this

up the curve with more exposures, and more

Practically, the notion

lists

at

spelling

a learner can be

more “time on

task”.

of the learning curve ushered into classroom practice the use of

lists, lists

their ability to

effort,

is that

at

of states and capitals

master the

lists.

—and

the

power

was

and rank students

Teachers became keepers of scores and records.

Publishers began to promulgate worksheets and workbooks

theory of the learning curve

to score

attractive

full

of lists and

and became very popular

The

drills.

in educational

psychology. The learning curve theory became popular, Smith suggests, because
ottered a “scientitically-based

explanation of how to

make

it

learning happen, of how to

control learning.

For Smith, there are
First,

it

was based on

at least

two fundamental problems with the learning curve.

the memorization of intentionally meaningless material.

It

defined

the fundamental learning problem as learning something that has no relevance or

connection to the learner. In contrast, contemporary approaches to learning emphasize
the centrality of meaning to learning (Caine

In English, syllables

such as

wug or vog ring

& Caine,

1997).

A second problem.

Smith

as nonsense syllables. Concocting such syllables

difficult. Smith points out, because of the brain’s efforts to

make meaning. The

complicated by the possibility of the syllable having meaning
an individual.
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in

effort

is

is

also

another language understood by

points out,

is

the “forgetting curve”.

equally steep forgetting curve

—

At the conclusion of his

Accompanying

the steep learning curve

is

an

the brain sheds meaningless information
quickly.

reflection

reflects that, in the “official theory"

on the nature of the learning curve, Smith

of learning, there

values (other than as academic subjects in their

own

is

no place

right).

for the learning of

In traditional classrooms, for

Smith,

no point

...there is

in

even considering

how

students might acquire patience,

persistence, courage, steadfastness, or hope.

Or how they could fail to learn that
material self-satisfaction, together with contempt for authority and
helplessness in the face of it. (1998, p. 59)
happiness

is

This critique speaks directly to the potential value of a basic needs approach in
education.

A basic needs approach,
to tell us

as

I

elaborate further in the chapters that follow, has something

about happiness, strength in the face of authority, and perhaps even hope.

Smith's account of the learning curve underscores the radical nature of a basic

needs approach to a learning environment. In the dominant model of schooling, heavily
influenced by notions of military organization and the learning curve, students are not

expected (or allowed) to help each other learn. Learning

is

understood as a matter of

individual acquisition, divorced from a social context. In other words, the story behind
the learning curve

explain

why

—and

the thinking about pedagogy and testing

it

has spawned

—helps

matters of identity, relationships, and autonomy have not been central

considerations in the ways in which educational processes and outcomes are measured.

Efforts to

Smith points

when

make

a science of learning measurement have mystified learning.

out, the process

of learning can be observed

students are engaged in their

they are learning.

work

—when they

Smith writes:
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locally.

As

We learn what we do:

are doing something attentively—

Out of school we know

that people who engage in a particular
sport, hobby or
going to learn more about that sport, hobby, or
craft, especially if they
spend a lot of time with people who are relative
experts in that particular kind of
activity.... We don't need to test all or any
of the children in a classroom to
discover whether learning is taking place. We just
have to look at what is going
on in that classroom. (1998, p. 65)
craft are

In contrast to the perspective

on learning espoused by Smith, one of the assumptions
of

testing is that learning cannot be observed. Rather,
learning can be understood only

by

probing the subject with scientific instruments (Smith,
1998). This epistemological

assumption

lies at the heart

of modem science. Beginning with Bacon, European

scientists believed that nature

speak of its

own

must be '‘tormented"

to yield her secrets.

Nature does not

accord; truth must be pursued with the rigor of appropriate

instrumentation and procedures that insure distance between subject and object, thus
protecting the “objectivity" of the research (Palmer, 1993).

This critique could go on

would
in a

much

further than

what

like to suggest is that efforts to assess learning

is

ultimately one of violence in that

it

sketch briefly here.

What

I

through objective testing are rooted

worldview of radical separation between subject and

position

I

object. This epistemological

reduces the world to a soulless object for

probing and analysis (Palmer, 1993). For Palmer, epistemological approaches shape our
ethical stance

toward the world and our ways of living. The epistemology of objectivism

has had powerful consequences for our relationship with the world and with each other.

It

maintains the necessity of distance, rather than connection and validates manipulation
23

of the other from a position of power.

Palmer's work has had an important influence

American higher education. He

is

in

stimulating pedagogical reform, particularly in

one of the central figures in the

of spiritual and contemplative perspectives

in the

academy.
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movement

for the integration

The problem

I

highlight here

is that

the data for educational indicators, derived
by

standardized testing, represent a dual-layer of
epistemic separation.

One

layer involves

the separation ot learning from a lived context
of meaning and application. In the spirit
of Ebbinghaus's learning curve, learning

outside of any relational context.

And

is

measured by standardized instruments,

not only learning

is

measured

this

way

—even

students attitudes and perceptions about their lived
experience in class are measured

through standardized survey instruments for purposes of indicator
construction. The

HBSC

survey

itself is

shaped by the same logic of objective measurement as other kinds

of educational tests, even though

with the data

I

it

is

intended to focus on very different issues. So even

use to construct alternative indicators in the service of a peace-oriented

vision of education, the technology of measurement remains rooted in a violent

epistemology.

At the same time, the technology of indicators
worldview

in

rooted in a modernist, objectivist

which properties of a system can be abstracted

knower who seeks

distant

is

in this

paradigm,

reality

more measurable,

is

to better control the system.

The

for the convenience of a

task of indicator construction,

not to engage in a deeper relationship with reality, but to

to quantify

it,

to

make

it

its

that

speak. Indicators serve an agenda of

controlling the world from a distance, rather than arriving at a

with

make

more

intimate engagement

complexity.

My abiding epistemological dilemma with
worldview

at

odds with the educational vision

throughout this project.

I

return to

it,

I

indicators

they arise from a

espouse. That tension

explicitly, in the final
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is that

is

implicit

pages of the conclusion.

CHAPTER 4

BASIC GOODNESS:

THE NATURE, COMPLEXITIES, AND IMPLICATIONS OF BASIC
PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS
A theory of needs should serve as a basis for a rich image human
of
demand of social constructions that they respect this richness.

beings

and should

—Johan Galtung
What makes

a social environment toxic to

human

well-being?

environments do human beings find especially nourishing?

What kinds of

How might

schools and

nonformal learning environments better promote well-being and concern
to ask the question

What

on a grand

for others? Or,

scale:

are the cultural, social, and psychological requirements for a peaceful world

human

that nourishes the

human

and helps individuals develop

spirit

their personal

and

potentials? (Staub, 2003b, p. 1)

All of these questions point toward the notion of basic psychological needs. Basic, as in

fundamental. But not simple. There
psychological needs.

It

is

is

nothing “basic” about the concept of basic

an idea with powerful and complex implications, both

theoretically and in practice. In recent decades, the concept of basic needs has been the

subject of vigorous theoretical debate. This chapter attempts to critically examine the

concept of basic psychological needs, while laying the foundation for the use of the

framework

as a lens for understanding

framework of basic needs

how

education contributes to a culture of peace.

—

especially as elaborated in the
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work of psychologist Ervin

A

Staub (2003a,

2003b)— illuminates

functioning, and

To

linkages between need fulfillment, positive

human

human goodness.

build the basis for an analysis of basic need
fulfillment in education, this

chapter reviews core psychological dynamics described
by basic needs theory.

explores conflicting perspectives on the nature of
needs,

and abuses of basic needs theories

in international

why needs

development

examination of the implications of a basic needs approach
current efforts to promote

education globally

in

In forecasting

this chapter leaves

It

also

matter, and the uses

practice.

My

in education also links to

more peaceful educational environments and

to evaluate

terms of its contribution to a better quality of life.

what

this chapter addresses,

undone.

It is

is

it

also important to articulate what

not intended to perform a comprehensive review of all

24

basic needs theories.

Given the complexity of the debate on the

not attempt to encapsulate,

competing theories
of a basic needs

much

in detail,

I

less resolve, that debate.

am more

framework as an

topic, this chapter

Rather than analyzing

interested in discussing the use

analytic lens for

how

does

and implications

education contributes to a culture

of peace.

What

are basic

human needs?

For many years, psychologists have posited the existence of a

human

set

of fundamental

needs. These basic needs are understood as being foundational requirements for

psychological integrity and well-being. The lack of fulfillment of needs can result in

“fundamental disintegration” (Galtung,

1

980,

p. 60).

For further discussions of basic need theories, readers

In a similar vein.

may wish

and Ryan (2000), Ryan and Deci (2000), and Staub (2003b).
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to refer to

Mailman notes

Lederer (1980), Deci

that

iH

needs constitute a “generic requirement that

’

(

1980

>

P-

37 )-

Illness, for

all

human

beings have in order not to be

Mailman, involves not just a pathological

state,

but less

than optimal performances. In this respect, the constructive
satisfaction of basic needs

can be understood as a requirement for optimal functioning.
Basic psychological needs are believed to be a universal and
inescapable aspect of

human experience
needs are rooted

in

(Deci

& Ryan, 2000;

Quartz

&

our evolutionary heritage, any

Sejnowski, 2002). Because these

human

being, anywhere on earth, will

experience these needs (whether consciously or unconsciously) and seek their
satisfaction
within the environments they inhabit (Mallmann, 1980;

Deci

&

1989;

Ryan, 2000).

By
some

Max-Neef & Hopenhayen,

definition, a basic

need

degree. That satisfaction

is

one

that is involuntary

may come

and presses for satisfaction

in diverse forms, resulting

from

to

activities a

person does, objects a person possesses, or relationships a person enjoys with others.

Many

different aspects of daily life

this regard,

it

is

may

satisfy needs, to a greater or lesser extent.

important to note that satisfaction

is

In

not dichotomous. Although

discussions of needs (including this one) often use the terms “satisfaction" and
“frustration" as opposites, those terms are best understood as points

Need

satisfaction is a matter

satisfying.

finding

on a continuum.

of degree: a given environment can be more or

In general, people seek to protect themselves

some measure of satisfaction, even

less

from need deprivation by

in non-supportive

environments (Deci

&

25

Klineberg (1980) suggests that the concept of basic needs emerged from earlier notions of
human instincts in social psychology. The notion of instincts lost favor as being overly
deterministic. Early notions of needs focused on the variable strengths of needs among
individuals, leading to ideas about the possibility that needs could be "learned (Deci and Ryan,
2000). Most needs theorists have abandoned this approach.
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Ryan, 2000). The degree of satisfaction people
experience can be gauged, however
26

approximately.

Satisfiers are those experiences that fulfill basic
needs.

not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence.

Satisfiers

A satisfier may address a particular

need or several needs simultaneously. Owning a house in which
needs for security and autonomy, for instance. In

what Max-Neef and Hopenhayen (1989)

and needs do

this case, a

to live

might

satisfy

house might be considered

call a “synergistic satisfier,” i.e., a satisfier that

27

meets multiple needs simultaneously, while frustrating none."

Unlike some other psychological phenomena, the existence of needs cannot be
observed

Needs can be

directly.

inferred

on the basis of their manifestations (Gillwald,

1990; Mitchell, 1990). Because needs are inferred, different researchers and theorists

have inferred different

sets

of basic needs. Although most needs theorists believe

psychological needs are universal, there

needs understood as “basic” (Christie,

1

is

no

final

that

consensus on the precise number of

997).

26

Among

psychologists, Deci and

Ryan (2004) have conducted

the most extensive empirical

investigations of need satisfaction in a variety of contexts. Questions they use to gauge need
satisfaction are similar to the questions

HBSC

survey, as

I

I

suggest as indicators of basic need satisfaction from the

point out in the following chapter.
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In an elaborate typology of satisfiers,

modes of satisfaction,
in the

Max-Neef discusses

the following types: a) destroyers

—
—

usually imposed by an authority, that destroy the possibility of satisfaction

long run, such as an arms race as a satisfier of the need for security; b) pseudo-satisfiers

—those meet
—those meet one

those that offer a false or superficial sense of satisfaction; c) inhibiting satisfiers

one need (often

to an excess) while frustrating others; d) singular satisfiers

need to the exclusion of others;

meet multiple needs
Max-Neef makes two insights of particular

e) synergistic satisfiers

simultaneously. In his discussion of satisfiers,

—those

that

that

that

He labels aggregate economic indicators as “pseudo-satisfiers"
presumably because they provide the fafade of understanding data that do not necessarily
relevance to this project.

to local realities.

He

also

lists

relate

“authoritarian classrooms” as an inhibiting satisfier because such

learning environments can satisfy understanding at the expense of the needs related to positive
identity, creativity,

and effectiveness. This

schooling to which

I

is

an insight regarding the role of need satisfaction

will return in subsequent chapters.
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in

Frameworks of basic psychological needs can
ot one

framework appearing as sub-elements of needs

tor a short

more

differ greatly, often with elements

list

specific.

Some

in another.

ot needs, preferring broad categories to a longer

list

theorists argue

of needs that

may be

For example, a recent framework developed by organizational
behavior

theorists includes the needs for acquisition, bonding,

defense/security (Lawrence

& Nohria, 2002).

meaning-making, and

A theory promulgated by William

Glasser (1992, 1997) asserts that humans have needs for belonging,
power, freedom, and
29

fun.

For Deci and Ryan (2000), there are only three basic human needs: autonomy,

competence, and relatedness. They argue that a smaller, more parsimonious
can provide useful explanations for
suggest, can

become overly

specific

human
(Ryan

set

of needs

well-being. Larger sets of needs, they

& Deci, 2000).

psychologists argue that a more extensive framework

is

Nevertheless, several

necessary to capture important

differences in categories of needs. In fact, the Chilean psychologist

Max-Neef posits

nine needs: subsistence, protection, affection, understanding, participation, idleness,
creation, identity,

and freedom (Max-Neef & Hopenhayen, 1989).

Despite diversity in the naming and numbering of certain elements, theories of
basic psychological needs tend to share core elements. At root, most conceptualizations

of basic human needs exhibit a large degree of overlap and congruence, especially around
the needs for identity, connection, autonomy, and effectiveness. Galtung (1980) refers to

28

This book, written for a business audience, places acquisition as

One wonders

if

first

rationalization for the primary audience of the book, business leaders,
in

among

drives or needs.

the inclusion of acquisition as a fundamental drive functions as a fonn of

terms of their success

whose

careers are defined

in acquisition.

29

The need for fun is a unique element of this framework. It suggests an American cultural
influence which emphasizes recreation and personal enjoyment. Thus, it may be more culturally
bounded than universally applicable.
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these as

classes’ ot needs, since they exist at a high
level

of abstraction. They are

umbrella terms that incorporate a number of potentially
more specific and differentiated
needs.

It

is at

the level of need classes that the greatest universality
can be found.

In education,

one model of human needs has become particularly well
known.

Educators throughout the world are familiar with the framework
of basic needs espoused

by Maslow (1954), with needs arranged

needs

(i.e.,

food and shelter)

at the

that the other

satisfied first. This

may

needs (Galtung, 1980,

may imply

p.

pyramidal hierarchy with physiological

base and self-actualization

with a hierarchical approach to needs

on the logic

in a

is that it

at the

apex.

A problem

can lead to neglect of “higher level” needs,

needs are more foundational to

human

well-being and must be

lead to an “indefinite postponement” of attention to higher-level
68; Rist, 1980). Furthermore, a hierarchical ordering of needs

that individuals or groups

who

pursue needs

higher levels (such as “self-

at

actualization”) are necessarily superior and worthy of higher regard than those

who

pursue lower-level (more “animal-like”) needs (Galtung, 1980).

More
In

helpful for

my purposes

is

a model of basic needs that

models advanced by Staub (2003a) and Max-Neef (1989), among

pscyhological needs are viewed as being co-existent.

is

non-hierarchical.

others, basic

In such models, needs manifest

themselves simultaneously, rather than hierarchically or progressively.

A nonhierarchical

Maslow’s model has become so well known as to have taken on a paradigmatic quality. The
model appears to be taught around the world as a definitive framework of human needs. For
example,

in a training-of-trainers

seminar

I

co-facilitated with

trauma workers and

NGO staff in

Rwanda, a group presented Maslow's pyramid of basic needs in a practice training, even though
Maslow’s model had never been presented to them in the seminar. In my own conversations with
colleagues, when mention the term basic needs, I often hear the response, “oh, yes, Maslow's
I

hierarchy.”
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model precludes
particular

need

the problematic implication that an intervention
should focus on a

first,

to the legitimate exclusion

The theory of basic psychological needs
throughout this project

is

that articulated

of other needs.
that

I

use as a guiding framework

by Staub (2003a). The following chart provides

a capsule description ot the primary needs in Staub' s
framework:

Table

1:
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Typology of basic psychological needs

Type of

Explanation

Psychological Need
Security

Perception of being free from physical and psychological
harm and being able to satisfy essential biological needs

Positive Identity

Sense of having a well-developed self and a positive selfconception; involves self-awareness and acceptance of
one's limitations

Positive Connection

Relationships in which a person feels close ties to other
individuals or groups

Control/Effectiveness

Capacity to protect one's self from harm, fulfill important
goals, and have a potential impact on society

Autonomy

Capacity to

make

choices and decisions, to be one’s

own

person, the ability to be separate

Comprehension of Reality

Understanding of people, the world, and of one’s place
it, a sense of meaningfulness

in

(adapted from Staub, 2003a).

My application of this framework in this dissertation builds upon earlier work in
which the framework was applied
in post-conflict settings (Miller

useful for

my purposes

to the design

and analysis of educational interventions

& Affolter, 2001).

Staub’s framework

is

particularly

here because the categories of basic needs enable a rich, yet

focused analysis of need satisfaction and frustration in education. More expansive

is related to a movement beyond the
The notion of a need for transcendence adds a spiritual dimension to the basic needs
framework and provides a bridge between a basic needs approach and my interest in the
integration of spirituality in education. Ideally, transcendence would be a component of analysis

Staub also discusses a need for transcendence. This need

self.

of basic needs satisfaction

in

education. However, research in this area

is in its

infancy and

I

have yet to encounter an educational indicator or dataset that includes matters of transcendence.
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frameworks, such as the system articulated by Max-Neef
and Hopenhayen (1989). can

become unwieldy
beyond the

tor analytic purposes.

The number of indicators required would extend

limitations of the dataset used in the

more compact framework, such

part of the dissertation. Similarly, a

first

as the tri-partite

model of autonomy, belonging, and

competence espoused by Deci and Ryan (2000) does not include the
dimensions of
security and identity

which

I

find to be important evaluative aspects for understanding

educational processes in relation to peace.

Beyond

its

usefulness for analytic purposes, what attracts

understanding of basic needs

is

that

it

is

me

to Staub’s

foundational to a larger body of research and

thought regarding the psychological processes associated with the development
of caring
individuals and societies. In a later section of this chapter,

I

will briefly describe the

relationship of need satisfaction with the development of a culture of peace. Before

doing

so,

I

open a discussion of critical issues raised by the application of a theory of

basic psychological needs.

Are needs
The
all

relationship

between

culturally

bound?

cultural differences

and universal needs

is

complex. Not

psychologists agree on the universal nature of human needs (Lederer, 1980).

theorists question that universality

understanding of needs.

From

and

insist

Some

upon a more contextually-oriented

this perspective,

needs themselves are socially

constructed, differing with changes in systems of meaning and culture.

In his recent

Geography of Thought, Nesbit (2003) explores evidence regarding

the profound differences between patterns of thinking and valuing in North Atlantic

(“western") and Asian (“eastern") cultures.

He
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argues that the understanding and

experience of the self tends to be

cultures— always a
solidified,

fluid, contingent,

self in relation to

and contextually bounded

others—whereas Western

autonomous sense of self. Consequently,

in Eastern

cultures tend to create a

far greater attention is paid in

western cultures to matters of autonomy and self-esteem
than in the East. Children

in

western societies are taught to value uniqueness and to assert
individuality; children
eastern societies are taught to value social

harmony and

responsibilities to others (Nesbit, 2003). Similarly,

have suggested
(Klineberg,

1

to attend to their relational

many

that individual identity for Africans is

in

cross-cultural psychologists

secondary to communal identity

980). Given the western cultural emphasis on individuality, the fact that

needs theorists from western cultures have posited a need such as autonomy has
raised
suspicions that needs are culturally-biased constructs.
32

In his critique, Rist (1980) argues that the notion

Theorists appear to have focused on those needs

felt

need for autonomy, and generalized that they exist
the conception of universal

p. 73).

There

is

human needs

a tendency in the

West

universal, or universally appropriate,

institutional policies

that a

and practices

of basic needs

most acutely

in all cultures.

is

ethnocentric.

in the west,

such as the

Galtung suggests

that

“bears an unmistakable western imprint'’ (1980,

to generalize western

modes of being/thinking

as

and then legitimize those models through

that

framework of basic needs would

dominate globally.

fit

It

would be expected,

more snugly with western

then,

cultural sensibilities

than with other traditions (Galtung, 1980).
In response to these criticisms, proponents of a universalist perspective point out

that their

approach does not ignore the power of cultural differences. Although the
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satisfaction of needs

may

occur in diverse ways across time and culture, the
underlying

needs remain constant: “Each economic, social and

methods

for the satisfaction of the

Hopenhayen, 1989,

p. 20).

political

system adopts different

same fundamental human needs” (Max-Neef &

In this sense, cultures

and societies can be understood

in

33
terms of the different ways and intensities with which they satisfy
needs.
For example,

the need for

autonomy might be

among members of an
Asian culture that

is

satisfied

through the exercise of individual choice,

individualist-oriented western culture. For

more

collectivist-oriented, the

members of an

need for autonomy might be

through acceptance of choices made by trusted group leaders (Deci
2003a). In both cultures, autonomy

is

meaningful, but

its

East

satisfied

& Ryan, 2000;

satisfaction

Staub.

might come

through very different experiences.

Ryan and Deci (2000) argue
that

autonomy

is

not important, in

that there is

some

no research-based evidence

respect, in all cultures.

To

test the

for the claim

relevance of a

universal perspective on needs in a collectivist social system, a team of researchers

conducted a study of employees of a state-owned company

Gagne, Leone, Usunov,
participants

from

1

& Komazheva, 2001).

in Bulgaria (Deci,

Ryan,

This study involved more than 400

0 Bulgarian companies, along with more than

from a U.S. company. The researchers used a need

1

00 American workers

satisfaction survey, as well as

additional instruments, to measure workers’ job engagement and anxiety levels. Overall,

the researchers found that, for the Bulgarian and

promoted mental health

in

American workers, need

satisfaction

both countries, and that the basic needs constructs were

Lederer (1980) reflects on a conversation with a Japanese administrator
who explained that there is no word for “needs” in Japanese.

University
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at the

United Nations

relevant across cultures. Surprisingly, the
Bulgarian workers expressed higher
satisfaction

of the need

for

autonomy

in their

work environment than did

their

American

counterparts.

Cultural values can influence the strength of a
particular need (Staub, 2003b).
Individualistic cultures, such as those in

great emphasis

as well as

on autonomy and thus

more avenues

individualist cultures

create a

less central

more

On the

for its fulfillment.

may be

collectivist cultures the

Western Europe and the United

and more

need for connection

is

intense focus on that particular need,

other hand, the need for connection in
difficult to fulfill.

central

and more easily

prevailing social arrangements; the need for autonomy, however,

more challenging

States, place

Similarly, in

fulfilled

may be

by

less central

and

to satisfy.

As suggested

earlier, a universalist

approach recognizes that culture shapes and
34

influences the

ways

in

which needs can be

satisfied.

Needs can be understood

as being

both universally experienced and culturally informed. Klineberg (1980) notes that the
intensity

and form of need satisfaction may also vary greatly among the subcultures of a

larger cultural system. Within a culture, there

and

intensity

of need satisfaction between

may

women

be important differences

in the

shape

and men, among various ethnic groups,

even between generations of the same group.
For purposes of this dissertation,
to basic

needs for several reasons.

A

I

have gravitated toward a universalist approach

universalist approach has a practical utility because

Mitchell (1990) refers to culturally-rooted variations on need satisfaction as “socially learned
satisl'icrs” (p. 170).
34

Even

biological needs find satisfaction in culturally-infonned ways: the food which people eat

and how much they
expression

—

all

eat, the

ways

in

which

thirst is

quenched, the norms surrounding sexual

of these are powerfully shaped by cultural differences (Klineberg, 1980).
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it

provides a generative framework for comparison
across social settings. In the tenns of

the previous chapter,

it

enables the creation of indicators for need fulfillment
that can be

used to compare students' educational experiences

More

important, however,

in different contexts.

a universalist framework of basic psychological

is that

needs enables analysis of social environments with regard
to the degree
contribute to

needs.

A

human

ways

that

we

can generate goodness”

(Staub, 2003a, p. 531). In a similar vein, other researchers interested
in
that a theory

“facilitate motivation,

Ryan, 1991,

p.

327).

human needs

of needs enables the specification of conditions

performance, and development” (Deci, Vallerand,

On

human

dignity

—conditions which

assertion of shared needs posits a

for understanding certain aspects

needs, there

is

can

Pelletier,

&

human

well-

function as a form of violence.

Finally, at a rhetorical level, basic needs

The very

that

the other hand, a universalist approach also enables resistance to

practices or policies, in any culture, that create conditions detrimental to

being and

which they

well-being and peaceful living through the satisfaction of
basic

basic needs approach can “point to

have argued

to

have a subtle peacebuilding function.

common

basis of human experience, a basis

of human motivation and behavior.

If all

people share

a platform for understanding and humanization: “we” are not so different

from “them”. In

this sense, the assertion

agenda of creating more harmonious

As Deci and Ryan (2000)

point out,

of basic human needs

itself is a basis for a larger

societies.

some

cultural traditions such as female genital mutilation

are physically and psychologically destructive, thus incompatible with constructive need
fulfillment.
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Satisfaction or consequences

The

fulfillment or frustration of basic psychological
needs can have profound

consequences. People will experience negative psychological
consequences when they
live or

work within

social institutions that persistently thwart

Ryan, 2000). Institutions

that frustrate

need fulfillment (Deci

&

needs can contribute to an array of destructive

consequences:
Controlling, chaotic, punishing, and neglecting parenting and
teaching
en\ ii onments make autonomous regulation and need
satisfaction less possible and
result in costs such as inner conflict, alienation, anxiety,
depression, and

somatization, [italics mine] (Deci and Ryan, 2000, p. 248-49)

The connection between need

frustration within schools

the formation of peaceful individuals

point here

is

that the frustration

is

and negative consequences

the focus of the following chapters.

of basic needs

is

toxic to

human

for

The key

well-being.

Several psychologists view need fulfillment as foundational to a positive quality
of life (Mallmann, 1980; Christie, 1997;

which

satisfy

well-being.

needs

And

in constructive

Max-Neef & Hopenhayen,

ways contribute

to individual

1989). Conditions

growth and a sense of

therein lies a fundamental value of the basic needs approach:

it

the “nutriments that the social environment must supply for people to thrive and

psychologically" (Ryan

& Deci, 2001, p.

studies that demonstrate a correlation

Summarizing one study on the needs
changes

in

well-being,

for

grow

and Ryan (2000) report on several

147). Deci

between need

specifies

satisfaction

and well-being.

competence and autonomy, they note

that daily

need satisfaction for autonomy and competence predicted daily fluctuations

i.e.,

having a “good day'” (Deci

& Ryan, 2000).

in

This connection has been

affirmed by several psychologists, to the point that a basic needs model might be said to

provide the basis for “an ethics of well-being"' (Max-Neef & Hopenhayen, 1989,
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p. 54).

From

a basic needs perspective, well-being

is

best understood in the sense of

eudaimonic as much, or perhaps more, than hedonic.
The difference, as

Ryan and Deci (2001),

is that

the notion of eudaimonia

of full or optimal human functionality

whereas hedonic

(i.e., vitality,

articulated

by

focuses on well-being in terms

the realization of human potential),

refers to pleasure, happiness or positive

mood

(thus including, but not

limited to, physical pleasure in the classic sense of
hedonism). While the satisfaction of
extrinsic aspirations (wealth, fame, etc.)

satisfaction resulting

to basic

needs

being (Ryan

may

bring short-term hedonic well-being,

from relationships and contributions

to others

—

satisfaction related

tends to promote a more enduring, and deeper, sense of eudaimonic well-

& Deci, 2001).

Subjective happiness

is

not necessarily equivalent to deeper

well-being. That deeper well-being arises from living in accord with one’s daimon,
or
true self

human

(Ryan

& Deci, 2001).

In general, progressively higher fulfillment

of basic needs supports optimal

functioning and positive

As Staub

life trajectories.

promotes ongoing positive human development:
are well

on

their

way

to

notes, need fulfillment

“When these

needs are

p. 2).

This insight points to an often

misunderstood aspect of basic needs. As will be discussed more

framework of basic needs, when applied

to social

term eudaimon

literally

means a “good

37

adds: “that

that the phrase “fully

may be just

fully below, a

development, has typically implied a

36

Galtung points out

people

hannonious, caring relationships with others, as well as

continued growth in their lives" (2003b.

In ancient Greek, the

fulfilled,

...

spirit.”

developed human being” lacks precise meaning.

as well, for if such a being existed, he or she

would

He

in all likelihood either

by admirers onto a pedestal” (1980, p. 58). Galtung goes on to
suggest that it is useful to have open-ended notions of human development that always extend
beyond our capacity to reach them, so that no individual or group can claim to have fully
achieved optimal development and thereby claim power to define how others should develop.
be rather arrogant or be

lifted
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deficit perspective,

equilibrium.

potentials

i.e.,

needs as problems

The approach taken here

(Max-Neef & Hopenhayen,

is

that a

person must solve in order to return to

somewhat

1989).

The

different.

Basic needs are seen as

greater the extent of their constructive

satistaction, the greater the possibilities tor growth.
In this sense, basic needs reflect a

positive understanding of human beings as seeking
connectedness, meaningful activity,

growth of their capacities, and integration (Deci

& Ryan, 2000).

Building the foundations for peace

A

basic needs approach has

become

a powerful framework for understanding

peace. In the emerging field of peace psychology, a basic needs framework has been

proposed as a means of understanding both direct and structural violence (Christie, 1997).
Basic need fulfillment

is

intimately related to the wholeness of the

human

person.

The

persistent deprivation of satisfiers for basic needs can be understood as structural

violence since that deprivation restricts the possibility of well-being and

full

development

(Christie, 1997).

At another

level, the constructive satisfaction

realms of security and identity)
(Burton, 1990).

Mass violence

called “difficult

life

ways people seek

is critical to

of basic needs (particularly

the prevention of violence between groups

often has a starting point in what Staub (1989, 2003a) has

conditions,”

i.e.,

those conditions which frustrate basic needs. The

satisfaction under such conditions can contribute to

the actions people take can be

in the

made more understandable

satisfying deeply frustrated needs.

As

a corollary to
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its

mass violence, and

as a negative

means of

use as a framework for

understanding the origins of mass violence, the
notion of basic needs has been used to

understand possibilities for peacebuilding

Of course,
and societal

there are

level.

At a

many complex

societal level,

in

divided societies (Burton. 1990).

sources of aggression, both at an individual

some of those sources

and devaluative images ot particular groups

that

include negative stereotypes

can make harmful actions against those

groups more acceptable (Staub, 2003a). The satisfaction or
frustration of basic needs per
se does not determine whether or not

someone

will act aggressively or nonaggressively.

The formation of caring individuals involves a

variety of early experiences that provide

positive guidance and socialize individuals toward helpful behavior
(Staub, 2003a).

Basic need fulfillment

is

understood here as a foundation, not a singular determinant, of

caring.

Institutions

and social arrangements

an experiential basis

in the lives

that support the satisfaction of needs provide

of individuals for other-oriented and caring behavior. For

Staub, the frustration or fulfillment of basic needs can have a formative influence on
individuals view themselves and others. In infancy, parental

to children's

how

warmth and responsiveness

needs supports secure attachment. Such attachment provides a basis for

positive self-valuation, a positive valuation of others, and healthy relationships. In

general, experiences of need fulfillment enable people to be

more open and empathetic

toward others. Experiences of need satisfaction promote a positive view of other people

and the expectation
cared

for.

that others are well-intentioned. In short, caring

is

learned by being

Without an experiential base of positive connection and positive

individuals are unlikely to be open to internalizing other-oriented values.
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identity,

As Staub

points

out, children

arises

who

experience rejection and hostility cannot be
“taught” to care; caring

from a basis of positive interaction with others
(1995).
Positive, affirming relationships can engender
a sense of trust

and

in the

—

in other people,

benevolence of the world (Staub, 1986; 2003b). Feelings
of trust lead

positive interpretations of others' actions and

more

positive valuation of others.

aspect of need fulfillment has especially important
consequences for
live together, in that aggressive

to

how

more

This

people learn to

behavior often involves attributions of hostility to others’

actions (Staub, 2003a). Attributing positive intentions to others

is

foundational to

positive relations between individuals and groups. In this sense,
basic need satisfaction

is

a core contributor to what Wessels has referred to as the “psychological
substrata” for a
culture of peace (1994).

A positive orientation toward
effectiveness,

caring

ways

makes

it

more

others, coupled with a sense of personal

likely that individuals will act in helpful, connective,

—

thus contributing to the satisfaction of basic needs for others. (This

and
is

a

key theme in the second half of the dissertation.) As noted above, the constructive
satisfaction ol

human needs

leads to eudaimonia, a condition of optimal functioning.

important dimension of optimal functioning, Staub (2003b) notes,

about the welfare of others

is

is

An

goodness. Caring

intertwined with our sense of personal well-being and

positive functioning. In her discussion of education and happiness, feminist philosopher

Nel Noddings (2003) makes a related observation: authentic happiness requires a
capacity for empathy, to recognize the unhappiness of others and act with concern for

their welfare.
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A basic

needs perspective emphasizes that nurturing
environments support

prosocial behavior,

Environments

behavior attuned to the well-being of others (Gagne,
2003).

i.e.,

that satisfy

enable an individual to

needs constructively affirm a person’s sense of self
worth and

move beyond

a focus on the

needs tends to generate a focus on the

we

unfulfilled,

are

[italics in original]

more

likely to

(Gagne, 2003,

indicating that adolescents

and

warm

who

self:

engage

p.

“when our

In contrast, the frustration of

basic psychological needs are

in behaviors that

202). Deci and

felt their

self.

have ourselves as the focus”

Ryan (2000)

report

on research

mothers were more democratic, noncontrolling,

(providing conditions conducive to need satisfaction) placed less emphasis
on

extrinsic aspirations (wealth, fame) than

community

on

intrinsic aspirations for relatedness

and

contribution.

Some

recent empirical evidence affirms the relationship of need satisfaction and

other-oriented behavior. In a study involving need satisfaction and prosocial engagement

among

college students,

Gagne (2003) found

that satisfaction

was

positively and

significantly related to activities such as volunteering, voting, charitable giving, and
38

activism

(all

coefficient

grouped under the rubric of prosocial behavior).

was

r

=

.34.

In a related study

of need satisfaction

The

correlation

in the context

of a

volunteer service activity (working in an animal shelter), Gagne found that need

satisfaction in that setting

engagement

(i.e.,

was

positively related to both the quality and quantity of

number of hours worked). She concludes

that “if

we want

people to act

Technically, the model used in this study positioned need satisfaction as a mediating construct

with “autonomy support” as a dependent variable. The notion of autonomy support involves

providing choices

in a

context of connection and support for competence.
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prosocially, social structures that fulfill basic
psychological needs should be encouraged”

(2003, p. 220).

This point

is

a fundamental one in the practical application
of a theory of human

needs.

The

human

well-being in that environment as well as influence the
ways

interact.

quality of need satisfaction in an environment
will have an influence on

human

beings

Writing about the importance of environments that foster
civic proclivities,

based on his research

in

an ecologically-oriented city in Brazil, McKibben

illustrates the

issue vividly:

Can you, by changing

the conditions under

character of the people?

It

s

which people live, slowly change the
a key question; any long-term hope for dealing with

the massive problems of the environment involves changing people
around the
world. Or no
not changing them. Bringing out the part of them that responds to
nonmaterial pleasures like painting on the sidewalk and walking in a crowd and

—

gossiping on a bench and drinking a beer

at a bar. And slowly deemphasizing the
too well: the private, muffled grabbiness, the devotion to
comfort, the fear of contact that resides in each of us, side by side with the

side that

we know

qualities

we need

McKibben does
could

all

to muster, [italics his]

(1995,

p.

104)

not link this observation to a theory of basic

—

the satisfaction of basic needs

“private, muffled grabbiness"

is

part of

human

what enables people

and find deeper enjoyment

in

needs. But he

to

move beyond

“nonmaterial pleasures.”

Generally, positive need satisfaction leads to greater intrinsic aspirations for the

very activities which further support constructive need satisfaction (Deci

Helping others, acting
that both result from,

part

in support

of community needs

and contribute

to, positive

need

—

& Ryan, 2000).

these are the kind of activities

satisfaction.

In this sense, they are

of a “virtuous cycle” of individual and community well-being. Frustration of basic

needs, on the other hand, tends to lead to extrinsic motivation and focus on “pseudo-
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which themselves continue

satisfies"

which

inhibit individual

The

to frustrate needs, thus creating
patterns
3

and community well-being.

persistent frustration of needs can lead to
aggressive behavior.

insecurity, for example,

of living

may make

threatening. Further, a negative

it

A feeling of

likely for individuals to perceive others’
actions as

view of the

self may diminish efforts to create positive

connections with others (Staub, 2003a). Generally, need
frustration leads to a focus on
the self and

makes

it

more

difficult for individuals to attend to the

needs of others. In

accord with this perspective, Deci and Ryan point out that conditions
unfavorable
fulfillment

especially conditions

or rejecting

(2000,

p.

229)

—

which

Such responses

would include withdrawing concern from others and focusing on one’s
antisocial activity

prolonged need frustration, as explored

need

are "excessively controlling, overchallenging,

will result in self-protective responses.

more extreme circumstances,

to

(Ryan

& Deci, 2000).

self,

and, under

Extreme and

Staub's work on the origins of genocide and

in

mass violence (1989, 2003a), can become

a starting point for violence on a broad scale as

individuals seek fulfillment in destructive ways.
Positive need fulfillment in children and youth supports resilience and provides a

kind of buffer against potential violence, particularly

economic

in

deterioration. Staub speculates that children

times of social upheaval and

who

experience constructive need

fulfillment:

39

There are powerful connections here, between the dynamics suggested by Deci and Ryan (2000)
and the analysis of the impacts of social capital enumerated by Putnam (2001). Putnam provides
a wealth of evidence that communities with higher levels of trust and reciprocity
capital) tend to experience better

people actively participate

outcomes

in health,

in civil society, the

resulting in a positive spiral. Although there

psychologists and sociologists

in

more

is

(i.e.,

trust

and reciprocity tends

to

emerge,

potentially a rich intersection in the

these areas, there appears to be

little

research that connects the social capital and basic needs perspectives.
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social

education, and civic governance. The more

work of

or no cross-disciplinary

.may be less likely to respond with violence to
personal frustration. They may
be less attracted to destructive ideological visions
and less likely to join
potentially destructive

movements

conditions. (2003b, p. 3)

Need

as avenues to fulfill needs frustrated
bv
J social

fulfillment, in this sense, can be understood as
a protective factor for violence

prevention on an individual level.

Need

satisfaction is a function

of ongoing moments in

life.

Fulfillment and

frustration occur in various experiences in the concrete
realms of daily

families, neighborhoods,

within

and schools (Staub, 1988). And those moments have a

cumulative influence, greatly influencing trajectories of growth

Need

life,

in individuals’ lives.

satisfaction that endures over significant periods creates an increasingly
strong

basis for non-destructive behavior.

Basic needs as a heuristic framework in education and development

Because the fulfillment of basic psychological needs can have such strong
influences for individual development,

social institutions fulfill those needs.

lives

of youth, have an important role

premise of the

first part

it is

important to consider

how well

societies

and

Schools, as potent socialization institutions in the
to play in

of this dissertation.

need

satisfaction.

Given available

data,

This

is

a foundational

my analysis

asks

how

well schools in various countries are supporting the positive fulfillment of students’ basic

psychological needs.

For historian and social thinker Riane Eisler (2000), the development of peaceoriented learning environments can be understood as part of a broader

more just and nurturing

cultures.

What

movement toward

she calls “partnership” cultures emphasize

egalitarian relations, gender equity, and values of caring and nurturing in contrast to
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“dominator” cultures

that value hierarchy

and patriarchal control. Eisler proposes a

partnership-oriented model of education with the
belief that the creation of more caring
societies requires transformation in institutions
fundamental to cultural

change

(forthcoming). In her educational model, Eisler
advocates partnership in terms of
content, process, and structures, part of which involves
creating an environment of

mutual responsibility, participation, and caring relationships.
Movement
can nudge forward the broader cultural
In her recent book,

shift

in this direction

toward partnership.

Noddings (2003) argues

for a renewal

of public conversation

about the aims ot education and the relationship of education and happiness.
She points
out that concern for goodness

philosopher, she

makes

is

embedded within

the broad claim that

a concern for happiness. Speaking as a

happy individuals are

rarely violent or

40

An

cruel.

education oriented toward peace, therefore,

...

is

intimately related to the

41

cultivation ot happiness.

outcomes of basic needs

This perspective accords with the preceding discussion of the
satisfaction.

Our own well-being and

the capacity to care for the

well-being of others have intertwined roots.

The creation of more
of recent

&

literature

caring, connected school environments

is

a central concern

on reducing school violence (Duke, 2002; Kneese, Fullwood, Schroth,
42

Pankake, 2003).

Without opportunities to

feel

connected to the school and to

40

Noddings also argues that people learn best when they are happy. This point resonates with
on what has been called "brain-based” learning (Caine & Caine, 1997).

insights

—

41

For Noddings, schools should include study of place, home, child-rearing those aspects of life
which we invest with meaning and from which we derive our happiness. She questions why
familiar settings of rich need satisfaction for

humans

—

settings such as gardens

and kitchens

—

artificially separated from formal learning environments.
42

.

.

of recent research on decreasing school violence, the creation of more caring
school environments is cited as one approach, alongside a variety of training and procedural
interventions (Kneese, Fullwood, Schroth, & Pankake, 2003).
In a synthesis
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are

contribute to the school community, students

to

themselves and others.

may be more

Schools in which students

likely to act in

feel

disconnected

other and the institution—have been called
"toxic" (Duke, 2002,

could be characterized as placing

little

that frustrate basic

and ignored.

needs

—from each
Such

in

such environments will

In other words, such "toxic" schools

in multiple

feel

would be places

ways.

Despite the powerful implications of basic psychological needs
for
social development,

institutions

value on caring and collaboration, while

engendering zero-sum (win/lose) relationships. Students
isolated, undervalued,

p. 96).

ways harmful

development analysts and educators do not appear

systematic use of this approach. There are

some

to

human and

have made

exceptions: Glasser (1992, 1997), for

example, has advocated for a school reform agenda based on his version of basic
needs
44

(including belonging, power, freedom, and fun).

own approach

my

In an approach congruent with

in this dissertation, Glasser argues that schools

and classrooms

that enable

students to satisfy their needs constructively will generate higher quality work, positive

behavior, and greater satisfaction

among

students (1992). There are a few empirical

studies of basic needs satisfaction in education, including an analysis of how computer

use

among disadvantaged youth

in

New York City satisfies basic

needs (Tsikalas

&

Gross, 2002), an analysis of gender differences in needs in American adolescents (Harvey

& Retter, 2002) and a comparative study of need satisfaction among students in German
and American universities (Levesque, Stanek, Zuehlke,

& Ryan, 2004).

However,

to

my

43

Duke (2002)
that students

reports that a large study of health

who were more

among

1

1,000 adolescents in the U.S. found

emotionally connected to their schools

were

less likely to be

...

involved in school violence.
44

Glasser’s basic needs framework has also been used as an approach to understanding conflict
a

guidebook

for the creation

of more peaceful schools (Bodine, Crawford,
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&

Schrumpf, 2002).

in

knowledge, no contemporary system of development
or educational indicators

grounded

framework of basic psychological needs.

in a

In international education,

and peace

into processes

target

of systemic assessment. With the focus on expanding
access

(EFA) assessment process

of school-based learning in the lives

adopted

at

4

has proven difficult to integrate issues of
well-being

it

schooling, the 2000 Education for All

meaning

Jomtien

in

1

failed to address the

of learners. Under the sixth and

skills,

Yet none of the 18 core

commented on

this target,

EFA

EFA

statistical

and those

EFA

indicators touched

The

between schooling and

better living with the

on

p. 13).

this objective.

Consequently,

emphasized non-formal

Global Assessment justifies the missing connection

argument

can be understood as an inherent good, the overall
is

EFA

summaries. In their reports, few countries

that did typically

educational initiatives.

educational access

final

knowledge, and values for “better living and

sound and sustainable development” (World Education Forum,
2000,

from the

to

990, international educators agreed that education should

provide individuals and families with

this target is absent

is

because quality education

that,

EFA progress

in providing

expanded

a measure of the movement’s success in creating a “better life” for

46
all.

The

reporting.

goal

report also criticizes the goal for being too broad and vague for effective

It is

not surprising that the sixth

was dropped from

the agenda in the

EFA target that

includes the “better living”

2000 Dakar conference

(Torres, 2002).
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As suggested

in

the previous chapter, Sen's approach to

Human Development

human

capabilities, as

embodied

in the

Index, can be understood as complementary to a basic psychological needs

approach. Nevertheless,

in practice, the

index provides

little

insight into the psychological

dimensions of need fulfillment.
Generally, the

EFA assessments tend

to avoid critical reflection

and the destructive dimensions of educational expansion.
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on development, globalization,

Even though

it

is

a difficult challenge,

important to continue efforts to

is

it

connect educational quality with quality of life.
Such a connection remains crucial to
understanding the deeper implications of educational
experiences: “the attempt to marry
educational processes and outcomes to quality of life...is
inescapable in any broader
consideration of what education

is

(World Education Forum, 2000,

p. 53).

for

and the many ways

in

which

Analyzing the fulfillment ot basic psychological needs

is

it

can be provided”

an alternative avenue to

understanding the ways in which education contributes to the
quality of life and a culture

of peace. The connection between these goals,

I

suggest, can be found in the framework

ot basic psychological needs, since the fulfillment

education supports

human

of basic psychological needs

in

well-being and tendencies for cooperative, caring behavior.

Without a connective underlying framework, the international educational

community has

difficulty integrating

its

goals.

It is

exactly that level of integration that

is

the driving motivation for this project. Several other efforts share that inspiration. In his

recent policy analysis, Affolter (2003) has
policies for the

ways

in

examined the discourse of development

which they recognize the importance of need

satisfaction

and

emotional well-being. Relating Staub's framework of basic needs to educational

programs, Miller and Affolter (2002) argue that the basic needs framework can be used
as a tool for project design and analysis, especially in “post-conflict” situations.

Neef and Hopenhayen (1989)

describe

how they

used their

needs in community level workshops, as a vehicle for
Incorporating

Max-Neef s framework of basic

importance of “integral development.”

By

of basic

critical social analysis.

needs, O’Sullivan (1999) argues for the

integral
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own framework

Max-

development, O'Sullivan speaks of

processes that support

human

well-being, ecological health, and

more

spiritually

mature

societies.

The
unified

as an

heuristic

framework

power of a

basic psychological needs theory

to understand the quality

is that it

offers a

of a learning environment in multiple ways:

environment that supports human well-being and as an
environment

that supports

openness to others and caring. In an essay on educational
planning, Hartwell writes.

The challenge of creating change
realities of

(2001,

human

p. 101).

in educational systems, so that they begin to
reflect

capacity for caring relationships and learning,

With

this project,

I

hope

to contribute to

is

clearly daunting”

such change, by exploring

psychological framework can be employed as an analytic tool to understand

how

how

a

learning

environments are supporting the capacities for caring relationships and well-being.

Basic needs in action; politics and problematique

Anyone working
the term

basic needs

focal point

that

in

development over the past several decades has probably heard

many

times. In the mid-1970s, a basic needs approach

the

of a passionate debate about the nature of development. Proponents argued

development should emphasize the satisfaction of basic needs

groups

became

—with those needs understood primarily

for disadvantaged

in material terms related to housing,

47

clean water,

etc.

A basic needs approach to development aimed to provide people,

especially the poor, with “ opportunities for a full life” (Streeten, 2003, p. 73) [italics his].
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The separation of material and psychological needs
Galtung points out

that the

mind/body distinction

is

into different realms

is

ultimately artificial.

not always helpful: the experience of

connection with others has somatic dimensions, just as good food can satisfy the soul. Recent
research on emotion and the brain has also pointed to the intimate ways in which emotional and
physiological well-being are intertwined (Lewis, Amini,

79

& Lannon, 2000).

It

was an

effort to reassert the

primacy of human welfare, rather than economic
growth,

as the ultimate goal of development.

was on

However, the focus of most basic needs approaches

the supply of material goods (Fukuda-Parr,
2003). In a review of the basic needs

strategies in

vogue

in the late 1970s,

Galtung notes that most approaches exhibited a

strange fear in connection with nonmaterial needs,
leaving references to
parenthetical, not integrated into the major

A

body of thought” (1980,

materially-oriented basic needs approach gained

the 1970s, only to fade in the 1980s as critics pointed
to
rights

and social empowerment.

A

990).

p. 109).

momentum

in the latter half of

lack of attention to

human

A basic (material) needs approach leaves unchallenged

the structures of power that produced inequities in the

1

its

them

first

place (Rist, 1980; Rader,

focus on individual needs can ultimately serve the interests of those

who

already control resources in a society, since the structures that protect their power are
not
48

challenged.

Social injustices can be perpetuated,

however

unintentionally,

by a philosophy of

meeting basic (material) needs for the underprivileged. Galtung makes the point
trenchantly: “Elites will be the

first in

propagating the idea of ‘material needs

first'

under

the guise of humanitarianism, thereby preserving the marginalization for generations”

(1980,

p. 90).

The point

is

not that the poor should be

left to starve; rather, that

by

defining the poor only in terms of their material needs (the floor of a needs hierarchy),

humanitarians deny the poor a sense of autonomy and effectiveness in their

In light

of these

critiques,

development agencies

language of basic needs. Agencies

now

talk

now

own

lives.

tend to avoid framing their work in the

about a “rights-based” approach

or, as in the

case of

Catholic Relief Services, a “justice lens” on development. Such rights- and justice-oriented
perspectives are compatible with a basic psychological needs perspective, but are intended to

move away from

a “charity” orientation.
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They become people

own

need rather than social actors with the potential

in

to

change

their

circumstances.

The notion of basic needs tends

to support

an institutional relationship between

“persons in need" and a provider of services to satisfy
those needs to a

minimum

acceptable level (Rader, 1990). Indeed, one of the problems
with a basic needs approach
to

development

(Rist, 1980).

is

that the

concept lends

itself to

an ethic of scarcity and managerialism

In this view, an external administrative entity (be

it

the state, a relief

agency, or even a school) has a responsibility to satisfy needs to a certain
threshold in order to maintain functionality

than enough would be excessive; after

lies in its definition

a client population. Providing

more

the usefulness of the notion of “basic needs”

of minimum thresholds that enable an institution to provide “just

enough of a good or
learning needs

all,

among

minimum

service, but not more. (This is a

in education, as

I

suggest

later.)

problem with the notion of “basic

my purposes,

For

there

is

a critical

difference in understanding basic needs as a trajectory of increasing growth and capacity,
rather than as a floor for

minimum

satisfaction.

The treatment of basic needs

as

minimum

conditions focuses only on needs as deprivations, rather than needs as

potentials

(Max-Neef & Hopenhayen,

1989).

Related to the notion of minimum floor

zero-sum dimension

to material

need

is

the notion of scarcity. There

satisfaction: if

I

satisfy

is

a strong

mine, you will be less able

to satisfy yours, since the

raw material of satisfaction

on the other hand, tend

be more non-zero sum (Galtung, 1980). As other people

their needs,

you

feel

I

am

to

more, not

less, likely to

is

limited. Psychological satisfiers,

fulfill

enjoy satisfaction of my own. The more secure

and the stronger our sense of connection,
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for

example, the more secure

I

am

likely to feel as well. This

is

a fundamental to Staub's insights about
basic needs and

caring behavior: constructive satisfaction of needs
enables people to turn toward others

and

act in

in a

community or

more

to the logic

collaborative, connective ways, thus promoting
greater need satisfaction
society.

In this sense, psychological needs

do not function according

of scarcity and competition.

Universal needs and the evolution of the universe

The core elements of the

basic psychological needs

investigations of the dynamics of cosmic evolution. Here

framework have

would

I

parallels in

like to suggest the

relevance of principles found in discussions of psychological needs for development
on a
scale larger than the

In his

human.

work on transformative

learning, O’Sullivan (1999), following

Thomas

Berry, discusses three general principles of the evolution of life: differentiation,
subjectivity,

and communion.

The process of differentiation

is

about the expression of

uniqueness, the creative task of expressing the specific genius of each living thing.
Subjectivity involves an awakening of awareness and understanding of interiority, a

sacred depth dimension, the “in-dwelling self’ (1999,

p.

210).

Communion

fundamental interconnectedness of life, the understanding and feeling
completely

itself without

everything else” (1999,

p. 215).

always harmonious, of course, since constructive conflict

These concepts closely

parallel, in Staub's

positive identity, and belonging.

They

is

that “nothing is

Such communion
is

about the

is

not

a force of creative change.

framework, the needs of autonomy,

also resonate deeply with the tri-partite basic

needs framework of autonomy, relatedness, and competence advanced by Deci and Ryan
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(2000, 2001 ). The congruence of these principles
suggests that there

fundamental process of unfolding
processes underlying

at

human growth

multiple levels of reality.

The

is

a deeply

principles and

are a fractal, a self-same pattern, for the
principles

and processes underlying the development of the cosmos.
As O’Sullivan

development

is

integrally related to planetary

development” (1999,

p.

says, “personal

222). Saying this,

he emphasizes that our being and destiny are intimately tied
to the ecological health of
the living earth, and that

From

evolution.

humans, but also

humans

this perspective, a

literally

O

framework of basic needs

universal in that

the development of the universe

For

are an integral part of the larger story of cosmic

Sullivan and

it

is

not only universal for

all

speaks of the essential dynamics underlying

itself.

many

critiques of modernity, our notions of

development as

the expansion of high-consumption lifestyles has been horribly destructive to global
49

ecosystems and indigenous cultures.
the rise of

modem

This destructive trajectory can be traced back to

science and a mechanistic worldview in which the world

was seen

as

dead matter, devoid of spirit, available for human exploitation (O’Sullivan, 1999).
Critiquing the consequences of modernity and

“The mechanistic

modem

science, O’Sullivan notes that

orientation of much of modem science swept the world clear of all

soul” (1999, p. 220). In light of the acute ecological crisis facing the planet, O'Sullivan

argues that our approach to the development of human societies must be aligned with the
healthy development of the planet and the larger cosmos.

He

writes:

49

As

Rist (1980) points out, capitalist societies thrive on a cycle of producing “needs” (that

is,

desires framed as needs), offering new products to satisfy those “needs,” and then creating a new
set of “needs” at a higher level of consumption. Continued economic growth requires that the

production of “needs” stays one step ahead of the production of satisfactions (Rist, 1980).
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Within the context of the universe story, the good
or moral action is that which
enhances, amplifies or completes the development
of the earth and universe
towards differentiation, subjectivity and community.
Activities

which

retard,

obstruct or obliterate the differentiation, subjectivity
and community are
considered to be actions of questionable value.
(1999, p. 223)

Following
that

this logic, the

“good action”

in education

would be teaching/leaming processes

enhance differentiation, subjectivity, and communion. In other
words, an education

attuned to both the development of optimally-functioning

cosmos would be an education

that supports

human

autonomy, positive

beings and an evolving

identity,

and positive

connection on multiple levels of reality.

The school,

as a

modem

institution, tends to

propagate the deep value structure of
50

modernity: separation, efficiency, and standardization.
conventionally practiced

may

In that sense, schooling as

block the realization of more socially-, ecologically-, and

spiritually-harmonious societies. Schooling which disconnects people from each other,

from

their

universe

the

own

self-worth and capabilities, and from their

ultimately violent.

is

I

agree with O'Sullivan

when he

tool for analysis

is

I

believe,

is

to

advance

and transformation. In

writes: “an education attuned to quality

must be based on the foundation of authentic human needs”
That analysis

connection to the larger

A way to counter-act such violence,

framework of psychological needs as a

sense,

own

[italics his]

(1999,

this

of life
p. 238).

the focus of the following chapters.
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Noddings (2003) argues for “home” as another category of basic needs. She points out that
having a home not a permanent dwelling, per se, but a place of abiding serves an integrative
function in life. She echoes here a criticism raised by Galtung (1980) that one of the aspects of

—

modernity

is

the formation of institutions that specialize in a specific form of need satisfaction, to

the exclusion of others.

might refer

—

Modem

institutional transformation
criticize

institutions tend to provide

what Max-Neef and Hopenhayen
Advocates of

to as “singular satisfiers” rather than “synergistic satisfiers” (1989).

modem

—whether

in

education, health care, business, or other fields

institutions for failing to address the

whole person;

provide more integrative, synergistic satisfaction of basic needs.
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in

—

often

other words, for failing to

CHAPTER 5
MEETING BASIC LEARNING NEEDS?
The satisfaction of these needs empowers individuals
in any society
confers upon them a responsibility to respect and build
upon their
collective cultural linguistic, and spiritual heritage,
to promote

and

the

education of others ...to be tolerant towards social, political,
and religious
systems which differ from their own. ..and to work
for international peace
and solidarity in an interdependent world.

—World

Declaration on Education for All

Introduction

Although a framework of basic psychological needs
international education, there

is

is

not currently in vogue in

a related concept found in policy discourse: basic

learning needs. Because these concepts share the two words basic and needs in
it

is

instructive to

critical questions,

examine them side by

side.

By juxtaposing

the terms,

I

hope

common,
to raise

while ultimately suggesting that the framework of basic psychological

needs can complement the notion of basic learning needs.
In theory, the concept

to the declaration

adopted

of basic learning needs

at the

is

very broad in scope. According

1990 Jomtien World Conference on Education

for All,

basic learning needs are understood to include both the content (knowledge, skills,

attitudes,

and values) for effective participation

essential tools (literacy,

in

economic and

numeracy, problem solving,

development of one’s capacities throughout

life

civil life as well as the

etc.) for further learning

and the

(World Conference on Education

1990; Visser, 2001). These needs are not restricted to a certain phase of life; they

in

changing form, from the beginning to the end of life.
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for All,

exist,

Given

this

broad understanding,

it

follows that the notion of basic learning
needs

has widened the definition of basic education, in
theory

Education tor All movement, basic education
six years

is

of schooling. Instead, basic education

that fulfills basic learning needs.

enterprise.

at least.

In the discourse of the

no longer equated with the completion of
is

understood as any form of education

Basic education thus becomes a more expansive

While retaining schooling

at its core, this

approach to basic education

includes early childhood education as well as adult literacy,

community

health,

and other

non-formal educational programs for youth and adults (World Education Forum,
2000).

Any

process in which a person gains skills and knowledge essential to economic and

civic participation can be said to be “‘basic education.”

Basically school
In practice,

however, the understanding of basic education has not changed.

Because primary schooling

is

understood to build the foundation for

later learning, the

provision of primary schooling continues to be equated with the fulfillment of basic
learning needs (Muller, 2003). This understanding has led to a pragmatic, though
reductionist, approach to Education for All as a matter of expanding enrollments in

primary schools. The goal of meeting basic learning needs for

all

people, in effect,

continues to focus on the expansion of opportunities for formal schooling for children.

A problem

inherent in the notion of basic learning needs

approaches to meeting basic (material) needs,
satisfaction.

Emphasis tends

meet minimum needs,

to

it

is that, like earlier

suggests the provision of minimal

be put on institutions delivering educational services

that provide ‘floor-levef competencies.

framed within a provider-client relationship

in
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that

Learning, in this sense,

which the learner

is

is

deficient without the

service provided (Visser, 2001).

Rather than foeusing on the delivery of services
to meet

basic learning needs, educators should pay

environments

(at

more

attention to the creation of integrative

multiple levels) that nurture learning (Visser, 200
1).

framework of basic psychological needs serve

as a

5
'

Could a

way of understanding

the quality of

environments for learning?
In

Educating by Design Strange and Banning (2001 review a rich
collection of
)
,

research about American college campuses as physical and social
learning environments.
1

hey find inspiration

Maslow

in

s

need hierarchy as a design framework, arguing

that the

core conditions for the creation of positive learning environments are security,

involvement and belonging. They conclude with the following emphasis:

measure of any educational institution's environmental capacity to
encourage and sustain learning is the degree to which it provides the
conditions (in real and virtual form) for students’ inclusion, safety,
involvement, and full membership in a community. (2001, p. 200)
...a

From

this perspective,

it

is

possible to speak of an “ecology of learning,”

i.e.,

those

conditions which nurture the kinds of relationships and interactions generative for
learning using the terms of basic psychological needs.

Psychologists point out that environments that satisfy basic needs promote

enjoyment and

intrinsic

motivation (Gagne, 2003).

this perspective, schools that

needs will promote the enjoyment of school-based learning

satisfy basic psychological

and promote students’

From

intrinsic

motivation

for,

and valuing

of,

Australian peace educator Hutchinson (1999) speaks of education
partnerships”.
delivery,

I

continued learning

in

in

tenns of “intergenerational

find this term compelling: rather than thinking of education as a kind of service

how do we

think of

it

as an “intergenerational partnership”? This term has several

connotations, including dialogue, shared decision-making, and an appreciation of shared goals.

Hutchinson suggests
adults

commit

that

by

failing to listen to students’ aspirations

a kind of “cultural violence” (1999, p. 6).
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and visions of the

future,

school. In other words, the fulfillment of basic
psychological needs enables people to

take pleasure in the

work they do

in school. Intrinsic

motivation supports conceptual

understanding and academic achievement (Deci, Vallerand,

& Ryan.

Pelletier,

1991).

Learning environments that nurture intrinsically motivated
learners will be those that
satisfy basic needs.

Without such

satisfaction, learning

may become

drudgery. In this

sense, the fulfillment ot basic psychological needs in
educational environments nourishes
natural curiosity and the intrinsic valuing of further learning.
Basic need fulfillment

supports the development of life-long learners and, in that sense,
vision underlying the Education for All

At

root, the notion

grow

of basic learning needs overlaps with the notion of basic

all

human

beings have a need to learn, to

in effectiveness in relation to the surrounding world.

psychological frameworks of basic
they almost

foundational to the

movement.

psychological needs. Both concepts suggest that
explore, to

is

human needs do

Although most

not specify learning as a need per se,

include a need for competence, effectiveness, and/or understanding: in

other words, for learning. In the book The Scientist in the Crib (Gopnik, Meltzoff,

&

Kuhl, 1999), a group of researchers provide evidence for the powerful need for learning
that children exhibit

from

engage with the world
and refine

human

life

their

in

their earliest

such a

way

days of life. Infants continually seek novelty and

as to test their understanding of how things

working models as the

learn.

Processes of learning are fundamental to

from the beginning onward.

The notion of basic learning needs suggests
critical

work

than others.

It

that

some forms of learning

are

more

can be used to highlight specific competencies and capacities

society believes enable further learning and contribution to others. Certainly,
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it

is

that a

important for families, communities, and countries
to identify knowledge and
are foundational to productive and healthy living
in a particular place. Yet

skills that

suggest that

I

basic learning needs should also be understood in
terms of learning experiences and
relationships

which constructively

fulfill

basic psychological needs for security, identity,

belonging, autonomy, and effectiveness. For

it

is

the fulfillment of these psychological

needs that creates the foundation for well-being, optimal functioning,
and goodness.

From another

angle,

it

could be argued that the fulfillment of basic learning needs

supports fulfillment of basic psychological needs. Being capable of reading
and writing

can provide a sense of competency and security;

skills for civic participation

the satisfaction of the needs for belonging and autonomy. Education,

from

can support

this

perspective, builds capacities that enable learners to satisfy psychological needs in

constructive ways. In this respect, there

is

a deep complimentarity between the notions of

basic learning needs and basic psychological needs.

Learning the basics?

Upon

further examination, however, the notion of basic learning needs

rhetorical construct

needs.

It

—seems

seems possible

the skills and

to

to be less “basic” than the concept

as a

of basic psychological

be a dignified and healthy person without most,

knowledge implied by the

—

international education discourse.

if

not

all,

of

The concept

of basic learning needs contains certain assumptions about the kind of functioning

that

should be universally satisfying. In her analysis of World Bank education policy, Kamat
(2000) argues that a

human

capital orientation permeates the

education that people “need,” as articulated by the Bank,

them

for

is

market employment. The very meaning of “need"
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EFA

discourse.

The

an education that prepares
in this context is

determined

in relation to national

economic productivity—not

peacebuilding. In a footnote,

Kamat makes

in relation to

human development

or

a point that bears emphasis here:

Education (reduced to the construction of schools and
school routines) is
premised on what "people need" to be functional and not
what they may desire or
yearn for in terms of educational activity/experience—
e.g., the desire
to

more

Hilly

them

to

become

human

or to develop one’s mind, body, and soul. People’s
visions of
what education should look like or feel like, not simply for their
survival, but for
all.

be architects of their societies, are not given any space
(2000, p. 22)

What Kamat
suffers

is

pointing out here

is

that the prevailing understanding

from the limitation pointed out

The focus

satisfaction.

is

earlier, that

on what minimum

of providing a

skills are

in the discourse at

of educational needs

minimum

necessary

required for participation in the

market economy.
Skills

and knowledge

that are not necessarily productive, in

economic terms, tend

52

to

be neglected in efforts to meet basic learning needs.

focus on the

skills, values,

and knowledge

Whereas basic learning needs

that are basic to

economic

activity

and further

school-based learning, basic psychological needs are more fundamental for the
person, focusing on satisfactions basic to effective

all

human

human

functioning and well-being, in

aspects of life.

A problem with the notion of basic learning needs is that
potential satisfaction (schooling) and identifies

it

it

takes a certain form of

as a need, thus serving to reinforce the

necessity of schooling (and schooling oriented toward particular ends). At a general

My limited involvement with educational reconstruction in Afghanistan is instructive here.
Programs of accelerated learning are being funded as a response to demand for primary education
for out-of-school youth. In order to “accelerate” students' progress, these programs focus on
“basic skills” and exclude “peripheral” subjects such as art. Basic learning needs become equated
with mathematics and language skills, while other subjects that might provide opportunities for
understanding and self-expression are neglected.
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level,

once a basic need for

interventions to provide

The

X has been accepted, then

between basic learning needs and basic psychological

needs become especially clear for people

example,

may

logically follows that

X are necessary and legitimate.

potential contradictions

economic structures

it

in their societies.

who

are, in fact,

Having the

oppressed by dominant

skills to

work

in a

sweatshop, for

help satisfy the need for (economic) security, while intensely
frustrating

several other needs.

The global

institutions

such as The World Bank that are financing

the Education for All initiative are also the institutions supporting
patterns of

globalization that can be profoundly disruptive to the satisfaction of basic
psychological

needs

in the

developing world through a variety of economic and social dislocations

(O'Sullivan, 1999).

Surprisingly, there has been

little critical

analysis of the concept of basic learning

needs, particularly in reference to other ideas about basic needs. The documentation of
the Education For All conferences does not explain

learning needs

was formulated

which the authors point out

proposed

in the

understanding of basic

or provide insight into the theoretical foundations of the

term. Hints of the geneology of the term

in

how the

come from

that the notion

the

2000 World Education Report,

of basic learning needs was originally

1970s as an analog to the basic nutritional needs

nutrition necessary for functioning

(UNESCO,

“learning society” and the view that learning

schooling. In practice, as noted above, the

levels of

2000). Another root concept was that of

was

first

—minimal

far

broader in scope than institutional

root concept, that of minimal satisfaction,

has dominated the second, that of a broader appreciation for learning opportunities.
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Risk and transcendence
Before concluding,

I

would

like to suggest a final thought about the
relationship

of learning with basic psychological needs. In the
educational guidebook Helping
Children Outgrow War
>

my colleague

,

and

I

argued that a framework of basic

psychological needs could provide a useful tool for improving
learning environments in
post-conflict settings (Miller

& Affolter, 2002).

importance of this linkage,

have since come to think

I

Rather than suggesting that learning
I

would now

On

it

I

continue to believe in the

may have been

too broad.

always enhanced by security, for example,

good learning environments maintain a

like to suggest that

ot security and risk.

is

Although

careful balance

the one hand, a lack of security can lead to stress reactions which

limit the brain's capacity for creativity

and complex thinking

Caine have labeled “downshifting" (1997).

—an experience Caine and

A feeling of security provides a context for

exploration and openness toward novelty. Particularly in post-conflict or other settings in

which

learners

may have

On

promoting learning.

experienced trauma, security

from the very challenges
to

an especially

the other hand, an overly secure environment

absence of risk or challenge.

fundamental

is

An

that initiate

new system

responding to the world

may imply

the

overly secure environment might “protect” the learner

change and growth. Risk or challenge

deep learning, as Strange and Banning point

Acquiring a

critical basis for

for
is

is

out:

making meaning and learning new ways of

fundamentally a

risk.

Familiar, tried-and-true

ways of

thinking and doing offer a sense of personal comfort, and they are not easily
forfeited as

new

situations arise.

and secure over time. What

way of doing

To do so is to risk a system that has become safe
new way of interpreting the world or the new

if the

things, fails? (2001, p. 107-108)

Challenging conditions can “raise the bar" on one’s competencies and open
effectiveness.
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new

levels of

Challenge might also be fundamental,

in

some

need tor transcendence. The need for transcendence
self.

is

sense, to the satisfaction of the

about the need to go beyond one’s

In a spiritual sense, transcendence
involves a feeling

of relationship with a higher,

wider, and larger field of meaning, usually
related to the divine or sacred. But

transcendence can also be understood as self-transcendence,
as going beyond one’s
present state of being and connecting with a larger
self that one
tradition of mythical heroes, transcendence

difficult challenges,

challenge

may

may

is

becoming. In the

involve a journey of facing one’s most

toward self-overcoming. Environments that offer

little

or no

not be helpful learning environments in that regard.
Without challenge,

environments otfer

little

possibility

of self-transcendence, and thus limit

the possibility of the comprehensive satisfaction of basic needs.
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in

some degree

CHAPTER 6
INTRODUCING THE DATA FOR BASIC NEED SATISFACTION
In social investigation

and measurement

,

it

is

vaguely right than to be precisely wrong.

IN

SCHOOLS

undoubtedly more important to be

—Amartya Sen
Introduction

Schooling has a long association with violence. One of the
most
in

educational iconography, historically speaking,

body

striker.

is

common

motifs

not the apple or school bell, but the

The feminine personification of Grammar

in

medieval Europe often

brandished a whip or switch used to punish students (Bagley,
2003). The task of the

grammarian was

to socialize students into the disciplines of formal study of

which required “whipping raw

Grammar was
she

is in

53

recruits into shape” (Bagley, 2003, p. 3).

Although

also depicted as a nurturing mother, she usually wields a bodystriker

more than one student

the presence of

In another

this Latin phrase:

amara

This sentiment

when

in educational iconography.

image of Grammar from the 12 th century, a student writes on a

—
nurtured by harshness—
p. 2).

grammar

tablet

radix; dulcis fructus (“bitter roots; sweet fruit”) (Bagley, 2003,

that

is

good character and scholarly accomplishment

are best

foundational in the early history of formal education.

And

it

remains foundational. In her recent book. Happiness and Education Noddings (2003)
,

points out

how

incongruous

many people

find the

two terms: education

is

not supposed to

Besides emphasizing the discipline of formal education. Grammar’s association with the body
striker

conveyed

that the

medieval curriculum placed moral instruction under the rubric of

grammatical study. Bagley notes that the body

striker

symbolized punishment from deviation

from the rules of grammar and the rules of moral conduct.
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be enjoyable,

names

is it?

like “joyful learning" implies the
persistence

worthy,

is

extent does formal education continue to be
a bitter root in students’

How might we evaluate the

what of the

To

of the belief that education, to be

not about enjoyment.

To what
lives?

In international education, the
continued novelty of pedagogies with

bitterness or sweetness of school experiences?

These are the questions of this section of the

fruit?

return to the beginning: this dissertation

indicators for the

ways

in

into the intersections of education

life in

One approach
culture of peace

is to

earlier,

dissertation.

an exploration of alternative

which education contributes

Conventional educational indicators, as noted

regard to daily

is

And

to building a culture

of peace.

do not provide significant insight

and peacebuilding. This

is

particularly the case with

school.

to

understanding the ways in which education contributes to a

employ a framework of basic psychological needs. At one

framework of basic psychological needs addresses the extent

to

level, a

which students

experience a “culture of peace' in schools themselves. In other words, by isolating the
school as a significant institutional environment for young people, this analysis addresses
the quality of peacefulness in that setting, and thus, the quality of schooling's

contribution to the larger culture of peace.

understood as meaningful in

At another

its

own

In this sense, the process of schooling

right.

level, the fulfillment or frustration

relationship with certain outcomes.

is

Such needs

of basic needs

—
—have

connection, autonomy, and control/effectiveness

is

expected to have a

for security, positive identity, positive

a powerful influence on

development, informing our sense of well-being as well as our capacities
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to

human

open toward

others and act in a helpful, caring manner.
Better outcomes are expected for students

who

experience the richer satisfaction of basic needs
in school.

This chapter focuses on the data
psychological needs in schools.

Children

(HBSC)

I

will use as indicators

I

will introduce the Health

of the satisfaction of basic

Behavior

in

School Age

study and provide an overview of the technical issues
involved in the

data collection, including the purpose of the survey,
sampling, and issues of crosscultural adaptability. This chapter will then discuss

indicators in relation to the

my

selection of survey items as

framework of basic psychological needs. The construction

and rationale of outcome scales will also be explored

Measuring basic needs:

My research into educational

in

satisfactions

some

detail.

and frustrations

indicators suggests that there

is

no available

international dataset that explicitly addresses the satisfaction of basic needs in
education.

Consequently, this project relies on what
data,

1

mean

data that

was not

I

would

call

“back-door data." By back-door

the central focus of a research effort. Front-door data, for

most educational researchers, primarily involves academic achievement. Front-door
for health researchers, will focus

on students'

physical health. Health-related studies

attitudes

may sometimes

and behaviors around mental and
include data on students'

experiences in school related to students' connections with peers, participation in

and bullying, as a backdrop for studying health-related outcomes. And
door data

that

I

will use for this section of

retrospectively, into a

my dissertation.

It is

framework of basic psychological needs.
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data,

data

I

class,

this is the back-

will attempt to

fit,

The use of back-door data leaves a
framework and the empirical data

is

gap.

The

not as tight as

fit

between the conceptual

would

it

be,

had the research

instrument been designed from a basic needs
perspective. The survey data can be “retrofitted

to the conceptual

framework, as

I

will explain below.

Yet the gap remains. As an

exploration, this project must acknowledge such
gaps, and the preliminary, provisional

nature of the resulting analysis. Other data and
other approaches to basic needs might

generate very different understandings. In short, this
project

is

undertaken as an

exploration using the data available, not as an absolute or
definitive statement about the
nature of basic need satisfaction for students in selected
countries.

That

said,

I

take methodological comfort in

have selected from the

HBSC

knowing

who have

empirical research in basic need satisfaction.

On

for

own

tor interpersonal relationships. In the survey

This item

is

encouraged to express

I

undertaken the most extensive

surveys of basic need

Three different surveys are available: one for

example, one of the questions asks,

the job.'

items

a website dedicated to their research.

Deci and Ryan (2004) have posted items from their

and one

many of the

survey as indicators of basic need satisfaction are similar to

items used by Deci and Ryan, psychologists

satisfaction.

that

similar to the

my own

“I

am

HBSC

views

in

life in

general, one for work,

on basic need

free to express

my

satisfaction at work,

ideas and opinions on

item used as an indicator of autonomy:

my class(es).”

The items

“I

related to positive

connection are also parallel. The Deci and Ryan survey includes statements such as
get along with people at

Similarly, the

statements:

HBSC

work" and “People

items

“The students

I

in

at

work

am

“I

are pretty friendly towards me.”

select to indicate positive connection include these

my classes

enjoy being together” and “Other students are
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kind and helpful." The similarity of items in
these domains affirms

approach

—even

in using

my

general

“backdoor" data.

Introducing the

The primary data source

HBSC survey

for this analysis

Health Behaviour in School-aged Children

comes from

(HBSC)

the 1997-98 version of the

study, conducted

by the World

Health Organization-Europe. Begun in 1982, the survey
asks students about their
perceptions of their physical and mental health, their behaviors
and lifestyles, and their

understanding of health. Alcohol consumption, tobacco use, and
exercise are some of the

primary concerns of the survey. The data are intended

to build national information

systems that can guide public health interventions and provide a means of tracking
the

impact of public health programs targeted
Ultimately, the

HBSC

at

adolescents (Smith, Wold,

& Moore,

1992).

research initiative aims to support improved health and well-being

of young people, since health behaviors

in

adulthood are understood to be strongly

influenced by earlier behaviors and experiences in adolescence (Wold, 1998, p.2).

The

HBSC

study

is

conducted every four years, and an increasing number of

countries participate in the study. In 1997-98 the survey
countries and regions.

Most of the

participating countries

group also included Canada, the United
implementation

is

was administered

States, Israel,

managed by a research team

in

were located

in

in

29

Europe, but the

and Russia. Survey

each country, and the data

is

available

only within the network of national research teams for three years after the completion of
the data collection. Consequently, data from the

researchers outside the

HBSC

network.
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2002 survey

is

not yet available for

One of the purposes of the HBSC

study

is to better

understand the ways in which

education contributes to health. In articulating their
approach to health, the research
designers cite the Ottawa Chart for Health Promotion:

Health is created by caring for oneself and others, by
being able to take decisions
and have control over one’s life circumstances, and by ensuring
that the society
one lives in creates conditions that allow the attainment of health
by all its
members, (quoted in Samdal & Duer, 1998, p. 49)

This holistic, ecologically-oriented understanding of health
resonates deeply with a basic

needs approach.

It

one’s environment.

points toward the importance of having

It

autonomy and influence

in

also suggests the importance of a broader capacity to create

conditions propitious for the well-being of others.
Generally, the

HBSC

survey takes what

Wold

(1998,

p. 3) calls

perspective’ that examines the formative social environments in

The school

is

a “socialization

young peoples’

lives.

one of those formative environments. Schools have an important function

related to the health and well-being of students. In educational research, insufficient

attention has been given to the health-promoting purpose of schooling.

The

HBSC

researchers suggest that “the functions of schools be broadened to include not only

measures of achievement and discipline but also the social and emotional well-being of

young people” (Samdal, Wold,

The

HBSC

& Torsheim,

1998,

p. 55).

researchers envision that the data from their survey will inform the

development of a network of “health promoting schools” (Samdal, Wold,
1998,

the

p. 51).

ways

in

The

HBSC

researchers were also interested in deepening understanding of

—not

which the “core business” of schooling

interventions

—do/do

& Torsheim,

just special health-related

not promote health and well-being. In the

second time, an array of items related to students’ experiences

99

1

997-98 survey, for the

in school

were included

in

the core survey, out of concern for the
quality of the lived environment of school.
In this
respect, the interests of the

the

ways

in

HBSC

researchers parallel

which the daily experiences of school

mine

in this project,

relate to basic

i.e.,

to explore

needs satisfaction, rather

than focusing on special programs in peace education.
Overall, the

HBSC

survey

is

not grounded in a particular theory of health. The

architects ot the survey intended that the data could
be
theoretical frameworks, in order to

In that light,

my

open dialogue on

examined through various

different approaches to well-being.

application of a basic needs framework to the data

of the purposes of the

HBSC

Methodologically, the

is

in

keeping with one

survey.

HBSC

study relies on students’ perceptions of their

environment, rather than on observations of that enviromnent by an external researcher.
Thus, the survey features several “high inference” measures (Fraser, 1986).

High-

inference measures involve interpretations about the meanings of experiences, rather than
54

„

counts ot measurable phenomena.

As an approach

to

understanding the quality of the school environment, the

HBSC
55

researchers began with the premise that school

is

the

work environment

for students.

54

There are several arguments for understanding school climate through the perceptions of

worked in many different school environments
form an in-depth understanding of the environment. Also,

students. Fraser (1986) notes that students have

and spend enough time

in class to

perceptual measures are based on students’ long-running experience
limited set of experiences that
that students’ perceptions

(1986,

in school, rather

would be measured by an external observer. Fraser

have a stronger influence on

than on the

also asserts

their behavior than the “real situation”

p. 3).

55

This assumption links strongly to approaches to learning as occurring within “communities of
practice” (Wenger, 1998).

In this respect, the

HBSC

researchers diverge from the assumptions

underlying the organization of conventional schooling which treats students as objects of an
intervention rather than as

autonomous members of a community of practice.
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Based on research on adult work environments the
authors propose three key
•

factors for

56
i

job satisfaction:

•

A relatively high degree of autonomy and control

•

Adequate demands (challenges)

•

Strong social support from management and colleagues

The researchers use these

three notions as organizing constructs in their
theoretical

model. They argue that high levels of autonomy/involvement,
support, and

realistic

expectations will result in higher satisfaction and academic
performance, which, in turn,
result in better health

and quality of

life.

autonomy, and appropriate challenges

& Duer,

Schools that do not provide social support,

are, in essence, a risk to students’ health

(Samdal

1998).

Structure and methodology of the survey
Structurally, there are several levels to the

consistently each time the survey

is

HBSC

survey.

The core survey, used

administered, does not address students’ school

experiences, other than in a single item regarding perceived academic achievement.

Additional questions about school experiences, used as a basis for this analysis, were

included in the “focal questions” that were appended to the core questions in 1997/98. (A
list

of school-related survey items

is

provided in Appendix A.) All participating nations

administer both the core and focal questions in a given year.

These domains overlap with a basic psychological needs framework.
of basic needs

—

involving autonomy, competence, and relatedness

—

is

Deci and Ryan’s model
clearly parallel. Staub’s

categories of autonomy, effectiveness/control, and positive connection also overlaps. In this
respect, the underlying theoretical assumptions involved in the construction of the

the

model of basic needs

that

I

am

applying

in this analysis.
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HBSC

fit

with

In

my

•

maximum

data,

I

selected 20 countries from the

My selection was based on my own interest, as well

participating countries.

attention to

HBSC

original request tor

of 28

list

as

58

variability in the data/

In the following chapters,

1

will analyze

data from those 20 countries and discuss their
potential contribution as indicators of basic

need satisfaction

in schools.

Sampling

The sampling procedures

HBSC

for the

survey were designed to generate a

nationally-representative sample population (Samdal,

The research team was

Nutbeam, Wold,

& Kannas,

1998).

careful to insure both the representative nature of the sample

within each country and the cross-national comparability of the data.
According to the
international survey protocol, sampling

made about

was conducted so

that general statements

can be

the general population:

The proposed sample will be selected so that 95 times out of 100 the true response
can be expected to lie within plus or minus 3 percentage points of the responses
obtained had the entire target population of the country been surveyed. (Francois,
King,
Roberts, 1998, p. 10)

&

The survey included data

for students 11, 13,

and 15 years old

in order to capture

59

key stages

development of lifestyle choices and behaviors.

in the

Age was

considered a

Those countries include the following: Austria, Canada, Czech Republic, England, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia,
Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, the United States.
58

The

report on the 1997-98 data provided graphs of country scores on particular items, thus

enabling

me

to see

which countries were

included those countries

in

my

high and low ends for important variables.

at the

1

data request.
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mean age

group was

and 15.5 years old. At least 90
percent of the sample population was aged within six months of the mean age for their group
Technically, the

(Smith, Wold,

&

for each

1

1.5, 13.5,

Moore, 1992).
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primary selection criterion, not membership

60 6

in a particular grade level.

'

Students in

both private and public schools were surveyed.

The

HBSC

used cluster sampling, with the class functioning
as the sampling

62

Classes within the school were to be randomly
selected, so that any class with the

unit.

target population

would have an equal probability of being sampled.

In each school, the

research protocol suggests sampling only one class,
to avoid problems of homogeneity in

responses (Smet, Maes,

De

Clercq, Haryanti,

participating countries often sample a

One of the

effects

& Winamo,

1999). In practice, however,

number of classes within

of cluster sampling

independent of each other (Francois, King,

is

a particular school.

that students’ responses are not

& Roberts,

1998,

p. 10).

Students in the same

classroom, or even the same school, are more likely to be similar to each
other, because
they share the same school environment, than they are likely to be similar to
other
63

The researchers note

respondents.

that cluster

sampling tends to produce higher

standard errors than does simple random sampling. The sample size

compensate

for this effect.

The minimum sample

is

size for each nation

increased to

was

calculated to

60

In some countries, the age group was found in one grade; in other countries, students of the
same age group were spread across two or more grades due to repetition (Smith, Wold, & Moore,

1992).
61

My analysis will

include only data on

1

5-year-old students. This age

was chosen

for reasons

internal to the dissertation as a whole, since the 15 year old

to the age of students involved in the qualitative study in

of this study, differences

in the

experiences of

1

1,

13,

group would be the one most similar
Montenegro. Furthermore, for purposes

and

1

5-year-old students are not a topic of

inquiry per se.
62

When

class information

Nutbeam, Wold,

&

was not

available, the school served as the sampling unit (Samdal,

Kannas, 1998).

63

Nevertheless, in an analysis of school-related data from the 1993-94 survey, researchers found
that only

14% of the

in a particular class.

variance

Thus,

in the

86%

data could be explained by characteristics of being a student

of the variance could not be explained by class or school

membership (Samdal, Nutbeam, Wold,

&

Kannas, 1998).
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be 1536 students. Assuming a class size of
25 students,

this

would require

that

approximately 62 classes be sampled.

As with any
Response

survey, not

all

rates in the early years

of non-response for the

HBSC

of the possible participants actually responded.

of the study varied between 88 - 97%. Primary sources

include students

who

refused to participate or were absent

on the day the survey was administered (Smith, Wold,
group of non-respondents

is

negative health behaviors,

Wold,

& Moore,

it

& Moore,

likely to contain a disproportionate

is

1992). This

1992). Because the

number of students with

likely that the data under-represent such behaviors (Smith,

is

an important caveat with regard to self-reporting of

bullying behavior, one of the outcome measures used in the analysis
undertaken here.

Cross-national comparability

The

HBSC

data through

survey teams strive for optimal cross-national comparability of the

common

definitions, a

common

survey instrument, and consistent data

collection procedures across nations. In practice, however, such consistency

always achieved. Based on the early

HBSC

& Moore,

1992). Teachers administered the survey in

school nurses did so in others. Further, the ordering of questions

may

countries, since each country can insert additional questions based

interests

such as suicide in Lithuania.

research effort,

its flexibility

not

studies conducted in the 1980s, the

researchers report that there were differences in sampling procedures in

(Smith, Wold,

is

In this sense, a strength

in enabling modification

be a weakness, in terms of its methodological

rigor.
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some

some

countries

settings;

vary in different

on unique research

of the overall

HBSC

of items across countries, can also

Given these

limitations, the

researchers warn against the use of the

against each other on a

presumed

One of the primary

HBSC

HBSC

common

data for purposes of ranking nations

metric (Smith, Wold,

&

64

Moore, 1992)

challenges of cross-national research involves
language. The

survey was prepared in English by an international
research network. Then, the

survey instrument was adapted for the language
of each country. National questionnaires

were independently back-translated

into English

and checked for discrepancies

meaning. The questionnaires were also pilot tested

in

each country.

school-related data from the 1993-94 survey suggests that
the survey

same

attitudes across countries (Samdal,

Nutbeam, Wold,

An
is

& Kannas,

in

analysis of

measuring the

1998).

Nevertheless, the researchers report difficulties in finding meanings in

all

languages that correspond precisely to the original English instrument (Smith,
Wold,

Moore, 1992). Some of the concepts

in the survey,

&

such as drunkenness and loneliness,

have culturally-specific meanings which cannot be standardized, even within Europe
(Smith, Wold,

& Moore,

1992).

The more challenging problem of working with such

concepts in a non-western context
experimentation with the

HBSC

is

discussed in more detail below, based on

study in Indonesia.

Adapting the survey

to a

non-western context

A central theme in my argument in this first section of the dissertation is the
importance of new international indicators that speak to the satisfaction of students’ basic
psychological needs.

might look

like.

I

have chosen the

As noted

earlier, the

HBSC

HBSC

data as an example of what such indicators

data

is

not intended to be a definitive or

64

As
to

the study procedures matured in the 1990s, compliance to standard procedures

improve (Smith, Wold,

&

Moore, 1992).
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was expected

exclusive source of such indicators.
is its

One of the

limitations of the

focus on "western-’, primarily European nations.

Much

HBSC

research, to date,

greater variation in student

responses would be likely with a more global survey.

There

HBSC

one example of the

is at least

study being administered in the

developing world. In 1996, a team of researchers in
Indonesian translated the study for
use

in

Indonesia (Smet, Maes,

De

Clercq, Haryanti,

& Winamo,

1999).

In addition to

gathering data on adolescent health, the researchers sought
to provide recommendations

on the adaptation of the survey

for non-western contexts. Pilot tests

were conducted

in

1995-96, with subsequent focus-group discussions about the pilot
questionnaire. In 1996.
a revised questionnaire

The Indonesian
might be expected
official

language

The researchers

is

in

was administered

to

more than 6000

effort to administer the

any broader

effort to

HBSC

pupils.

illuminates several problems that

expand the survey's scope. Indonesia’s

not necessarily the mother tongue of various participating groups.

translated the survey into

Bahasa Indonesia, the national language, but

the sample population in Semarang, Java, spoke Javanese as a mother tongue. Thus, as
the researchers note, even the best translation

native language (Smet, Maes,

The

De

cultural applicability

problem. Not

do you use a

many Indonesian

seat belt

when you

may

alienate respondents if it

Clercq, Haryanti,

of core questions

students

sit

would

& Winamo,

in the survey

is

1999).

was another obvious

find this question meaningful:

in a car? Indonesian

not in their

how

often

youth were also puzzled by a

question regarding their use of dental floss. With regard to food consumption, the core

survey asks specifically about consumption of certain foods such as fried potatoes,

hamburgers, and low

fat

milk.

As with

driving in cars, eating hamburgers
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is

not a

common
1

habit for Indonesian youth (Smet,
Maes,

By

999).

the

It

more

De

insights, the Indonesian researchers

health issues in Indonesia

Clercq, Haryanti,

& Winamo,

recommend

new

that a

set

1999).

of core

applicable to the developing world must be considered,
should the study

be extended into non-European contexts.

5

In their

standard instrument, the Indonesian research team
students

& Winamo.

includes no items, for example, regarding the

prevention of infectious diseases (Smet, Maes,

questions

Clercq, Haryanti,

same token, many of the more problematic

were absent from the standard survey.

Based on such

De

—dropped some items and

With regard

own

adaptation of the international

—based on focus groups with

refined others.

to education, the issue

of cultural adaptation

may

be different. The

Indonesian research team did not specifically address questions about schooling

in their

discussion of cultural adaptation. The ubiquity of modem schooling, as both an
institutional

form and a

set

of practices, suggests that similar questions about students’

experiences might be asked across nations. Questions about students’ sense of safety and
the behavior of classmates in terms of helpfulness

—

all

of this

may have

a

common

currency across cultures. Yet, as discussed in the preceding chapter, there will be cultural
differences in the

manner

in

which

certain needs are satisfied. Culturally adapted

versions of the survey would be needed to capture local understandings of autonomy or

65

In

tenns of sampling and survey administration, the Indonesian researchers also encountered a

number of challenges, including
schools after

initial

a lack

of an accurate sample

agreements, heterogenous age groups

school-aged children not

in

confidentiality of responses

school (Smet, Maes,

was

De

list

of schools, withdrawal of

in schools,

and lack of data about

Clercq, Haryanti,

less familiar to students,

&

Winamo,

1999).

and many reportedly feared

The

that they

might be penalized by the teacher or school for unfavorable answers. Generally, the tendency to
respond in perceived social ly-appropriate ways is strong. This may explain what the researchers
considered the “strange” finding that 90% of students reported “liking school a lot” (Smet, Maes,

De

Clercq, Haryanti,

faced

in

&

Winamo,

1999,

p. 12.

Presumably, these and other problems would be

other developing nations.
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effectiveness in that context. While giving children
a voice in class and greater control

over their learning tends to be a shared ideal
manifestations of need satisfaction

(Retro)Fittin g the

To analyze
attempted to

fit

may

among

differ

HBSC

educators internationally, the specific

markedly across contexts.

data to a basic needs framework

the extent of need satisfaction in students' experiences,

the

HBSC

cases, a survey question

is

I

have

survey questions onto the basic needs framework. In some

phrased directly in terms that resonate with a particular

psychological need. For example, the

HBSC

survey asks students

if

they feel safe at

school, clearly addressing the need for security within the school context.
In other cases,

though, the survey asks about experiences and behaviors that could be related to multiple
needs.

When

students express their

of the needs for positive
attention

identity,

from teachers might

own views

in class, they

might experience satisfaction

autonomy, and/or effectiveness. Similarly, personal

fulfill

needs for positive identity and positive connection.

Nevertheless, for the sake of conceptual clarity and efficient analysis,

it

seems

to

me

that

selected survey items should be organized under one of the basic needs elements. Below,

I

will outline

how have
I

attempted to organize the data, informed by

statistical analysis.

This process began with a conceptual grouping of available survey items

according to key categories within the basic needs framework: security, positive

identity,

positive connection, autonomy, and effectiveness/control. Unfortunately, there were no

survey questions that adequately addressed two other important basic need categories:

understanding of the world and transcendence.
basic needs perspective,

is

One of the gaps

in the survey,

from a

the absence of questions related to students' experiences of
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meaning,

i.e.,

the extent to

which

their education provides a

meaningful understanding of

the world and experiences of transcendence (moving
beyond the

relationship to a transcendent spiritual reality).

especially in

self,

Consequently, these two basic need

categories could not be included in the analysis.

To

test their

coherence,

basic needs framework

and

tests

of internal

was

my conceptual

grouping of survey questions within the

subject to a series of statistical analysis. Both factor analysis

reliability

were used

to

form

scales.

The

factor analysis solution

is

provided in the table below:

Table

Results of factor analysis of HBSC data

2:

Rotated Component Matrix

Component
2

1

School atm part

in

.272

rules

School atm too

-5.75E-02

strict

Teacher
view

rel

express own

Teacher

rel

treat fairly

Teacher

rel interest in

Teacher
need

rel

Student

get help

enjoy being

rel

kind

rel

accept

8

402E-02

-3

253

04E-02

-.705

-.154

4.740E-02

-9.71 E-02

693

.120

7.774E-02

74E-02

8.208E-02

8 190E-04

.317

121

8

852E-02

3.971 E-02

6.094E-02

7 351 E-02

.742

4.908E-02

684E-02

.116

7 969E-02

.802

3 330E-02

2 250E-02

-3.77E-02

8

8

462E-02

and

me

School atm rules are
1

5
-1

when

rel

School atm

4

-.160

658

.130

.785

.195

5.957E-02

7.475E-02

7 237E-02

.561

.502

-3.84E-02

8 110E-02

300

.147

40E-02

684

helpful

Student

.307

.778

me

together

Student

3

setting

fair

-6

-2

98E-02

belong at

296

280

204

461

-.111

07E-03

3.518E-02

.738

2.003E-03

-6.37E-02

4 873E-02

5 855E-02

.701

-5.16E-02

.145

.181

.501

294

school

Been

bullied

Alone

at school

-6

Feel safe at school

Teacher expect too much
Pressured by school work
Extraction Method: Principal

6 491 E-02

.129

.146

.120

1

.112
3

424E-02

-.118

-.431

-.514

615E-02

-1.93E-02

.864

Component Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

a Rotation converged

in

8 iterations.

Questions that address these domains are relatively rare
research.

From my

in

both educational and public health

perspective, understanding the sense of meaning students gain through

schooling and the ways,

if

any, that schooling affords

importance.
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moments of transcendence

is

of profound

This factor solution reveals several patterns in
the cross-national data.
discussed in more detail below,
that load strongly

it

As

will be

suggests that there are several items related
to teachers

on the same factor

(factor #1), just as several items related to
students’

relationships with peers load strongly

on a

different factor (factor #2).

Based on the factor analysis and subsequent analysis of
internal

reliability,

I

have

attempted to construct multi-item scales tor some basic need
categories while using
single items for other categories. Generally, a multi-item
scale provides a richer portrait

of a concept than does a single-item. In some cases, however, the
face validity of a
particular item in relation to the basic needs

of various groupings of items

item scales

may

have led

me

framework

as well as

low

internal reliability

to use single-items in instances

be suggested by the factor analysis. In

where multi-

this respect, the configuration

outlined below represents a particular choice of survey items in relation to the basic
needs

framework.

It

is

not the only choice; indeed, alternative choices are possible and would

yield different results.

supplemental data,

The

table

is

(An

alternative configuration of the survey items, based in part

on

explored in Appendix B.)

below presents the manner

in

which

onto the framework of basic psychological needs.

I

have

It lists

fit

the

HBSC

the survey items

survey items

I

will use as

indicators of basic need satisfaction in schools. After those items used together as a

scale, the internal reliability

(Alpha)

is

given.
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Table

3:

Selection of survey items to

fit

framework of basic psychological needs

the

Basic Need

Survey items from Focus Area on School as
a Setting

Security

Do you

Positive Identity

My teachers

feel safe at

school?

are interested in

When I need

Our teachers treat us
Alpha = .7121

Positive Connection

me as a person
mv teachers]

extra help [from

ran

I

]t

fairly

Other students accept

me

as

I

am

The students in my class(es) enioy being together
Most of the students in my class(es) are kind and helpful
Alpha = .6929

Autonomy

I

Effectiveness/Control

am

encouraged

to express

my own views

In our school the students take part in

mv

in

making

classics')

rules

Rationale for item selection
In this section,

I

will briefly describe

how

I

arrived at the matching of the survey

items with the conceptual framework, as noted in the preceding table. At one level the
validity

of the scales

is

largely intuitive,

the construct (Fraser, 1986).

The

i.e.,

based on the investigator’s understanding of

below attempt

descriptions

to

make

the intuition

involved in the construction of scales transparent for evaluation by other researchers. In

some

cases, as noted above, the face validity of certain items in relation to basic

psychological needs and concerns about internal reliability have narrowed
to single items for particular categories

Below,

I

drawing on both
researchers

of basic needs.

will discuss both conceptual

my own statistical

who have worked

my selections

and

statistical

reasons for

my choices,

analysis and the published reports of other

with the

HBSC

data. In
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doing

so,

I

will also

mention some

items that were not selected for the analysis,
in order to present a clear
description of the
selection options and process.

Security

One of the

intentions of the

HBSC

survey was to provide better understanding of

students perceptions of security at school.

about

how

The survey asked a question

specifically

safe students feel at school, a question about the
frequency with

which

68

students

end up being alone

experiences of being bullied

at school.

suggests that these three items

ending up alone

at

and another question about students’

in school,

may

The

reflect

factor solution presented in Table 2

an underlying dimension. Being bullied and

school appear to have a strong relationship. In

researchers working with the

HBSC

above

fact,

other

data have referred to the question about “ending up

alone" as representing “indirect bullying” (Samdal, Nutbeam, Wold,

& Kannas,

1998, p.

394). Nevertheless, the three items taken together do not have a level of internal
reliability (alpha

=

.479) as strong as the other scales, as indicated in Table

3.

In

an

analysis of determinants of school satisfaction by other researchers, these items were
treated seperatedly

and not combined

in a scale

(Samdal, Nutbeam, Wold,

& Kannas,

1998). Because the question about feeling safe at school clearly speaks to the

psychological need for security,

I

concluded that

it

was an appropriate choice

as a single

item in this case.

67

Strange and Banning (2001) point out that college campuses were often located on the edges of
from the corrupt influences of urban life. Colleges

cities or in rural areas to “protect” students

often have symbolic gates implying that the

campus can be locked

against intrusion.

68

The survey question is this: “How often does it happen
time with you at school and you end up being alone?”
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that other students don’t

want

to

spend

Positive Identity

The standard

international version of the

specifically address students' sense of their

own

HBSC

survey lacks questions that

identity, particularly

context of school. Given the absence of such data,
another approach

with regard to the
is

to use questions

about students’ perceptions of their teachers’ attitudes
and behaviors toward them. The
interest a teacher takes in a student

student reflect in

some manner

way

in

The

architects of the

and the attentiveness a teacher demonstrates toward a

the teacher’s valuation of the student. This

which the student can understand

HBSC

his or her

own value

becomes a

within the school context.

survey suggest the validity of this approach, noting that the

support a student receives from teachers conveys that the student has
value, regardless of

academic performance levels (Samdal, Wold,
1997-98

HBSC

& Torsheim,

The items used here under

Wold,

&

HBSC

A report on the

& Duer,

1998,

“may

p. 51).

the rubric of positive identity

formed the core elements

survey designers have labeled the “teacher support” scale (Torsheim,

Samdal, 2000). Specifically, the items include the following:

•

My teachers are

•

When

•

Our

As noted

p. 53).

data also notes that personal attention and feedback from teachers

promote student’s general self-esteem” (Samdal

of what the

1998,

in

I

interested in

me as a person
my teachers], I

need extra help [from

can get

it

teachers treat us fairly

Table

3,

these three items have a high level of internal reliability (Alpha

.7121) and cohere into a strong scale.
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=

Connection

The perception
domain of basic need

of positive connection in the school
environment

satisfaction that the

HBSC

survey explores most

is

perhaps the

fully.

The survey

asks a range of questions related to relationships
with peers in the school environment.
Intuitively, survey items related to the

•

School

•

I

alone

at

I

belong

school

•

Other students accept me as a person
Other students are kind and helpful

•

Students enjoy being together

•

The

feel

a place where

is

need for positive connection include the following:

factor analysis solution presented in Table 2 clarifies that
there

these questions that are highly correlated with each other.

The

is

a core sub-set of

three questions regarding

perceptions of other students as being kind, accepting, and enjoying being together
have

high factor loadings on the same factor (with factor loadings of .802, .745, and
.561).

These three items also have a

relatively high degree of internal reliability (alpha

=

69

As noted

.693).

alone

at

above, the factor analysis suggests that the item about feeling

left

school and a perception of belonging in school generally do not correlate

strongly with the items related

more

directly to students’ relationships with peers.

My selection of scale items for the category of positive connection corresponds to
the “classroom support’' scale identified by the

reliability

of this

response on

test

scale,

and

(Torsheim, Wold,

&

HBSC

more than 50 percent of the

retest,

researchers. In terms of the

subjects gave exactly the

same

while most deviances were only the size of one response unit

Samdal, 2000,

p.

204). Overall,

more than 90 percent of the

This measure of reliability matches almost exactly the reliability found for the same scale by
researchers using data from 1993-94 (Samdal, Nutbeam, Wold,
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&

Kannas, 1998).

responses deviated by one category or

less,

from

test to retest.

This suggests a high level

of stability.
Students tend to differentiate between their
relationships with peers and teachers.
In the factor analysis, the item about
students’ relationships with peers is only

weakly

related to the item about their relationships
with teachers. Thus, items related to

connection with other students and relationships with
teachers do not cohere together in
the

same

scale. Prior research has

correlation

shown

that there

is,

however, a moderate degree of

between the student and teacher support sub-scales: “Students
who view

teachers as supportive, will also be inclined to view
classmates as supportive” (Torsheim.

Wold,

&

Samdal, 2000,

p.

207).

Autonomy
In the design

of the

HBSC

as an umbrella category for a

survey,

autonomy was grouped together with

control

number of items. This survey category was intended

to

explore the extent to which students are encouraged to express their views and be

involved in the organization of activities in school.
addresses issues of autonomy:

Responses

One of the

“My teacher encourages me to

items specifically

express

my own views.”

to this item reflect the space available in the classroom for independent

thinking and expression. This choice accords with other research on basic need
satisfaction in

which one of the aspects of supporting autonomy

been supervisors' “understanding and acknowledging
(Deci, Ryan, Gagne, Leone, Usunov,

As with

in the

workplace has

their subordinates' perspectives”

& Komazheva, 2001, p.

931).

the identity-related items, the limitation of this item

is

that

about the teacher’s behavior, rather than the student's. In the design of the
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it

is

a question

HBSC

survey,

this question is

sometimes grouped with the other teacher-related
items, and the

analysis provided in Table 2 supports that
grouping. In this case, however,

separated this item from

its

scale in order to better

I

factor

have
7"

fit it

into the basic needs framework.

Effectiveness/Control

The

HBSC

survey includes one item that focuses specifically
on students’ level of

effectiveness and control in relation to their learning
environment: “In our school

students take part in

fairness of rules

and the

with this item, as
factor

making

is

upon which

the rules.” Other conceptually related items
regarding the

strictness of the school

environment are only weakly correlated

evident in the factor solution

all

shown

in

Table 2 above. There

is

no

of these items load strongly.

One of the major domains

in the

design of the

HBSC

school-related items, based

on research on adult work environments, was unreasonable job demands. The survey
asked students whether teachers expected too

much of them, and whether

they

felt

excessive pressure regarding their school work. Conceptually, these items might

under the rubric of “effectiveness/control”; however, the factor solution shown
indicates that participation in rule

making does not load on

the

same

factor as

in

fit

Table 2

do those

71

Because participation

items.

in

rule-making does not cohere well with other items

in a

70

In doing so, I may violate what is called “discriminant validity” i.e. that a scale measures a
unique construct not captured by other scales (Fraser, 1986). Items should have a higher
correlation with their own scale than with other scales. The correlation between this item and the

other teacher-related items

is

relatively high: r

=

.475. Nevertheless, this falls with the range

reported by Fraser (1986) for scales in other school climate instruments. The
correlation

is r

=

mean

inter-scale

.232.

71

The

internal reliability

strictness

of a scale comprised of items about participation

in

rule-making, the

of the school environment, the fairness of rules, teachers’ expectations, and pressure
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scale,

it

be used alone as the measure of student
effectiveness/control

will

classroom. (In Appendix B.

I

employ supplemental survey data

to explore

in the

an alternative

configuration of indicators regarding the category
of effectiveness/control that
incorporate students' sense of competence
regarding their school work.)

The construction
I

turn

now to

of the outcomes

an overview of the outcome variables to be used

Theoretically, basic need satisfaction

is

in this analysis.

oriented toward positive well-being and

functioning, while also nurturing students’ capacities for
peaceful, non-aggressive coexistence.

The formation of a

non-aggressive behavior and

culture of peace calls for students

who have

who

are disposed toward

a feeling of social inclusion and positive energy.

Bullying

To understand how schools

HBSC

offers

contribute to such non-aggressive behavior, the

one primary survey item.

It

asks students

how

frequently they have bullied

others in the current school term. This outcome measure will be used to explore the

association of basic need satisfaction in schools to aggressive action against peers.

Basic need fulfillment provides a foundation for the development of caring, nonaggressive individuals.

Of course,

and the theory does not anticipate

the origins of aggressive behavior are highly complex,

that basic

need fulfillment

in

one particular

social

context, such as school, can predict or explain aggressive behavior in a comprehensive

manner.

An

analysis of basic need fulfillment of school tells us

from school work amounted to .4602. This
of all of these items

in a scale.

level

how

schooling

of reliability did not seem sufficient for the use

contributes to a larger ecology of basic
need fulfillment and thus supports the

development of caring, non-aggressive individuals.
Ideally,

more data would be

aggressive behavior.

need satisfaction

It

would be

available that addressed other forms of
caring vs.

interesting, for

example, to

know how

strongly basic

associated with cooperative behavior in class or
engagement in

is

school- or community-service projects. However,
such items were not included in the

HBSC

survey.

Eudaimonic functioning
Because the
a

HBSC

number of items about

asks students

it

survey

is

concerned with health

in a holistic sense,

it

includes

students’ general feelings of healthy functioning. Specifically,

it

they agree or disagree with the following statements:

•

Do you

•

•

How often do you feel
How often do you feel

•

Frequency of feeling low

ever feel lonely?
left

out of things?

helpless?

In addition to these four items related to positive functioning, the survey includes
a

more

global question regarding students’ perceived quality of life. Taken together, these five

items cohere,

borrow

this

I

believe, into a scale that could be called “eudaimonic functioning.”

term from Ryan and Deci (2001). As discussed

in

more

I

detail earlier, the

notion ol eudaimonic functioning involves more than happiness or perceived well-being;

it

also includes a sense of capacity for positive functioning.

An
small

The

relationship of these

additional supplemental survey package in 1997/98 dealt with violence and injuries. Only a

number of countries used

this

package, and

I

data.
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have not been able to obtain the associated

items to each other

shown below,

is

both conceptual and empirical.

these items load strongly on the

Table

4:

As

indicated in the factor solution
7

same

’

factor.

Factor solution for outcome-related survey
items
Rotated Component Matrix

Component
2

1

Liking school

Quality of

-6.16E-02

life

Feel lonely
Feeling low

.800

-.626

.212

.723

2.852E-02

.649

-.131

-.446

9.189E-03

Left out of things

.725

-2.95E-02

Helpless

.705

-2.37E-02

-.500

.104

3.329E-02

-.696

-7.95E-02

.807

-.126

.731

Easy

to

make

friends

Feel confident

School

is

boring

School atm school

is

nice place

School atm

belong

1

at school

Extraction Method: Principal

Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged
-

In terms of reliability, the items related to

•

in

3 iterations.

eudaimonic functioning

together well, with

74

an alpha of .744 across 20 countries.

It

should also be noted that these survey items are

global measures, not focused on the context of school.
factor analysis indicates that they

fit

As shown

in the table above,

do not load on the same factor as school-specific items

Several more somatically-oriented survey items also fit with this group, including frequency of
headaches and stomachaches, and anxiety (nervousness). It is not surprising that students who
tend to feel helpless, “low" or excluded would also experience headaches and nervousness, and
vice-versa. While noting that the psychological and physiological dimensions of poor

eudaimonic well-being fit together, I will not explore the relationship between basic need
fulfillment and the physiological correlates in more detail.
74

Other items related to confidence and ease of making friends did not cohere
above items, when tested for internal reliability.
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in a scale

with the

such as feelings of belonging or acceptance
by peers. Thus,

eudaimomc

functioning

is

this set

of items related to

empirically distinct from the school-related
items.

For the purpose of the present analysis,
eudaimonic functioning

outcome measure,

in that

it

is

an important

speaks, in a general way, to students’
capacity for effective

activity in their lives. Fundamentally,
education that fails to contribute to students’

quality of

life

or sharpens feelings of social exclusion or
helplessness,

is

doing subtle

violence to the student and to the student’s potential
for effective action in the world.

School satisfaction

The
school

is

between basic need

relationship

satisfaction

quality with

On

one

level, students’ satisfaction

which students’ competencies are being

task of attending school and sitting in classrooms

I

satisfaction with

also ol interest in this analysis. Linking basic needs
to schools satisfaction

important on two levels.

boring,

and overall

would suggest

engagement

in learning.

that schooling

To

is

the extent to

is

with school speaks to the

effectively nurtured. If the daily

is itself

corrosive to the

unpleasant, alienating, and

human

which the school, the

spirit

and students’

institution sanctioned

society to promote learning and social cohesion, actually repels and dulls students,

by

it

could be said to be a violent institution.

At another
of basic need

level, analysis

satisfaction.

The

of school satisfaction suggests the further implications

HBSC

researchers have focused extensively on school

satisfaction as an intermediate variable, linked to problematic behaviors

health.

Several researchers, in psychology and public health, have used

similar data to

show

that students

who

dislike school tend to start
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and reduced

HBSC

and

smoking and drinking

who

earlier than those

enjoy school. Connection with
school serves as a strong protective

factor against potentially

damaging behaviors such

influence of alcohol (Resnick, Harris,

& Blum,

In an analysis of student satisfaction,
a

as drug use and driving under the

1993).

group of researchers constructed a scale

comprised of three questions (Samdal, Nutbeam,
Wold,
•

I

•

School

•

Going

Following

is

this

a nice place to be

to school is boring

model,

measure of school

this

1998):

like school

this

belong” to

& Kannas,

I

will use these three questions as the basis
for a composite

satisfaction.

outcome

I

have also added the question, “School

scale based

on the factor analysis

in

is

a place where

I

Table 4 which shows that

item has a high loading (.731) on the same factor as the
other school satisfaction
75

items.

The

internal reliability for the school satisfaction scale

robust, with alpha

The

table

=

my configuration of outcome

Another researcher associated with the
61). Conceptually,

1

have constructed

is

.7528.

below summarizes

measures constitute,

I

HBSC

measures:

project suggests that the school satisfaction

of a broader construct of “meaning of school” (King, 1998,
would agree with this approach: however, I have not treated the school

in effect, part

satisfaction items as indicators of meaning within the basic needs

the analysis.
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framework

for fear

p.

of confusing

Table

5:

Selection of survey items in relation to
outcome domains

Outcome

Survey items from Focus Area on School as
a Setting

School Satisfaction

How do you
School
I

feel

I

is

feel

about school

belong

How often do you
Alpha = .7528
Eudaimonic Functioning

at present'?

nice place

In general,

think that going to school

how do you

How often do you feel
Do you

feel

about vour

is

life at

boring*?

present

1

?

low?

ever feel lonely?

How often do you feel
How often do you feel

left

out of thines?

helpless?

Alpha = .7441

Aggression against others

How often have you taken part in bullying other students
in school this

term?

Categorizing satisfaction

As noted

earlier,

degree, rather than as

I

minimum

fulfilled/not fulfilled as if

simplification

relationships

is

approach the fulfillment of needs as a continuum, as a matter of

it

requirements. Thus,

I

avoid classifying a need as being

were a dichotomous variable. Yet a certain amount of

necessary for the sake of succinct analysis. In order to understand the

among

basic need satisfaction and various outcomes,

I

will classify

responses into three categories: frustration/ambivalence/satisfaction. The category of
“satisfaction” corresponds roughly to responses of “strongly agree” or “agree” to positive

survey items; “frustration” represents responses of “strongly disagree” or “disagree”).

These categories effectively collapse the five-category
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likert scale

down

into three

Doing so enables comparisons between groups
experiencing very

categories.

different

kinds of need satisfaction on selected
outcome variables.
Clearly, there are also problems associated
with this approach. Collapsing scores

on a multi-item scale

that runs

variation within the categories

categories

is less

from 0 through 15 down
is lost.

to three categories

means

Yet collapsing a five-category scale

that

into three

problematic, since the major distinctions
(agree/neither-nor/disagree)

are retained.

Because there are no established
“satisfaction”

on particular

necessarily arbitrary.

I

HBSC

criterion for determining

what constitutes

items as indicators of basic needs, the categories are

have attempted

to create cutpoints that

correspond logically to

whether the respondent agreed, had no opinion, or disagreed with a
particular

set

of

items. (For example, a respondent that strongly agreed or agreed
with each of the three

items in a scale would be grouped in the “satisfaction” category.)
of the cutpoints for the categories

who

fall

into those categories.

would

shift the

Still,

any movements

number and percentage of respondents

These categories should, therefore, be treated as

heuristic

devices for the sake of organizing the data and comparing groups. They are not intended
to serve as absolute

judgements about basic need

In the next chapter,

for the

I

will sketch the profile

group of 20 sample countries. Later

satisfaction in schools

nine,

I

will

satisfaction in a particular country.

I

of basic need satisfaction

will analyze the relationships

and the outcome variables described above. Finally,

comment on

in

schools

between need
in chapter

these findings in relation to the overarching project of exploring

alternative indicators for the

ways

in

which education contributes
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to a culture

of peace.

CHAPTER 7
PEACE

IN

EDUCATION?

A PROFILE OF BASIC NEED FULFILLMENT AND
FRUSTRATION
How can we chanZe the process of the typical classroom so

that our
schools can transform themselves into more
humane social environments
for all students?

—

Eliot

...non-violence in teaching

is

Aronson

the first step to teaching non-violence.

—Jean-Marie Muller
Education must take advantage of the value
of the hidden
guide man as he builds his own life [sic],

instincts that

—Maria

Montessori

Introduction
This chapter and the following chapter present an analysis of
selected data from
the 1997-98 Health Behavior in School-Aged Children

(HBSC)

framework of basic psychological needs. The next chapter

study, as organized by a

will explore the association of

basic need fulfillment in schools with selected outcomes. Before conducting
such

exploration, however,

and frustration

I

would

like to first construct a profile

of basic need satisfaction

in schools.

In this chapter, the data

from the indicators of basic need

satisfaction will be

presented, in response to questions such as these: are there differences in the ways

countries satisfy students' basic needs? In which categories of basic needs do students

experience the greatest satisfaction and the greatest frustration? Does gender make a
difference for need satisfaction in schools? At this level of descriptive data analysis,
basic need fulfillment

is

treated as an

end

in itself.
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Here

I

am

concerned with the

experience of schooling

what extent

is

itself as peaceful.

learning environment,

of basic psychological needs. As

which

want

to ask the overarching question:
to

there peacefulness in the very
experience of education?

A peaceful

in

I

students: feel free

I

define

it

is

one

own views

that provides rich satisfaction

here, a peaceful learning environment

from harm or potential harm

valued as a person (positive identity);
free to express their

suggest,

I

feel affinity

is

(security); feel respected

one

and

with peers (positive connection); feel

(autonomy); and have opportunities to participate

in the

construction of community norms (effectiveness/control).
This approach treats the school

and classroom, as suggested

in

an earlier chapter, as a “small society” (Bryk

Harmonson, 1994). To the extent

that a “small society” fulfills the

&

needs for security,

positive connection, positive identity, autonomy, and
effectiveness/control

it is

peaceful,

psychologically.

A corollary proposition is that the frustration of basic psychological needs is a
form of indirect violence

in education. This line

of thinking follows an argument

introduced in an earlier chapter that the frustration of basic psychological
needs

of structural violence (Christie, 1997).
violence in the sense that

it

The

frustration

is

a form

a form of

thwarts the realization of human potential. Palmer (1993)

argues that any violation ol the integrity of the

Because the fulfillment ot basic needs
integrity, the frustration

of basic needs

is

of basic needs

human being

is

a form of violence.

is

central to healthy

human

functioning and

is

disintegrative for

human

beings and thus a kind

of violence. In their analysis of systemic violence

in education,

Epp and Watkinson

(1997) define as violent any practices or policies which prevent students from learning or

which diminish

students’ dignity as learners. These include conditions that
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harm

students

psychologically, culturally, spiritually,
economically, or physically. They point
out that

members

of disadvantaged groups are the

In his

that the

work on education

purpose of school

Meirieu goes on

is to

most prevalent victims of such violence.

for peace, Muller quotes Philippe
Meirieu

“foster

humanity

human

in

who

believes

beings” (Muller, 2002.

p.

1

1

).

to describe this vision:

...humanity

is, as I understand it, basically
what opposes the all-conquerin<>
&
violence of people and things... The fact that
School, then, has to

promote

humanity

human
2002,

A

in

human beings means

beings to meet in another

p.

1

to

me

spirit

that

its first

responsibility

is to enable
than that of violence, (quoted in Muller

1)

basic needs analysis opens an avenue to understanding

how the

inhabitants of a

learning environment are meeting in a spirit other than
that of violence.

As suggested
it

is to

in the introductory chapter,

is far

it

measure peace. Non-violence and peaceful

easier to

activity

may

measure violence then

appear more mundane

76

and

remarkable than overt violence.

less

acting violently: “There are simply

are

ways

ways

to

to

Acting peacefully

more ways

be violent” (Earl, Cairns,

is

recognizable than

to cooperate or be nonviolent than there

& Mercy,

be peaceful and being peaceful

is less

1993, p. 299). Because there are

many

often less vivid than being violent, the

indicators of peace (particularly in education) are elusive and underdeveloped. Attention
to students

experience in school, through a basic needs framework,

the footprints of peace

My concern

more

is

one way of making

visible.

for the quality

of basic need satisfaction

revives an argument championed by Epstein (1976)

76

who

in students' experiences also

believes that educational

—

Peace researchers have noted that children find it easy to "play war” they know what it looks
like and sounds like. When asked to “play peace”, however, children often return blank stares
(Lourenco, 1999).
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researchers should grant greater respect
to the quality of
professional inquiry. Rather than treating
school

life

life in

school as a focus of

as a process variable that

contributes to academic achievement, this
approach views the quality of school

important subject of inquiry in

own right,

its

life

as an

given the significant amount of time

students spend within school walls.

Although there are many approaches
psychologists have

needs (Deci

made

to understanding quality

of life, several

a strong case for understanding quality of
life in terms of basic

& Ryan, 2000).

Max-Neef and Hopenhayen make

the following assertion:

“Quality of life depends on the possibilities people have
to adequately satisfy their

fundamental human needs” (1989,

p. 19).

a non-utilitarian approach to quality of
perspective, a perspective that shares

life

In a related argument,

Cobb (2000) advocates

grounded

capacity development

common

in a

human

concerns with a basic needs approach.

Constructing a cross-national profile
In this chapter,

I

will present a brief description

of the pattern of fulfillment and

frustration of each category of basic psychological needs.

across categories of basic needs,

I

To

facilitate

comparisons

have divided responses into three groups:

ambivalence, and frustration. For this purpose, students

who

satisfaction,

agree or strongly agree with

a positive statement such as "I feel safe in school” are said to experience satisfaction of
the need for security.

On the

negative end of the continuum, students

who

disagree or

disagree strongly with the statement are said to experience the frustration of that need.

Students

who

respond to a statement with “neither/nor” are considered ambivalent. In
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terms of a 5-category

likert scale, then, scores

of 1-2 represent need

frustration; a score

of

77
ambivalence; and a score of 4-5 represents
satisfaction.

3 represents

In the following discussion,

“frustration".

I

will often refer to

need “satisfaction" and need

My use of these terms is based on selected indicators and is not intended

convey an absolute judgement about students’
experiences.

to

A student may participate in

classroom rule-making, tor example, and thus register
satisfaction of the need for
effectiveness and control according to this indicator.
Yet that

same student may

experience other frustrations of that same need that
would

outside the scope of the

HBSC

survey and thus

projects,

data.

keep

my work

Each time
in

mind

I

here

is

register in this analysis.

ultimately limited in

refer to a particular

that the phrase

Indicator data

am

fail to

is

in

fall

As with

other kinds of indicator

meaning by the nature of the available

need being satisfied or frustrated, the reader should

terms of the available data"

is

always implicit.

often used to rank countries against each other. For this project,

not particularly interested in this approach.

I

will note differences

with regard to basic need frustration/fulfillment, but generally

I

among

am more

I

countries

interested in

outlining what a basic needs perspective reveals than in highlighting the relative position

of each country
indicators

is

in the

sample group. Because a basic needs approach

unconventional, there are no established benchmarks which suggest whether

a particular score in a given category

interpreting the differences

As

to educational

discussed

in the

among

is

strong or weak. Furthermore,

I

have no basis for

nations, in terms of policy or practice

on the ground.

I

preceding chapter, three of the five categories of basic needs have only one

item as an indicator. The other two, positive connection and positive identity, have scales

comprised of three items each. To create groups representing satisfaction/frustration for these
I have stipulated cutpoints that correspond to the logic of the groupings for categories

two needs,

with only single item indicators.
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do not attempt

to explain

why

students in a particular country might
feel

secure, for example. In the following
discussion,

my

intention

is

more or

to sketch the relative

strength of basic need satisfaction or
frustration across the sample countries.

my purpose

earlier,

is

heuristic.

I

aim

less

to explore different configurations

As noted

of the indicator

data and to suggest, at the conclusion of the
chapter, potentially valuable composite
indicators that

emerge from the

analysis.

Security
In the

I

HBSC

feel safe in school.

survey, students were asked to agree or disagree with
this statement:

Approximately

74%

of students, across countries, agree or

strongly agree with the statement. This indicates that
schools in the sample countries

generally provide safe learning environments for most students
and tend to satisfy
students need for security.

As

will

be evident from the discussion below, students

experience greater satisfaction of the need for security than they do of other needs.

Based on the mean score

for this indicator, the safest, least-threatening schools

can be found in Norway, Finland, Hungary, and

Israel.

In

Norway,

students agree or strongly agree that they feel safe in school, as do
Finland. At the lower end, only

66% of students

in Lithuania

Republic feel safe in school. The most extreme case

36%

of students feel safe in school.

students

who

is

the

and

for

example,

92%

of students

64%

in the

of

in

Slovak

Czech Republic where only

The bar graph below shows

the percentage of

experienced satisfaction of the need for security in school.
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90%

Feeling safe at school
100

Figure

1

:

Satisfaction of the need for security cross-nationally

Across the sample countries, roughly nine percent of students disagreed with the
statement, indicating that they do not feel safe in school. In the Czech Republic, that

proportion reached the highest level:
in school.

34%

There are five other countries

of students reported that they do not

in

which more than 10% of students

feel safe

feel

unsafe

France, Greece, Lithuania, Russia, and the United States.

Positive Connection

The

HBSC

survey items selected to indicate positive connection in schools focus

on students' relationships with

peers.

Survey items asked about students’ perceptions of

being accepted by peers, of enjoying their company, and of peers’ helpfulness toward
them.

On

a 12-point

summary

scale, the

mean
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score

was 8.15 (SD =

2.38).

49%

Cross-nationally, only
this scale,

of students reported a strong level of
satisfaction

defined as a score of nine or above).
Students

sense of connection are found in Portugal.
In
strongly agreed with

all

three items

who

experience the strongest

more than 18% of Portuguese

fact,

on the connection

scale.

Overall,

76%

students

of students

Portugal experience satisfaction of the need
for positive connection in school,
while

of students

in

nations with

Switzerland and

62%

of students

in Israel felt

more than 60% of students expressing

Austria. In the United States, in contrast, only

34%

The following bar graph

illustrates the

satisfaction included

of students experienced satisfaction of

Czech Republic and

percentage of satisfaction of the need

need

for

connection

80

Figure

2: Satisfaction

of the need for positive connection cross-nationally
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65%

Sweden and

for positive connection in each country.

Satisfaction of the

in

such satisfaction. Other

the need for connection, a level only slightly
above that found in the

Lithuania.

(for

The need

for connection

is

infrequently frustrated in the countries
in the sample

population. Relatively few students, only
seven percent, expressed a sense of

disconnection. In the United States and
Lithuania, there

is

a striking

amount of extreme

disconnection. For the three items in the
scale, there were 1.9% of students
in the United
States

who

scored zero (strongly disagree) on

more than one percent of students show

the

all

same

three items. In

level

no other country did

of extreme frustration regarding

connection with peers. Within the category of
frustration (a score of 0-4 on the

approximately
in

1

7%

which more than

of Lithuanian students

1

0% of students

feel

scale),

8

feel

disconnected with peers/

Other nations

disconnected from peers include the Czech

Republic, the United States, and Russia.

Positive Identity

The two categories of basic needs above represent responses
environment or

to the attitudes

contrast, involve the attitudes

to the general school

and behaviors of peers. The next three categories,

and behaviors of teachers. As elaborated

in

in the previous

chapter, for purposes of this analysis positive identity relates to the respect and
fair

treatment students receive from their teachers.

The scores on

mean
one

in

ot 7.04

(SD =

the

2.5)

summary

scale for positive identity cluster in the middle, with a

on a 12-point

which ambivalence

far

scale.

The category of positive

exceeds satisfaction.

identity

is

the only

A majority of students (55%)

experience neither satisfaction nor frustration of the need for positive identity.

78
It

may

not be coincidental that Lithuania has a high youth suicide

related to suicide

was included by

rate.

A

series

of questions

national researchers in the Lithuanian version of the
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HBSC.

Cross-nationally, only

15% of students

positive identity in relation to their
teachers (a
In three countries,

more than

!4

experience frustration of the need for

summary

of students experience

score of 4 or lower on the scale).

frustration:

(27%), and Hungary (27%). The lowest levels of frustration,
on

Greece (28%), Finland

this scale,

occur

Canada (10%), Russia (10%), Switzerland
(7%), and Portugal (6%). These
in

which

it

is

uncommon

As would be

for students to feel disrespected

expected, those same countries

are countries

and unfairly treated by teachers.

show some of the

highest levels of

satisfaction ol the need for positive identity, in
relation to teachers. In Portugal.

students experience satisfaction, as do
countries,

40%

in Switzerland.

or fewer of students experience satisfaction.

satisfaction are found in Finland

that they are respected

far

49% of students

The lowest

and Hungary. In Finland, only

by teachers, treated

fairly,

need

3: Satisfaction

10% of students

agree

and can get help when needed. This

for positive identity

of the need for positive identity cross-nationally
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of

levels of

60

Figure

57%

In all other

lower than the cross-national average of approximately 30%.

Satisfaction of the

in

is

Autonomy
Across the sample countries, only one-half
of students agree
encourage them to express

their

views

in class.

Some twenty

that teachers

percent disagree,

suggesting that they feel silenced in their
classrooms. Such silencing
as a form of frustration of the need for

more

acutely

felt in

autonomy

in school.

particular countries, notably the

students experience frustration, and Finland,
where

is

understood here

The lack of autonomy

Czech Republic, where

35% of students

is

40% of

experience

frustration.

Satisfaction of the need for

autonomy

is

experienced by more than

60%

of

students in seven countries (Canada, England,
Greece, Israel, Portugal, Switzerland, and
the US).

The highest

levels

of autonomy were found

of satisfaction of the need for autonomy was found

in Portugal

in Russia,

agreed that teachers encouraged them to express their views.

(73%). The lowest level

where only

21%

of students

79

79

Although Russian students experience low satisfaction of the need for autonomy, they also
experience relatively low levels of frustration. The distribution of responses reveals that 64% of
students in Russia neither agree nor disagree, suggesting an ambivalence about self-expression.
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Satisfaction of the

need

for

autonomy

80

Figure 4: Satisfaction of the need for autonomy cross-nationally

Effectiveness/Control

The one

basic need category in

which the percentage of frustration outweighs

satisfaction is effectiveness/control. Across the

of students respond that they

do not participate

20 country sample, approximately

in

making

37%

rules in their classrooms. This

represents the highest level of frustration in any of the basic need categories. Within the

sample countries, the greatest frustration of the need

for effectiveness/control in the

classroom

the United States (56%). Other

is

found

in the

Czech Republic (58%) and

countries in which a majority (more than

making include Finland and England.
found

in Switzerland

50%) of students do

not participate in rule-

In contrast, the lowest levels

(14%) and Poland (17%).
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of frustration can be

Across the sample countries, only
rule-making,

i.e.,

that they

their classrooms.

63%

30% of students

have opportunities

The most

of students participate

to influence

feel that they

in

and control the functioning of

participatory classrooms can be found in
Switzerland, where
in rule-making.

In

students experience fulfillment of the need
for

no other country do more than

autonomy

in school.

countries, less than !4 of students participate
in rule-making.
participation,

do participate

50%

of

In at least seven

The lowest

levels of

and thus, satisfaction of the need for effectiveness/control,
are found

in the

United States (19%), the Czech Republic
(18%), Russia (14%), and Finland (10%).
This type of frustration

may become more pronounced

education system. In an analysis of the 1997-98
su gg e st that, as students mature, there

is

HBSC

data,

at

higher levels of the

Samdal and Dur (2000)

a disjuncture between their growing capacity for

decision-making and the opportunities schools provide to exercise such
capacities. From
a basic needs perspective, the wide-spread frustration of
effectiveness/control in students’
learning environments

may

be the most overarching problem revealed here. In their

analysis of basis needs as a paradigm for development,

Max-Neef and Hopenhayen

(1989) point out the importance of flexibility in social environments so that people can

modify those environments

to better

meet

their needs.

their learning environments, students will not

school (Max-Neef
learning

& Hopenhayen,

more conducive

to their

1989,

p.

Without the freedom

to influence

be able to act as “social protagonists”

52)

who can make

own growth and
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that

in

the conditions of their

of others.

Satisfaction of the

need

for effectiveness/control

70

Figure

As

is

5: Satisfaction

of the need for effectiveness/control cross-nationally

evident from the

certain needs than others.

The

HBSC

data, schools are

much more

effective in meeting

distribution of high-level satisfaction varies dramatically

across need categories. Roughly three-fourths of the students feel secure in school.

Approximately one-half of respondents

feel a

high level of satisfaction in the categories

of positive connection and autonomy. Only about one-third
satisfaction with regard to identity

satisfaction

feel a similarly

high level of

and effectiveness/control. The varying levels of need

and frustration are displayed

in the
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summary graph below:

Profile of

I

Figure

The

Basic Needs

in

Education

Satisfaction E3 Ambivalence

6: Profile

Frustration

3

of basic need satisfaction/frustration

failure ol schools to satisfy basic

needs

is

evident. In

all

in schools

need categories

with the exception of security—the majority of students do not experience need
satisfaction.

frustration

students.

The

frustration of basic needs,

however,

is

more

limited in scope.

of basic needs, for most of the need categories, occurs for

The needs

for connection

and security are the

20%

or less of

least frequently frustrated,

followed by positive identity and autonomy. The need for effectiveness/control,
contrast,

is

often frustrated:

participate in

more than

making classroom

1/3

of students

The

in

feel that they are not able to

rules.

Satisfaction revisited

In this section,

satisfaction.

I

would

like to

look more closely

at

experiences of need

My assumption here is that, to the extent that schooling provides strong
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satisfaction

of basic needs,

it is

more peaceful

as a learning environment and

more

supportive of the broader project of building
a culture of peace.

As noted

above, students’ responses in each need
category have been classified as

either frustration/ambivalence/satisfaction.

student can experience satisfaction of 0

of all five basic need categories

is

-

With

five basic

5 needs.

satisfaction of

is

The data

indicate that the satisfaction

relatively infrequent: only

sample countries experience satisfaction across the
the satisfaction of no needs

need categories, an individual

range of basic needs. Similarly,

8% of students in

limited: only

no needs. The distribution

full

6% of students in the

the

sample experience

graphed below:

is

Distribution of

need

satisfaction

30

0

Number

Figure

7:

The

2

1

of basic

is

need

4

5

satisfactions

distribution of need satisfaction cross-nationally

The mean number of satisfied needs
country level, there

3

for the students in this

a considerable variation in
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mean

scores.

sample

is

2.33.

At a

At the endpoints of the

continuum, students

in the

on average; students

in

To make

Czeeh Republic experience

the satisfaction of only 1.33
needs

Switzerland experience the satisfaction
of 3.21 needs on average.

this contrast

more

vivid,

I

would

like to

compare the percentage of

students who, from a basic needs
80
perspective, are the “wealthiest” in
various countries.

For

this purpose, a student

who

experiences satisfaction of four or five basic
needs

considered “wealthy.” In Switzerland,
Portugal,

39%

Republic: only

of students are rich

in

need

satisfaction; in

ot students are wealthy. Far fewer
students are wealthy in the

6% experience the

6% of Finish and 7% of Russian
16% of students
much more

46%

satisfaction

is

Czech

of four or five basic needs. Similarly, only

students are in this group. In the United States,
only

are psychologically wealthy. Clearly, schools
in

some

countries are

effective in providing satisfaction of basic
psychological needs for greater

proportions of students than in other countries. Far

more Swiss and Portuguese

students

experience their learning environment as psychologically
peaceful than do Russian,

Czech or American

A
The

students.

related pattern involves the extent ot “poverty

from a basic needs perspective.

lack ot satisfaction tor basic needs can be considered impoverishment,
with regard to

resources for

interpret

student

human growth and

poverty

may

well-being (Max-Neef

as the satisfaction ot

feel safe in school, but not feel respected

13% of Swiss and

1

989). Flere

none or only one basic need. (For

effective in rule-making, or encouraged to express her

extremes,

& Hopenhayen,

instance, a

by teachers, connected

own views

in class).

I

to peers,

At the

Portuguese students experience such “poverty” of need

80

The use of the terms “wealth" and “poverty”

in the following paragraphs is meant to be
wish to convey that countries can differ in the extent to which students
enriched or impoverished in schools, in terms of basic psychological needs.

suggestive, not
feel

literal.

I
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satisfaction, while

62%

of Czech students experience satisfaction
of none or only one of

their needs.

The following graph provides a
percentage of students in each country

visual depiction of this distinction.

who

upper bar) and the percentage of students
lower

bar).

deficit

In countries

need

who

in the

the

are “poor” in basic need satisfaction
(the

is

satisfaction,

shorter than the lower bar. there

in the

sample show such a

Czech Republic, Finland. Russia, and

Satisfaction Rich

is

a

a greater percentage of satisfaction-

i.e.,

poor than satisfaction-rich. The majority of countries
with the greatest gaps

shows

are “rich” in basic need satisfaction
(the

where the upper bar

ot collective basic

It

deficit,

Lithuania.

and Poor

E

Austria

Canada
Czech

republic

England
|

Finland

France

E

Germany
Greece
Flungary
Israel

Latvia

Lithuania

Norway

H

Poland P
Portugal

Satisfactions

Russia
Slovak republic

Sweden

Rich (4-5)

Switzerland

USA
Poor
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

(0-1)

70

Percentage of Students

Figure

8:

Differences in the “wealth” of students cross-nationally in terms of basic need
satisfaction
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The

greater the percentage ot students

satisfaction, the

more

environment.

As

of basic needs

is

who

experience higher levels of need

effectively schools in a given country
are providing a peace-rich

will be explored

more

fully in the next chapter, the strong
satisfaction

a resource for outcomes of value including
satisfaction with school,

personal well-being, and non-aggressive behavior.

Needs frustrated

To compliment

the profile of need satisfaction,

distribution ot the frustration of basic needs.

I

also

would

like to explore the

Examining patterns of need

frustration

is

a

counterpoint to the analysis of need satisfaction. The greater the
extent of need
frustration, the

is

more psychologically corrosive

is

the learning environment,

i.e.,

the less

it

a site of peacefulness in students’ lives.

As shown
the

left:

most students do not experience extensive need

population,

frustration

Only

in the following graph, the distribution

45%

of need frustration

frustration.

of students experience no frustration and

of only one or no needs

3% of students,

at all.

Extreme need

77%

is

skewed

to

Across the sample

of students experience

frustration

is

relatively rare.

across the sample set of countries, experience frustration of four or

five needs. This suggests that schools are not extensively thwarting students’ needs. In

other words, schools are providing experiences that are '‘good enough" to rise above the

threshold of frustration.
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Distribution of

Number
Figure

As with

Cross-national distribution of need frustration in schools

9:

the strong satisfaction of needs, there are differences

of frustration:

Czech Republic demonstrate

is

an apparently toxic psychological environment

feel unsafe, disconnected, disrespected, ineffective,

Czech Republic, however,

frustration drops off to

other countries, only

1

-2 percent

who

countries. In the United States,

free

90%

countries in

the greatest

in

For

which they

and without individual voice. After

the percentage of students in this category of extreme

4% (in Germany)

the percentage of students

as do

among

% of students experience frustration of four or five needs.

1 1

these students, school

the

frustration

needs frustrated

of

the extent of need frustration. Students in the
level

need

and

3% (in Greece,

Lithuania,

of students experience extreme

USA).

frustration.

experience frustration of one or no needs

73%

of students experience no or

little

is

90% of students
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in Switzerland.

most

Conversely,

high in most

need

frustration,

of Swiss students. From a basic needs perspective then, schooling

of psychological violence for

In

is

relatively

Creating a composite score

The preceding

analysis treats satisfaction and frustration
separately. But what

is

the net experience of frustration and satisfaction
for students? In an effort to understand
the pattern of need satisfaction/frustration
from an individual perspective,

constructed a composite score for basic need satisfaction.
This score

minus the number of frustrations

satisfactions (S),

is

I

the

have

number of

(F) with ambivalent responses that are

neither frustrations nor satisfactions considered neutral
(Composite

=

Satisfactions

-

81

Frustrations).

An

individual

who

experiences four satisfactions and one frustration, for

example, would have a composite score of 4 -

two

satisfactions

1

=

3.

A person with two

would have a composite score of 2 — 2 =

composite number range from -5

complete satisfaction, with no

(for

extreme

is

The possible scores on

distribution of the

depicted in the graph below:

81

This composite number

is

not intended to suggest that, in reality, there

is

a psychological

equivalency of frustration and satisfaction or that one cancels out the other. The composite

number

is

an obvious simplification

—

a heuristic

construct—intended

responses.
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and

the

with no satisfaction) to 5 (for

The cross-national

frustration.)

composite score for individual students

frustration,

0.

frustrations

to reveal patterns in

Distribution of

composite scores

Basic needs composite score

Figure 10: Cross-national distribution of basic needs composite score

The

mean

is

1

distribution of the composite score

.44

and the median

is 2,

is

skewed

in the positive direction.

with a standard deviation of 2.1

experience, on average, the satisfaction of nearly 1.5

more

.

The

Thus, students

basic needs than are frustrated.

This finding would be expected from the discussion above that showed most students
experience more satisfaction than frustration. Across countries, less than
experience extreme frustration. Approximately

needs

(i.e.,

more

frustrations than satisfactions).

1

8%

1%

of students

experience a net frustration of basic

On the

positive side,

6%

of students

experience the satisfaction of all five of their basic needs, without frustration of any
needs. Overall, almost

70%

of students experience net positive
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satisfaction.

The following graph uses data from

three countries to provide further
insight into

differences in composite need satisfaction.

of students
Republic
indicator.

is

in the negative side

The Czech Republic has higher percentages

(more frustrations than

satisfactions).

the only country in the sample with a
negative

The

mean

Indeed, the

Czech

score for this composite

distribution for the United States has a similar
shape.

The

distribution for

Switzerland, in contrast, shows very low percentages
of students in the negative side, and
a gradually increasing

number on

the positive side.

The gap on

the higher end of the

positive side (more satisfaction than frustration)
between Switzerland and other countries
is

relatively large.

satisfactions

More than

and no

one-fifth

(22%) of Swiss students experience

five

frustrations.

Distribution of need satisfaction in three countries

-4

-5

-3

-2

0

-1

1
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4

Basic needs composite score

*
Figure
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5

Before leaving

this section,

I

will note briefly that

score for overall basic need satisfaction.

To

create this

I

have also created a summary

summary

score,

I

added together

the scores in each of the basic need
categories for each student (with the scales
for

positive identity and positive connection
adjusted to be of equal value as scores for
the

other categories). With five need categories,
the

from a minimum possible value of 5

to a

summary

maximum

score for each student runs

possible value of 25.

score closely parallels the composite score,
with the correlation value of r

The summary score

is

The summary

=

.948.

not intended to stand alone as an index of basic
need

satisfaction with strong internal reliability. In his
review of school climate instruments,

Fraser notes that each instrument measuring school
climate produces distinct scores for
its

constituent scales and cautions that scores from distinct scales
cannot be added

together to create an overall score (1986,

an analytic construct that will be used
a gg re g a te changes in

outcome

in

p. 21).

For

my purposes,

the

summary

score

is

subsequent chapter as a basis for exploring

variables, in relation to changes in basic need satisfaction.

Does gender matter?

My answer:

yes and no, depending on

how the

data

is cut.

Cross-nationally, there

are small differences in the patterns of need satisfaction/frustration for male and female

respondents. In terms of mean scores, males experienced slightly higher levels of
satisfaction than females in the

meanwhile, had higher scores
effectiveness/control.

significant, a t-test

domains of security and positive connection. Females,

in the

domains of positive

To determine whether

identity,

autonomy, and

or not these differences were statistically

was conducted. The only category of basic need
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satisfaction in

which

the difference in

identity (p

=

mean

.091).

need satisfaction

scores

is statistically

In other words,

insignificant at the .05 level

is

positive

males and females experience mean levels of
basic

that are statistically different in all
categories (with the exception

of

82

positive identity) at the .05 level.

To determine whether

were

statistically

of basic need satisfaction by gender,

levels

table

there

meaningful differences in various

also conducted a chi square analysis.

I

below shows the percentage frequency of different

The

levels of satisfaction, for each

basic need category, according to gender. In four
of the five categories, the value of the
chi square statistic

is significant.

Males and females experience

their levels of satisfaction in those categories.

In

one of the categories, positive

the value of chi square exceeds .05 indicating that there
satisfaction for males

Table

6:

is

no differences

identity,

in the quality

in levels

of basic need satisfaction by gender

Satisfaction

Ambivalence

Frustration

(percent)

(percent)

(percent)

2

x

P

n

M

F

M

F

M

F

Security

75.2

73.2

15.7

18.5

9.1

8.3

42.183

.000

28,756

Positive Identity

29.6

29.5

54.7

55.4

15.7

15.1

2.398

.302

28,492

Positive Connection

50.1

48

43.3

43.8

6.6

8.1

29.430

.00

28,719

Autonomy

48.9

51

30.4

29.1

20.7

19.9

12.233

.002

28,744

31

29.2

30.3

34.6

38.6

36.3

58.193

.000

28,734

Effect/Control

In terms of the

of

and females.

Chi square analysis of differences

N = 29,001

significant differences in

number of needs

frustrated or satisfied, there

was a

slight

difference between males and females across the sample. Males experienced frustration

of slightly more needs (mean of .9) than did females (mean of .87) a small difference

which

is

significant at the .05 level (p

-

.018). Disaggregating

by country, there were

82

The p values

for the

mean

.091), positive connection (

differences by gender: security {p = .029), positive identity (/?
= .00), autonomy (p = .00), effectiveness/control {p = .012).
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=

seven of 20 countries with significant
differences regarding need frustration
by gender.
In five of

those seven countries, males experience

more

frustration than females.

also experience a slightly higher average
level of satisfaction
satisfied) than females

=

.05 level (p

(mean of 2.31 needs

satisfied).

significant gender differences

were found

composite

satisfaction: the cross-national

mean was

>

.05).

20 nations

(mean of 2.35 needs

This difference

is significant at

the

.011).

No

ip

Males

in

1

terms of mean levels of

.45 for

males and

Yet when disaggregated by country, some differences
begin
in the

sample, eight

show

1

.44 for females

to appear.

Of the

significant differences in composite satisfaction

scores between males and lemales. However, those
differences do not suggest that one

group experiences universally higher satisfaction than the

other. In three

of those eight

countries, females have higher composite scores than males; in
the other five, males have

higher scores than females. (The most extreme gap, favoring females,
Israel,

is

observed in

lollowed by Germany; while males enjoy far more net need satisfaction than

females in Lithuania and Hungary.)
Overall, the data suggest that there are only minor differences between levels of

basic need satisfaction according to gender. For particular categories of basic needs,

those differences can be significant, but

at

higher levels of aggregation, those differences

disappear. This finding suggests that there are no prominent gaps in need satisfaction
that

might be attributed

to

gender from a cross-national perspective. The evidence does

not suggest that male and female students universally experience schools as more or less
violent or peaceful settings, in terms of basic needs.
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Yet

at

a national level, there are several
countries within the sample group in

which gender plays a consistently
suggest that schools in
others are

more

and cultural

some

countries are

violent for boys.

roots,

significant role in

need

more psychologically

Such differences are

The

satisfaction.

likely to

HBSC

data

violent for girls, while

have complex

historical

mediated by gendered schooling practices.

Desert or oasis?
In discussions of basic

needs and human capacity development

social analysts often refer to “education” in the
abstract.

More access

at

a macro-level,

to education

and

higher levels of attainment are often assumed to be
inherently good. According to the
logic of

human development

general way.

What happens

theorists, education is often considered

need

fulfilling, in a

within students’ actual experience of education

included in the analysis. Part of my agenda in this project
that education is "fulfilling" in a general sense

is to

is

not

question the assumption

and look more closely

at indicators

of how

education might, and might not, be satisfying different kinds of basic psychological
needs.

A

basic needs approach can

move beyond an

abstract

attend to what students actually experience in schools.

environments promote the

holistic

view of education and

The extent

to

which learning

development of human beings depends on what

83

happens

there.

Of course,
But

research into classroom climates and school cultures

is

nothing new.

this research tradition tends to position students’ experiences as process variables that
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have meaning to the extent to whieh they
can predict outcome variables, particularly
those related to academic achievement.
That logic

do matter and

it

is

in its

quite sensible: learning outcomes

important to understand the effect of classroom
or school climate on

those outcomes. But what this logic often
neglects

meaning

is

own

right: school, as

is

the proposition that “process” has a

a lived environment and “small society,’'
merits

analysis of basic need satisfaction, just as
such analysis
I

is

merited in the larger society.

believe this profile of basic need satisfaction
presents a meaningful set of

indicators regarding the quality of students’
experiences in school.

grounded

in the day-to-day realities

of school

life,

The

HBSC

data,

point toward the degree to which

students experience security, positive identity, positive
connection, autonomy, and
effectiveness in school.

“peace

As suggested

earlier, these

domains

reflect

what might be called

in education.”

From

this perspective, the data presented

countries enjoy

above indicate

more peace-rich learning environments than do

that students in

others.

some

Students in

Switzerland and Portugal have particularly peaceful schools, in terms of basic
need
satisfaction. In contrast, students in the

Czech Republic and Finland experience

relatively “toxic" learning environments.

This analysis

is

a heuristic exploration of indicators for basic need satisfaction

using one cross-national dataset.

It is

a preliminary effort. Certainly, the survey items

that constitute the core indicators for basic

needs could be refined using

new

instruments

83

In their discussion

Hopenhayen

(

1

of basic needs as a framework for social development, Max-Neef and
at this when they list “authoritarian classrooms” as settings that can

989) hint

frustrate needs.
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or additional data sets. Yet the current
data begin to illuminate patterns in
frustration/fulfillment across nations.

The

analysis also suggests possibilities for
constructing higher-level indicators

that point to structural violence in students’
experience in schools.

proportion of students

who

Tracking the

are “wealthy” in terms of need satisfaction
(with satisfaction

of 4-5 need categories) indicates the capacity of schools

to provide a peaceful

and

psychologically supportive learning environment. The
proportion of satisfaction-rich
students can be contrasted with the proportion of
satisfaction-poor students, revealing

gaps

in the equitable distribution

of need satisfaction within countries. Similarly,

tracking the proportion of students

who

experience wide-ranging frustration of basic

needs indicates the failure of schools to provide a peaceful learning
environment. As that
percentage increases, schools

may become

increasingly arid as environments that are

intended to nurture students' well-being, growth, and peaceful co-existence.

Paying attention to differences
understanding of

how education

in basic

need satisfaction can sharpen

can contribute to the larger project of building a culture

of peace. As peace psychologist Michael Wessels writes: “To create a culture of peace,
an essential project

is to

reorient the learning

and socialization processes

psychological infrastructure of violence" (1994,

provide a

window

p. 7).

that support the

A basic needs framework can

onto some of the ways in which a classroom and school form a

“culture of peace" in microcosm. This perspective

may be

situations of severe social tension and/or violent conflict

potential to serve as resources for students’ well-being
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especially important in

where peaceful schools have the

and

resilience.

In addition, learning

alternative

environments that richly

mode of being and

living together.

satisfy basic

needs can provide an

A satisfaction-rich learning environment

can model the possibility of collaboration,
shared authority, and concern for others’
welfare. In this way, such an environment
opens a vision of a better society.

Hutchins (1996) notes, one of the deep goals of peace
education
inevitability

violence has

of violent futures.

become accepted

is to

challenge the

Doing so may be especially important

as normal.

As

in regions

Having peaceful schools everywhere

where

is

important; however, having peaceful schools in violent
societies with few other
sanctuaries

is

even more urgent.

What’s

One of the

central

lost in the

weaknesses of the

aggregate

HBSC

data

is that

it

does not enable the

comparison of different groups experiences. Although the survey does enable
disaggregation by gender,

it

does not enable disaggregation by race/ethnicity, religion, or

other categories of social identity.

differences in

fulfillment.

how

What

is lost,

then,

is

the possibility of illuminating

students from various social backgrounds experience basic need

Such analysis could illuminate patterns of structural violence

in education

experienced by particular groups. The frustration of the needs for security or positive
identity for

Roma children

in

Slovakian schools, for example, would likely be much

higher than that of students from the majority population. Similarly, Somali refugees
living in

Norway might experience

the quality of their relationships with teachers and

peers far differently than other students do. Such analysis might provide rich empirical

evidence for differences in students’ experiences, as members of particular identity
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groups. Such evidence might be used to
complement qualitative studies and other

analyses of equity

among

The absence

groups.

ot such analysis

is

a limitation on this project. Building a
culture of

peace within education involves providing high levels
of security, autonomy, and
effectiveness for

all

groups

—

particularly so for groups already in a position
of social

disadvantage vis-a-vis the dominant group in a particular
country.
these indicators point

is

An

ideal to

which

what might be called the “democratization of well-being,”

i.e.,

equity in the provision of resources for need fulfillment
and the attendant development of

optimal functioning, well-being, and non-aggression.

At times,

I

have wondered about the psychological significance of the basic
needs

indicators selected for this project.

Are they too

soft to

frustration ol basic needs in relation to the daily life

destructive for

human beings

speak of structural violence? The

of the classroom

may be

far less

than more pervasive forms of structural violence such as

racism, sexism, economic inequities, etc. Yet enduring differences in basic need
frustration/tulfillment in education speak in their

own

subtle

way about

inequities,

especially inequities in the distribution of the resources for well-being and the realization

of human capacities.

Such

realization, particularly in

high-income countries,

is

an emerging dimension

of egalitarianism, as argued by economist Robert Fogel (2000). Vogel envisions
concern for social equity in the 21

st

that

century must look beyond material welfare to the

distribution of non-material “spiritual" assets, including,

among

others, a sense of self-

esteem, a sense of meaning, a sense of community, a sense of opportunity, and a capacity
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to

engage with diverse groups (Fogel, 2000).

that

84

In the

terms of this dissertation.

I

suggest

an analysis of basic need fulfillment within
education provides a window on the

larger issue of the distribution of spiritual
resources.

A

more

critical

approach might argue that the project of understanding
basic

needs within the authoritarian and coercive institution
of schooling
critics

have long argued that a primary function of schooling

is

is

misguided. Social

social stratification

and

the legitimation of failure. According to this
critique, schooling operates on a patriarchal
logical of competition, hierarchy,

and domination. Evaluating basic needs

akin to measuring basic need fulfillment in prison:

it

turns a blind eye to the function of

the institution itself as a technology of oppression in society.

Does

it

make

in schools is

85

sense to discuss autonomy in a state institution that mandates

attendance, regulates behavior, and limits students freedom to engage with
learning
opportunities outside school walls?
control in the

what

is

Does

it

make

microcosm of the classroom, when

learned and

how

it

is

sense to talk about effectiveness and

the real

power

to

make

decisions about

learned are usually far removed from students

—

or even

their teachers?

In response,

I

would suggest

that there is a liberatory potential

embedded within

a

basic needs analysis. Such analysis points toward the value of empowering students (and

84

For Fogel, the distribution of spiritual resources becomes especially important
societies as

time,

life

homes become

consumer goods,

in

high-income

leisure time increases relative to

work

and demands for life-long learning opportunities intensify. At a
the redistribution of spiritual resources for both the young and elderly would involve

expectancies

policy level,

saturated with

rise,

intergenerational mentoring and expanded early childhood education staffed by retirees. Fogel

points out that spiritual resources are non-zero sum: by giving them

engagement with
basic needs

others,

may have

more

is

gained for one's

self.

a similar positive dynamic.
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In

many

away through

constructive

situations, the satisfaction

of

teachers) as active agents in the creation
of their

basic needs perspective, students

who have

own

learning environments.

From

opportunities to shape the parameters of their

learning are likely to feel a greater sense of
effectiveness and autonomy; students

work together

collaboratively

connected; students

who can

on projects of mutual

be explored in richer

interest are likely to feel

detail in the

more

effective

second section of the dissertation.)

and analyze a variety of educational innovations.

And

tor

human

that is

that point

beings and what conditions help

what has

more

and secure. (This theme

For me, a basic needs framework has a generative power.

good

who

take real problems in their schools and communities
as

material for study and action are likely to feel
will

a

attracted

me

to the

It

It

can be used to inspire

speaks about what conditions are

human

beings be good to each other.

framework as a source of indicators

in education

toward the creation of a culture of peace.

Further exploration of the outcomes associated with these indicators

is

the subject

of the next chapter.

Feminist peace educator Brock-Utne suggests that because indirect violence
functioning of schools, schools do not serve peace education well (1989).
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is

central to the

CHAPTER 8

THE ASSOCIATION OF NEED FULFILLMENT WITH
NONAGGRESSION,
EUDAIMONIC FUNCTIONING, AND SCHOOL SATISFACTION
Without education for peace, there could be
no continuing culture
ofpeace. To establish the foundation for peace, societies must
cultivate learning experiences that promote
peace-oriented values,
practices, norms, and beliefs.

—Michael Wessells
The primary task of education for peace

is,

therefore, to reveal

and

tap all those energies

and impulses that make possible the full
human capacity for a meaningful and life-enhancing existence.

—

Ian Harris

Introduction
This chapter builds upon the foundation established in preceding
chapters,

examining the associations of basic need fulfillment/frustration with selected
outcomes.
In chapter seven,

I

and of themselves,

want

argue that basic needs indicators can be understood as meaningful,
in relation to the notion

to ask additional questions

of “peace

in education.” In this chapter,

by exploring the relationships of these indicators

in

I

to other

valued outcomes, namely, nonaggressive behavior, positive well-being and functioning,

and satisfaction with school.
aggressively than those

need satisfaction

Do

students

whose needs

feel especially

whose needs

are satisfied?

happy and capable?

Do

are frustrated tend to act

students

who

Is the fulfillment

more

enjoy high levels of

of basic needs

associated with enjoyment of school?

As

these questions suggest,

outcomes change with changes

I

am

in basic

interested in

need

examining

fulfillment.
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how the

selected

This analysis focuses on the

existence and strength of relationships

variables;

The nature of the data does not support

relationship.

Throughout

among

this chapter,

I

try to

it

does not suggest a causal

statistical

claims about causality.

avoid suggesting that changes in basic need

fulfillment/frustration are causally related to
certain changes in a given

Even
can carry

the term

“outcome” may not be the most

in certain research traditions.

I

am

fitting,

outcome

variable.

given the connotations

it

interested in the association of certain

perceptions and experiences (indicating basic need
satisfaction) with certain other
perceptions, experiences, and behaviors (indicating
aggression, eudaimonic functioning,

and school
statistically

constructs.

satisfaction). In constructing this analysis,

I

have attempted to be

and conceptually, about the choices of survey items

clear,

both

in relation to different

Given the breadth of the basic needs framework, however,

there

may be some

conceptual overlap between the “input” and “outcome” variables. With
the available
data,

outcomes

related to wellbeing

to a school as a setting

it

would be

life satisfaction

—cannot be completely

identity, effectiveness, security, etc.

solid as

and

in studies

—whether

in general or in regard

separated from notions of positive

The separation between

input and

outcome

of the antecedents of school achievement,

for

is

not as

example.

Building positive and negative peace

One of the

starting points for this project is the notion that basic

provides a foundation in

life for

need fulfillment

well-being and nonaggressive social interaction. In

this

sense, basic need fulfillment can help students “learn to live together” without violence.

However, the

HBSC

dataset does not allow extensive analysis of the relationship of need

satisfaction to various

forms of aggression. In the
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HBSC

dataset, the only survey item

related to aggression asks about bullying
in school. For this project, bullying
will be used

as the

outcome measure

related to aggressive/nonaggressive
behavior.

The other outcome measures
albeit in a different

way. Here

I

also speak to the creation of a culture
of peace,

build

upon a key

distinction

made by peace

researchers

between negative and positive peace (Brock-Utne,
1989 ). Negative peace connotes the
absence of violent conflict.

It is

“negative” in that

it

is

a limited conception of peace that

says nothing about the quality of economic conditions,
social relations, political

freedoms,

etc.

Positive peace, on the other hand, connotes not only
the absence of direct

conflict but also the absence of indirect or structural
violence, such as poverty, racism,

sexism, or other conditions that limit

human

life

peace implies conditions conducive to a healthy
groups. This formulation

is

or reduce

life

human

well-being. Positive

and a sense of well-being,

for all

intentionally broad, in order to include an expansive critique

of violence and also open multiple pathways

to peacebuilding (Brock-Utne,

In her work, the feminist peace theorist Birgit

1989 ).

Brock-Utne has conceptualized

negative/positive peace to include both “organized” (macro-level) and “unorganized”
86

(micro-level) dimensions.

The following

table illustrates the different categories:

86

Her use of “organized/unorganized” can be misleading. By “unorganized,” Brock-Utne means
community-level phenomena. Yet many of these phenomena may
be, in fact, quite organized. Even though schooling is a fonnal, organized social process,
understand it to fall under the category of “unorganized” in her schema, to the extent that it

to suggest personal, family, or

I

relates to individual experiences rather than state-level policies or practices.
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Table

7:

A

matrix of the meanings of peace

Negative Peace

Positive Peace

Absence of direct,

Unorganized

physical violence

Absence of indirect
violence that shortens
the life span

Cessation of small-

Micro-structures leading

scale violence

to

(rape,

domestic

more equitable

Absence of indirect
violence reducing
the quality of life
’

life

chances

freedom and

abuse)

Organized

Micro-structures
that support

fulfillment

Cessation of large-

Macro-structures that

Macro-structures

scale violence

improve

chances for

that

access to

dignity

groups

life

(i.e.,

better health care)

promote human
(i.e.,

freedoms,

legal

human

rights protections)

For purposes ot

this project,

I

suggest that eudaimonic functioning and school

satisfaction are constructs that bridge notions of positive
level

of eudaimonic functioning

positive

engagement

peace can be said

—involving happiness with

reflects the conditions

to exist

and negative peace.
life

A high

and capabilities for

of positive peace. In other words, positive

when people experience

a positive outlook on their being in the

world.

Satisfaction with school

school suggests that there

is

is

also an aspect of positive peace. Being satisfied with

—perhaps even joy—

an element of enjoyment

in the formal

learning process and that students are growing in their capacities for constructive

engagement with the world.

In contrast, learning

environments that leave students feeling

alienated and bored are not enabling students to realize their capacities. Dissatisfaction

and boredom suggest
to

them.

As

that students are being inhibited

from learning

in

ways

pointed out in the preceding chapter, any condition that impedes

learning can be understood as an act of violence
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—and

that matter

human

that violence is particularly

poignant

when

At another

it

occurs in the very institution formally
dedicated to promoting learning.

level, research in school

dissatisfaction with school

upon

is

psychology and preventative health suggests

often associated with destructive
behavior.

I

that

will touch

this research later in this chapter.

Learning environments that support positive
peace

—environments

that cultivate

happiness, positive capacities, and an enjoyment
in learning— may also be implicated
in

reducing direct violence

in the

long run. In this sense,

my overarching contention

is that

educational practices that support the fulfillment of basic
needs enhance positive peace

and negative peace.

In the following pages,

I

turn to the data

from the

HBSC

survey to

explore in further detail the association of basic need
satisfaction to the selected

outcomes.

Aggressive behavior

The

HBSC

survey asks students to report

in the current school term.

bullied others, while only

Approximately

5%

how

60%

have bullied others

frequently they have bullied others

of students report that they have not
at least

once per week. The

infrequency of high levels of bullying suggests that bullying
than

is

is

less

relative

evenly distributed

basic need satisfaction. Consequently, the relationship between the two

is

likely to

be weak.

87

According to the survey instrument, bullying is defined as behavior (physical or verbal)
intended to harm another person of lesser strength. In order to focus on differences in power
between students, the definition intentionally excludes fighting between students of equal
strength. Consequently,

HBSC

some

violent behavior that occurs in schools

survey.
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may be

unreported on the

For purposes of analysis,

I

have divided the responses to the question
about

bullying into three categories involving
nonaggressive students, students
bullied occasionally, and aggressive
students.

who have

88

A graph indicating the prevalence of

these categories, across the distribution of
overall basic need satisfaction,

is

given below:

Distribution of Bullying

Figure 12: Distribution of bullying across changes in basic needs

A chi

square analysis using the three categories of bullying and three levels of

basic need satisfaction (high/medium/low) found that bullying and basic need satisfaction

do have a

relationship.

(The value of yj

is

233.5

1

with df = 4

Somers' d also indicates a significant relationship, although a
.073,/?

=

.00).

,

=

.00).

relatively

The

test statistic

weak one (d=

-

Bullying also has a weak, though statistically significant, correlation with

88

Nonaggressive students responded

that they

had not bullied others. Students classified

middle category reported bullying “once or twice” while students classified as aggressive
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in the

the

summary

score of basic need satisfaction:

confidence interval for this correlation
group, bullying

is

bully, as

it

is

=

.120

(.132, .109).

relatively insensitive to

Nevertheless,

who

is

r

changes

(N = 27,877;/? =
Across nations

in basic

worthwhile to examine changes

89

.000).

in the

The 95%

sample

need fulfillment.
in the proportion

of students

need satisfaction changes. The graph below reveals
an expanding gap

in

the proportion of aggressive and nonaggressive
students across changes in basic need
fulfillment.

As need

satisfaction increases, the proportion

increases gradually. Roughly

65%

of nonaggressive students also

of those students

who

experience a high level of need

satisfaction are nonaggressive, while approximately

14%

bully others. Clearly, high

levels

of need satisfaction are not associated with the complete absence
of bullying. Yet

students

bullies.

who

experience greater need satisfaction are progressively less likely to
be

Among

students

who

experience high-level satisfaction of five basic needs,

of students report not having bullied anyone

70%

in the current school term.

reported bullying others from “sometimes” to “several times per week”.
89

The

correlation of bullying to basic need satisfaction

reach statistical significance at the

.01 level in

confidence interval of (.190, .248)) and Canada

of .185,

significant in

most countries.

It

fails to

Sweden (r = .219;/? = .000, with a 95%
= .205; p = .000 with a 95% confidence

Slovak Republic). The strongest association occurs
interval

is

four countries (Finland, Hungary, Latvia, and the

(r

.225)).
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in

Changes

in

Proportion of Bullies/Nonaggressive
Students

Bullies

Nonaggressive

Figure 13: Changes in proportion of aggressive behavior across changes
in basic need
satisfaction

Similarly, the percentage of students

need satisfaction increases. That decrease

who

is

bully others regularly decreases as basic

rather small,

that bullying behavior is only marginally sensitive to

from 9.4%

changes

to

2.7%, indicating

in students’ experiences

of

connection, security, positive identity, autonomy, and effectiveness/control in school.

The percentage of students who bully
there

is

a net satisfaction of basic needs.

others hovers between

As more needs

tends to increase, relative to nonaggression. There

is

10% and 20% when

are frustrated, however, bullying

a precipitous increase in the

proportion of bullying once need frustration becomes more intense.

Among

students

experience the frustration of four or five needs, the percentage of bullies nears 40%.
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who

Bullying and need satisfaction are likely to
have a complex, bi-directional
relationship.

may

Social isolation, feelings of insecurity, and
other frustrations of basic needs

contribute to aggressive behavior. At the

facilitate positive relationships

rejection

(Hamst

same time, bullying behavior does not

with others. Aggression

& Bradley, 2002).

is

Aggressive students

a leading source of peer

may

feel a general sense

of

disconnection with peers and insecurity as a result of their
actions. In this respect,

responses to a particular survey item

at a particular point in

time

may

reflect both causes

and effects of students’ behavior.

A chi
and students

square analysis was conducted to determine

who do

if

students

who

bully others

not bully others have the same levels of need satisfaction in each

category of basic needs. The analysis found that bullies and nonaggressive
students have
significantly different levels of need satisfaction in each category, as
detailed in the table

below. This finding suggests that differences in aggressive behavior are associated with
differences in basic need satisfaction.

The

test statistic

Somers’ d indicates the strength

of the relationship of need satisfaction with the outcome variable. (The scale of Somers’

d runs from — 1

to

1,

with results closer to an absolute value of

relationship between variables.)

The

results suggest that all

1

indicating a strong

of the categories have weak

relationships with bullying.

Table

8:

Chi square analysis of relationship of basic need

N=29,001

satisfaction

Satisfaction

Ambivalence

Frustration

(percentage)

(percentage)

(percentage)

Bully

Non

Non

and bullying

2

x

P

d

.066

Bully

Non

56.6

25.4

53.0

176.177

.000

60.2

23.8

54.0

204.537

.000

.072

58.5

23.0

56.1

106.251

.000

.052

18.4

59.2

21.0

57.3

90.008

.000

.046

14.9

64.0

20.2

57.6

118.465

.000

.028

Bully

Security

16.2

62.3

20.0

Positive Identity

14.5

64.8

17.6

Positive Connection

15.8

63.0

18.8

Autonomy

15.9

62.6

Effect/Control

17.5

60.3
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One

implication of this analysis

to generate aggressive behavior.

school, pet' se,

is

is that

The data

negative school experiences do not
appear

reveal that the frustration of basic
needs in

not associated with widespread
aggression. Even

experience high levels of need frustration,
more than

50%

refrain

among

students

from bullying

who

others.

Other research suggests that bullying has
complex roots and cannot be explained with
reference to school-related experiences alone.
Aggressive behavior

is

multi-determined,

with developmental, neurological, cultural, institutional,
and situational dimensions
(Earls, Cairns,

& Mercy,

1993; Staub, 2003a; Quartz

& Sejnowski, 2002).

Although school-based experiences may not be primarily
responsible
aggression,

it

for

remains reasonable to conclude that school experiences can
contribute,

subtle ways, to preventing harmful behavior.

As

noted above, this

is

in

particularly true

with regard to students' relationships and attitudes toward each
other. Creating an

environment of positive, cooperative peer relationships would appear
a violence prevention measure.

The data

to be

meaningful as

suggest, however, that this approach alone

is

unlikely to eliminate bullying.

To

better understand the relationship

between school experiences and aggressive

behaviors, different research strategies would be necessary. Longitudinal studies, for

example, might follow a small number of individuals over time, showing the cumulative
impact of relatively positive or negative school experiences,

in relation to other

influences in their lives.

Bullying provides a

opening

in students' lives.

window

into broader trajectories of violence that

Although there

consequences of bullying (Nansel,

et al.,

is little

2001),
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may

be

research on the long-term

some evidence suggests

that students

who

much more

bully are

analysis of the

likely to

HBSC data from

engage

in criminal

behavior as young adults.

1998 for the United States found

that bullying

An

was

associated with greater odds of carrying
a weapon, fighting, and being injured
in a fight

(NanseL

et aL,

The researchers suggest

2001).

attend to bullying as a starting point
since

Students

who

it

that efforts to reduce violence
should

indicates the likelihood of future aggression.

bully peers often conclude that aggression

resolving problems (Flanagan
likely to suffer

& Faison, 2001).

from depression as young

is

an effective strategy for

Former victims of bullies

adults, thus lowering their

are also

more

eudaimonic

functioning. Victims often blame themselves for
being victimized, resulting in lowered

self-esteem and higher chances of further victimization
in the future. For these reasons,
attention to bullying

is

an important concern for educators interested in promoting
a

culture of peace.

Eudaimonic functioning
In addition to bullying, the

HBSC

study also asked students questions related to

quality of life and positive functioning. Specifically, items in the survey
focused on the

extent to

which students

felt

happy, lonely, depressed ("low"), helpless, and excluded.

All of these items have a strong interrelationship and, taken together as a scale, represent
the

domain of eudaimonic functioning
For analytic purposes,

levels.

I

for this analysis.

have divided eudaimonic functioning scores

Very few students (only 6%) experience low

levels in this

into three

domain or what could

90

The data regarding

fighting and weapon-carrying

set.
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was not

available in the cross-national data

be called '‘eudaimonic disfunction.”
lonely, low, helpless,

and excluded.

9
'

This group of students tends to

On

the opposite end, nearly

feel

unhappy,

43% of students

report

feeling a high level of happiness
and positive fimctioning. Another
large group (nearly

52%) experience

a moderate level of eudaimonic
functioning.

A chi-square analysis using three
levels of basic

levels

need satisfaction (high/medium/low) found

between the two constructs. (The value of
statistic

Somers' d also indicates a

relatively

of eudaimonic functioning and three

weak one (d=.\66,p=

functioning, across changes in

is

1

0 1 9.67 with df = 4,
p

statistically significant relationship,

.00).

mean

Changes

X

that there is a relationship

in

=

.00).

The

test

although a

A graph of changes in mean levels of eudaimonic

basic need scores,

is

given below:

Eudaimonic Functioning

Figure 14: Changes in eudaimonic functioning over changes in basic need satisfaction

A

antonym might be kakodaimonic functioning since in ancient Greek, kako (bad)
opposite of eu (good) as in the difference between cacophony and euphony. The term
“eudaimonic disfunction” seems more palatable, however.
better
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is

the

Across nations, the correlation
between basic need fulfillment and
eudaimonic
functioning

level

is r

=

=

.244 ,

of association

.00.

The

is statistically

95% confidence

significant

interval for r is (.238, .250).
This

and stronger than the correlation of
basic

92

needs and bullying.

Although mean levels of eudaimonic
function increase

basic need satisfaction increases,
the association between the
measures

strength of the relationship varies
across nations in the sample.
is

found

in

Sweden

(r

The weakest

.455)).

=

95% confidence

countries

schools

p=

.00,

with a

95%

relationships occur in Israel

confidence interval for
a

.430,

The

not robust.

is

=

.

1

14, /^

=

r

of (.405.

95%

.00 with a

93
r

of (.084, .144))

interval for r

and the Czech Republic

of (.126, .182)).

=

(r

In this respect, these

.

1

54,

p=

.00 with

two

positioned on opposite ends of the continuum
of basic needs satisfaction
are both outliers in terms of the

satisfaction

in

weakness of the relationship between need

and eudaimonic functioning.

Items related to eudaimonic functioning in the

HBSC

survey are meant to reflect

general states of being for students, not only those limited
to the school context

Students responses about their feelings of happiness or helplessness

may

itself.

reflect

conditions in their families, communities, and a variety of specific
contexts in their

Experiences

The

strongest relationship

confidence interval for

(r

steadily as

in school

may

lives.

contribute to students broader sense of happiness and well-

being, but such experiences are only part of a larger ecology of human development.

As

92

In a study of the outcomes of need satisfaction among workers in the United
States and
Bulgaria, the correlation of need satisfaction with anxiety (a construct related to eudaimonic
disfunctioning) was r = -.36 (Deci, Ryan, Gagne, Leone, Usunov,
Komazheva, 2001).

&

As

I

will discuss briefly later in this chapter, the Israeli data reveal a disjunction

between the

high level of need satisfaction students experience in school and the toxicity they experience in
terms of happiness and well-being. Such disjunction results in a low correlation between the two
measures.
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With bullying,

my

interest here is not in attempt,
ng to

determine the relative strength of

school experiences, vis-a-vis other
factors, in shaping eudaimonic
functioning.

My

intention is to highlight the patterns
of change in eudaimonic functioning
associated with

changes

in the frustration/fulfillment

this association is

of basic psychological needs

A

in schools.

graph of

found below:

Changes

in

Eudaimonic Functioning

Basic Needs Composite Score

*

Low

Functioning

Moderate Functioning

-

-

High Functioning

Figure 15: Changes in levels of eudaimonic functioning across changes in
basic needs

composite score

The

three lines

on the graph represent three

basic needs composite scores.

On

the

left

levels of

eudaimonic functioning,

side of the graph, the side corresponding to the

net frustration of basic needs, the line for high-level eudaimonic functioning

flat.

The

flatness

of the

line suggests that increasing frustration

associated with a diminished proportion of students

proportion remains consistent,

at

nearly

at different

30%

who

feel

of basic needs

relatively

is

not

happy and capable. That

of students, even as basic needs
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is

frustration

increases.

Amid

frustration

of needs

at school, nearly one-third

of students remains

generally happy and optimistic
about their capacities. Roughly
one-half of students also
report a moderate level of eudaimonic
functioning
fulfilled.

The happiness and well-being of these
students

frustration in schools, suggesting a
reason

why

et the

is

are frustrated than

not diminished by basic need

the overall correlation between

eudaimonic functioning and basic needs
appears
^

when more needs

relatively

weak.

proportion of high levels of eudaimonic
functioning sharply increases as

basic need fulfillment increases.

The proportion of high

overtakes moderate level functioning once
there

is

level

eudaimonic functioning

a net satisfaction of about three of the

five basic needs. This finding gives
empirical support to the theoretical proposition,

discussed in an earlier chapter, that basic need
fulfillment should not be understood only
as a matter of achieving

minimum

levels.

Positive increases in fulfillment are associated

here with improvements in happiness and positive
functioning.

Experiences of eudaimonic disfunction (unhappiness, feelings
of isolation and
helplessness)

is

relatively rare

when

there

is at least

minimal net

satisfaction

needs (more fulfillment than frustration). From the middle of the
X-axis
than

1

0% of students experience

of basic

to the right, less

such disfunction. In other words, as learning

environments more fully support the satisfaction of psychological needs, eudaimonic
disfunction almost disappears.

On the

opposite side of the graph, however,

feelings of unhappiness and helplessness

become more

it

is

clear that

prevalent, as the frustration of

basic needs increases. Just as the proportion of positive functioning drops sharply, the

proportion of eudaimonic disfunction increases sharply for students
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who

experience

frustration

of almost

more students

A
levels of

feel

all

of their basic needs. At the extreme
end of basic need

unhappy and helpless than

chi square analysis

was conducted

feel

frustration,

happy and capable.

to determine if students with
high

eudaimonic functioning have the same levels
of need satisfaction

in

and low

each

category of basic needs. The analysis
found that students with different levels
of

eudaimonic functioning have significantly
different levels of need

satisfaction. This

finding suggests that differences in feelings
of happiness and well-being are associated

with differences in basic need satisfaction.
The

test statistic

strength of the relationship of need satisfaction
with the

Somers’ Vindicates the

outcome

None of the

variable.

need categories have a strong relationship with
eudaimonic functioning, although positive
connection and security appear to have a slightly stronger
association with eudaimonic
functioning than the other need categories. The results
of the analysis are provided in the
table below:

Table

9:

Chi square analysis of eudaimonic functioning

in relation to basic

need

satisfaction
Satisfaction

Ambivalence

Frustration

(percentage)

(percentage)

(percentage)

N-29,001

Eu

Security

47.3

Positive Identity

51.4

Positive Connection

51.4

Autonomy
Effect/Control

As

r

P

d

.168

Eu

Dis

Eu

Dis

3.8

30.0

9.2

29.7

15.8

1141.002

.000

3.6

40.7

5.3

33.2

11.4

650.228

.000

.130

3.6

36.1

6.1

25.4

17.9

1371.024

.000

.185

45.9

4.9

41.3

5.2

37.1

8.8

220.316

.000

.072

45.4

5.0

40.1

5.6

43.0

6.6

70.406

.000

.020

Dis

with bullying, the relationship between basic need fulfillment and eudaimonic

functioning

is

of their lives

likely to

may

be complex. Students

feel safer in school,

affirmed by teachers, and

may

who

feel

happy and capable

enjoy stronger bonds with peers,

in other areas

feel

more

perceive that they have more opportunities for
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self-

expression and participation in class.
In short, positive functioning
in

life

may engender

higher need satisfaction in schools.
At the same time, fulfilling school
experiences can
support happiness and positive
functioning in other

life

domains.

School satisfaction

The outcome
is

scale

most sensitive

to

changes

in basic

need satisfaction/frustration

school satisfaction. This scale reflects
students’ reported satisfaction with
school as

well as their feelings that school

is

a “nice” place to be, a place where they
belong, and a

place where they are not bored. All of
these items reflect perceptions of the school

environment as a whole rather than relationships
with specific groups such as peers or

The inclusion of boredom (and

teachers.

in that

the lack of boredom) in this scale

is

important,

suggests the degree of positive, meaningful
engagement with learning.

it

As with

the previous

two

scales,

I

have divided scores on

groups for analytic purposes. Responses to

this scale are

this scale into three

much more

evenly balanced

than responses to the previous two scales. Roughly
equivalent proportions of students

express both strong satisfaction (23%) and dissatisfaction with
school (19%). The
majority of students express ambivalence toward school: nearly
the moderate range

on the

scale.

The histogram below shows

58%

of students score

in

the different levels of

school satisfaction in relation to the overall distribution of basic needs satisfaction.

As

will explore in further detail below,

more

common

in the

increases.

it

is

evident that low satisfaction with school

is

I

lower range of need satisfaction and nearly vanishes as need satisfaction

The reverse trend occurs with a higher
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level

of school

satisfaction.

Distribution of

School Satisfaction

Figure 16. Levels of school satisfaction across
the distribution of basic need satisfaction

A

chi square analysis using the three levels of
school satisfaction and three levels

of basic need satisfaction (high/medium/low) found

between the two constructs. (The value of
statistic

Somers d

X

is

that there is a significant relationship

4361.06 with df = 4 ,p =

also indicates a significant relationship that

satisfaction

is fairly

robust: r

=

.506,

p=

.00,

between basic need
with a

(.502, .511). Correlations at the national level are

from a high of r =.588
a low of

r

=

in

Canada (with

.412 in Latvia (with a

95%

a

95%

95%

=

(

.349, p

confidence interval for

all statistically

confidence interval for

r

test

as

=

.00).

satisfaction and school

r

of

significant, ranging

confidence interval for
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The

more than twice

is

strong as the relationship of eudaimonic functioing with basic
needs
In the cross-national sample, the correlation

.00).

r

of (.574, .601))

of (.388,

.436)).

to

A

graph of the relationship between
changes

across changes in

mean

basic needs scores,

is

in

mean

given below.

levels

It

of school

shows

satisfaction,

rising levels

of

school satisfaction as need satisfaction
increases.

Changes

Figure 17: Changes in

mean

in

School Satisfaction

school satisfaction across changes in basic need satisfaction

Additional insight can be gained by viewing changes in school
satisfaction in
relation to

changes

in

composite need

satisfaction, as depicted in the

the middle of the graph, the proportions of students

loughly equivalent,

at

about

1

7%. As net need

who

graph below. Near

both like and dislike school are

satisfaction increases past that point,

differences in school satisfaction diverge: the proportion of students that enjoys school
rises as the proportion that dislikes school falls.

right

At a high

end of the graph), dislike of school evaporates

students

who

level

of need satisfaction

to near zero.

Less than

2%

of

experience the high-level satisfaction of five basic need domains will

disenchanted with schooling.
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(the

feel

Changes

in

School Satisfaction

100
J3
r*

Basic Need Composite Score

High Satisfaction

Figure 18: Changes

in levels

of school

BLow

Satisfaction

satisfaction across

changes

in basic

needs

composite scores

On

the opposite end of the continuum,
a high level of need frustration

is

associated with strong distaste for school.
Without satisfaction of basic needs, students
are unlikely to enjoy their school
experience: only

4% of students who

experience no

high-level satisfaction of their basic
psychological needs will feel a high degree of
satisfaction with school.

This

shift is

depicted again in the graph below. Using the

summary

basic needs

score as the X-axis, this graph also contains the
line for a moderate level of need
satisfaction in order to

show

the relative proportions of all three levels of school

satisfaction.
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Changes

in

School Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Low
High

Moderate

Mean Basic Needs Summary Score
Figure 19: Changes in levels of school satisfaction
across changes

in basic

needs

satisfaction

At a general
satisfaction

is

level, the relationship

between need satisfaction and school

intuitively sensible. Psychologists

who have

satisfaction write that, to the extent that social
contexts

studied basic need

do not allow need

satisfaction,

“they will diminish motivation, impair the natural developmental
process, and lead
alienation and poorer performance” (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier,

other words, students will tend to benefit
satisfy their psychological needs.

feel that

For students

rich satisfaction

to agree that school is a setting

p.

333). In

is

not unlike saying that

it

is

that

where they

a place

of their psychological needs. Stated from the

opposite perspective, dissatisfaction with school
frustration

1991,

more from, and enjoy more, environments

they belong and are positively engaged

where they experience a

& Ryan,

to

of basic psychological needs.
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may

reflect, in large

measure, the

The

pattern of association between
need satisfaction and school
satisfaction at a

country level
students

is

depicted in the scatterplot below.

who expenence

satisfaction).

satisfaction

The

satisfaction

scatterplot

and school

shows

of 4-5 needs

The X-axis shows

the percentage of

who

are “rich” i„ need

(i.e„ students

a moderate level

sattsfaction.

It

of relationship between need

also reveals several outliers:
students in Latv,a and

Lithuania, for example, report a
surpnsingly high level of satisfaction
with school, given
the relatively

low levels of rich need

satisfaction they experience.

Students

in

Switzerland, in contrast, feel relatively
disenchanted with school, given their
high levels

of need

satisfaction.

High Need Fulfillment, High School
Satisfaction
50
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Figure 20. Scatterplot of percentage of students “rich” in
basic need satisfaction

To examine
analysis

the relationship

was conducted

to

between variables

determine

if students

who

with school have the same level of need satisfaction
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in

more

detail, a chi

square

are either satisfied or dissatisfied

in

each category of basic needs. As

50

With the other outcomes, the
analysis found that students

have significantly different levels of
need

Table

10:

Positive Identity
Positive Connection

Autonomy
Effect/Control

in relation to school satisfaction

Satisfaction

Ambivalence

Frustration

(percentage)

(percentage)

fnercentaaet

Sat

Security

Dis

and dislike school

like

satisfaction, as detailed in the table
below.

Chi square analysis of need satisfaction

N=29,001

who

2

d

P

x

Sat

Dis

Sat

Dis

27.9

13.8

12.5

24.8

6.9

51.1

2547.060

.000

42.1
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6.9

17.8

17.8

7.7

46.3

4545.322

.000

.340

31.1

13.3

17.1

21.4

10.6

41.5

r 30.9

1620.530

.000

.205

12.8

18.2

19.2

12.7

34.0

1744.15

.000

.214

32.9

11.8

22.2

15.9

16.7

27.4

1243.86

.000

.181

This finding suggests that differences in school
satisfaction are associated with
differences in basic need satisfaction.

The

test statistic

Somers'

d indicates the

of the relationship of need satisfaction with the
outcome variable. The

strength

results suggest that

the category of positive identity has the strongest
relationship with school satisfaction,

followed by security.

As

in the

preceding analyses, the category of effectiveness/control

has the weakest relationship with the outcome measure.

Implications of school satisfaction

There are several important implications of low school satisfaction

upon themes of both

direct

more than 36,000 students

was

the

that touch

and indirect violence. In an analysis of data from a survey of
in

Minnesota, researchers found that school connectedness

most powerful preventive factor

for “acting out” behaviors such as drug use,

drunken driving, and unintended pregnancy (Resnick,

et al., 1993).

For

this analysis, the

construct of “school connectedness” involved school performance and attitude toward

school (school satisfaction).

boys as a protective

factor,

School connectedness proved important for both

girls

more important than family connectedness and family
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and

stress

(involving measures of poverty,
unemployment, and domestic violence).

recommendation

arising

from

this research is that

tor students to experience
belonging

A

schools provide multiple
opportunities

and competence. The researchers
argue for an

tntentionality about relational quality:
“caring as a conscious, explicit quality

pervade the people and programmes that
seek to optimize the
particularly those at highest risk” (Resnick,
Harris,
In a study using data

&

life

must

course of adolescents,

Blum, 1993,

p. S8).

from the 1989-90 version of the HBSC,
researchers from

Wales and Australia found similar linkages between
school
behaviors (Nutbeam, Smith, Moore,

& Bauman,

1993).

alienation and problematic

They point out

that, in general,

alienation from family and school involves
greater likelihood of “health-damaging”

behavior (1993,

p.

S25).

An

analysis of the

HBSC

data from 12 nations found that

alienation from school had the strongest relationship
with

among

students.

They

smoking and drunkenness

also found that the strength of the relationship

between alienation

and destructive behaviors progresses as the degree of alienation
increases (Nutbeam,
Smith, Moore,

&

Bauman, 1993). They conclude

positive school experience are far

enhancing behavior” (1993,

p.

more

S29).

likely to

that

“young people who have a more

engage

in socially acceptable health-

In this sense, school satisfaction

is

interconnected

with the notion of positive peace.

The
To review

the

outcome data

of graphs, each including the three

mean

relationships in review

in relation to basic

need

outcome measures. The

satisfaction,

first

I

present a series

graph depicts changes

in

scores for the outcome measures, across changes in basic need satisfaction. The Y-
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axis on the graph extends from
0 through

of the outcome

20

in

order to accommodate the
different ranges

scales.

Changes

Outcome Means

in

Outcome
Bullying

Eudaimonic
School satisfaction

Figure 21: Changes

in

mean outcome

scores in relation to changes in basic need

satisfaction

With an extended Y-axis,
changes

in basic needs, since the

bullying, the

mean

the

mean

mean

score for bullying appears stable across

for bullying ranges only

for school satisfaction rises sharply as

from

0-5.

need satisfaction increases.

School satisfaction demonstrates the strongest correlation with basic need

The

correlation of eudaimonic functioning with basic needs satisfaction

moderate, although the graph shows

how eudaimonic

is

satisfaction.

more

functioning increases gradually as

basic need satisfaction increases across the sample population.
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In contrast to

In the

sample population, a large number
of students report

a

moderate

level

of

baste need satisfaetton. Nearly
fifty percent of students
experience a net satisfact.on
of
3 needs. Within this range, the

changes
larger

in

outcomes occur

changes

in

outcome measures do not

at the

higher and lower ends of the
distribution. Because

outcomes occur among

relatively small groups

scores are not as strongly influenced
as they

more prevalent among

shift substantially;
greater

would

be,

were

of students, the mean

shifts in

outcome responses

students in the center of the distribution.

Changes

in

Positive

Outcomes

Outcome
Nonaggressive

High Eudaimonic

Like School

Figure 22: Changes in

The graph above
basic need satisfaction,

mean positive outcomes
summary score

across changes in basic needs

depicts changes in the proportion of students, at each level of

who

report peace-oriented outcomes.

nonaggressive students rises from approximately

extreme frustration of needs

to

40% among

The proportion of
students

who

experience

more than 70% among students who experience
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the rich

1

satisfaction of needs.

While

eudaimonic functioning

relatively stable in the

rises steadily as

mid-range of need

satisfaction,

need satisfaction increases. This finding

suggests the strength of the relationship
between progressively higher need satisfaction

and students perceived quality of life,
well-being, and capacity development.
Unlike the

two outcome measures, school

first

satisfaction

is

sensitive to changes in basic need

satisfaction across different levels of need
satisfaction.

At low

almost no students express satisfaction with school
while
satisfaction,

approximately

outcome measures,
students

who

60-70 /o once
still

there

is

70% of students

be students

feel

express satisfaction.

Among the

happy and capable, and do not bully others

basic needs are satisfied.

who

high levels of need

three

a convergence at the right end of the X-axis: the
proportion of

like school, feel

all

at

levels of need satisfaction,

Even when

all

needs are

lies

between

satisfied, there will

ambivalent about school.

Similar dynamics appear in a graph of changes in negative outcomes.
Distaste for
school, bullying, and eudaimonic disfunction
frustration ol their basic needs.

Among

students

needs, on the other hand, there are very few
lives.

5%

Low

all rise

who

levels of eudaimonic functioning

among

who

students

who

report greater

report rich satisfaction of basic

dislike school or feel

unhappy with

and school satisfaction converge

at

their

roughly

or less at the end ot the X-axis. Bullying behavior, however, does not disappear, even

as students experience rich need satisfaction.

These patterns are depicted below:
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Changes

in

Negative Outcomes

Outcome
Bullies

Eudaimonic Disfunction

Dislike school

Figure 23: Changes in

mean

negative outcomes across changes in basic
needs
satisfaction

Another way of depicting the association of need
changes

in

outcomes

is

shown

in the

frustration/fulfillment with

graph below. This graph shows the relation of

negative outcomes to changes in basic need frustration.
The number of basic needs
frustrated

axis.

As

moves from 0 (no

frustration

frustration) to 5

becomes more

(comprehensive frustration) across the X-

frequent, the proportion of students

who

dislike

school rises sharply, while the prevalence of bullying and
eudaimonic disfunction also
increase.

The

transition

in the negative

problematic

from 4

to 5 frustrations is associated

with particularly large jumps

outcomes, suggesting that need frustration becomes particularly

when

frustration

is all

that students experience in school.
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Negative Consequences of Need
Frustration
90

80

Negative Outcome
[

l

Eudaimonic Disfunction
Bullies

Dislike School

None

Number

of Basic

Need

Frustrations

Figure 24: Percentage of negative outcomes

As noted

earlier, the data

used in

at different levels

this analysis

of need

frustration

does not support causal arguments

about the relationship between basic need
satisfaction/ffustration and various outcomes.

The

factors involved in bullying, quality

complex and extend
and

further,

far

beyond the small

of life, and school satisfaction are highly
set

of survey items included

in this analysis,

beyond the limited sphere of school experience. The preceding

analysis

confirms that complexity and suggests that an analysis of
basic need satisfaction
education

is

That

a partial and limited

way of approaching

said, another conclusion

I

would

like to

in

the formation of a culture of peace.

draw from

this analysis is that

progressively higher levels of basic need satisfaction are associated
with a higher

proportion of peace-oriented outcomes. The right side of the

summary graphs

the expansion of positive peace: as basic need satisfaction increases,
there

proportion of nonaggressive students, students
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who

is

represent

a higher

enjoy school, and students

who

enjoy

the.r lives

and

feel capable.

and experience

less indirect violence against
their well-being.

on the other hand,

who experience
students

who

and alienated

Students on this side of the graph
commit less aggression

is

The

associated with social and psychological
toxicity:

greater need frustration, there are
proportionally

feel

left

unhappy with

their lives

more

side of the graph,

among

students

bullies,

more

and helpless, and more students

who

are bored

at school.

In short, basic

need satisfaction

is

associated with an expansion of positive
peace.
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CHAPTER 9
LEARNING TO BE SATISFIED WITH VIOLENCE:
CONTINUING THE CONSTRUCTION OF BASIC NEEDS
INDICATORS
The imperialist venture of bombing Kosovo
is replicated in the call
for increased
discipline, mostly in inner cities, which
followed the Colombine massacre.

—Kenneth Saltman

An

analysis of empirical data can ground one’s
theoretical speculations and

moderate claims about the importance of one’s work.
The preceding chapters have done
just that, clarifying for

applied to the

HBSC

me

the empirical limitations of the basic needs
framework, as

Yet there

data.

is

always more to the story than the data alone can

tell.

In this chapter,

indicators.

I

first

I

reach beyond the data to conclude

my discussion

touch briefly upon ways in which experiences that

can support a peacebuilding agenda

and related research. From

there,

I

in education,

of basic needs

fulfill

basic needs

based on insights from peace education

attempt to connect educational experiences to broader

issues of militarization and globalization. This discussion seeks to bridge a
psychological

perspective to peacebuilding in education with a critical social perspective. Lastly,

I

will

elaborate further ideas for the implications and construction of indicators grounded in a

basic needs framework.

To

begin,

I

suggest that the meaning of basic need fulfillment in students’

experiences extends beyond the limitations of the indicators and their relationships with
the available

outcome

data.

satisfaction in schools that

There are several important potential outcomes of basic need

do not appear as items
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in the

HBSC

survey. Opportunities to

express one’s views in a
critical,

spirit

of dialogue, for example,

engaged citizenship which

is

a core

is

a foundation for the kind
of

dimension of violence prevention,
broadly

understood. In particular, participation
in rule-making provides
youth with important

experience in establishing norms of
positive social interaction (Flagan
In his

work on caring schools, Staub (2003a) has
suggested

making

is

that participation in rule-

an essential ingredient to promote feelings
of efficacy and commitment

positive interaction. Active

bystanders

who might

defense of victims

efhcacy

& Faison, 2001).

engagement

in

rule-making can “enlarge the pool of potential

intervene and object to instances of
intolerance and

who

are being ostracized” (Flanagan

in the construction

to

& Faison.

of the social norms of school

that students will act as positive bystanders,
both inside

life

2001,

come

p. 7).

to the

A sense of

can increase the likelihood

and outside school, by resisting

destructive events and acting on behalf of others’
welfare.
Similarly, classrooms that emphasize the authority
of the teacher and the passivity
of students can provide training in obedience before
authority and reinforce a sense of

powerlessness to change circumstances. Discussing traditional pedagogy

Rosandic argues

that a transmission

approach

to teaching “contributes to the

homogenization of students' minds and deprives them of responsibility
(2000, p.

1

6).

As

for their actions”

a social space, an authoritarian classroom offers no opportunity for

practicing self-assertion and negotiation

conflict.

in Serbia,

—

skills central to constuctive

engagement with

Educators concerned with peace often point out that schools can be a place

where students experience and practice the behaviors associated with
violence and the promotion of positive relationships.
the context of classrooms that

model

When

civic participation
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the prevention of

basic needs are fulfilled in

and inclusion, students gain

capacities for peaceful living. This

theme

will be elaborated further in
the second section

of the dissertation.
In research about the

(2001) report that students

more committed
here, Flanagan

to

development of civic values

who

community

felt that

Flanagan and Faison

teachers promoted a civic ethos at school
were

service and promoting social equality.

and Faison mean a climate

are encouraged to express their

in youth,

own

in

which students

By

“civic ethos”

are treated equally, students

opinions, and students respect each

other—a kind of

climate that would also involve a high level of
basic need fulfillment. These researchers
also cite other studies in

which a

civil

pedagogy was associated with

better civic

94
competencies, including ability to analyze issues and appreciate
diverse perspectives.

Learning

to

be satisfied with violence

In the past, research into student experiences

and school climate has often

attempted to determine predictors of student achievement. This research
tradition tends
to take

exists.

an apolitical stance vis-a-vis the larger social-political context

The separation of school climate research from

in

critical analysis

reflect the disciplinary fragmentation within education: research

which schooling
of schooling

may

on students’ experiences

often belongs to the field of school psychology, whereas social critique belongs to the

educational sociologists and critical theorists.

94

Civil treatment in school may be all the more salient for members of minority groups. As
Flanagan and Faison (2001 ) point out from research in the United States, youth extrapolate their
value and opportunities for participation in the society at large from their experiences of

marginalization, especially in state institutions.

The implication

schools for youth from disadvantaged social groups

members of more

may

is

that basic

need satisfaction

be even more important than

privileged groups in building capacities for civic engagement and
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it

is

trust.

for

in

As an

exploration of how education can
contribute to peacebuilding, this
project

attempts to bridge that gap by embedding
empirical analysis within a larger
critique.

Beyond examining
students’ lives,

may be

I

the linkage of need frustration/fulfillment
with specific outcomes in

would

like to suggest that the frustration

of basic needs

in

education

linked to a larger agenda of preparing
students for supporting militarization
and

consumption. Understanding basic need frustration
in education

is

a

way of

understanding the psychological and cultural
substrata that underlies more visible
structures of violence in the world.

Critical theorists

have drawn connections between the practices of schooling
and

public acceptance ot militarization and corporate-influenced
foreign policy. In the

United States, a group of critics has recently written about
the movement toward
education as enforcement

ways

in

which education

militarization

is

(Saltman, 2003). This term

World Order, market capitalism and democracy

By

meant

to

convey the various

serving, and being shaped by, the larger agenda of

and corporate globalization, particularly

social organization.

is

extension,

all

in the

United States. In the

New

are touted as the only possible system of

social institutions

and practices should be aligned

with the ideals of a market-oriented neo-liberalism (Saltman, 2003). The expansion of
high-stakes testing and private control of public schools are part of this trend. The

purpose of schooling becomes increasingly focused on preparing students for uncritical
acceptance of authority and economic competitiveness
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—a competitiveness

that

ultimately serves corporate interests
and deepens patterns of economic
injustice
95

globally.

This critique has implications for a basic
needs perspective on students’
experiences in school. The trajectory suggested
by the notion of “education as

enforcement"

is

one of decreasing satisfaction of basic psychological
needs. Efforts

to

increase security in schools through the installation
of metal detectors, security guards.
etc.

amounts

to

what Max-Neef would

satisfaction that actually

metal detector

at the

call a

“pseudo-satisfier”— the appearance of

undermines more authentic

entrance to a school

satisfaction.

Walking through a

likely to raise suspicion, fear,

is

and erode

trust

96

(Aronson, 2002).

The erosion of trust

in others that students experience in schools is

preparation for a fear- and militarization-oriented
also

draws a

parallel

between government

life

as adults (Weber, 2003).

calls for citizens to

and school administrators who encourage students

activity

to

be vigilant for

& Faison, 2001).

terrorist

monitor each other and

report deviation from established norms. Without trust and solidarity, there

motivation for civic engagement (Flanagan

Webber

is

lower

Reinforcing a sense of

insecurity in school serves a larger agenda of insecurity that enables continuation of
a

perpetual “war on terror”.

The
agenda

95

frustration

of basic psychological needs,

that prepares students for a violent

world

in

in other

which

words,

is

a pedagogical

insecurity, disconnection, and

.

In this context,
statistics is the

it is

not surprising that one of the key suppliers and distributors of educational

OECD,

an organization dedicated to advancing western economic interests and

expanding markets.
96

One of the more popular
is

practices in

some American high

requiring students to use transparent plastic backpacks

monitors.

By assuming

in

schools, according to

order to

make

Weber

(2003),

their contents visible to

criminality, such practices constrain student trust in each other and

systems of surveillance and control more subtle.
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make

lack of control are normalized.

97

Whether or not

argument cannot be answered by the

HBSC

there

is

an empirical basis for

this

A broader inquiry would be

data alone.

required to examine linkages between
schooling practices, social values, and
institutional
structures that

promote or undermine peace, understood both
negatively and

Nevertheless,

One of the
school

may

is

issues raised

envision

by

my work here

as a small opening into such exploration.

this study is the possibility that basic

needs frustration

in

linked to agendas of direct and indirect violence
at larger levels. This critique

be most

however,

I
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positively.

it

fitting in the

is

United States

at the

moment. Beyond

the United Sates,

clear that this linkage does not run only in
one direction. Larger social

dislocations can permeate the lives of teachers and

and disconnection

in school

communities.

It is

may

generate feelings of insecurity

not surprising that several of the countries

highest in levels of need frustration in this analysis (such
as the Czech Republic and

Russia) have been undergoing wrenching economic and social
transitions in the postSoviet era. (A later chapter explores this issue using qualitative data
from

my research

in

Montenegro.)

At the same time,
satisfaction in schools

my

analysis of the

might be

at

HBSC

data suggests that basic need

odds with need satisfaction

in society.

The data

indicate that Israeli students experience a relatively high level of need satisfaction,

the highest in the sample group of countries.

However.

Israeli students

among

experience a very

97

In their research

valuing that

may

on basic needs, Deci and Ryan (2000a) have also pointed toward differences
from basic need frustration. They suggest that greater levels of need

frustration are associated with materialism

social status

in

result

—a dynamic

and extrinsic motivation based on gains

that can support increasing

in financial

or

consumption and economic growth.

98

One avenue
efforts to

to

such exploration might be to link basic need fulfillment

measure

social capital across cultures.
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in

schools with various

low

level

of eudaimonic functioning,

i.e.,

low

levels of happiness coupled
with feelings

of hopelessness and isolation. Such
responses may
in Israel

and the despair

that

youth

reflect the

feel in the context

deep inter-group tensions

of ongoing social tension and

99

Much more nuanced

violence.

understanding of schooling in Israel would
be needed to

interpret this finding with confidence.

On the

surface,

it

points to a question: in Israel and

perhaps other locations, do schools serve as
an “oasis,” a place where students find
solidarity

and support amid surrounding turmoil? Could
such schools serve as a resource

for resilience, a buffer against the stress
of living in a violent environment?

common

for schools to mirror the level

The
Overall,

of psychological

Or

is it

frustration that surrounds

more

them?

satisfaction of indicator construction

my intention

is

not to advocate that indicators grounded in a basic
needs

framework supplant other educational

indicators.

Monitoring the quality of need

satisfaction in schools can enlarge the spectrum of available
indicators

and illuminate

aspects of experience that are otherwise blocked from view.
Understanding students’

perceptions can complement the counting of how schools are doing (in terms
of academic

achievement) with insights into what schools are doing (Epstein, 1981). Without
diminishing the importance of specific academic

skills,

my argument

is

that such skills

are best understood within a larger spectrum of human competencies and capacities.
This
larger spectrum

is

crystallized

commission which

by the framework proposed by the 1996 Delores

articulated a four-pronged learning

agenda for the

future: learning to
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As noted

earlier, the

HBSC

Israeli students’ feelings

survey data used in this project was originally collected in 1997/98.
of security and eudaimonic functioning may have worsened since then.
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know, learning

to do, learning to be,

Commission on Education

and learning

to live together (International

for the Twenty-first Century,
1996).

But why are indicators related

to basic

needs necessary?

If

well students are “learning to be"
and “learning to live together,”

we want

why

while attention to "outcomes”

through a theoretical framework.

is critical, it is

As

I

know how

not simply monitor

bullying or take an occasional survey
on school satisfaction? At one level,
that

to

I

would argue

also useful to approach such outcomes

discussed in an earlier chapter, indicator data
often

masquerade as being “theory-free.” The assumptions
and paradigms

—

social,

psychological, economic, spiritual, political—that
underlie the choices of indicators and
their

meaning

One of my purposes

are hidden.

here

is to

bring a theoretical framework to

the surface of dialogue about what matters in
education, rather then leaving

beneath the data.

And

for

me, the value of a basic needs approach

is

that

it

it

submerged

opens a broad

dialogue about the meaning and purpose of education,
while also pointing to specific
practices that can

make

a difference for students' sense of security, identity,
connection,

autonomy, and effectiveness. Basic needs indicators can help learning
communities
understand key dimensions of students experiences more clearly and take
action to

improve basic need

compromise

satisfaction in certain

need categories

in

ways

that

does not

the satisfaction of other needs.

The dilemma

raised

by a basic needs approach, however,

anticipated by the theoretical

framework may not materialize

is

that the relationships

in analysis

of the

data.

As

discussed in chapter eight, the correlations between indicators of need satisfaction,

eudaimonic functioning, and aggression are not particularly strong
this

may

reflect the quality

of the available

data.
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in this dataset.

The concept of basic need

In part,

satisfaction

is

larger

and more encompassing than the available
data;

in other words, the indicators
are

not as rich a representation of the
concepts as they might be. With further
research into
the

meaning of basic need

satisfaction in schools and

development of more specialized

instruments, the indicators could be improved.

But even

it

the data

were expanded and improved, school remains
one of many

contexts in which a given individual's basic
needs

may be

Understanding students' school-based experiences,
alone,
attitudes

and values

that are multi-determined.

dimension of students’

lives

more

fully

is

unlikely to fully explain

Yet by placing students’ school-based

experiences within a basic needs framework, researchers
critical

frustrated or satisfied.

may

and then begin

better understand

to construct a

one

more

holistic

analysis of need satisfaction in a given society or
community.

Indicating educational transformation
Ultimately, one of the primary values of a basic needs approach to
educational
indicators

may

not

lie in

predicting bullying or other forms of aggression. For me,

indicators of basic need satisfaction are also useful as guides to educational
change. For

teachers and students, those indicators

may

be quite close

at

hand. For instance, an

indicator of positive identity might involve the existence of student-drawn art or

maps on

classroom walls. Indicators of positive connection might involve the frequency of small-

group activity

in class or the existence

effectiveness/control

is

particularly powerful in opening a range of questions about

students' roles as authors of their

learning environments.

of peer-tutoring practices. The category of

own

The evidence

learning agendas and as architects of their

for such indicators
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might come from

self-

own

monitoring

among

students of specific observable
events: class meetings held to
discuss

rules; use ot readings or
activities suggested

by students themselves,

facilitated

by students; number of class
discussions

00
etc

.'

At the

might be asked about the space for
teachers

level

of the school,

to experience a sense

related questions

of effectiveness/control
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i

,

in school governance.

Over

time, indicators ot basic needs are likely
to

pedagogical practices.
for instance,

would be

show

sensitivity to

changes

in

A shift from teacher-oriented to collaborative learning strategies,
likely to result in higher levels

of positive connection among

students and potentially stronger feelings of
autonomy. Similarly, changes in disciplinary
practices such as ending corporal punishment
of students—

many countries—could be expected
At another
differences

greater

level, basic

among

to generate

needs indicators

likely to

improvements
at

still

in basic

common

in

needs indicators.

a national level could highlight

various forms of basic education. Alternative schools—
schools with

community involvement and more

would be

a practice

show higher

Similarly, schools that

levels

learning-friendly pedagogical practices

of basic need satisfaction than

implement practices

traditional schools.

to better support girls' education

would

also
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of the influence of physical space on the quality of learning environments,
Lackney (1999) suggests a set of indicators that could be used by students themselves to assess
In a discussion

their classrooms.

following:

where

I

sit

Several of those indicators resonate with a basic needs approach, including the
have a place of my own where I can keep my things” (security); “I get to choose
(autonomy); "The furniture in my room is arranged to help us work together easily”

“I

(connection); "I get to help decide

"There are places for

An

me

how

to display

our room will be arranged” (effectiveness/control);

my work” (positive

approach to school reform, grounded

complimentary approach

identity).

in a slightly different,

to basic needs, can be

found

in the

although ultimately

work of Glasser (1992). He argues

environments will result in greater student happiness and suggests methods
such as cooperative learning and collaborative school governance.

that need-fulfilling
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be expected to show higher levels
of need satisfaction, particularly for
female students.

Such indicators could inform policy dialogue
about the value of particular innovations.

At the same time, basic needs indicators
might

also point to the psychologically

corrosive impact of changes in practice
or policy. The introduction of
high-stakes testing
or surveillance cameras in classrooms
might lead to a diminished sense of security
for
students. Indicators rooted in a basic
needs
are toxic to well-being

framework would warn against changes

all

that

and general satisfaction with school. Basic needs
indicators could

point to the negative consequences of initiatives
with narrow goals that do not take

account of the integrity of learners as

human

beings with comprehensive needs. In other

words, a set ol basic needs indicators provides a broad
framework of human well-being
against

which

potential reforms could be evaluated.

To be more powerful

tools of peacebuilding in education, indicators of basic

needs in education would serve as a topic of discussion within
school communities. Such
discussion might involve multiple forms of data. Students and teachers
might be invited
to reflect

on cross-national survey data available

dialogue about

how their own

own

for their

country and engage in

experiences relate to the data. Such dialogue could focus

on the meanings of security or autonomy

in that setting

—

discussion which might suggest

concrete indicators to be used for that setting that are responsive to specific cultural forms

of need satisfaction.
Indicators grounded in a basic needs perspective could open a fresh dialogue in

learning communities. Such dialogue could focus on questions such as these: to what

extent should students and teachers have control over choices of learning processes and

materials?

What

are the sources of insecurity for students (especially girls and
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members

of non-majority groups)?

among

students?

learners

How

How well

well are schools nurturing cooperative,
caring relations

are schools supporting students’
identities as effective

and constructive social actors?

These are the questions

that

can lead to improvements

in the quality

of learning

environments that build positive peace. These
questions would not be reserved for

managers and policymakers, but be rooted
students.

The

indicator data

would be

in dialogue locally

with parents, teachers, and

grist for that dialogue, in

an action research

approach.

When

students can engage in critical reflection on violence
and peace within their

most immediate

institutional context, the school, they

their experience

and extend

lives

that understanding to larger structures

(Brock-Utne, 1989). In suggesting

Harmanson

(

1

this,

I

of violence in their

return to the notion advanced by Bryk and

994), that the value of indicator data lies not in facilitating monitoring and

management, but

Or so

can deepen their understanding of

in fueling

dialogue about social

that's the ideal

education project

is

I

espouse.

The

realities.

realpolitik of this approach in a nonformal

the topic of the next section of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER

10

ON THE ROAD TO MONTENEGRO
Introduction

With

this chapter,

I

open a new section of the

dissertation. In the first section.

I

explored the use of a basic needs framework for the
development of alternative indicators
in

formal education.

peaceful

My purpose was to

and peacebuilding

explore

how

a concern for education as a

—

enterprise might be operationalized. Holding that

overarching purpose, this next section takes a different approach to the
exploration.
In the following chapters,

I

will describe

my collaborative research with Catholic

Relief Services-Montenegro in September of 2002. During that month.

fieldwork in collaboration with

CRS'

educational program.

their education

CRS

staff members

My purpose was to

I

conducted

on the experiences of participants

in

suggest indicators for peacebuilding in

program, informed by the notion of basic psychological needs.

The following questions

crystallize the central

problems of this section of the

dissertation:

•

How

does an

NGO know that its w’ork with youth contributes to the formation

of a culture ofpeace?
•

How do students experience fulfillment of basic needs through their
participation in an education/peacebuilding project?

•

How can qualitative research support the development of indicators for
project monitoring

I

and evaluation?

will revisit these questions, in turn, in the subsequent chapters. Before

with a more detailed introduction of the second section, however,
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I

would

I

proceed

like to briefly

sketch

so,

1

its

similarities

hope

these

to

and differences with the

first

section of the dissertation.

provide a transition between the
sections and highlight the ways

two approaches

to the exploration

of indicators complement each

By doing
in

which

other.

Juxtaposing the tw o parts of the dissertation

The

first

section ot the dissertation focuses
on this question: to what extent do

students experience basic need
satisfaction in school?

To answer

ask students to unpack their
understandings of basic needs or

meaning of connection or autonomy
from the

HBSC

in their lives at school.

that question,

tell stories

Instead,

I

I

did not

about the

took available data

survey as indicators of basic need satisfaction
within the experience

(“process") of schooling and then examined
the quality of need satisfaction in
schools
cross-nationally.

Based on relevant psychological theory,

I

analyzed the relationships of

need satisfaction with aggressive behavior, positive
well-being, and school

The

first

satisfaction.

section ol the dissertation focuses on school-related
experiences, on the

premise that international educational indicators have
not paid significant attention
satisfaction of basic needs in schools.

to the

My purpose is to make a global argument about

alternative educational indicators, in relation to the
agenda of building a culture of peace.
I

am making

a global argument, and

I

do not offer any insights

problems of peacebuilding or peace education
In this second section

into the

meanings or

in a particular place.

of the dissertation,

I

take a different approach to

understanding basic need fulfillment and the construction of indicators. Rather than

keeping

my distance, jump

with the

staff

I

in.

I

enter the story as a researcher, working in collaboration

of CRS-Montenegro. Together,

we asked

students directly about their

experiences of connection, effectiveness, and positive identity within the context of the
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CRS

project.

document

The interviews and workshops
with students attempted

their experiences,

to explore

and

through the thematic lens of
basic psychological needs.

this sense, the research
process

In

attempted to provide a grounded
understanding of basic

need satisfaction, within the context
of this particular education

project.

Such an

understanding adds depth and complexity
to the discussion of need
satisfaction

in the

dissertation as a whole.

Catholic Relief Services was interested
in understanding

how

its

youth project

contributed to peacebuilding in
Montenegro. “Peacebuilding” seemed an
abstract and
elusive concept;

phenomena

CRS-Montenegro wanted

that could be readily

to refine that abstraction

observed and monitored.

and identify

My inquiry into the

experience of the youth participants provided
a basis for identifying such indicators.
addition,

their

it

suggested practical ways in which the

CRS

staff could continue to

In

monitor

work.

Geographically, the two sections of the dissertation
cover different, though

neighboring regions. The

some

of

which

fall

first

section involves data from a variety of European
nations,

under the rubric of “transitional societies”

in the post-Soviet era.

second section moves toward the outer edges of Eastern
Europe,
that balanced for years

restricted to the

on the edge of a violent

conflict.

to

Montenegro, a place

Whereas the

first

section

bounded world of the school, the second section moves out

community through

a non-formal education program. In this way,

—an

addressing issues of inter-group conflict
international politics

The

it

comes

is

into the

closer to

issue set against the backdrop of

and the response of a particular

the problem of peacebuilding in the Balkans.
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relief

and development agency

to

One of the

limitations of the data used in
the first section of the
dissertation, from

a peace-oriented perspective,

The

HBSC

is its

lack of information related to
students as social actors.

survey did not include items about
students’ activities in their
communities or

social attitudes (especially about
groups other than their own).

survey,

is

it

Using the data from the

not possible to explore associations
between basic need satisfaction and

constructive social participation. For
CRS-Montenegro, building students’ capacities
for
constructive social participation

enabled

me to

is

a key goal of their youth project. The
research process

ask questions about students’ attitudes and
actions regarding social

participation. This approach enables
in a

broader arena than in the

As

how

to consider

need satisfaction and peacebuilding

section of the dissertation.

a whole, the dissertation explores two different
approaches to understanding

education contributes to a culture of peace. Part of
my interest in exploring two

diflerent approaches

first

first

me

section

is that

is

taking on different roles as a researcher.

of an analyst removed from the data collection process.

“number crunching" without any personal
however,
a student

empty

I

refused to answer a question on the

cell in the database.

The

statistical

analysis. In contrast, a person

who

has an affect on me.

if I've

I

wonder

simply boring or ignorant.

can enjoy

I

relationship to the data. In the second section,

enter as an actor in the process of generating data.

who

My standpoint in the

HBSC

software

offers an

filters

The

the

empty response

empty
to

as a researcher and

in the research process.
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is

palpable:

survey appears merely as an

my

asked the question poorly or

My own identity,

difference

cell out

of the

final

interview question

if

my questions are

human

being,

is at

play

I

chose to conduct qualitative research
because

m the faces of other people.
this

kind of research might

researcher.

I

wanted

flipcharts, coffee,

was

part

to see

1

fit

wanted
within

how

to

my own

and conversations

of a strategy for satisfying

dimly knew as somehow

me

to

meet

my questions

in

how

unfolding story as an educator and

collaborative inquiry works in live-action,
with

all its

a Landrover. In a sense, undertaking
this effort

my own needs— for creating an

effective professionally, and for expanding

I

forced

hear students’ stories and better
understand

researcher, for working autonomously,
for creating

world

it

my

new

connections, for being more

understanding of reality to a part of the

falling in the categoiy
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identity as a

of “post-conflict”.

CHAPTER

11

POST-CONFLICT CAPPUCCINO:

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH ON BASIC NEEDS AND
PEACEBUILDING
Introduction

Every research project has a history entangled
with the

life

circumscribed by a variety of constraints on the ground.
Research
story, particularly within the positivist
research tradition.

sifted out

of the researcher and
articles rarely tell that

In that tradition, the self

is

of the research narrative. In qualitative research, however,
reflexive

commentary on

the research story

is

more common, even encouraged. The

qualitative

research tradition encourages reflexivity, viewing the
researcher as a learner (Rossman

RaUis, 2003). The researcher’s openness in discussing his
in the project enables the reader to

come

to

own

&

position and experience

more informed and nuanced

interpretations of

the research findings.

Because
Relief Services,

this section

it

of the dissertation focuses on

seems appropriate

for

me

my collaboration

to briefly explain the genesis

with CRS. Following that introduction of my research project,
additional introduction to the situation in

Montenegro, with a special focus on the

Montenegro

status

It

latter

tells the story

of my work

will provide an

1999 and the work of CRS

in

of youth and formal education, as a

backdrop for understanding the agency’s rationale for

The

in

I

with Catholic

its

nonformal youth program.

half of this chapter provides an overview of the research methodology.

of how the research process took place, focusing on the evolution of the

research approach. This part of the chapter also addresses the limitations of the research.
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including issues of sampling and
translation. At the end of this
chapter,
chapters to follow. Those chapters will
take the form of what

My effort to

study."

framing

my

identify indicators useful to

CRS

is

I

will call a “nested case

one layer of the case study,

genesis of the research

The idea of conducting research with a Catholic
Relief Services

me

during a

January of 2002.
research abroad.

visit to the

Up
I

CRS

until that time,

was

I

had been unsuccessful

also concerned that

not conduct research that

fieldwork for

CRS.

If

I

would serve

my dissertation? was
I

I

CRS

in obtaining funding for

and give

in

me

interested in education

mind, a solution appeared:

an opportunity to conduct

and peacebuilding; so was

CRS

ot the education staff in the

a brief research proposal and submitted

office in

I

it

to several

benefit.

CRS

CRS

global headquarters,

I

prepared

education offices in the Eastern

did not choose a particular field office; the office chose me. The

Montenegro accepted

Montenegro

would

education projects that

02

1

linked education and peacebuilding, both parties

Europe region.

first

lacked experience working in the field with

could conduct qualitative research with one of the

With the support

project

global headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland
in

an international development agency. With those
problems

why

preview the

inquiry into the experiences of the
youth council members.

The

struck

I

for the

my proposal,

and we agreed

month of September, 2002.

that

I

would work

CRS

in

A month-long research period

fit

within

102
I understood "benefit" both in terms of intellectual and financial resources.
Without funding
conduct research internationally I needed to find a way to reduce the cost of international field
work. My offer to CRS was one of reciprocity: in exchange for living expenses and

to

organizational support,

1

would cover costs

to travel to
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Montenegro.

a

number of constraints including

commitments on

the end of the fiscal year for

would work closely with me

to

as a collaborative endeavor, in

me

my own work

gam

CRS

staff with

with data that could be incorporated into

CRS

CRS

staff

an opportunity to identify key

greater insight into participants’
perspectives

August of 2002, the

which the

develop the research agenda and gather
data. Such a

relationship had the advantage of providing

providing

and

the university campus.

The research was proposed

questions and

CRS

education staff provided

me

on

their project while

my dissertation.

During July and

with several project documents that

outlined the project rationale. Based on this
material, further dialogue about research

took place via e-mail.

priorities

Initial

methodological questions were raised, and

then agreed that the research agenda would be
developed in more detail after
in

Montenegro during the

first

it

was

my arrival

week of September 2002.

Further description of the research strategy will be outlined
later in this chapter.

now turn
and,

to a brief discussion

more

of the background for CRS’ involvement

specifically, the rationale for their

The

distant backdrop:

Rome

and

political

maps of prior

and Constantinople

in the 12

th

Montenegro

youth project.

Montenegro on the brink of war

Ethnic conflicts in the Balkan region can be traced, in
religious

in

centuries.

The

part, to the shifting

religious power-struggle between

century resulted in an “East/West” divide, with

Slovenes, Croats, and Bosnians falling under the sway of the

Roman

church, while Serbs,

Montenegrins, and Macedonians becoming part of the Orthodox church (Neufelt,

McCann,

&

Cilliers, 2000).

I

Later, in the 15

th

century, the entire region
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—with

the

03
exception of Montenegro-was
controlled by the Ottoman empire.'

As

the

Ottoman

Empire dissolved, the various Slavic
peoples were divided by religion-a
foundation of
identity divisions in recent decades
(Neufelt,

Formed

end of the

after the

through

much of the 20 th

politics.

During the

first

McCann,

& Cilliers, 2000).

World War, Yugoslavia was held together

century by a strong socialist state that
suppressed identity

socialist period, ethnicity

was subordinated

emphasis on social equality and cohesion made

it

to class identity.

The

unacceptable to discuss conflict

(Corkalo, 2000). After the socialist government
collapsed, Yugoslavia eventually
disintegrated into a series of violent struggles
over territory and identity.

was fomented by

commemorate
resulted in

a speech given in 1989 by Serbian President
Milosevic to

the

600

th

anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo, a loss to the
Ottomans that

500 years of Turkish domination

ignite Serbian nationalism,

in the region.

new

Milosovic used the occasion to

and over the course of the coming years wars were fought

Slovenia, Croatia, and, most painfully, Bosnia.
federation, a

The upheaval

As

Federal Republic of Yugoslav

those republics broke

(FRY) was formed

away from

in

the

in 1992, consisting

of

Serbia and Montenegro. That same year, the United Nations imposed
sanctions on the

FRY. The

sanctions brought a period of severe economic hardship in Montenegro.

Hyperinflation of up to three million percent occurred in 1993, leading to a massive
104

devaluation of the currency.

103

Throughout the period of Turkish domination. Montenegro remained an independent enclave,
of constant military vigilance against Turkish incursion. A folk tradition developed in
which bravery and valor in battle was highly prized, especially among men.
in a state

One of the CRS
salary in 1993

staff

members who previously worked

was just enough

to

buy coffee.
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as a teacher told

me

that her

monthly

War

never erupted

in

Montenegro proper. However.
Montenegro became

engulfed more directly in the
Balkan cnsis in

Montenegro borders Kosovo,

1

998-99 due

as can be seen in this

to its

proximtty to Kosovo

map:

Serbia and Montenegro
Romania

\

Figure 25:

Map

Kosovo, a province of Serbia

of Serbia and Montenegro

at the time,

had a population

was 90%

ethnic

Albanian. Seeking autonomy from Serbian
domination, the Kosovar Liberation

Army

that

clashed with Serb forces in 1998. Refugees
began to flow out of Kosovo. Serb violence
against ethnic Albanians (“ethnic cleansing”)
began that winter, foreshadowed by an
effort

among Serbian government

officials to centralize vital records

of the ethnic

Albanian population for quick destruction (Beeman,
1999).

Continued Serb aggression against the ethnic Albanian population
airstrikes against Serbia in

March of 1999. The heavy bombing

led to

NATO

lasted 78 days, as

thousands more refugees crossed into Montenegro, Albania, and
Macedonia. More than

800,000 Kosovan Albanians are estimated

to

have fled from Kosovo during the

bombing campaign (Crampton, 2002). Some 60,000 refugees sought
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shelter in

NATO

Montenegro (Ladika, 1999).

A

few

bombs landed

errant

war planes constantly flew overhead.
However,
Montenegro during the Kosovo

As
West.
the

In

the conflict in

there

in

Montenegro

was no ground

It

to supply

opposed Serbian action

Montenegro nearly separated

threatening a referendum on independence.

Montenegran independence, out of concern
In

fighting in

Kosovo began, Montenegro turned away from
Serbia toward

Yoguslav army (Crampton, 2002).

& Zagar, 2004).

time and

crisis.

August of 1 998, Montenegro refused a Serb
request

NATO bombing ended,

at that

The

US

in

more

recruits for

Kosovo, and

itself politically

the

after the

from Serbia,

and European Union opposed

for further violence in the region (Klemencic

an act of economic defiance, Montenegro adopted the
Deutschmark

as a parallel currency to the Yugoslav Dinar and
eventually dropped the Dinar entirely in

2000. Despite the political tensions within the federation,
a

Montenegro and

Serbia, feared

civil

war between

by the Montenegrin leadership, never materialized

(Crampton, 2002).
Since the end of the Kosovo
Serbia as the only remaining

crisis,

FRY changed

Montenegro

(as indicated in Figure

its

name

again: the nation

now called

In

March

Serbia and

may foreshadow the

eventual

& Zagar, 2004). A referendum on

scheduled for 2006.

Montenegro

is

a mountainous region with a population of approximately 720,000.

Demographically, Montenegro
significant

is

25 above). This name

independence of Montenegro (Klemencic
is

to co-exist with

members of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

of 2003, the

independence

Montenegro has continued

is

dominated by Orthodox Montenegrins. There

Muslim population (approximately 15%) although
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is

a

indistinguishable from the

Montenegrin population

in

tenns of language and daily
cultural practices. There are
also

Serbs (9%), Croats (1%), and
Albanians (7%), a group including
both Catholics and

Muslims. The most disadvantaged
minority
Europe,

is

Roma ("gypsies") who

the

Montenegro, as elsewhere

in

comprise

less than

in Eastern

.5% of the population

(Koprivica, 2003).

I_he proximal backdr op;
At
agency

its

and slow

rise

Europe.

shifted

scale operation in

its

work

Europe

As western European
to Africa, Asia,

in the early

1990s

Balkans (Catholic Relief Services/Europe,

which

to

retreat of

CRS

in

Monfpnpg™

inception in the late 1940s, Catholic
Relief Services operated as a relief

in. post-war

CRS

1950s,

Th e

CRS

work,

implemented

nations recovered economically in the

and Latin America.
in

It

only returned to large-

response to humanitarian crises in the

n.d.).

In the absence

of local

NGOs through

relief programs directly.

Catholic Relief began operations in Montenegro in the
spring of 1998. The

country office was evacuated for a period during the
intensive
in 1999.

office

CRS

NATO bombing of Serbia

Operations resumed after the cessation of the bombing, and the
Montenegro

became

a

hub of relief activities

response to the influx of refugees from

in

105

Kosovo.

At

its

large houses for

operational zenith,

its

CRS

staff in the capital city

employed nearly 50 people and rented two

of Podgorica

(field notes,

September

3).
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that the massive NGO response to the Kosovo crisis resulted from the
framed as a “humanitarian emergency” that required an infusion of relief

Bush (2004) points out
situation being

commodities. Relief efforts led to a new set of problems: the influx of NGOs in Kosovo resulted
in severely inflated housing prices and distortions between local and international
salaries (Bush.
2004).

NGOs

hired teachers and other civil servants

not surprising that three of the four local
teachers.

away from

their jobs.

members of the CRS education

They could earn more money working

for
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CRS

In

staff

than by teaching.

Montenegro,

were former

it

was

Once

the crisis abated,

September of 2002,

CRS

members had departed
researcher,

I

CRS

down

its

operation.

months

to myself,

1

arrived in

(field notes,

September

25).

As

a guest

with two empty desks to choose from.
The relief

programs had concluded by the time

I

arrived,

and only the education program remained.

Yet some of the organizational infrastructure
had not yet shrunk
size ot the

When

rented only one house, a house slowly
growing empty. Six staff

in recent

had a room

quickly scaled

to

match the reduced

programmatic operation. The administrative and
support

numerous: the office had an American

staff members

director, a receptionist, an office

were

manager, a

business manager, a computer technician, two
drivers, and another American manager
for
the education program.

worked with youth
But

The education program

was changing. When

American managers would soon

the local staff would slowly

I

local staff

arrived,

assume administrative

global strategy that emphasizes

on

local staff,

two of whom

control.

As

The

about to “nationalize”

nationalization of the

strategy. In 2000,

authentic partnership

(Gagnon, 2003).

CRS was

transfer to positions in other countries and

Montenegrin office was part of a larger regional

reliance

had four

councils; the other two, with parent councils.

that structure

the office: the

itself

part

CRS

adopted a

new

with local agencies and more

of its emphasis on partnership,

CRS

CRS views its partnerships as an end in themselves, rather than as instruments to
achieve development goals (Gagnon, 2003). Though outside the scope of this inquiry, the
nature of such partnerships merits its own critical discussion. An organization known as the
Association for Equality and Tolerance (AET) acted as a partner to

But what did partnership mean
partnership

in

practice? According to a

was one-sided: CRS approached

CRS

CRS

staff

for the youth project.

member,

the nature of the

the organization with the project and “supervises”

AET staff. AET had never conducted workshops before becoming a partner to CRS. In a
visit to the AET office,
was clear that was a new, bare-bones organization: its 2-person staff
the

it

it

worked in a small 1-room apartment in a block apartment building. The office had two desks, an
empty table, a map and a poster on a wall (field notes, September 5). Although I met with this
"partner organization once in my first week in Montenegro, there were no subsequent meetings
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intends to invest in the development
of European staff members.
Strategically,

phasing out

local

its

own

direct operations in

NGOs (Catholid

CRS

is

Europe and move toward supporting
the work of

Relief Services/Europe, n.d.).'°

7

CRS

will

become an emblematic

presence in Europe without the
infrastructure to implement programs
directly.

The
The

CRS

case fo r

CRS’s intervention

facilitating civic

For both populations, the councils are vehicles
for

engagement and collaborative

intended to improve strained relations

Although the parent council

among

project tor youth.

dispositions. Indirectly, the councils are

various groups through collaborative

initiative

several regions of the former Yugoslavia, only

identity

education

education project in Montenegro involves
the formation of youth

councils and parent councils.

projects.

in

was being implemented by CRS

CRS-Montenegro had

The youth councils provide a

structure for youth to

and solve community problems. Membership

enhance students self-confidence, vision, and capacity
Betore initiating the youth program,

CRS

in

initiated a parallel

work together

to

in the councils is intended to

to

become

effective social actors.

had conducted an assessment of youth

needs in Montenegro (2002). This assessment argued that the extended conflict

in the

Balkans had jeopardized the healthy development of youth. Adolescents faced a

loss

security, uprooted identities,

and the

difficulty

to discuss findings or consider implications

more of a patron than a partner

to

of coming

of the research.

to

of

terms with the legacy of

In the end,

it

seemed

that

CRS was

AET.
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As of this
Montenegro

writing,

CRS

no longer maintains country-level offices as administrative units. The
subsumed into “MENA” (Middle East/North Africa region).

office has been

The parent councils focus on implementing school improvement

my

research into the youth councils,

council members.

Some

I

also conducted

initiatives.

In parallel with

workshops and interviews with parent

material from that research will be included here to illustrate key points.
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violence and inter-ethnic animosity
in the region.

Montenegro had resulted

CRS

in “a limited skill set, a lack

concluded

that conditions in

of confidence, a lack of leadership

and mentorship, increased drug and
alcohol abuse, and ultimately
unproductive, and unhappy citizenship.”

CRS

in passive,
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also pointed out that the extended
Balkan conflict had

support systems.

New opportunities for youth

to

engage

in positive

weakened

social

behaviors were

scarce; Montenegro, like other Balkan
countries, lacked “inclusive social structures”

(Catholic Relief Services-Montenegro,
2002,

p.

1

0) that could create the cross-ethnic

cohesion necessary to prevent future violence.
Without

engagement

in society,

youth

in

new

Montenegro were “vulnerable

pathologies" (Catholic Relief Services-Montenegro,
2002,
rationale lor the project,

CRS

opportunities for positive
to

p. 10).

growing

social

In articulating the

emphasized building the psycho-social competencies of

youth and promoting their resilience. This critique, as
resonates with the basic needs framework

I

I

will

mention again

later,

brought to the research.

Paving the way for violence
Schools

in the

FRY did not appear to be

improving the situation for youth.

Describing education in neighboring Serbia, Rosandic (2000) notes that economic
hardship during the

1

990s led

to

an underfunded educational system characterized by low

109

That general conclusion

is

not entirely confirmed by the education staff s

own

research. In a

surv ey conducted in three high schools,

CRS-Montenegro found that 54% of students agreed with
the statement that youth in their community feel capable, while 24% disagreed. When asked
whether youth in their community “feel good about themselves,” 36% of students disagreed and

38%
are

agreed, with

27%

more complex than

expressing no opinion. These findings suggest that students’ experiences
is evident from the language used by CRS in their proposal for the youth

project.
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•

teachers salaries,

poor school infrastructure, lack of
professional motivation, and

frequent teacher strikes. In the

schools were indeed on

fall

of 2002, while

I

was

in

Montenegro, teachers

This overt action magnified what was

which teachers expended minimal

much

some

strike. Striking teachers curtailed
their instructional time: instead

of teaching the standard 40-minute class
periods, they reduced class time

The

in

known

effort

as the “grey strike,” a

to

25 minutes.

form of resistance

and disengaged from school

in

activities.

quality of formal education in the former
Yugoslavia has been subject to

criticism.

A recent report by UNICEF characterizes education in Yugoslavia as

“a

closed and conservative system” featuring outdated
curricula, didactic teaching methods,

and

little

.

.

space for student autonomy (2002,

tor inclusive relationships

the situation in these terms:

Students are socialized in a

“The Serbian system

narrow worldview based on a
dangerous because

when

mid-career teacher

that ill-prepares

socializes students to

in life.

rigid ideology” (2000, p. 32).

It

obey and

to

constrains students to a

Such pedagogy

socializes students to follow leaders uncritically

it

or even cooperative,

way

and cooperative social engagement. Rosandic describes

conform, to react rather than be active or pro-active

A

Teachers practice traditional

ill

.

transmission-oriented pedagogy.

them

p. 43).

is

ultimately

and remain passive,

leaders use aggression to achieve their goals. In that sense,

Montenegro might earn 250 Euros/month, a salary inadequate to meet
on the 2 bedroom apartment CRS provided for me
and my family was $700 per month, and the cost of food was only slightly lower than is typical of
American supermarkets. According to UNICEF (2002), the average household in the FRY spent
up to 45% of its income in 1999 on food. To survive, many teachers hold second jobs or engage
living expenses.

in

As

in

a reference point, the rent

other income-generating activities (field notes, September 9).

Rosandic (2000) suggests that authoritarian relationships in schools reflect deeper patterns in
Serbian society. She cites a study of mother-child interactions in which Serbian mothers did not
help their children with a learning problem, instead observing the child's responses
teacher, acting as a supervisor rather than coach or facilitator.
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in front

of the

schooling that does not foster
violence” (Rosandic, 2000,

There

critical

in Serbia

of students

that adolescents

feel insecure or

unsafe in school (2002,

have few opportunities

to exercise

p. 51).

autonomy

(2002,

p. 51).

The UNICEF

report goes
1

their teachers are often disrespectful

and

on

UNICEF

for

frustrate

reports that

Other studies suggest

in school.

that “students frequently agree with the
statement that ‘teachers

ask questions

way

and Montenegro consistently

students basic psychological needs. Citing
a government survey,

25%

the

p. 23).

evidence that schools

is

engagement and passivity “paves

do not

UNICEF

like pupils

reports

who

to suggest that students feel

12

unfair.

Introducing the research agenda

The development of the research agenda was undertaken through dialogue
with
the

CRS

staff.

As

noted above, several areas of common interest were identified through

CRS

e-mail exchanges with

staff prior to

my

arrival in

Montenegro. Those areas

included peacebuilding and changes in students' sense of security, effectiveness, and
identity as social actors.

Once

I

arrived, an initial conversation with the

indicated that the research process

was intended both

Head of Office

to illuminate the impact

of the

project activities and increase staff experience in conducting research/evaluation

an important capacity,

in light

of the impending nationalization of the

work

The Head of

staff.
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Were

the

satisfaction

HBSC

survey to be administered

would be

relatively

low across

in

Montenegro,

it

categories. Actually,

is

likely that basic

students in three schools, asking questions parallel to several of the
students

felt

a frustration of the need for autonomy:

disagreed that students are involved
identical to the responses

HBSC

57%

need

CRS-Montenegro has surveyed

HBSC

items.

A

majority of

of students strongly disagreed or

in decision-making in school. (This proportion is nearly
of Czech students and American students to a similar question on the

survey.)
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Office

felt that

monitoring and evaluation capacity was
weak

in the

European region, and

he wanted the staff to be able to
better document and evaluate the
impact of their work
(field notes,

September

concrete terms,

3).

how to make

related to peacebuilding.

He

also noted that

was

What does

difficult to recognize.

might be the indications

that

was a challenge

to understand, in

sense of progress in relation to CRS’s
overarching goals

his confidence that project activities

it

it

mean,

it

to build a culture

were indeed contributing

To phrase

CRS was

of peace? He expressed

to this goal, but noted that

his concern in the terms

of this dissertation: what

contributing to a culture of peace through

its

educational program?

The Head of Office's assessment of the
staff.

In

an

initial

pressing

into their

programming

its

understanding better

national offices to articulate

(field notes,

how their work

September

the education

4).

how

peacebuilding was incorporated

She expressed

interest in

supported peacebuilding. Yet the staff did not want

the research to focus only on group relations.

lives.

was shared by

conversation with staff members about the research,
one noted that

CRS was

lives of youth,

situation

A staff member noted that conflict,

was not just a matter of ethnicity, but a

factor within

many

in the

aspects of their

Broadly, the program staff members were interested in understanding

how

the

project provided resources for students' growth and enhanced students' capacities
to
participate in civil society.
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As noted

done their own evaluation work. A survey of participants
of youth councils was conducted in the winter of 2001-02. Yet the staff had not

here, the staff had already

in the initial set

attempted to explore the stories behind participants’ responses or to
collective reflection on their experience. Moreover, the staff

formal monitoring and evaluation system.
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facilitate participants’

felt that

they did not yet have a

A

further step in the research
design process involved the
identification of key

research questions. During

my

first

days

Montenegro,

in

I

met with the project

staff to

discuss their interests in what insights
could be gained through the research.
Following
these conversations,

•

To

we

generated a

list

of key themes, including the following:

conflict transformation

•

participation in civil society

•

personal development

•

vision of the future

•

collaboration across groups

elaborate on those themes,

questions. In a further step,

I

we

facilitated

an activity to generate a range of potential
sub-

separated the questions according to their
relevance for

the youth councils and parent councils,
and then prioritized the questions.

We also

discussed different data gathering procedures that
might be appropriate for different
questions.

It

was agreed

that

we would conduct

participatory

councils, coupled with interviews with selected council

was chosen

in order to

workshops with several

members.

A workshop

fonnat

enable a large number of students to participate in the research
and

also keep students engaged with a variety of activities
within the session.

During the preparation

for fieldwork,

psychological needs with staff or advance
inquiry.

had

I

felt that

identified.

which

staff

It

may

the basic needs

did not discuss the concept of basic

as an explicit

framework

for organizing the

framework was congruent with the themes

that the staff

did not seem useful at that point to introduce another framework with

not have been familiar. Furthermore,

eliciting their questions.

that the staff

it

I

I

I

wanted

believed that for the research to bear

have “ownership” of the research process and

that

to start the process

fruit,

it

it

was important

be of interest to them.

Otherwise, they would be less likely to incorporate what was learned within their
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by

monitoring and evaluation activity in
the future. In addition,

I

wanted

to cultivate a sense

ot partnership in the research
process, rather than presenting
myself as a

whom

consultant/researcher for

the staff were only providing
translation support.

Research methods and process
In contrast

with quantitative research methods,
qualitative methods are

far less

standardized (Neuman, 2000). Qualitative
approaches offer the researcher flexibility in
selecting

methods

methods

lor the research with the

to best

match the

situation at

hand (Patton, 1990).

youth councils was, above

all,

a response to the

constraints and opportunities afforded by that
particular situation.

do not constitute an

ideal design; rather, they reflect

My choices of

As

such,

my choices

my understanding of what was most

feasible at the time, given the available resources

and

Montenegro. (Further reflection on

primary subject of chapter

The primary data

collection

that issue is a

my position vis-a-vis CRS14).

methods were interviews and workshops. The

interviews were semi-structured. Each interview followed a
sequence of questions,

moving from reasons why a student had joined
in the council differed

from his/her learning

changed as the inquiry progressed, a process

the youth council to

in school.

typical

how his/her

Several of the interview questions

of qualitative research

collection processes are fine tuned in response to preliminary analysis

My interview questions focused on basic needs in a general
students about experiences

when

they

felt

learning

in

which data

(Neuman, 2000).

sense.

I

asked

particularly proud, for example, and about

feelings of connection to others. Discussions about fear and effectiveness also arose. For

purposes of distilling indicators of basic need satisfaction,
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I

asked students to describe

particular

moments and

experiences.

1

wanted

to hear their narratives about

moments,

contexts, and conditions that they
found particularly salient with regard
to the satisfaction

or frustration of needs.

within the

Doing so would enable

work of the youth council members

were being

satisfied.

"illustrate or color in

interpretation

is

reflects

that indicated basic psychological
needs

Neuman’s observation

that a qualitative researcher

plausible” (2000, p. 419).

participants in reflection

Themes of inquiry included sources of conflict and
in the

work of the

aspirations for the future.

in the

experiences to the basic needs

evidence showing that a theory, generalization,
or

The workshops engaged

of connection

identify those concrete experiences

My strategy was to connect students’

framework. This approach

may

me to

Many

councils.

on

their

own

social realities.

social division, as well as experiences

The students were

also asked about their

of the questions asked in interviews were also addressed

workshops, although the workshops attempted

to illuminate patterns in the

students collective experience, rather than in their individual
experiences.

Methodologically, the workshops blended role plays, mapping, and focus group
discussions. Varying the type and pace of activities

was necessary

—

students energy over the course of a two-hour session

in order to maintain

far longer than their

normal

class periods in school.

The workshops were conducted
youth councils. In

this

in the

rooms used

as work/meeting spaces by the

way, the youth councils were the “hosts” of the event, with the

researchers as their guests.

The workshops

also gave

me

an opportunity to observe each

council's working environment-the posters on their walls, the equipment in the
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room-

and the physical condition of their schools."

4

After the workshops concluded, two

students from each council accompanied us
to a

downtown

ordered coffee and began our interviews.
Talking in a cafe
practice in Montenegro, and the atmosphere

seemed

cafe.

is

Sitting together,

very

common

cultural

to defuse the anxiety that

arisen for the youth while being interviewed
by an unfamiliar, foreign adult.

interviews were conducted in a cafe setting, however.
The

last set

interviews with students from Podgorica and Tuzi
took place

we

might have

Not

all

the

of individual

at the

CRS

office in

Podgorica.

Once

the research questions were identified and methods chosen,
a further step in

the research process involved selection of the sample
population. Because there were

only six youth councils,
practice,

on

it

was

initially

expected that

all

councils could participate. In

however, the sampling procedure became “convenience sampling" based more

practical limitations than

on a particular strategy (Patton, 1990). Workshops were

held with only three of the six youth councils due to the practical limitations of the
councils' regular meeting times and the days available for

CRS

staff to travel.

Time

ran

out in the research schedule before workshops could be organized for the youth councils
in

Podgorica and neighboring Tuzi. However, supplemental interviews were conducted

with three youth council members from Podgorica and three youth council members from
Tuzi.

To deepen my understanding of staff perspectives on

research process

itself,

I

the project as well as the

conducted interviews with the education

field staff members at

Observations of youth council meetings or activities was not an element of the research agenda
that the

CRS

staff

and

I

developed; thus,

I

am

not able to provide a rich description of the

operation of the youth councils themselves as part of the case study.
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the conclusion of my
to focus

visit.

The

CRS

education team also held several meetings
with

on the research process.

The following

table details the primary data gathering
sessions that took place:'

Table

1 1

Group data

.

Research

Date

focused on youth councils

activities

Youth interviews

Date

gathering
Berane: Dedication

9.06.02

Niksic: 2
local

Workshop

Hercig Novi: Workshop

Workshop

Hercig Novi: 2

9.12.02

9.16.02

Podgorica:

Team

CRS

9.11.02

Podgorica:
staff

members of local YC
Citinje: 2 members of

9.12.02

Date

Podgorica:

9.16.02

Podgorica:
staff

Podgorica:

1

member

9.24.02

YC

Podgorica: 2

9.27.02

members of Tuzi

9.24.02

CRS

9.24.02

CRS

9.25.02

member

Podgorica:
staff

9.19.02;

CRS

member

staff member

YC

of Tuzi
meetings with

members of

YC

9.11.02

local
Citinje:

Staff

interviews

ceremony
Niksic:

me

CRS

9.25.02

member

9.24.02

YC

education staff
Podgorica: 2

9.25.02

members of

YC

Podgorica
Podgorica:

1

member

of Podgorica

9.25.02

YC

Limitations
Overall, there were several limitations to the research process. For one, the

sampling procedure for selecting students

some

be interviewed was based on convenience,

to

degree, as well as concern for balancing perspectives according to gender and, to a

lesser extent, ethnicity.

CRS

to

At the conclusion of each workshop with the youth councils, a

staff member asked for

two students who would be willing

to

be interviewed, as

noted above. The process by which these individuals were selected was spontaneous and
informal, dependent in part on the participants’ availability that particular afternoon and

As noted above,
research activities.

were only half of the total
I was working with
throughout Montenegro.

the research activities focused on the youth councils

When was

members of the CRS

1

not meeting with youth council members,

parent councils in various cities
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the

the

CRS

CRS

171),

staff

staff

i.e.,

members were doing what Patton (1990)

calls “intensity

In this respect,

sampling”

(p.

selecting cases that are especially
information-rich.

Given
chapters

member’s ideas about who would be a good
respondent.

this process,

it

is

important to note that the data

I

present in subsequent

not intended as ••representative” of all
youth council members. The

is

full

range

of students experiences was not documented.
The research participants were more likely
to

be active, enthusiastic members of the councils
than disaffected or marginal members.

The students

and found

I

interviewed

may have

dedicated more energy to the council's activities
6

their participation

more rewarding."

interviewed expressed frustration with peers
activities,

Several of the students

who were

whom

I

not fully committed to the group’s

suggesting that they themselves were more central members. In
this sense, the

interviews had a quality of “appreciative inquiry,” (Cooperrider
illuminating the

more

&

Whitney, 1999)

i.e.,

of

positive dimensions of youths’ experiences in the councils.

Imagining the possible distribution of students’ experiences on a continuum, the
findings
I

discuss in the following chapters

members more

may

reflect the optimal experiences

so than they reflect typical experiences.

Another limitation of the research
population did not include students
learn about the

of youth council

ways

in

in

terms of peacebuilding

who had dropped

which the councils may have

is

that the

sample

out of the councils. Thus,

I

did not

frustrated, or failed to satisfy, the

needs of those students. Furthermore, the research process was too limited to permit
to

make judgements about

group-level differences in responses. In other words,

attribute certain perspectives to

I

me

cannot

Albanian students, males, or other identity-based groups.
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One of the

participants,

I

learned

later,

was

a niece of one of the
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CRS

education staff members.

The

possibility of disaggregating responses

initial

by ethnicity was not considered during
the

research design discussions. In workshops
and interviews, no formal mechanism

was used

to identify

CRS

conducted by

and record the group membership of
participants. Surveys

staff in the past did not gather

uncomfortable asking students about their group
feel that

The

such data. Personally,

affiliations

I

felt

and did not want students

they were being viewed primarily through the
lens of ethnic or religious identity.

ethnic backgrounds of some students (particularly
Albanian students)

known

to

to

me, however,

city of Citinje, a center

in informal conversations

with

CRS

of traditional Montenegrin identity

staff.

politics,

Montenegrin/Orthodox. According to internal project documents,

It

was

was made
clear that the

was almost
all

entirely

the students in that

youth council were Montenegrin. In Tuzi, a suburb of Podgorica,
the youth council was

mixed, since Tuzi has a substantial Albanian population.
Overall, the data generated by this research process, as with any research
effort,

should be understood

in light

of the conditions under which the research took place.

Generally, small-scale qualitative studies do not lend themselves to generalized

conclusions.

One

of the hallmarks

into the experiences

of qualitative research

the reader of qualitative research can

Knowing

it

provides rich insight

to the research

with

little

A

the applicability

& Rallis, 2003).

previous knowledge about Montenegro and no

capacity to speak or understand Serbian. Thus,

with cultural and linguistic subtlety.

the limitations of the study,

make an informed judgement about

of the study to other groups or circumstances (Rossman

came

that

of research participants, without attempting to make claims about the

validity of those insights for a larger population.

I

is

I

could not conduct research activities

fundamental limiting factor during the research
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process was

my

dependence on

and forth from Serbian

to English

be filtered out, post-facto.

was making

CRS

It

staff to serve as interpreters.

added ambiguity

was not always

she was doing

this,

my

understanding.

me,

clear to

a verbatim translation of the students’

rephrasing them, for

to the

saying "These are not his words;

I

translations back

data— an ambiguity

that

cannot

example, when the translator

for

comments

Sometimes

The

or summarizing, even

the translator

would

signal that

am summarizing what

he said.” At

other times, she did not offer such signals. Also,
the translator would shift between the
first

person

(I)

and the third person (she/he)

process was not rigorously controlled,

particular

I

words or phrases uttered by a

in the translation.

cannot

make

student.

interview transcripts to illuminate points; however,

on nuances

interpretation heavily

I

Because the translation

definitive claims about the

will use quotations

I

from the

will not attempt to base

in the transcripts, in light

my

of the vicissitudes of

translation noted here.

The

limitations of conducting the research in collaboration with

counter-balanced by several advantages. The
activities, introducing

points,

me to

CRS

were

staff played a vital role in all research

participants, co-facilitating the

and providing subtle guidance

CRS

that steered the

workshops, clarifying key

workshops and interviews

in
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Another source of ambiguity

in the transcripts

students simultaneously. Interviewing

maximize

arose from conducting interviews with two

two students together was

a pragmatic strategy intended to

participation in the interviews, given the very limited time available to conduct the

research. This practice had the advantage that one student’s responses could stimulate those of
the other. But these double-interviews proved problematic for analytic purposes later. Because

recorded primarily the English translations, rather than the original Serbian,
the translator on the tape of the interview, and

Consequently there
students

is

is

I

hear the voice of

cannot always distinguish between speakers.

another layer of ambiguity

actually speaking at any given

I

in the transcripts

moment.
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about which of the two

I

constructive directions. In

many ways,

the entire research process benefited
greatly from

the positive relationships that staff members
had established with council

time. If

I

had attempted

translator), council

to

conduct the research on

members may have

and perspectives than they did

in the

much

felt

my own

less

members over

(with an independent

comfortable sharing their opinions

company of familiar CRS

staff

members.

In all

these ways, the stall played an essential role in the
data collection process.

At the same time, the presence of the

members

said (and didn't say) during the

CRS

staff

may have

influenced what council

workshops and interviews. Because

provided financial and technical support to the councils, members
should not criticize

CRS

or

make

critical

comments about

research process generated very few critical

comments

may

feel that they

that pointed to

problems

with the
as

first

my own

at

in

September

to

field visits, as well

adjustment to the physical and cultural environment. The short time available

made

it

imperative that

we jump

quickly into the work and

a rapid pace.

A further constraint was the timing of the research process itself.
the last

on the research

conduct the inquiry,

week consumed by preliminary design conversations and

for the research process

continue

weeks available

in the

CRS.

In addition to the contextual issues noted above, another limitation

time. There were only four

has

the councils. Overall, the

operation of the youth councils or problems in their relationships with

was

CRS

month

in the agency's fiscal year,

and some of the project

September was

staff members

were

pre-occupied with year-end budgeting and reporting requirements, in addition to

In

one case, the interview was conducted almost entirely

in

intervention by a staff member. Unfortunately, this interview
the students’ resistance to probing.
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English by me, without

was

the most difficult in terms of

collaborating on the research process. During
the final

week of the

responsibilities limited the extent of possible field
visits.

members on

the research process

was dependent on

was time

I

was not

The time spent by

that they sacrificed

from

their professional generosity in organizing
the

interviews, and in taking time to help
in a position to

me

reflect

research, normal staff

their regular duties.

it

progressed.

for additional interviews.

Throughout, our collaboration involved a certain balance of
interests that made
research endeavor different than

researcher

who had

the case,

had

CRS

staff,

acted as in independent

on one hand, accelerated what

the other hand, the constraints on the project limited what

inquiry

I

this

hired translators or “cultural informants.”

The support of the

On

would have been

1

workshops and

and refine the research as

demand more of their time

staff

would have taken place over a longer period

up interviews and extensive dialogue among

staff

that

I

I

was

able to learn.

could learn. Ideally, the

would have allowed

members about

for follow-

the effectiveness of

particular research strategies.

Nevertheless, in terms of my interviews with youth, the research process reached
a point at which key themes were being repeated by different participants
"saturation”

(Rossman

& Rallis, 2003).

By

—a point of

the end of the research period,

gained a substantial breadth of understanding about students’ experiences
generally and

some depth of understanding about

and observations with the
fully

CRS

staff

felt

I

I

had

in the councils

individual stories. Further interv iews

would have been

useful, though, since

I

did not feel

understood their perspective on the research process and the use of the indicators

suggested.

(I

return to this

theme

in chapter 14).
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I

I

Balancing insights

A

key consideration

(Rossman
credibility

& Rallis, 2003).
of the data and

trustworthiness

is

in qualitative research is the
trustworthiness

In this project, there

my

interpretations.

to gather different types

(Merriam, 1998).

complemented

I

of the data

were several opportunities

At one

level,

to

check the

an avenue for enhancing

of data, a process

known

my primary data gathering with

as triangulation

a review of project

and agency documents from

CRS

Montenegro education

had conducted a survey of students (both those who

staff

(both from Montenegro and globally). The

participated in the youth councils and a sample of those
first

who

CRS-

did not participate) after the

year of the project. The findings from this survey expanded insights from

my

interviews and workshops with current youth council members. Another avenue
of

deepening

my

research with

An

understanding ot the social context in Montenegro was

members of the CRS

additional

my parallel

parent councils.

means of enhancing

the credibility of qualitative inquiry

is

for the

researcher to check his interpretations with participants and colleagues (Rossman
Rallis, 2003).

data.

I

worked with the

We discussed

sessions.

I

CRS

staff to

check

my emerging

students’ responses informally in the

wrote a summary of the research findings

process and shared

it

at

with the staff for feedback. Later,

on particular themes. Overall, the response

to

CRS

&

understanding of the

office

between research

a mid-point in the research

I

wrote several analytic

my work was

positive,

memos

though muted.

(The lack of enthusiasm about the research findings and the development of indicators
eventually

became

part

of the research story

I

wanted

chapter 14). After returning from Montenegro,
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I

to tell in this dissertation, located in

wrote a more comprehensive summary

of the research findings for the
limited annotations from the

CRS

CRS

Presentin g

staff.

That document was returned to

follow.

with some

staff.

my

learning:

A

nested case study

Having introduced the context and process of the
research,

how the

me

I

will briefly introduce

presentation of my learning in Montenegro will
be organized in the chapters that
I

consider this section of the dissertation to be an
extended case study, with

CRS

collaboration with

understood as a frame around

experiences in the youth councils.

As Merriam (1998)

my

my

learning about students’

notes, there

is

often confusion

about the nature of case studies, since the term can be understood
to refer to a process of
inquiry, a unit ot inquiry, or a product of inquiry. Here,

sense of the

latter

two

particular program.

possibilities,

The

i.e.,

particularity

approach case study

I

in the

as the production of an in-depth reflection

of a case study

is its

on a

central characteristic: a case

study focuses on a system with clear boundaries, a system that can be “fenced in”

(Merriam, 1998,

p. 27).

Case studies attempt

to create a rich description

program or phenomenon. They illuminate a concrete context,
hypothesis or

make

general claims.

rather than attempt to test

A case study presents, in microcosm, the

complexities of larger issues (Rossman
at stake in this

of a particular

& Rallis, 2003).

What

is

the larger set of issues

case? Those larger issues involve the nature of peacebuilding in

Montenegro and the complexity of using

qualitative research to articulate indicators for a

nonformal educational program.
Methodologically, case study research
Rallis, 2003).

in

It

is

employs a variety of methods

more depth and

detail.

One of the

eclectic (Merriam, 1998;

&

that contribute to understanding the case

values of a case study approach
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Rossman

is

that the data

can

be presented

104)— a

in a

way

that

is

“complex and multilayered” (Rossman

& Rallis,

2003,

p.

presentation that respects, but never fully
captures, the deeper complexities

involved in the actual phenomenon.
I

present

diagram below

Figure 26:

A

my

learning with

CRS-Montenegro

illustrates the relationship

nested case study of the

as a “nested” case study.

The

of the layers of the case study.

CRS

youth development project
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in

Montenegro

The next chapter focuses on
councils. Understanding

was one

of

my central

the issue of peacebuilding, in
the context of the youth

how the CRS

education program contributed to
peacebuilding

objectives in the research process.
This discussion of

peacebuilding provides a basis for further
discussion of the meaning of basic need
fulfillment in the experience of the
youth council

members. Chapter

thirteen attempts to

contextualize basic need fulfillment in the
youth councils. That chapter functions as a

case study of students' experiences, with
various types of data organized by the

framework of basic psychological needs.
the research process itself and

the chapter that proceeds

In the final chapter of this section,

what was learned from

it, i.e.,

it.

I

reflect

on

This case study actually frames

developing indicators for

CRS was the

context for the

inquiry into students’ experiences. For the case
study of my experience with

CRS,

I

will

use data gathered around the edges of the interviews
and workshops with youth: notes

from

my conversations

with staff members, field observations made during the data

gathering process, internal

CRS

documents about the agency's approach

and reflections on the outcomes of the work.

It is

as an actor.
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into this story that

I

to evaluation,

enter

most

visibly

CHAPTER

12

BRIDGING DIFFERENCES AND SCRATCHING
WOUNDS:

TALKING (AND NOT TALKING) ABOUT
PEACEBUILDING

Introduction
In

its

work

internationally. Catholic Relief
Services

building just and peaceful societies
through

its

placing greater emphasis on

is

projects and programs.

CRS

approaches

peacebuilding as a process of changing unjust
structures, transforming relationships
to

promote peace, and creating spaces
Services, 2001).

for trust

Given the recent history of violence

peacebuilding an area of emphasis in

2006 discusses peacebuilding
and

facilitate inter-ethnic

to

As

Montenegro was

peacebuilding;

CRS

work

its

in Eastern

there.

in the Balkans,

The

CRS

Europe as involving

CRS

has

made

regional strategy for 2002-

“initiatives that

promote

and religious tolerance, dialogue and, hopefully, cooperation
on

social issues” (n.d., p. 6).

invited to

and interdependence (Catholic Relief

discussed in the previous chapter, one of the reasons

that

wanted

to

CRS

lacked indicators that pointed toward

improve

its

capacity to articulate

how

its

its

I

was

success in

work contributed

peace in Montenegro.
In this chapter,

of my data on the

CRS

I

will reflect

on the issue of peacebuilding

youth council program.

in

Montenegro,

in light

My purpose here is to explore the

limitations of inquiry into inter-group relations and the limitations of an understanding
of

peacebuilding that focuses primarily on inter-group relations. In the chapter that follows,
I

will

expand the discussion

to consider

how, through a framework of basic psychological

needs, the youth councils cultivated students’ capacities as agents of peace.
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Unlike some peacebuilding projects,
the

make

CRS

parent and youth councils did not

inter-group relations an explicit
focus. Participants did not enter
the project

wearing the labels of a particular identity
group to engage
attitudes or behavior

toward each other. Although

CRS

in

dialogue regarding their

offered several workshops

focused on tolerance and understanding for
council members, the primary approach
to
peacebuilding was indirect, placing emphasis
on shared engagement in civic- and
reconstruction-oriented activities (Neufeldt,

CRS

& Cilliers, 2000).

In

Montenegro,

focused on enabling people to work together
to rebuild their communities.

Although

CRS

approached peacebuilding

attempted to ask explicit questions
in

McCann,

(in a subtle

indirectly, the research process

manner) about conflict and group

relations

order to understand what changes might have occurred
in those domains. Those

questions, however, bore

research process

was

In tact,

little fruit.

one of the more surprising aspects of the

the infrequency of overt

comments about group-level

Problems among groups were not something students

—

or their parents

—

conflict.

readily talked

about.

What youth
for them.

When

did say suggested that inter-ethnic tensions were not a pressing issue

asked

if

their relationships with or attitudes

toward members of other

groups had changed through their participation on the youth council, the students usually
replied that no, there had been no change, since they already held inclusive values and

worked well with members of all groups.

How should

I

interpret such

problematic for youth,

why were

comments?

the

NGOs

If inter-group tensions

were not

so concerned about peacebuilding?
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My conversations
peacebuilding

with

CRS

staff raised further questions
about the

among western development

agencies.

One

agenda of

staff member felt that

peacebuilding was an external,
international agenda which was
not necessarily needed in

Montenegro. Might the discourse of
“peacebuilding” have been used as a
way

NGO presence in Montenegro?
CRS was

Or was peacebuilding simply

The process

assumes

wrong word

for

what

doing with youth?

Building peace where there

behaviors

the

to justify

no war

of building peace often implies
significant changes in attitudes and

among members of identity groups

that there has

relationships

is

must be

vis-a-vis other groups.

been violent conflict between those groups
and

rebuilt.

level, there

There was no obvious need for reconciliation.

“

in

had not been armed conflict

between groups. Relations had not been ruptured by
violence as

in

that constructive

The notion of peacebuilding seemed problematic

Montenegro, for several reasons. At one

group perspectives

The notion often

in

Bosnia and Kosovo.

Reporting on a survey of minority

Montenegro, Koprivica (2003) notes

that there is a general climate

119

A leading peace education theorist from Israel once told me that the term "peace education”
should be reserved to activities with groups who, in his words,
“hate each other’s guts”

—

in

Palestine, Northern Ireland,

and other regions of intractable, violent conflict. He felt that peacespirited initiatives in other places were important in their own
way, but they should be called
something else besides “peace education”. Referring to programs that build
students’ selfesteem, mediation skills, or awareness of social problems in regions of
relative stability, he

made

a blunt judgment: “If that's peace education, then I’m a piano!” (G. Salomon,
personal

communication, 2003).
120

Before travelling

who

my

to Montenegro, I met with a practitioner
has conducted extensive inter-group dialogue activities

in the field
in the

of conflict transformation

Balkans.

When

I

described

mentioning peacebuilding, she commented that it was impossible to do peacebuilding
in Montenegro, since the groups within the country had not been in violent
conflict with each
other (P. Green, personal communication, 2003).
project,
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of tolerance: “Radical attitudes
towards other nations, religious intolerance,
stereotypes

and ethnic prejudice are very scarce

in

Montenegro”

Koprivica (2003), 8 0 o/o of respondent^!!
minority group
ethnically-based insult or

At another
group

relations.

felt

members-had

demeaned by neighbors belonging

level, participants did not readily
talk

As

I

According

(p. 4).

will discuss

more

fully

below,

to a survey cited

by

never experienced an

to a different group.

about issues of group identity or

my research

in

Montenegro did not

provide direct insight into matters of inter-group
relations. In general, the data generated

by the research

as well as

what was not said

peacebuilding in certain ways, but opened

—problematized

new

for

me

the goal of

questions about the ways in which

participation in the youth councils might contribute
toward the building of a culture of

peace. Viewing peacebuilding exclusively in terms of
inter-group relations can
difficult to see the

An

ways

in

which the councils nurtured capacities

for peace

make

among

understanding of peacebuilding focused on group relations could

tell

it

youth.

part of

the story about the value of the youth councils, but not the fully
story. In Montenegro,

CRS

lacked a vocabulary that linked

its

concern for youth development and civic

participation with a broader concern for supporting peace.

how a

The next chapter explores

basic needs framework can point toward growth in students’ capacities as agents of

peace. In the current chapter,

I

focus on the difficult issue of the project’s impact on

inter-group relations.

Some

things are better not to talk about

Sensitivity about overt discussion of identity-related matters arose periodically

throughout the research process. In an early meeting to design the collaborative research,

one of the

CRS

staff members cautioned that

it
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was not appropriate

to ask

people directly

about ethnicity (field notes, September

Montenegrins did not

talk

4).

On

several other occasions,

its

donor about the

is

year of the Youth Council

first

(2002, p.
religion

(2002,

1

1

).

how

initiative.

A

is still

The

sense of

CRS

report

a sensitive issue” and

an evaluation of the youth councils
side-stepped identity issues

In the data gathering process
“questions pertaining to ethnicity

were not

told that

also evident in the report

notes that "open discussion regarding
ethnicity and religion

goes on to describe

was

openly about issues of ethnicity or group
conflict.

caution around issues of ethnicity and
group relations

submitted to

I

specifically asked

and

on the surveys conducted, or formally discussed”

p. 11).

Given

this sensitivity, the

CRS

education manager (an American)

felt that

it

was

easier for a foreigner than for local staff to ask
questions about group identity and
relations.

A

foreign researcher might be able to elicit insights that

tor local staff.

People would expect foreigners to ask about ethnic troubles: after

pointed out, Montenegrins

(I

will return to this

It

know why

comment

may have been

in the

easier for

asked about changes

she

the foreigners are here (field notes, September 18).

me

in relationships

all,

concluding section of this chapter.)

for the local staff; however, the issue

members

would be inaccessible

to ask questions

was no

about group relations than

less difficult for students to discuss.

it

was

When

with or attitudes toward other groups, council

did not reject the questions, yet they seemed reserved, or often cautious, about

discussing them. Issues ot devaluation, stereotypes, or exclusion of particular social

groups were not mentioned. Rarely were specific religious or ethnic groups even
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121

named.

Even when asked about

positive relationships, almost no
one spoke directly

about connections between specific identity
groups that had resulted from participation
the councils.

In this respect, participants

were

silent

on issues

that

the heart of CRS’s global interest in
building “right relationships"

would seem

to

be

in

at

among groups and

reducing tensions.

During the data gathering process, there were
moments when

was made of group-related problems.

explicit

In Niksic, for example, students in a

mentioned an example of a mother who wouldn't

let

mention

workshop

her daughter date a boy from

another religious group (field notes, September
11). In Herceg Novi, a brief

disagreement emerged

in the

workshop: while some students suggested

that their city

particularly tolerant, one student said that he noticed
strong prejudice, citing a friend

was

who

122

hated Muslims and Albanians.

were

far

more marginal than

Overall, such

central,

comments about

inter-group problems

more footnotes than themes.

121

One of the few general references to inter-ethnic relations came from a member of a parent
council who felt the council could support improved relations in his area. He noted that his
parent council was ethnically mixed and said:

We can

rely

each other.

work
This

is in

I

on each other, we can

mixed

areas, in

comment was one of the few

relations

more confidence, and be more confident about
when the
regions with mixed ethnic members, (interview, September 13)
feel

think the accent should be put exactly on these things, especially

which parents suggested that improvements
were valuable, thus implying that tensions might exist.
in

in inter-ethnic

122

This naming of a specific group

and

it

generated a

in a

moment of tension:

public context

the

CRS

was very

rare during the research process

staff facilitator/translator challenged the student’s

perspective as being “personal" and seemed to shift the discussion quickly
(field notes,

September

12).
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away from

the topic

If only

asked the right questions

I

Part of the difficulty in the research,

believed,

I

questions. In the margins of my notes
from the

would

recur: "discussion fairly flat.”

first

workshop,

Each morning,

I

would

on the
sit at

would open

One

CRS

I

struggled with

the computer in the

how

to ask

CRS

them

office,

a

in

way

day, doing research on the parent councils,
the research team had a small

sessions at schools in different cities.

coffee on the beach. In Budva,
the

wrote a comment that

the conversation.

window of time between

As

good

topics related to conflict and

tinkering with the wording of questions,
trying to figure out
that

I

struggle to ask

Throughout the inquiry process,

the challenge of generating better
data, especially
relations at a group level.

was my own

staff

members

we found

Time enough

to stop for

a cafe near the beach with tables in the sand.

chatted with a friend,

I

drank

my

cappuccino

silently.

Bothered by the lack of response during the prior workshop with
members of a parent
council,

I

I

wrote the following reflection:

m asking bad questions, M.

[a

CRS

staff member] says. It’s too general...

sledgehammer question—too big and
repeat

it

several times. Blank looks at

answers. .I'm pissy because
.

know how. Problem
going on.

phrase

that

my

questions in a

moment,

I

perhaps asking the 'Tight

know

it

first.

September

1

that

M.

tells

me

A

she has to

getting blunt

needs to be asked differently but

I

don’t

where you don’t know what's

7)

felt frustrated that

way

indicator:

And we keep

of doing research in a place

(field notes,

At

I

The

blunt.

I

did not

would generate

know enough

richer responses.

about Montenegro to

On

question would not have solved the problem.

the other hand,

Why should

people talk about social tensions and deeply-held beliefs with strangers? The lack of data
about identity-related matters does not necessarily

mean

there

was nothing

to say;

could also suggest participants’ cautions about what might be appropriate to say.
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it

Participants might have been reluctant
to explore such issues with a
cultural and
linguistic

outsider

familiar with

CRS

’.

Even though

staff,

the council

a foreigner

was

still

members were very comfortable and

in the

room, asking questions (perhaps

naive manner) about sensitive issues. In
such a situation,

it

in a

might have been unlikely

for

people to volunteer stories about their sense of
identity and feelings about other groups.

As

I

discussed this issue with a

happens

I

CRS

staff member, she

in the family, stays in the family’'
(interview,

eventually realized that

I

was

quoted a local proverb: “What

September

unlikely to hear the kind of observations that

directly addressed questions about group-level
attitudes
staff

member

25).

explained, such stories would only

come

and relationships. As a

CRS

out in the context of long-

established, safe relationships. Students might share their
experiences, she suggested, if

knew them

I

far longer than this brief research process allowed:

When

you're like two years, every day with them, and they feel you like a part of
them, and someone that they can rely on, say their secrets to them, they’ll

probably talk to you. (interview, September 24)

And, as one student described, there

wounds

(interview,

September

is

a general feeling that

it

is

better not to “scratch old

25). Talking about the past, revisiting old divisions

prejudices, for this student, might lead to conflict. In a related observation, a

member

CRS

and

staff

suggested that cultural norms discouraged people from speaking of their

123

1 his staff member also suggested that group differences were more the province of men than
women; men had time to talk about sports and politics, she said; women have other things to do

(interview,

September

25).
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This staff member noted that Albanian students had opened to her after she told them that she

came from

a town of mixed ethnicity, and that she herself was Muslim. Her insight suggests the
importance of a sense of connection and belonging of shared experience between interviewer
and participant as a basis for deeper exchange. Participants had no such connection with me,
especially with regard to matters of identity.

—
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—

woundedness

(field notes,

September

Enduring

24).

silently in the face

of difficult

circumstances was valued; discussing one’s
suffering publicly was not.
In part, not talking

CRS
all

me

colleague reminded

the wars surrounding

rock the boat

about ethnicity or group tensions was a
survival strategy.

it

that

Montenegro had never

broken with Serbia during

fully

and thus had avoided being engulfed

feelings.

and

at

saying what was “politically correct” even

On more

than one occasion,

that in a small country,

I

was reminded

For students, could

when

that

it

words of one

When

all

was someone

felt that

student, “they're

asked

Montenegrins

contradicted their

Montenegro

equal to

is

own

a small country,

me”

else’s issue?

The youth council members

interviewed typically described themselves as people

and non-sectarian. They

it

Montenegro

be the case that peacebuilding, as a project of repairing

fractured group relationships,

I

felt that

A “don’t

people are careful about what they say.

“They’re

whom

in violence.

mentality, she pointed out, had proven effective
in keeping

out of war (field notes, September 24). Another
staff member

were adept

A

all

who were

open, tolerant,

they did not have prejudices about other groups: in the

equal to me.” (interview, September 12)

if their attitudes

toward other groups had changed as a

experiences on the youth councils, most students said no
differences problematic before, and they did not find

Citinje explained that “nothing changed.

I still

—

of their

they had not found group

them problematic now.

have the same opinion”,

were no differences between groups (interview, September
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result

16).

i.e.,

A

student in

that there

Some

students presented themselves as rising
above social divisions.

An Albanian

student from Tuzi expressed his opinion
on group affiliation: “I think that
everyone

same. Everything depends on the
personality.

I

questioned whether ethnic differences were
an issue for youth

more obsessed about

it

than

we

“it

Some

at all.

students even

“When we

are” (interview, September 25).

that

you can have differences

things are the

told

that the differences

me

that

same

in

which

were

football

trivial.

He

When

I

asked a student

September

that they

said, “in the end,

team you are a

as everyone else" (interview,

talk

always proves that adults are much

from Tuzi about differences among members
of his council, he responded
aware of differences but

the

think that nationality, religion, and

things like that are not very important”
(interview, September 24).

about religion,” a student from Podgorica said,

is

were

you see

fan, or whatever, the other

24).

A CRS

staff member

youth generally are more tolerant than their parents are and
that many youth

do not have an investment

in

group divisions.

There are several possible interpretations of students’ expressed inclusiveness.

On one

hand,

it

may be

that the councils attract

values. Participation in the councils

council

members may

youth

may affirm and

who

already hold inclusive social

strengthen those values. But the

not perceive that their values have shifted as a result of their

participation in the project. Another interpretation involves the notion of “social
desirability,”

i.e.,

that participants

will agree with the values

respond to interview questions

espoused by the project. Especially

members may tend

in

ways they expect

in the presence

staff,

council

CRS

espouses, namely tolerance and social justice. At another level, students

to present

of CRS

themselves as holding the same values that

present themselves as being free of prejudice

may be unconscious
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who

of discriminatory

attitudes

and practices, whether

in their

own

lives or in the larger social
context.

This

might be particularly true of students from
the dominant social group (Orthodox

who

Montenegrins)

are

more

likely to enjoy the privilege

negatively effected by such attitudes and
practices.
adults were

more

The

of not noticing or being
student, quoted

interested in religious differences than youth,

above as saying

emphasized her lack of

discriminatory attitudes:

we

young people, we like to spend time with each other. I
personally
have never thought about different people having some
kind of prejudices. In my
class there were also students from a different
religion, so I was even good friends
with a girl who is [Albanian], (interview, September
25)
...since

This student

s

are

response suggests

that,

while espousing inclusive values, she

aware of group-level differences and has coded a particular friendship

in

is

also keenly

terms of

differences in ethnic identity.

A

recent survey of the attitudes of minority group

insight into the lack of deep connections

between groups

members provides
in

further

Montenegro. Kopivica

(2003) reports that members of minority groups are wary of relationships with ethnic

Montenegrins. According to the survey, only

1

1%

of respondents have friendly relations

with ethnic Montenegrins, the dominant group. Only
readiness to associate with

there

is

members of all

12%

of respondents expressed

ethnic groups. This finding indicates that

a layer of isolation beneath the surface of tolerance in Montenegro. Minority

group members lack personal connections with members of other groups and, perhaps

more

importantly, do not feel inclined to build such connections.

Members of the youth
Evidence from

my research

councils, however, do

seem ready

to build connections.

suggests that students were strongly conscious of group
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2
differences, while confidant about their
capacity to bridge those differences.' "

from Podgorica described

his experience at a youth council

A

student

summit meeting:

happened that my roommate was a student from
Tuzi, an Albanian, so the two
of us were completely different, with different
background and religion, but we
functioned very well together. We behaved
like really good friends, so everything
was great, (interview, September 25)
It

In describing his

sense of his
that he

own

may have

member

roommate

as “completely different”, this student

identity as distinct

from

that

acknowledged a clear

of his roommate. His reflection suggests

expected their relationship to be more problematic.

noted that during a gathering of youth council members

during a simulation

game on

A CRS

many

staff

students cried

majority/minority group issues. This reaction suggests that

students harbored deeper feelings about the dynamics of
social identity than they might

have openly discussed

in their interviews.

Overall, the youth council

view ethnic differences

in the

members whom

problematic

peacebuilding. Notes shared with

me

November of 2000 about

interviewed asserted that they did not

way suggested by NGO concerns about

by the

CRS

Albanian and Montenegrin students also support
in

I

staff

this interpretation.

made almost no mention of ethnic

facilitating the focus

the session.

The focus group met

the formation of a youth council in the ethnically

heterogenous city of Tuzi. According to the notes from
participants

from a focus group with both

this

differences.

meeting, the youth

The

CRS

staff

member

group noted a feeling of “small rivalry” between the groups during

However,

in a list

of student responses about the problems of youth and

their

,25

For

its

logo, the youth council in Niksic had chosen a series of hands (of different colors)

clasping each other

in a

handshake. The clasped hands suggest mutuality and relationships across

groups. Yet the darkening of some hands suggests a sense of racial/ethnic difference as
the clasped hands suggest unity.
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much

as

interests for future projects, there

.

relations or inter-group

126

.

communication.
have cleaner

was no mention of inter-ethnic

Students wanted to eliminate Russian
from their curriculum and

toilets in their school, but did

not

list

inter-group relationships as a topic of

concern.

Commenting on youth peacebuilding
that

some youth groups were

geography.

He

criticizes

such criticism

may be

common

se, are not their

to

What my own

in

which students simply talked

youth everywhere without addressing wounded

research suggests

is that, in

Montenegro

at least,

misplaced. Even students in ethnically mixed groups
such as the

Tuzi youth council talk about issues

per

Bush (2004) observes

homogenous, based on a post-ethnic cleansing

such groups as being spaces

about the interpersonal issues
inter-group relationships.

ethnically

initiatives in Bosnia,

common to

primary concern—at

other youth anywhere. Ethnic relations,

least not in explicit public conversation.

Additional evidence for this interpretation comes largely from the
workshops

conducted with the youth councils. In workshops, the youth were asked

to create

roleplays about conflict in their experience within the council (with conflict
introduced as

tension between people, misunderstanding,

etc.).

In

no case did the youth explicitly

involve an issue of group identity in their roleplays. In discussing conflict within their

own

councils, students spoke of issues that might be

common

to adolescents (and adults)
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In a survey

conducted by

CRS

in three schools in 2001, a majority of students (65%) agreed
community, “People know each other and help each other out.”
Only 20% of students disagreed with this statement. This suggests that most students do perceive
the social environment as mutually supportive. However, data at the school level suggest

with the statement

that, in their

differences: at the school in Citinje, a conservative Montenegrin-dominated community, only

12% of students

disagreed with this statement. In Tuzi, however, a community with a large

Albanian population,

30%

of respondents disagreed, suggesting a higher

lack of mutual regard and support across group lines. (The

was too low

to permit analysis

of the

statistical significance
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level

of concern for the

number of respondents
of differences by

city.)

to this survey

A

survey

anywhere: differences

in

musical preferences, some people more
committed to the group

than others, or problems getting

mention of issues

that

members
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to

come

to

meetings

There was

.

little

might characterize Montenegro as a “post-conflict”
country with

deep ethnic antagonisms. There was

little

to suggest the necessity

of “peacebuilding”

understood as the repairing of fractured group
relationships.

Another

activity

conducted in the workshops was a ranking exercise

in

which

students were asked to rank the “most troubling
social divisions for youth in

Montenegro." The categories

to

be ranked included differences in economic status

(class), ethnicity, age, religion, gender,

was never ranked

and region.

Among these

categories, ethnicity

the most highly in any of the workshops. In fact,

it

was usually ranked

about the same level, or sometimes lower, than the categories of
religion'

at

(Gender was consistently ranked as the

According
council

cited

to their rankings, the

members was economic

status.

1

least

"8

and age.

^9

problematic social division.)

most troubling
In fact,

social division for the youth

economic differences were ranked as

by Koprivica (2003) also found different perceptions of threat among minority groups

in different cities,

living

with Citinje being particularly threatening for Roma.

Another exercise

in the

workshops asked students

to rank sources

of conflict

in their lives.

Overall, students ranked conflict with peers as most problematic, followed by conflict with social
values and conflict within themselves. Large differences in the rankings among councils suggest
that the categories or explanation

may have been

unclear.
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Because ethnicity and religion tend
ranked

in a

to overlap in

Montenegro,

it

is

not surprising that they were

similar position.
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In

an interview, a non-Albanian student living

in

a majority Albanian community responded to

a question about attitudes toward other groups by saying that in the past he had prejudices

—about

the abilities of girls. His experience working with girls on the council, however, had changed his

stereotype of girls being less capable than boys (interview, September 24) This

of the few about gender

that surfaced during the research.
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comment was one

most problematic

in three

of four councils and earned the highest
point

In response to a question about
attitudes

his sensitivity of

30
total overall.'

toward other groups, one student pointed
toward

economic differences and

his

ambivalence about relationships with

other youth across class lines:
...to me the guy that has real expensive
clothes, maybe he thinks that he’s really
something more, or above me in a way, but he’s the
same to me, but maybe I’m
not to him. In a way, maybe I wouldn't
approach him. But he is equal to me, as

someone who has

From

different clothes (interview,

the perspective of youth,

economic

issues since they affect students

In a

workshop

in Niksic, the

more problematic than

commented

inequities

September

may

be

felt

12).

more

acutely than other

immediate spending power and prestige among peers.

youth council members ranked economic divisions as

far

religion or ethnicity. In explaining the ranking, a student

that a person s wealth

determined her value

in the

community, and

people were treated differently according to the amount of money they
had

that

(field notes,

131

September

1

1 ).

Later in the workshop,

youth council conducting

in the future,

when

some

describing activities they imagined their

students talked about promoting

understanding between religions and promoting social equality

(i.e.,

that people should be

treated fairly, whether rich or poor).
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one council, regional divisions were considered most problematic, with economic
was located in Berane, a relatively poor industrial
the north, relatively far from the more prosperous cities on the coast.
In

differences ranked second. That council

city in

Infonnal conversations with CRS staff members and personal observations also suggested that
economic challenges were more pressing than problems with inter-ethnic relationships for most
people. Montenegro had undergone severe economic distress in the early 1990s and many
families continued to struggle for survival. Street-level entrepreneurship was common in our
neighborhood of Podgorica; after dark, car trunks opened to sell cigarettes while vendors paced
the streets.
was told that most families have some form of business on the side to supplement
incomes (field notes, September 9).
I
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Negotiating difference

Although students rarely spoke about tensions
between groups, they did mention
the value of becoming

several students as an

more open

to difference. In fact,

outcome of their work with

their

becoming “tolerant” was

youth council.

When

by

cited

asked what

they meant by “tolerant”, the students
did not describe tolerance in terms of
acceptance of

another identity group per
listen to others

se.

Rather, they explained tolerance as a general
capacity to

and react constructively

to

opposing viewpoints. Students commented

far

more frequently about communication with other people
generally than about
communication or

relations

between

identity groups specifically. For example,

Albanian student from Tuzi mentioned the importance of
learning
probed: communicate with

The

whom? “Anyone,"

how to communicate,

significance students attached to being open and nonjudgmental toward
other

them. Engaging other people, particularly
students. In a workshop, students

rights.

In

in their faces

by a

in public spaces,

new

for

proved unsettling for several

from Niksic presented a roleplay about having a door

woman who was

not interested in hearing about children’s

an interview, a student from Niksic recalled her feelings about public rejection

of her group's

activities:

...during our

people were running away, some of them didn't like
want to hear what we had to say. I got nervous; I was

first activities

to take the leaflets, didn't

anxious, really out of my mind. In the
stay calm, to take

Through her experience,

it

moment

I

felt that

it

was

with more patience (interview, September

this student learned

situation of potential conflict.

open and

I

he responded (interview, September 24).

perspectives suggests that communication and conflict resolution skills
were

slammed

when an

how to

react

She talked about tolerance

better for
1

in a

terms of learning to be more

less reactive in civic spaces. In a similar vein, several students described
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to

1 ).

more constructively

in

me

themselves as being more patient

in their

conflicting ideas as a result of their

1

1

).

One

work on

student said that, as a result of her

more relaxed when
the

communication and

September

the youth council (field notes,
September

work on

the youth council, she

talking with different people, both

place—it can be media;
25). In her use

general, not necessarily

it

can be

street;

it

was “much

known and unknown, no

matter

can be anywhere else” (interview,

of “different” here, she seems

members of other

better able to handle

to

identity groups.

imply other people

Most

of tolerance as dealing with difference, although
the difference

is

students

in

seem

to think

not clearly associated

with an identity group. Being patient and remaining
open in the face

[literally]

of other

people are areas of personal growth identified by the
students.

Although most students did not suggest

was

related to other identity groups, a

directly that their capacity for “tolerance”

few students hinted

that

it

was.

A majority-group

(Montenegrin) student from an Albanian-dominated community made
a clear reference
the importance of learning cross-cultural communication skills.

When

asked

how

the

youth council contributed to a more peaceful society, he noted that he learned
disciplinary subjects in school, but “they don't teach

don't teach you

how to communicate

communication might have been

you what you need

interculturally” (interview,

for

September

particularly salient for this student

life.

24).

who was

a

They
Such

member

of the majority group nationally but found himself a minority within his Albanian-

dominated school.
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to

A wound
The data presented thus

far suggest

scratched

an ambiguity about the agenda of
inter-group

peacebuilding in Montenegro, from the
perspective of the youth council members
themselves. Most students describe
themselves as holding inclusive values
and having
healthy relationships with

members of other

groups. Ranking data, as noted above,

suggests a greater concern for economic than
ethnic differences.

Yet there was also evidence

Montenegro, a subject
survey conducted by

that

CRS

that ethnicity

was troubling
in several

for

remains a painful subject in

some youth and

difficult to talk about.

In a

high schools in 2001, students expressed some

concern for a lack of tolerance of ethnic/religious
differences: when asked

if

schools

respected students from different backgrounds, nearly
1/3 (32%) of students strongly
132

disagreed.

Concern about discrimination and intolerance was most apparent
with two Albanian students from the town of Tuzi.
there

were differences

those

who have

in the

way people

'

One of the

are treated, noting that

in

an interview

students remarked that

some people

believe that

a different nationality or religion are “second class” (interview,
134

September

24).

In a halting exchange,

the students hinted at their struggle to

mount an

132

Yet the pattern of responses suggests

who

students

strongly agreed or agreed

that students

was 42%;

were divided on

this issue: the

the percentage of students

who

percentage of

strongly

disagreed or disagreed was 41%.
133

The members of the youth council in Tuzi were predominantly Albanian. In the first year of
it had two Orthodox (Montenegrin) members, one of whom dropped
out and the

the council,

other did not actively participate. In project reports, CRS staff speculated that the language
differences between the students may have been a problem.
I

conducted

this interview

almost entirely

in

English (a third language for the students) without

below, the CRS staff member was
present and interjected at times to clarify points.) This interview proved to be the most strained

the mediation of the translator. (As

of any

I

conducted

in

is

evident

in the transcript

Montenegro. At one point, when
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I

asked about what a student had learned

advocacy campaign related

to inter-ethnic understanding,
a

campaign idea

A portion of the interview transcript is included below

abandoned.

that

was

later

(interview, September

24):

VM: What

CRS

CRS

member: They wanted

staff

VM:

did you want to do?

work on

to

inter-ethnic communities.

But you chose not to do that?
staff member:

VM:

They were

not. .they couldn't.
.

Agree?

We thought there would be many problems.

Student:

VM: What

do you mean?

Student: Problems, if not anything else....

VM:

CRS

I

don't understand.

staff

member: You should be very

About what you

Student:

say...

And

careful.

1

that's the biggest reason

we

didn't choose

to.

This exchange suggests the difficulty of raising inter-ethnic relationships as an issue for
a

youth council to address publicly, particularly for students from a minority group. Shortly
after this

exchange, the students commented further on their thinking. One student

suggested that old wounds were better

means

it's

left

unscratched: “If something

history, so it’s finished” (interview,

September

24).

is

done before,

He went on

that

to say that

—

about communication, he replied “You are talking to me, not the door” a comment that may
have been directed at me, implying that I was not looking at him when I spoke to him. One
reason for the difficulty of this interview may have been the sensitive subject matter of inter-

group relations. At another

work

the

questions

CRS
in

staff

such a

level, the challenges
faced in this interview indicated how much
was doing on my behalf in other interviews by translating and rephrasing
way to make them clearer and more meaningful to participants.

In the end, instead of conducting a public

1

advocacy campaign on inter-ethnic understanding,

the Tuzi youth council chose to focus on traffic safety.
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they had seen enough wars and they didn’t
need any more. At this point in the interview,
the

CRS

staff

member

interjected, pointing out that they

speak directly about inter-group issues. She asked
them
the students responded that

young people might be

were among the

why

students to

first

others were silent.

afraid of saying

something

One of
would

that

ignite conflict.

This

comment

suggests that the deeper feelings about inter-group
relations

may

remain unspoken. Paradoxically, a lack of expressed
concern for inter-group tensions

might

reflect the existence

of such tensions. One of my overarching conclusions

qualitative research in a place like

and psychological

Montenegro provides glimpses of a complex

reality that is difficult,

it

not impossible, to view in

is

that

social

full.

“They know why we are here”
The research process revealed a lesson

I

should have known:

it

is

problematic,

particularly for a cultural outsider, to probe into matters of group identity and related
social tensions.

to

People in Montenegro had several reasons to be cautious about speaking

such questions, including uncertainty about the researcher and concern for

tensions that were better

left

stirring

up

quiescent.

Students' responses, both in interviews and workshops, suggest ambiguities in
their thinking

about their

own

identities

and relationships with members of other groups.

While students see themselves as transcending group

differences, they also

seem

to

harbor a strong awareness of group differences. At the same time, students seem more

concerned with economic and other forms of social inequity than with inter-group
relations.

The data suggest

that inter-ethnic relationships, at least
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from the perspectives

ot the students in the youth councils,
could not be singled out as the

most

salient type

of

division for youth in Montenegro. In
their lives, improved inter-ethnic
understanding

may

be an aspect ot peacebuilding, but there
are other issues that are equally,

pressing sources of discord.

As one of the CRS

staff

if not

members had suggested

more,

early in the

research process, a narrow interpretation of
peacebuilding focused on group relations did
not reflect students' broader spectrum of
social and personal concerns.

Evidence from

my research,

in conjunction with the survey results
reported

Koprivica (2003), suggest that there

is

a healthy tradition of tolerance in Montenegrin

The youth council members may

society.

than do older generations. Yet even

deeper relationships across group

by

feel less

among

lines.

concerned about group differences

youth, there are indications of the lack of

Indirect peacebuilding activities such as the

youth council project can help create those relationships by providing
opportunities for
collaboration. But to focus only at that level

is to

limit understanding

of the more

pervasive peacebuilding function ot the councils in terms of nurturing
students

themselves as peacebuilders, a topic which
Before closing

this chapter,

I

want

I

will explore further in the following chapter.

to return to the

Education Manager (an American)

who remarked

foreigners were there. She

to

seemed

mission of bringing peace and

The

local

CRS

that the

comment made by

the

CRS

Montenegrins knew why the

be saying that the international

NGOs had

a clear

stability to the Balkans.

staff did not

seem

to

view peacebuilding

in that

way. In several

conversations, two staff members raised questions about the nature of the peacebuilding

agenda.

One of the

was more

staff

members

felt

a matter of common sense

it

was a contrived concept. Peacebuilding

to her

—doing peacebuilding meant maintaining an open
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mind and open

heart (field notes, September
20). Another staff member

peacebuilding was an idea invented by politicians,
the conflicts.

She

felt that

much

commented

that

as the politicians had invented

people would get along on their own, given
appropriate

opportunities to do business together and to
cooperate. With such opportunities, people

don't think about their differences, she said
(interview, September 25). In a sense, this
staff

member was

Balkans,

arguing for the very approach to peacebuilding
taken by

At the same time, though, her comments suggest

social goals.

peacebuilding, as an agency project,

may

fail to

had kept themselves out of the Balkan wars and

Were

He

on democratic assistance

points out that international

staff as translators

Gagnon

honor the ways
fail to

in Bosnia,

reflect a

wholesale and “taught”

in a

in

a similar

Bosnia often used national

“communist’' and an ethnically-divided

common

assumption

to the natives.

takes a different approach,

experience,

would not suggest

after all, the control

I

more rooted

is

that

democracy and

civil

which must therefore be imported

(2003,

For Gagnon, however. Catholic Relief Services

I

their ability to live together

Gagnon (2003) makes

NGOs operating

society are concepts foreign to this region,

my

which Montenegrins

writes:

These organizations

Based on

honor

in

of

and drivers, assuming they had no deep understanding of democracy

because of their experience growing up
society.

that the discourse

the foreigners needed to teach Montenegrins to be peaceful?

In research

criticism.

in the

an indirect approach based on inter-group collaboration
around overarching

i.e.,

amicably.

CRS

p. 3)

one of a very few organizations

in local realities

and driven by

that

local concerns.

would concur with Gagnon’s appreciative stance toward CRS.

that the

agency was imposing endogenous ideals on Montenegro;

of the agency

in

Montenegro was being handed over
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to local staff.

Nevertheless,

it

was

striking to

me

that

some of those

local staff felt

somewhat

ambivalent about the notion of peacebuilding as
an agency agenda.

And

here

extent might the

I

would

like to introduce a larger

work of peacebuilding serve a broader agenda with
contradictory

outcomes? This question
understood,

concern about peacebuilding. To what

why

is

about the political nature of peacebuilding

happens in some places but not

it

in others,

—how

and who controls

it

is

Indeed,

it.

the governments that fund peacebuilding initiatives
in certain places also support

...
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violence in others.

Often peacebuilding interventions follow on the heels of military

interventions to stabilize a

new

social order favored

cases, governmental support for peacebuilding

may

by donor governments. In other
be a form of compensation for

supporting violence or failing to stop violence (Bush, 2004).

A

leading

human

western investment

rights scholar,

Michael

in the reconstruction

Ignatieff,

makes

this

of the Balkans:

The reconstruction of the Balkans by Western governments,
States, has

always been an imperial project, driven by a

grasped, imperative to replace the collapsed

new

architecture of states that

observation about

would bring

led

by the United

clear, if reluctantly

Communist

state

of Tito’s era with a

combustible comer of

stability to a

—

—

Europe
The aim is to integrate the Balkan peninsula eventually into the
European Union and in the meantime to reduce the flow of its major exports:
crime, refugees, and drugs. (2002, p. 58)
For Ignatieff, western investment in a peaceful future for places

up with western

interests in greater

like

is

Several

members of the

what gives the imperial project

UN

tied

a “spiritual component” to

the endeavor. Promoting healing and reconciliation, envisioning a

is

is

market integration and limiting the influx of

perceived social toxins. But Ignatieff also realizes that there

for rival groups: “This

Montenegro

its

more peaceful

moral allure” (2002,

future

p. 58).

Security Council are also prolific amis traffickers (Bush, 2004).
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This critique helps connect the dots of this
dissertation. Conventional educational
indicators, as argued earlier, often serve an

national

agenda of human

capital

development and

economic competitiveness. Peacebuilding can serve the
same master. For

western governments and the agencies they support, there
peacebuilding

activities.

and reduced threats

manager had

in

The

an aspect of self-interest

is

project of peacebuilding carries a promise of stable
markets

to internal security in the long run.

mind when she

said that they

what the American

Is that

know why we

are here?

Reading and writing about post-conflict educational reconstruction,
attracted

by the “moral

of peacebuilding.

allure

imperial aspects, to the political

did

I

begin to wonder,

people

why

are

I

you (we) here? There

—

is

my research

in

Montenegro

a moral imperative to helping

of powerful nations and

needs approach to educational indicators
their

own

that educational processes are valued in terms

as individuals,

valuing that

until

interests

primacy of the development of human capacities for

beings

far less attention to its

they do situate those activities within a larger socio-political context.

interest in a basic

me

have been

Such agendas do not necessarily diminish the value of peacebuilding

activities, but

interests

is

I

of peacebuilding can be embedded within larger

agendas driven by the economic and geopolitical

My

have paid

economy of peace. Not

live together, yet the project

institutions.

in

often, violence. In terms

to re-assert the

sake. Ultimately,

of what

and as individuals living together. What

make human growth

is

I

is

good

resist is

for

what

human

systems of

instrumental to larger structures of power and, too

of Ignatieff s

critique,

spiritualize indicators.
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perhaps

my

ultimate agenda

is to

Questions about the meaning of peace and
peacebuilding do not end here. In
they resurface as an important theme in the
next chapter.

comprehensive exploration of students' experiences

I

in the

turn

now to

fact,

a more

youth councils, informally

organized by the categories of basic psychological
needs. In describing the significance

of need satisfaction
discussing

in the

how CRS

is

youth councils,

I

shift

from discussing peacebuilding

cultivating agents of peace.

The emphasis

is

to

placed more on

individual growth than on changing social conditions
or group relations. But as

I

will

suggest, building learning environments that satisfy basic
needs in the context of service
to others is

fundamental to the larger effort of enabling the self-transformation
of

Montenegrin

society.
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CHAPTER

13

THE FULFILLMENT OF BASIC NEEDS IN THE YOUTH COUNCILS:
THE IMPLICATIONS FOR PEACE
They started believing

in

—Youth

a change.

council

member

A vignette
On my

first field visit to

meet with youth council members, we drove

event in Berane, a town in north central Montenegro.

A

small caravan of two Land

Cruisers and a Jeep cruised up winding mountain roads, carrying me,

and a number of youth council members from the
closer to the town, small farms appeared

upon

closer look.

had closed

I

—

idyllic

to a special

capital city

CRS

staff members

of Podgorica. As

we came

from a distance but poor and rough

learned that people in Berane struggled economically: two factories

in recent years and,

according to one of the

CRS

staff

members, families

depended on money sent by other family members working abroad: “everyone has
137

,

someone somewhere

The

else” (field notes, September 16).

special event

were dedicating a vacant

was a dedication ceremony. The Berane youth council members
lot as

the site of a future youth center.

bounded by a parking area and a

The vacant

four-story green apartment building.

building spoke of the economic condition in the town: two weathered

lot

was

The apartment
satellite

dishes

137

The
in

international sanctions

imposed on Serbia and Montenegro

that started in

1992 were

lifted

1995. But the breakup of the former Yugoslavia had generated lasting economic dislocations.

In 2000, the unemployment rate in Serbia and Montenegro was over 30%, with 250,000 factory
workers on a “compulsory layoff that was expected to become permanent” (UNICEF, 2002, p.

27).
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sprouted from

of the vacant

its

and large stacks of firewood were piled nearby.

side

lot sat a carefully

beginning of a wall. Each

name on

a brick.

connected the

on

Two

sticks.

my knowledge

had been placed

As we waited

of American pop

seemed. They knew

far

edge

constructed stack of yellow bricks, resembling
the

member of the Berane youth

sticks

In the front

for the

in the

council had written his or her

ground and a strand of red tape

ceremony

to begin, the students

music— a common ground we

more about

current music than

I

shared, or so

however.

did,

quizzed

I

me

it

failed the quiz,

manifesting our generational difference.

The ceremony began. About
high school stood behind the brick
the tape.

Cameras

clicked.

Some

thirty students

pile.

One of the

light clapping

and some

reporters capturing the

moment

from

their

students gave a short speech and cut

sounded

in the

crew captured the event and interviewed some of the students

A pile of bricks in a vacant lot;

staff members

autumn

air.

A camera

for the national news.

an imagined youth center without funding;

for the evening news.

What

did such an event indicate

about the satisfaction of basic psychological needs? About peacebuilding?
I

will return to these questions in this chapter, in light of this event

gathered from

my

and other data

observations, interviews, and workshops with youth council members.

Overall, this chapter attempts to illuminate the implications of a basic needs perspective
for understanding

CRS's

contribution to peacebuilding in Montenegro.

will highlight specific indicators that crystallized

needs framework.
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from the

The next chapter

inquiry, organized

by the basic

Basic psych ological needs and a culture
of peace

A

key argument

in this chapter,

and the dissertation as a whole,

psychological needs perspective can open a

window

into the

ways

educational program contributes to peace.
In the context of the

youth councils,

matters of identity, security, connection, autonomy,
and effectiveness
categories ot basic psychological needs
better able to

—

relate to experiences that

a basic

which an

in

CRS

is that

—

the core

make

individuals

promote peace.

This assertion

is

based on

on theoretical insights from the
cannot support

my

my

interpretation of the qualitative data

fields

I

gathered and

of peace education and peace psychology.

I

interpretation of the impact of the project with experimental
evidence,

however. The research etfort did not seek

to gather empirical data

on the

participants’

behavior before and after their participation in the councils, as a
quasi-experimental
evaluation of an interv ention would do.

do bully others

less, for

I

do not know

if students in the councils actually

example, or actually do have better relations with members of

other ethnic groups, in comparison with non-participants.
limited research,

is this:

What I do know, based on my

students have experiences in their youth councils that can be

understood through a basic needs perspective as nurturing their capacities

of peace

I

in their

to act as agents

communities.

will use the phrase “agents of peace” in this chapter to connote the kind of

positive capacities students develop through their experiences on the youth councils.

These are capacities

that enable the students to bridge social divisions in their

own

lives

and promote the well-being of others. The youth councils provide an experiential learning
environment

that enables the students to

develop their
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own

sense of themselves as agents

and make
peace.

By

their

own

schools and communities more peaceful,
in the sense of positive

describing the students as “agents of peace,”

1

do not mean

to

make an

claim that they are particularly heroic
personally or that they have succeeded
transforming group relationships in their
communities.
figurative, suggesting a trajectory

their capacities to

do

My intention is to

to be

ways and

suggest that students are

that the councils are a vehicle for cultivating

make more

I

explicit a

theme

that pervades the dissertation.

argue that an important aspect of building a culture of
peace

environments that richly

two

and of themselves, as
psychological needs

meant

so.

In this chapter,

chapter, there are

is

in

of growth and commitment toward building
positive

peace and preventing future violence.
building peace in subtle, positive

My use of this term

inflated

satisfy basic psychological needs.

levels to this argument.

sites

of peace. In saying

is itself

At one
this,

I

level,

is

As
I

I

creating learning

I

discussed in an earlier

view such environments,

in

maintain that the frustration of basic

a form of violence, in that

it

limits

human

well-being,

growth, and openness. Building a culture of peace, therefore, involves expanding and
enriching opportunities tor basic needs satisfaction in the larger social environment.

At another

level, students’

experiences of basic need satisfaction in the

CRS

youth councils point toward the growth of capacities that promote peace. Experiences of

autonomy and effectiveness

make

—

especially in relation to civic officials and media

students better prepared and

communities. Students

who

feel

more capable of acting

more connected

to peers

—can

as agents of peace within their

and have a positive vision of

the future can better support the well-being of others. Overall,

I

suggest that in the

context of the youth councils, the rich satisfaction of basic psychological needs enables
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students to be

more open

to others

and more attuned

to their welfare.

By expanding

opportunities for others to feel a sense of
security, positive identity, belonging,
and
effectiveness, students contribute to the
formation of a culture of peace.

Students in the

youth councils are learning to improve
opportunities for others to experience greater
need
satisfaction.

Before

illustrating these points in

more

detail.

I

briefly describe the operation

of

the youth councils, as a backdrop for further
discussion of the research findings.

How

the councils operate

Catholic Relief Services initiated the youth councils in
Montenegro in order to

provide structures for youth to work collaboratively on projects
of significance to them.
Otherwise, such structures were not readily available. According
to
themselves, schools in Montenegro offer few,
students. Schools

make no attempt

itself or to the local

commented on
that students

to

if

in service

—

either to the school

attraction to the council, a student

the lack of opportunities in her school, saying that this

had been involved

in something.

and the students

any, extra-curricular activities for

engage students

community. Describing her

CRS

was %he

first

The atmosphere was completely

time

dead'’

138

(interview, September 25).

The lack of opportunities was

also implied by a student in

138

Students'

comments about

the lack of participation opportunities for youth appears to

UNICEF that finds 48% of youth in the FRY belong to an organized
group (UNICEF, 2002). This finding may reflect the socialist legacy of mass participation of
youth in various groups, controlled by the state. In the post-communist period, the organizational
contradict data collected by

infrastructures for youth have been dismantled,

(UNICEF, 2002).

In

CRS’s own

initial

making the formation of new networks

survey of students

in three

schools

in

difficult

Montenegro,

students were asked if there were clubs, either in school or outside of school, for them to join.

More

students disagreed

(44%) than agreed (36%).
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Niksic

who

noted that students from other schools had
approached her, asking

could organize a council in their school
(interview, September
In 2000-01, the first year

of the project,

CRS

1

how they

1).

initiated three

youth councils

in

139

different schools.

Once

regularly in an available

member

a council forms, usually with

room provided by

the school.

1

0-20 active members,

The council

is

meets

it

supported by a

ot the school staff, typically the school
counselor/psychologist.

As

the council

forms, the students are encouraged to discuss their
ideas for a local activity. Each youth
council then undertakes a service project with financial
and organizational support from

CRS.

In the first year,

one council created a school newspaper; another group

spearheaded the repair of the gymnasium

By 2002, CRS had expanded
total

floor.

the initiative to include three

more

schools, for a

of six youth councils. In addition to school-based projects, the councils were

encouraged

to consider projects related to

community

issues.

CRS

and

its

partner

organization conducted workshops on advocacy and team-building for the council

members. The councils
proposals to

CRS

identified an issue,

for a public

their proposals, the councils

and they were guided

in the

development of

advocacy campaign addressing the problem. Based on

were granted up

to

$2000 from

CRS

and encouraged

to raise

additional funds from the school administration and the local community.

Recent themes of the youth council projects have ranged from the modest
ambitious.

The youth council

in Podgorica,

campaigning

for a

new

to the

high school building,

organized an exhibition of photographs showing the poor condition of their current

139

forming the councils, one of the main criteria espoused by CRS was ethnic diversity.
However, not all places in Montenegro are diverse. At least one of the schools hosting a youth
council was located in Citinje, a largely homogenous Montenegrin community.
In
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school and invited government
representatives to attend. The photographs
were

auctioned to raise funds for books for
the school
in

library.

Other campaign topics ranged

scope from school beautification, to
awareness of drug/alcohol abuse, to

traffic safety.

Doubting goodness
There

is little

Generally, public

good.

One

space in Montenegro for youth to engage in
public issues.

life is

marked by suspicion of individual

initiative for the

student characterized the situation in these
words: “this

is

common

a community that

usually has a disbelief in a positive change"
(interview, September 9).
In interviews,

youth and parent council members frequently commented
on the

suspicion aroused by their work.

As

a legacy of the socialist period in Yugoslavia, there

appears to be a pervasive belief in Montenegro that any
civic-oriented activity

is

motivated by political interests and supported by political

parties.

youth council distributed a questionnaire on the

example, they were asked

which party they belonged

to

and

who had

sent

street, for

them

When

students in one

(interview, September 12).

This general suspicion about civic activity has several consequences, as
discussed

by participants. One consequence
because of perceived
that as they

is

that students’ efforts

political biases.

were collecting signatures

because the petition was written

In

might be ignored or rejected

Herceg Novi, youth council members reported

for a petition, a

man

refused to sign simply

in the Latin alphabet rather than in Cyrillic (the alphabet

associated with Orthodox religion and nationalist politics) (interview, September 12). In

Berane, students

who

gathered signatures for a petition about a youth center found
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themselves suspect. One student said that
people in town thought they were spies
from
the United States or

some kind of religious

sect (field notes,

September

6).

Other comments suggest that peers and family
members may discourage youth

from engaging
genuine.

One

civic projects:

in

advocacy

because they do not believe those

activities

activities to

be

student recalled this reaction from a neighbor
about one of her council’s

“Come

on, you don't

know what

you're talking about. These people are

not serious with you. They’re lying to you"
(interview, September 16). This type of
reaction to constructive social engagement
citizens

may

were discouraged from participation

be based on past experiences in which

in civic affairs or

manipulated for

ends they could not control. In describing the quality of civil
society

in

political

Montenegro, a

school director said bluntly, “They [community members] are
used to being mistreated,
to being lied to, that's the reason

As suggested

human needs

why

they don't trust" (interview, September 17).

earlier, the social

context of daily

for connection, security,

—become

Montenegro

frustrated

and effectiveness. Against such a backdrop,

suggest? the satisfaction of those needs

effectiveness

life in

—

particularly those for connection

particularly salient for the

I

and

growth of youths' capacities as

peacebuilders in their communities. The youth councils provide a learning environment
in

which students could experience

rich connection with each other, effectiveness in civic

activity, increased security in matters

their role in a peaceful

Montenegro.

of significance

I

will

to

move now

assertion.
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them, and a constructive vision of

to highlight the evidence for this

Becoming agents of constructive fhan
The public advocacy campaigns,

in different

r

ways, supported the fulfillment of a

variety of basic psychological needs,
including security, positive identity,
positive

connection, autonomy, and effectiveness.

As

I

will discuss further in a later section,

students do not experience such fulfillment
in discrete experiences.

experience

may

A particular

involve fulfillment of several needs simultaneously.
Rather than

attempting to organize the research findings by
categories of basic needs,
suggest several key themes in the following
sections.
students experience a strong sense of their

an interest
their

own

in

working

As

own agency

will be evident

(i.e.,

for the benefit of others. Their vision

I

would

from the

like to

data,

of effectiveness) and express

of the future emphasizes

capacity to create positive change, change that will create

new

opportunities for

others to enjoy the satisfaction of basic psychological
needs.

Students often spoke of feeling proud
positive impact in their communities.

felt

when

they realized they were having a

They described

different

themselves engaged as public actors, whether handing out

signatures.

These were moments when,

recognizing us

(interview,

September

recognized, this student said, no

,.

—

in the

11).

words of one

When

“as a group.

As

asked

if

moments

in

which they

leaflets or collecting

student, “people started

she meant being personally

a group that

is

doing something

140

useful."

This

comment

suggests that the students gained a sense of positive collective

14 °

As

of their advocacy campaigns funded by CRS, the youth councils created posters and
community to display larger versions of campaign posters.
One student remarked that he felt proud when a bus he was riding on passed by the billboard
(interview, September 24). The billboard had become a public symbol of the council highly
part

rented space on billboards in their

visible within the

community.
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from membership

identity

in the council,

an identity centered on constructive
social

engagement.
Students also associated
action.

One

moments of self-worth with

student described a proud

really going to

moment

as “the

do something" (interview, September

toward the lack of opportunities for
students
constructive ways. Students

felt frustrated

application and did not engage

them with

to act

felt

moment when

12).

and

a newly

As

I

capacity for

thought

above, this

I

am

comment

points

to use their learning in

by an education

that

had no immediate

their concerns for their society.

As

this

same

student pointed out, the councils offer
a different learning environment than
does the
school. In the councils,

something

that

we

“we can do what we

felt

she was given the right to

Another student pointed
his experience

out,

“you are

we can

also provide an avenue for students to
experience

identifying issues for their campaigns.

she

In a school,

only wait to do

learn" (interview, September 12).

The councils

when

learn.

to a feeling

on the councils and

A feeling of self-worth,
name problems

for

(interview,

autonomy

in

one student, arose

September

16).

of autonomy as one of the key differences between

his experience in school. In the council, he pointed

free to express yourself (interview,

September

24).

Opportunities for effectiveness in public activity appear to contribute
to students’

sense of positive identity and growth. The students

development was

interrelated with their efforts

The preliminary survey conducted by CRS
indicated that not

I

interviewed

on behalf of others.

after the first year

students felt they had full

felt that their

own

In a related

of the youth council project

autonomy in the choice of their projects.
Apparently school administrators and counselors had some influence on those choices, with
differences among schools. The availability of CRS funding may have resulted in more external
influence than would have been the case otherwise.
all
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sentiment, one student described
the council as an avenue for
her to pursue her

own

growth, calling her participation a
form of “self-education” (interview,
September

12).

Students understanding of their growing
capacities as actors in their society

seems

be rooted

to

in their feeling

Herceg Novi expressed a
I

teel

of belonging to a like-spirited group.

common

A

student in

sentiment in these words:

myself as part of a group, as part of a group
of people

that are there with
wishes, with a bunch of ideas, with creativity
with willingness to change, and to do
something for a better change and for a'
better future for all, not just for us.
(interview, September

common

mtere^s, with

common

12)

This student, as with others, no longer
better future for all

’

felt

alone in her social concerns. Her interest in
“a

was affirmed by her peers and by

the

CRS

staff.

She experienced a

strong sense of belonging to a group with inclusive
values. Belonging to such a group,

she noted, strengthened her belief that change
was possible (interview, September 12).
similar

own

outcome was echoed by a student from Tuzi who

when he

ideas

September

need for

member of the

said that he began to accept his

were others who shared

Working on meaningful

24).

fulfilled the

realized there

his perspectives (interview,

projects together, for other students,

On

council because he

was no longer

afraid to say or

do something he cared
143

•

his

own, he

felt

may have

A student from Tuzi noted that he felt more secure as a

security.

142

about.

A

more vulnerable

(interview,

September

24).

142

This comment reflects a positive example of what can often be a negative phenomenon in
societies undergoing severe transitions. In his analysis of the origins of genocide and mass
violence, Staub (1989, 2003a) illustrates how feelings of vulnerability and diminished identity
can motivate people to join groups promising security and power all too often, at the expense of
a scapegoated group in the society.

—

In a conversation after this interview, a

been involved

in fights at school.

CRS

staff member informed

feeling of insecurity. Participating in the youth council

but

I

me that

this student

had

may have been rooted in a general
may have helped him feel more secure,

His aggressive behavior

have no evidence about the impact of his participation on his behavior outside the council.
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Students often spoke of their concern for
the welfare of others. In workshops,

when youth

council

members were asked

to list their goals for the future,
their goals

frequently focused on improving their
schools or helping others. In Niksic,
students

imagined themselves as forming an

replicating the

NGO that would conduct training in schools

work of their mentors from CRS

H4
(field notes,

September

1

Specific

1)

ideas for activities included buying books
for poor children, decorating the school,

beautifying a garden in the

city, sheltering

animals in danger, or improving the school

curriculum. In Podgorica, a youth council

member

reported that his council had

organized workshops for other students, following the format
of the workshops

provided for them.

own

interests

A student

CRS

from Tuzi described how helping others and advancing

were interconnected:

you have something that bothers you and there are some things that
bother others, and you start solving some others' problems or your own,
that’s
same, or it comes to the same (interview, September 24).
s like if

It

This expression of the interrelationship of one’s
indicates

his

own problems

the

with those of others

empathy and a sense of mutual interdependence, key values underlying peaceful

societies (Wessels, 1994).

144

With

its

youth council

initiative,

council functions as a mini-NGO:

CRS

actually replicates

itself, in

problem

miniature. Each youth

community and develops
an action plan for addressing that problem, supported by both donor (CRS) funding and private
contributions from the community. The youth councils sign MOUs with CRS regarding the
implementation of their campaigns and agree to raise matching funds to build the “sustainability”
it

articulates a social

in its

of the youth councils as organizations. In addition to these structural parallels, CRS staff
members expressed interest in the youth joining NGOs in the future. Working for an NGO was
viewed as an attractive profession. Given their participation as what might be called “NGO
apprentices”, several students expressed their
trajectory.

On

involved in similar activities”

own

maybe

identification with

would
(interview, September 1

student said, “I feel that

I

1

like to
).

work
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CRS

staff, to

be

Overall, the youth councils appear to

provide a socialization experience that prepares students for work
service-oriented organizations.

NGO work as a career

as the

in

NGOs

and other community

According

many

to

youth, helping others brings
self-satisfaction.

described his experience in these
words:
for

somebody

September

An

student

myself to be important when I’m
fighting

when I’m working on something

else,

16).

“I feel

One

for

somebody

else” (interview.

aspect of the student’s positive
identity, in this case,

is

related to

supporting the well-being of others.
Another student expressed a similar response:
I

like helping other

people because

when help other people help myself also.
we do for the school. When we do
something for the school, we do something
for our city. And that’s why we
are
here we feel self-confident and we
feel important; we feel like
somebody when
we do something for us and for other people
What we

do,

we don

t

do

1

I

for ourselves,

(interview,

For

this student, there is a

September

16).

deep relationship between the satisfaction
of the psychological

needs tor effectiveness and positive

identity, a synergistic satisfaction resulting

from

action taken in the service of others.

It

would be overreaching

the limitations of the data to argue that the

councils caused a transformation in students’
attitudes.

As noted

CRS

earlier, there is

youth

no

baseline data available that compares the attitudes
and values of council participants and

The youth councils may

non-participants.

in service to others.

responded:

16).

This

“We

I

asked

why

must help other people

comment

toward service.

When

attract students

are already inclined to act

she had joined the youth council, one student

do things they love” (interview, September

to

suggests that the student

Many

who

of the youth councils

came

to the council with an orientation

members

I

what Staub (1981, 2003a) has called a “prosocial value

encountered expressed aspects of
orientation,” involving a positive
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A

parent council

member

Bar suggested

working with the council not only opens a
explained that “one bad part of my life was
0 years ago, and every body wants to forget it as soon as possible. By being a member of the
parents council that can be done...
A person can have an influence, starting with the school,
in

that

better future, but also helps erase a difficult past.

He

1

continuing with other things

—a man can make

his life
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worth living" (interview, September

17).

View or other people, concern about
others' welfare.

their welfare,

and a feeling of responsibility
for

A prosocial value orientation motivates individuals

to act in

ways

that

benefit others.

The councils
avenue for them

was a reason
described

attract students oriented

to act

on

toward service and provide a positive

that orientation. Indeed, being
part

several students gave for joining
the youth council.

why

effort

A student from Tuzi

he was attracted to the council: “They
told us that they are giving us a

chance to give something,

like a benefit for

our school, to do something for our
school

and our society, something good" (interview,
September

common

of a larger change

response to questions about

Herceg Novi pointed out

that there

why

Because the students
an opportunity for service,

it

I

This sensibility was a

students had joined the councils.

A

student in

were negative changes surrounding the students
and

youth had a responsibility to do something different:

changes” (interview, September

24).

“We

have to learn

to

make

positive

12).

interviewed seemed to be attracted to the youth council
as

would not be reasonable

to attribute their inclination for

service to their experience with the councils. That said,

it

does seem reasonable to

suggest that the youth councils affirmed and strengthened students’
capacities for
constructive social engagement.

By meeting

basic psychological needs in a context of

“learning by doing” (Staub, 2003a), the youth councils strengthened
students’
inclinations toward service and encouraged

them

to envision

what more they could do

for

others. Generally, the satisfaction of basic psychological needs in particular
groups or

settings supports the internalization

of values espoused by the group (Deci and Ryan,

2000). Support for autonomy can be particularly important for internalization of values;
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in this regard, the

internalization

voluntary and student-driven
nature of the youth councils
supports the

of values related

to social

engagement, equity, and collaborative

relationships.

In

one rnterview,

I

specifically asked students

interested in service to others.

way changed
important.

I

a

lot.

felt

I

Because

One responded:

now

that

was

feeling the

same

we’ve finished the campaign,

1

before, but in a

felt like big.

I

felt

did something” (interview, September
24). This student’s response

suggests that his participation in the
project had
fulfilling

“I

whether they had always been

made an important

difference in richly

needs for positive identity and effectiveness.
That fulfillment contributes to a

further opening toward others and a
capacity to take positive action in the

community.

Envisioning somethin** better

One of the

rationale

CRS

cited for initiating the youth

lacked a vision for a positive future.

On this point, would
I

program was

that students

like to return for a

moment

the scene that opened this chapter: a vacant lot
in Berane, where the youth council

dedicating the youth center they had envisioned.
the youth could see

beyond the emptiness of the vacant

center there, and they had taken public action to

had collected

1

6,000 people

1

What

000 signatures on a
(field notes,

This event was indicative for

was

this

event demonstrated was that

lot.

They could envision a youth

their vision forward.

petition in support of a youth center, in a

September

members, of seeing beyond the

move

to

The students
town of only

6).

me

of a

spirit

common among youth

limitations and problems before
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them

council

to alternative,

more

positive futures.

bricks,

still

The students

Berane held a news conference

in

one million Euros away from building

their

in front

imagined youth

of a

pile

of

center.

Developing a new narrative of effectiveness,
of public agency, was a

common

thread in students' responses. This
sense of effectiveness could be contagious.

Commenting on

other students in her school, one student
said:

They

started believing in a change; they
started believing that
something, that they can have an influence,

maybe they can do
whatever or however that influence
big or small would be. (interview, September
12)
For

this student, the

youth council was opening the possibility of a

lor students in her school that

embraced

later in the interview, reflected

t

In his

the

us.

I

saw

it

same

student,

on her own changing sense of effectiveness and agency.

achieve anything, and then

approaching

kind of identity

effective social participation. This

At the beginning of their advocacy campaign, she

won

new

I felt,

and

I

felt

suspicious: “I thought, no way,

saw myself on

happening” (interview, September

work with peace education

in Australia,

most important aspects of peace education

is

we

the street and people

12).

Hutchins (1996) argues that one of

helping students construct alternative

narratives of the future, narratives that break with the trajectories of a grim
realism about

inevitably toxic futures.

The ceremony

alternative narrative the students

in the vacant lot in

Berane was an example of an

were constructing. Such narratives provide the

foundation for positive social change, shifting emphasis from the “inevitable” to the
possible.

Students often referred to the constructive trajectories that had opened for them.

One youth

council

member noted

that,

although their current project had a relatively

small impact, the process of completing the campaign had a substantial long-term benefit.
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Our campaign,

was very important, because maybe

it

it

wasn’t a very big thing

what we did, but there may be later some things
that can be much bigger, and we
will have experience about how to do
them and how to solve many problems
(interview, September 24)
Another student explained
advocacy issues

for

many

that,

by

years.

starting

now, youth could continue working on

Several students envisioned themselves as future

leaders in Montenegro, as did this one:

We are young, but one day we are going to be old, and now we talk about
ourselves and our problems, but one day we are going
to discuss about our
It s a very important thing. We
have to be prepared for that, (interview
September 25)

country.

Responses such as these

reflect a central

dynamic among youth council members. The

satisfaction of the psychological needs for effectiveness,

supports an expanding sense of constructive possibility.'

growth

in their capacity to effect

In this sense, students

change and an

autonomy, and belonging
46

interest in

Students frequently cited

working

in service to others.

demonstrated what Winfield (1999) views as fundamental

capacities that result from service: efficacy and empathy.

The youth council members

expressed their confidence in being positive actors in the creation of a more caring
society,

and

in that sense, they

The youth council
programs of being limited
criticized for being

“head

saw themselves

project avoids a

to

as peacebuilders.

problem found

in

many peace

education

classroom-based learning. Peace education has been

first," i.e.,

expecting that information and concepts about other

groups will change behavior (McCauley, 2002). Peace educators usually attempt to

146

An expanding

sense of their capacity to effect change was also reflected

CRS

2001. In two of the three schools

in students’

responses

which the councils first
began, more than 70% of council members believed that their experience on the councils had
changed the way they felt about themselves and their capacities. The percentage was far lower
to a survey

conducted by

in
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in

in

“teach” students about peace and peacemaking;
the problem

is

that they

do not engage

students in a sustained process of action
that students themselves direct. In
most peace

education programs, the students don’t do
anything. Here, instead of being “head

first”,

the youth councils tend to be “feet first”
(McCauley, 2002).

as a

means of changing

students’ outlooks and capacities.

The youth councils provide
small, concrete steps. Their

own

their

made

it

capacities: as

new

level

students found their

In

on one

From

work on

s

of confidence

to take

the advocacy projects leads to an expanding
sense of

to

company

for a donation.

undertake further

work respected and appreciated by

what Staub

them

one student described, being interviewed by a television
reporter

calls the

Each

activity

activities, especially

gave

when

adults.

“continuum of benevolence” (1989, 2003a) taking action

values tends to reinforce those values and also create subtle changes in identity.

this perspective, the

helpful,

students with experiences that enable

easier to approach the director of a

students a

They focus on action

more people help

and the more inclined they are

others, the

more they think of themselves

and help others

to value

in the future.

By

as

creating

opportunities for youth to act on behalf of others, the advocacy projects start youth on a
trajectory of commitment to civic participation

and social service for

life.

In this

way,

the councils are training students to be the builders of a culture of peace, tolerance, and

non-violence for the future of Montenegro.

As

I

will revisit later, a focus

peacebuilding only in terms of inter-ethnic relations

may

fail to

on

acknowledge

this

kind of

project impact.

the third school

—

a

problem the

CRS

staff linked to the nature

student initiative and collaboration was minimal.
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of their service project

in

which

In terms

of group relations, the advocacy
projects do give students an
avenue

for

collaboration with each other and
various groups in their communities.
Opportunities for
especially across group lines-is
fundamental to the advancement of
a
culture of peace (Wessels,
1994). In this regard, Wessels also
points out the importance

of learning by doing.

In a culture of peace, people
will construct

peace by actually

practicing peace through cooperation*’
(1994, p. 10). Collaboration can create
a sense of
positive interdependence. In
Montenegro, that sense of positive
interdependence

appeared to be lacking within society.
Against the grain of civic distrust and
suspicion,
the youth council

members were demonstrating

Mapping

a different social ethic.

connections: a cul ture of peace under construction

Students experiences of connection in the
youth council project contribute to the
building of a culture of peace on two levels.
At one level, students connect to each other

with personal relationships that cross group
boundaries. At another

level, the

youth

council activities enable students to form connections
with civil authorities and public

media

connections that expand their capacity to contribute to
a peaceful future

in

Montenegro.
In our interviews, students often

spoke of their relationships with each

student said directly that, through the youth council, he

was

“getting to

other people. I'm getting friends*’ (interview, September
12).

other.

know many many

A member of the

same

youth council pointed out that the members of his council did not belong to
the same
class

and might not otherwise associate with each

whole

different relation with people” (interview,
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other.

The council had created “a

September

1

2).

One

To complete

their

projects, the students often

worked together

intensively.

Doing

so,

brought the students very close to each
other (interview, September

Other evidence of the
our field

When we

visits.

be present

at the

that they greatly

was

cited as a

16).

experienced with each other came from

traveled to the dedication

in Berane, several students

to

affiliation students

one student reported,

from the youth council

ceremony

in

for the future youth center

Podgorica accompanied us in order

event and support their colleagues. Students
frequently mentioned

enjoyed a gathering of all the council members.
This “youth summit”

moment when new

connections were created.

By

building direct, personal

relationships across regions and identity groups,
the youth council project

stronger fabric of social capital

among youth

in

contribute to the prevention of future violence.

The connections
councils were

made

Montenegro

that could be expected to

147

that students experienced

through their involvement in the youth

manifest through a mapping exercise in our workshops. In the

exercise, students were asked to create a

map, with

meaningful connections they had formed, whether
lines

was weaving a

connecting the entities could be thick or

their

youth council

at the center,

to individuals or institutions.

thin, depicting the

of

The

perceived strength or

quality of the connection.

This mapping activity generated several consistent depictions of connection.

Most

visibly, every small

and images

that

conveyed an intense emotional charge.

middle-school students,

147

group highlighted connections

CRS was

to

CRS

In

one

itself,

with thick bands

map drawn by

encircled with hearts; in another,

CRS was

a group of

depicted as

.

In a regional strategy

social capital that

paper for

“immunizes

it

its

work

in

Europe,

CRS

argues that a culture of peace requires

from the negative effects of conflict

that disrupt social

relationships and societal institutions” (Catholic Relief Services/Europe, n.d., p. 6).
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148

a flower.

Besides connections with CRS,

all

the groups

drew prominent connections

with media organizations, including
radio, newspapers, and television.
In some eases,
students also

drew connections

to local businesses that

had donated money

for their

public advocacy projects. (One group
simply drew a connection to the “$”
symbol,

suggesting their link to funding.)
Connections to other organizations were also
evident,
including, in the case of one of the
councils, a relationship with the Greek
consulate in

Montenegro. Lastly, students

in

one youth council also emphasized connections
with

peers as an important aspect of their
experience.

Besides highlighting connections, the maps also
pointed to perceptions of
disconnection.

One group drew

their school as a small circle, floating in
the periphery

the map, without any connection to the
council. Another council in the

of

same school drew

a dashed line to the school director and
emphasized their negative view of the director by

writing his

between
treated

title

upside

their council

by

local

down on

and “city

the map. In another council, a group
hall,” indicating their

drew a dashed

ambivalence about

line

how they were

government.

The experience of connection

carried complications. During interviews, students

also pointed out the frustrations of belonging to the councils.
Differences in the

of time and energy

their peers invested in the

students as a frustration.

One

student said she

failed to “harmonize' (interview,

youth councils might

fulfill

work of the council was

September

was disturbed when

12).

This

comment

cited

amount

by several

the council

members

suggests that just as the

the need for connection with peers, the desire to maintain

148

CRS staff reported that they were often on the phone with youth council members (field
September 5.) The CRS staff can even take on the role of “personal advisors.” According
one staff member, the students called her “Aunt M.” (field notes, September 5).

The
notes,
to
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harmony could

lead to frustration with inevitable
differences in levels of commitment.

members of the Podgorica youth
council but later dropped out
(interview,

September

council noted that one student tried
to control the

when

the other students

would not work with her

25).

Huma nizing the chalkboard
Students

maps

A

tyrants

did not include teachers as a group to

whom

they

felt

connected.

During interviews, however, the students often
spoke of transformed relationships with
teachers. In fact, one of the surprising
findings of the research process

was

that the

youth

councils have brought students and teachers
closer together.

Although relationships between students and teachers
can be problematic

countries— as suggested by the data

in the first section

engage with them

in a personal

many

of this dissertation—those

relationships appear particularly cold in Montenegro.
that teachers failed to

in

Students pointed out repeatedly

manner. To paraphrase one

student, teachers give their lectures, ask questions, hand
out grades, and leave (interview,

September

25). This perception

been particularly acute

at

of limited engagement on the part of teachers may have

the time of my research during the “grey strike” in which

teachers reduced their teaching time from 45 to 25 minutes and completed only
the most
essential functions.

Students' cynicism about their teachers ran deep.

teacher as a “tyrant

'

who

is

"just there to scare kids

One

student talked about the

and give them bad notes” (interview,

149

Changing pedagogical practices and the quality of teacher-student relationships was a central
element of peace education efforts in Serbia in the 1990s (Rosandic, 2000). Teachers
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September

1

1 ).

boredom and
tomorrow

is

The
teachers.

Another student suggested

fear.

She commented, “we go

that her

to sleep at night,

we just

O God,

[think],

school" (interview, September
16).

activities

One

of the youth council seem to change
students’ relationships with

student reported that the very act of
organizing the youth council, of

bringing students together for a positive
purpose,

September

main experience of school was of

made

0

the teachers

happy"

(interview,

25). This student explained that the
publication of the council’s newsletter

attracted teachers’ interest. After the
newsletter

talked about

it

was

distributed, teachers read

it

and

with students, thus giving the students
a feeling of having a higher

status.

This student summarized her experience
this way:

Communication between teachers and students has been
changed a lot.. ..having
way of communication with teachers made me feel more
important
and different. I feel that I am not the same student
as the one I used to be on the
first day when
came to school. Now I am heard more, and better, by
this different

I

than

Some

I

teachers

used to be. (interview, September 25)

students shared stories about personal recognition from
their teachers.

was complimented
was infamous

tor the council s

work on

its

members have become more

student

advocacy campaign by a teacher who

for being harsh with students (interview,

In addition to experiencing

One

September

24).

improved relationships with teachers, youth council

confident about their ability to approach authority figures in

school. Before participating in the campaigns, they

participating in a pilot peace education

would not have

felt

program sponsored by World Vision

the courage to

in

Montenegro

also

reported changed relationships with students (Slobig, 2001).

This student described a noteworthy method for bringing the teachers closer to students. The
youth council members interviewed several teachers, and those teachers talked about their lives
outside of school. These interviews closed the gap between them and even initiated a lasting
relationship: the student reported that there

is

now

time to time.
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a teacher

who

invites her out for coffee

from

approach an authority

figure, but

now they

feel

comfortable and confident doing

so.

A

student from Niksic described her
experience:

They were someone I was afraid of, the
authority, the professors and
ough these are the ordinary people and human
beings. When

even

connection between school administration
and the kids,

I

felt

(interview, September 11)

Another student described one of the most
powerful changes
freedom.

When

in her

September

12).

From

felt

the

empowered

group as a feeling of

probed for further elaboration, she talked about
being able

the school director (interview,

teachers,
I

to

meet with

her perspective, students

experienced a sense of autonomy, in relation to
authority, that had not existed before.

That autonomy was liberating for

her.

Another student commented
tyrants

but

now saw them

that she formerly

viewed the school administrators as

as "ordinary” and felt comfortable speaking with
them.

An

increased sense of power on the part of the student seems
to have changed her negative

view

oi the administrators.

—and

student lost her tear

commented

that she

Through opportunities

the administrators

was proud

to collaborate with administrators, this

were humanized. In Niksic, a student

that the students

who

follow her in the school will also

enjoy a more open relationship with school administrators.

Connecting the community
In addition to strengthening students' sense

contribution of the youth councils

Through the councils,

is

of autonomy and agency, another

nurturing various forms of social connection.

the students developed

new

connections to their school, to

authority figures, and to groups within their communities.
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An outcome of their work,
school.

learn.

Having opportunities

A

some

students,

was a changed

attitude

toward

their

to contribute to the school
increased their motivation to

student from Citinje said this:

This
it

for

is

the oldest school in

[the newsletter] again

Montenegro and it used to have a newsletter.
Getting
was a very honored thing to do, and in a way,
it gave the

opportunity for others to see the school
with different eyes. Not just the place
where teachers are waiting for you to yell at
you or give you bad notes, or
atever, we felt like more motivated
to come, and we had like different

w

toward the school.
September 16)

We can do

Here again, a student implies

feelings

something else besides just going, (interview

that her school

was a negative learning environment, a

of indirect violence. Having an opportunity for
a positive contribution within

environment

tor a kind

of effectiveness and positive identity

site

that

—transformed her

experience of “just going" to school. This point
provides an illustration of the empirical
linkage found in the

first

section of this dissertation between basic need satisfaction
and

school satisfaction.

Encountering school authorities and local business leaders as helpful
and
supportive

rather than distant and disinterested

— seems

to

have also contributed

to

students' feelings of effectiveness and potential as constructive
social agents. Several

students expressed a

new

positive expectation of receiving support from the community.

Instead of a passive or suspicious reception, students expect to meet allies in their
efforts:

“we expect more support from
maybe

in a

moral

the

community

in that

way— go ahead kids, you should

Of course,

do that” (interview, September

the students also experienced frustration with authority figures.

youth council was never given the funds

workshop roleplay

way. But not in a financial way,

in

it

had been offered by a local business.

Herceg Novi, students depicted
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1

1).

One

In a

their frustration during a visit to the

town mayor

September

(fieldnotes,

a petition, yet he ignored

The students

They had collected more than 800

12).

them by talking on his

said they felt disappointed

phone while they were

on

in his office.

and helpless. They questioned the value of their

efforts, yet they did not feel defeated in
the

As

cell

signatures

long run.

the above example illustrates, the youth
councils did not always gain public

support for their efforts easily. Yet students spoke
more often about the positive
relationships their efforts had generated than about
disappointments.

community-based

action, the students also

the adults in their environments.

At one

seem

level,

is

waking up

in the

At another

when
even

community”

level,

(interview,

one student noted

their

have had a positive impact on some of

some

had made an impact on adults understanding of
that

to

Through

students noted that their campaigns

their target issue:

September

that adults

“There

is

awareness

16).

would be more

helpful to youth

they see that youth work toward constructive goals. This reflection suggests
in a limited

that.

way, the youth councils can positively impact the students’ social

environment, expanding the community's positive perceptions and expectations of youth
151

behavior.

Youth engagement

Winfield (1999,

p.

in

community-oriented service contributes

290) calls “restructuring the village,”

between generations, within an ethos of shared concern
subtle, yet significant

form of peacebuilding.

It

i.e.,

to

what

changing relationships

for positive change. This

is

a

suggests that the youth councils can

contribute to a social ethos that anticipates and supports constructive activity, rather than

being distrustful and discouraging.

By

taking positive actions, students can build trust in

151

of the youth council had changed public perceptions
of the school as a whole, and thus contributed to students’ sense of positive group identity.
Before the council started, “it was hard to be a student of that school” (interview, September 1 1).
In Niksic, a student said that the activities
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their

communities and enhance the likelihood

return— a process Staub has
(1988,

p. 92).

The

that others will act constructively
in

referred to as building systems of
“positive reciprocity”

attribution

of positive intentions to others actions
tends

to support

positive, rather than negative or hostile,
reactions (Staub, 1988). In this sense,
the impact

of the councils extends beyond changes

in the students’

themselves to changes

in their

social environment.

Social violence can occur

more

easily in societies in

which people are obedient

to

authority figures and do not voice any opposition
to destructive policies or actions on the
part

of governments or other powerful groups (Staub,
1989, 2003a). Through

the youth council

members

felt

more confident about confronting

engaging with the media. One student noted

was

reluctant to speak in public, but

September

12).

their

work on

gained confidence in their
in this

authority figures and

that before participating in the council

he had

lost his “fear for the

he

camera” (interview.

This capacity to present views publicly, combined with an inclusive

concern for others, prepares students

Through

now

work,

their

own

to

be advocates for peace in the future.

the youth council, several students felt that they have

A

authority.

student from Tuzi described his

own growth

manner:

Maybe we were
could be wrong

we

afraid before, of that, to say something.

—

will say that,

I

don’t

even

know

if it’s

if

I

should say

Maybe we

that; it’s better not to say.

students shared the experience of a peer

students

September

felt

more

1

1).

it

But

now

wrong, (interview, September 24)

Being interviewed by the media also gave students a feeling of positive

(interview,

thought

who

identity.

Several

said “one day people started recognizing us”

Being visible as advocates on an issue of significance,

respect from adults and peers in their communities: “I
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felt

very proud,

and

I

felt

as if

(interview,

I

were somebody

September

really important,

Several students reported that adults

25).

campaign and asked them questions about
her

when
In

the teachers’ strike

would end

forming the youth councils,

Serbian peace educator:

somebody who was being asked

“Do any

it.

One

September

responded to a

1

1

).

critical

question asked by a

public social settings exist in which students are

allowed the ‘privilege' of having their

own

voices, thus giving

them an opportunity

acquire strategies and skills necessary for dialogue?”
(Rosandic, 2000,

youth councils, the students

I

their

student noted that adults even asked

(interview,

CRS

commented on

for”

to

In the

p. 17).

interviewed had found a social space in which their

own

voices were heard and appreciated.

Framing peace

One of the

reasons

I

was

invited to

Montenegro was

that

CRS

understand the peacebuilding dimension of its educational programs.

wished

to better

As noted

earlier,

notions of peacebuilding typically focus on improving problematic inter-group
relationships, minimizing structural causes of conflict in society, and building social

structures that

promote collaboration and a shared vision of the future (Catholic Relief

Services, 2001).

Group

were not strained

in daily life to the extent that they

neighboring Balkan

relationships were less than fully harmonious in Montenegro, but

had erupted

in

violence as in

my research

is

that

states.

One of the primary

conclusions

I

draw from

of peacebuilding focused on inter-group relationships did not
of the youth council

initiative. Certainly, participation in the
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an understanding

fully encapsulate the

councils

may have

impact

strengthened connections
council

their

among youth from

different backgrounds.

members spoke of their connections with

As noted above,

students from other backgrounds
and

enjoyment of working together. Yet the
project had a broader import.

Montenegro lacked was

the

What CRS-

a theoretical vocabulary that linked
the nurturing of

developmental assets among youth with the
construction of a more caring, peace-rich
152

society.

CRS-Montenegro seemed
work and

its

to feel there

was a gap between

its

youth development

support for peacebuilding. The agency staff did
not have a theoretical

approach to peacebuilding that could incorporate the
rich outcomes of the youth council
project.

have come

I

Rather, the problem

to think that the

was

in the

problem here was not

in the nature

of the project.

frameworks: there was a mismatch between the group-

focused expectations about peacebuilding and the project’s
individually-focused efforts
to support the healthy

actors.

In short, the

development of youth as secure, self-confident, and effective

CRS

staff had not articulated a linkage

social

between the youth councils

153

and peacebuilding.
example,

CRS

In a proposal for continued funding for the youth councils,
for

begins by highlighting the importance of building peace through

education, then describes the youth councils in terms of building youth assets,
and,

toward the end of the proposal, mentions peacebuilding again

in terms

of inclusion of all

152

One

piece of evidence for this interpretation

that a memo I wrote on this theme seemed to
wrote while working with the CRS staff. The

is

generate the most interest of any of the pieces

I

Head of Office commented on

with colleagues

it

and shared

it

The separation of individually-oriented and macro- or
sometimes used

in the

Serbian office.

structurally-oriented programs

to distinguish peace education (actor-oriented)

oriented) (Krech, 2003). Generally, peacebuilding

is

from peacebuilding (structure-

is seen as the broader construct, often
incorporating peace education as an element of change. Thus, the youth councils could be

considered both a form of peace education and peacebuilding.
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ethnic groups.

is

The ways

in

which

the youth councils are themselves
supportive of peace

not articulated.

In

its

2001 statement about

its

global peacebuilding principles,

continues to learn what peacebuilding
means.

work

is

that

CRS

conclusions

I

notes that

it

my

draw from

could integrate a more inclusive
understanding of peacebuilding into

self-understanding of
least for the students

responsibility,

One of the

CRS

its

educational program in Montenegro.’

its

54

The youth

councils, at

encountered, were nurturing positive relations,
feelings of social

I

and relations of positive interdependence and
positive reciprocity within

communities. These processes are foundational to
sustaining peace.

It

would be an

overstatement to claim that the youth councils are
making Montenegro a more peaceful
place on a macro-scale in the sense of removing
sources of conflict or improving inter-

group

relations.

Yet

it

seems reasonable

steps toward positive peace, providing a

to suggest that the councils are

pathway

for other

modeling small

youth to follow for

themselves.

I

suggest that a basic needs perspective can illuminate

program nurtures students as agents of peace. By

how the

youth council

satisfying basic psychological needs in

the context of civic engagement, the youth councils enable students to
feel

more

confident about their roles as effective social actors. The councils give students a strong

sense of belonging to a group of peers committed to the

common

good.

And

the students

154

One of my

impressions from

fixed, discrete categories.

my work

When

is

day, he asked if the parent council project
(fieldnotes,

September

16).

that organizations tend to think about projects in

an administrator from

was about

large organization to appreciate the
in

headquarters visited the office one

This type of question suggests a desire to categorize a project

certain way, rather than trying to understand

package projects

CRS

civic participation or quality education

it

more

holistically.

It

may

complex dimensions of its programs, given pressures

terms of the discursive categories familiar and attractive to funders.
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in a

be challenging for a
to

have practice

in

making

their voices heard publicly.

The

students’ participation

on the

councils equips them to expand
conditions of positive peace in their
society and to be

more capable of violence prevention

An

in the future.

inclusive vocabulary of peacebuilding

Catholic Relief Services. Internationally,

is

not foreign to the thinking of

CRS’s peacebuilding

principles

inter-group conflict as such; rather,
they focus on changed relationships.
articulated peacebuilding as a process
that transforms the

communities
5).

live

way

do not focus on

CRS

has

individuals and

and “structure their relationships”
(Catholic Relief Services, 2001.

Peacebuilding for

CRS

p.

also involves the creation of spaces
that foster trust and

interdependence.

At

their best, the

for students to

youth councils provide such spaces. The councils
open spaces

become interdependent

worked together on

as they

their

campaigns. Further, the councils promoted transformed
relationships

most meaningful
generated

tor the students themselves)

new torms of cooperation

and

in

advocacy

in schools (perhaps

communities, as students’

activities

with others and attitudes of mutual support, rather

than suspicion.

A basic needs framework helps to more clearly articulate how the youth councils
support students' growth and

peace in Montenegro.

how

program

is

supporting the growth of a culture of

A basic needs framework can bring to the surface a theoretical

vocabulary that links individual
is

the

congruent with the larger

set

global agency, especially given

human development

to peacebuilding.

This vocabulary

of principles espoused by Catholic Relief Services as a
its

overarching commitment to upholding
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human

dignity.

Part of the difficulty

CRS-Montenegro may have experienced

integrated the principles espoused by the
agency globally in
I

believe that a basic needs framework opens a

situations

first

to

where

large-scale violence

part of this dissertation,

I

may

environments that
to nurture

human

satisfy basic

needs

it

had not

program

fully

locally.

way of thinking about peace

that

it

is

in

As

in the

possible for education to contribute

in violent conflict. Nevertheless, learning

may be

particularly important in societies that fail

well-being. In Montenegro, students were living in a transitional

society that appeared to offer

few opportunities

for youth to connect with each other

have a public voice. Social conditions, and conditions

development as

its

that

not have occurred, as in Montenegro.

would argue

peace even when groups have not been

is

in schools, limited students’

social actors. Against this background, the youth council

stronger impact than

it

would have had

and

may have had

in a society with richer opportunities for

a

need

satisfaction.

Misplaced satisfaction?
Before leaving

youth council project,

this chapter

to

I

wish

to raise

some questions about

balance the appreciative perspective

I

the nature of the

have provided

until

A concern that revisited me through my research was whether the youth council
might generate a kind of elitism

in the

members. Was

it

problematic for

CRS

such experiences for a small group of students and not others? This concern

when I saw

the

CRS

students climbed

Landrover parked

in, to

in front

of a school as

be driven to the cafe for our interview.

we walked
I

other students think about this special treatment? In school, the

arose

Two

wondered, what did the

members of the youth

council had access to computer equipment for their projects, access
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project

to provide

first

out.

now.

many

other students

did not enjoy.

The youth council members could

point to bulletin boards featuring
their

campaign message. Some students had been
featured on national media. Members
from
the Podgorica youth council had
even
In a context

met with the President of Montenegro."'

where youth enjoyed few opportunities, was

privilege for a small group of students?
Globally,

CRS

CRS

supporting special

espouses the value of serving

marginalized groups. In the Montenegran context,
youth could be considered as a
marginalized group, but within that group, were the
council members socially

disadvantaged relative to their peers?
the

members were chosen by

When

On

who were

CRS

staff

member,

problem of target audience
in

established,

as

we

Would

an evaluation of a program

in a

may have

may have been

alienated students

come

to

meetings?

talked about this issue (field notes, September 20).

a central one in peace education.

is

most of

already well-known and well-regarded

the other hand, attracting capable students

necessary lor the councils to function well.

asked a

first

teachers and school directors. This process

resulted in the appointment of students

within the school.

the councils were

Kenyan refugee camp,

to

As Sommers (2001)

The

asks

what extent are peace

education programs attracting and training those learners already inclined to think and act
in peace-oriented

ways?

Another possible criticism of the youth council project

is that

it

artificially

supports students' civic engagement by providing the councils with small grants. In this
sense,

was

CRS

funding the satisfaction of the students' psychological needs in an

unsustainable manner?

In an interview,

When

one of the

the funding ends, will the councils remain attractive to

CRS

more extensively than appears

in

staff

members noted

that

CRS

supported the youth councils

the project documentation (interv iew, September 9). She

herself used private connections to help the council
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members when

possible.

students? Will students be inspired to seek
other sources of support for their efforts
or
156

...

will they drift

away?

Instead of providing grants, could

CRS

have helped students

explore projects that did not require special funding?
Or would the sense of effectiveness
students experienced have been far weaker if
they had not had

Did promoting
i.e.,

“civil society” require that students learn to

to practice the arts

of being an

In raising these questions

councils

is

more complex than

it

is

for their projects?

make proposals and

budgets,

NGO?

now,

my point

is

to suggest that the story

of the youth

might appear. By highlighting primarily positive aspects

of students experiences through a basic needs
complexity. The next chapter

money

lens,

I

may have

neglected

some of that

intended to re-introduce complications into the

presentation of the research, with regard to the larger project of developing
indicators.

One of the

aspirations of CRS staff was that the council

members would train peers and seed
would develop that could become

the formation of other youth councils. Eventually, a network

strong voice for youth at a policy level in Montenegro.
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a

CHAPTER

14

LEARNING WHAT WE ALREADY KNOW?

In this chapter,

I

revisit

why

Catholic Relief Services

both globally and in Montenegro specifically.

my

I

was

interested in indicators,

present the indicators that emerged from

work, suggest ideas for their potential use, and then

occurred during the research process itself—both for

reflect

me

on the learning

that

and for CRS. This discussion

raises issues about the realpolitik of conducting
collaborative research in an organization

geared toward program implementation and,

at

a methodological level,

it

raises questions

about the goodness of fit between processes of qualitative inquiry and indicator
construction. This aspect of my case study

retrospectively,

councils

is

by

is

re-telling the research story in

which

my

story about the youth

embedded.

The outer edges of that frame involve

NGOs.

intended to frame the preceding chapters,

Civil society building,

dominant themes

community

participation,

in international education

These are abstract goals

that

the overarching goals of international

and peacebuilding have become

and development projects

do not easily lend themselves

pressure has been growing for projects to demonstrate

new

to

in recent years.

measurement. Meanwhile,

levels of accountability for

results, usually in quantitative terms.

Most of the

large international

effective monitoring

NGOs have been developing more expansive and

and evaluation systems

in recent years, as they attempt to
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make

their

visions and goals

more concrete

for purposes of

7

measurement."

Such systems respond

to pressure for “multi-directional
accountability,” with different kinds

from donors and beneficiaries (Lindenberg

& Bryant, 2001, p.

215).

of expectations

Many

agencies are

caught in a dilemma: they face pressures
both for demonstrating results (which
adds costs
for evaluation)

and pressures to decrease administrative
costs (Lindenberg

2001). At the same time, the pressure for
accountability

processes of organizational learning,

i.e.,

ways

Bryant.

not necessarily congruent with

seeking out and acknowledging mistakes,

problems, and unexpected consequences of activities.
indicators can be used in

is

&

As

discussed in an earlier chapter,

that limit understanding rather than
informing reflection

on an organization’s functioning.

CRS
Globally, C atholic Relief Services

agency

to a

is

learns

shifting

its

identity

development agency focused on justice and human

that self-transformation,

organizational learning

Europe, one of

CRS

s

CRS

aims

to

from being a

dignity.

relief

As one

aspect of

develop stronger internal feedback and

mechanisms (Agarwal, Hartwell,

& Guerin, 2001).

In Eastern

goals has been to establish a web-based monitoring and evaluation

system that could provide easily accessible data on program progress (Agarwal, Hartwell,

& Guerin, 2001).

Such a system would be

built

with indicators that “reflect CRS’ core

157

As an example. World Vision

has recently articulated indicators for

its vision of
These indicators are intended to be a contribution “toward
creating an organizational culture of quality and accountability” (World Vision, 2003, p. 8). One
of the key dimensions of transformational development, as understood by World Vision, is the
“emergence of hope.” Indicators of the “emergence of hope” include self-esteem and spirituality,
but these indicators are not linked to observable phenomena. The indicator document suggests
that focus groups will be the source of data. Another aspect of transformational development for

"transformational development.
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values promoting social transformation
towards justice and peace, the dignity
of every
person, and the promotion of quality
education for

2001

,

all'’

(Agarwal, Hartwell.

& Guerin,

p. 3 ).

My engagement with CRS

built

upon a workshop conducted on monitoring
and

evaluation for the Education Network
(EdNet) in

workshop, participants had opportunities

November of 2001

to practice

.

During the EdNet

developing indicators together.'

58

Using a systematic process, participants named
overarching goals and then attempted
break those goals

down

into specific indicators.

Under

to

the goal of peacebuilding, for

example, the workshop participants identified the
following: use of conflict resolution
skills;

dialogue

among communities;

partnership; agreement on

down

common

further, a concrete indicator

collective decision-making; openness to

goals; valuing of diversity. Boiling these themes

was named:

the

number of community-school

associations, with diverse membership, that take active
participation in decision-making

(Agarwal, Hartwell,

& Guerin, 2001, p.

1

59

The elements of that

8).

further specified, in order to be very clear

on how

it

was diverse and whether decision-making had been
According

move forward on

to a preliminary report, the

indicator development.

It

definition

were

would be known whether a group
active.

workshop concluded with an agreement

was decided

that

each

CRS

country program

should continue unpacking concepts and clarifying indicators. This consensus,

World Vision
completion

—

According
in

is

basic education:

indicators that

to the

its

in part.

educational indicators focus on enrollment and

do not provide

insight into the

emergence of hope.

workshop documentation, there was no representative from CRS-Montenegro

attendance (Agarwal, Hartwell,

& Guerin, 2001).
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This indicator

to

fits

well with

CRS's peacebuilding

spaces that promote trust and interdependence.
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principles with regard to creating civic

established the context for

its

CRS-Montenegro

to

be interested

in

developing indicators for

projects, particularly in relation to
peace.

As noted

earlier,

CRS

invited

me to come to Montenegro

to

conduct qualitative

research into the experience of program
participants, with a special focus on issues
of

peacebuilding. The

CRS

staff was interested in using the research
as a basis for

improving monitoring and evaluation of the education
program. At

membership

in the councils

was one of the only pieces of data

according to the Education Manager

members noted

that they felt

some pressure

better articulate the peacebuilding

26).

(field notes,

to

September

show

results

that

26).

that time,

was

One of the

and wanted

dimension of their program

tracked,

to

staff

be able to

(field notes,

September

Developing indicators was an aspect of that agenda.

Spicing up indicators

As

a researcher,

I

was

interested in grounding indicators in participants’ lived

experience of the youth project.
inquiry

I

anticipated that indicators that arose from qualitative

would be more congruent with

project realities than indicators articulated in

advance of project implementation. At the time,
But

now

I

did not have a

name

for this approach.

do.

One of the mantras
objectives.

I

in project design is that a project should

have “smart”

A “smart" objective is one that is Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant,

and Timebound (Roche, 1999). Examples of such objectives might be constructing 1000
schools in the

first

year of a project or training 500

value of the “smart” approach

is

that

it

demands
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new

teachers in five provinces.

The

a clear, concrete articulation of project

outcomes,

in

ways

make measurement

that

possible. Clearly, these objectives go hand-

in-hand with precise indicators of project success.
The focus
ot interest so that changes can be assessed

enable practitioners and managers

to

is

on

isolating

phenomenon

know

by outside observers. “Smart” objectives
precisely what their goals are and if their

goals have been achieved.

But what about asking participants what the project

mean something

different to participants than to

intelligent than “smart" objectives,

Roche (1999) describes “spiced"

Table 12:
Subjective

its

is

achieving? Could a project

designers and implementers?

and perhaps more

No

less

flavorful, are “spiced" indicators.

indicators as having the following properties:

A SPICED approach to

indicators

Participants have a special position and unique insights

which merit

documentation.
Participatory

Indicators should be developed together with those people best

positioned to

make

beneficiaries, staff,

Interpreted and

sense of them. This might involve collaboration with
or other stakeholders.

communicable

Locally-derived indicators often require interpretation for audiences
outside the project.

Cross-checked

The trustworthiness of the data must be addressed through

and compared

different methods, researchers, or participants.

Empowering

The process of indicator development itself should be empowering and
enable critical reflection on social reality.

Diverse and

There should be special attention to different indicators for a range of
groups, especially based on gender. The data should be gathered in such

disaggregated

a

way

the use of

as to allow differences in the experiences of different groups to

emerge.

Adapted from Roche (1999,
Although
helps

me

approach
In terms

I

was not aware of this approach

understand what

I

to the research, in

of subjectivity,

meaning of the

p. 49).

I

was

trying to

do

in

at the

time

I

began

Montenegro. Here

I

my research,

briefly review

it

my

terms of the “spiced" framework for indicator development.

assumed

that participants

project, insights that

had

their

own

ideas about the

might complement or extend beyond the ways
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in

which the project was understood by CRS.

In terms

conducted in a collaborative manner with the
they

saw

CRS

of participation, the research was

as indicators of a particular goal or concept,

experiences and then

I

distilled indicators

from the approach taken

in the

elements of a concept and

My approach,

how

in other

I

asked participants about their

based on their responses. This approach

CRS workshop
it

Rather than asking staff what

staff.

in

which agency

staff generated ideas for

might be operationalized with specific

words, was to

sift

a participatory process, in that the youth council

engaged as co-researchers. (The
•

shared with the youth councils.)

results

of the research,

in

I

could not properly

members themselves were

to

my knowledge,

not

have not been

160

In this sense, the

youth participants themselves were

not engaged in an explicit process of indicator development. The

were engaged

definitions.

indicators out of the narratives that

students provided about particular qualities of their experience.
But
call this

differs

CRS

staff,

however,

such a process. The staff played a central role in research design, data

gathering, and critical reflection on the research findings.

To

call this

will discuss in

process “empowering” would be an overstatement in this case.

more

detail later in this chapter,

appeared to be a rather bland exercise to the

my attempt to

CRS

staff.

end,

it

was not

rather enjoyed

clear to

me

more time

if the staff

to

wanted indicators about

I

develop “spiced” indicators

They found

process generated insights that were already familiar to them.

As

that the research

And

the indicators? In the

their

work

or

would have

do the work.

160
I

should note, however, that one of my recommendations to the

gathered from the qualitative research as material for discussion

CRS

among

staff

was

to use the data

the youth. In a

more

extended research process, preliminary data could be shared with the youth councils for
discussion and further elaboration. This type of process would engage the youth as partners
organizational learning.
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in

Introducing the indicators
In the preceding chapter,

I

used a basic needs framework to interpret the

experience of the youth council members.

framework could be used

I

wanted

demonstrate

to

to illuminate students' experiences

how the

and elucidate

basic needs

how

the

project creates a learning environment that nurtures
students’ peace-oriented capacities.

A basic needs approach seems especially useful
which group

in a context

such as Montenegro,

in

relations are not easily discussed, and perhaps not always
of greatest

significance to youth.

The data presented

in the previous chapter prepared the

articulation ot specific indicators of basic

need satisfaction

present a table of indicators that have crystallized from

groundwork

in the

for the

youth councils.

my analysis

I

now

of the data. These

indicators are embryonic in that they are not fully developed with clear definitions of key

terms and specifications about data sources, data collection procedures,
with CRS, that level of indicator development was never reached.

etc.

In

my work

My intention was to

suggest starting points, grounded in the qualitative inquiry, which the staff could (or not)

choose to develop more

i

,

.

fully.

.

This

list

serves as a kind of menu from which the most
161

.

relevant and practical indicators could be chosen and then elaborated further.

The
staff in

indicators in the table

below are not the same

September of 2002. At

needs framework. Also the

list

that time,

I

list

of indicators prepared for the

CRS

did not organize the indicators according to a basic

prepared for the

“on the go” with minimal time for

as a

CRS

reflection.
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staff

was much

shorter since

it

was prepared
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my

Through

research,

I

attempted to identify indicators based on moments,

events, and occurrences in the students’ experiences.
In this way,

measurable or observable phenomena as indicators

that

of an expanded system of monitoring and evaluation.
students devote to service activities or the
activities

could be recorded by

CRS

could suggest

could be tracked by

CRS

as part

For example, the number of hours

number of media

staff, in

I

reports about council

collaboration with the youth council

A comprehensive approach to monitoring basic need satisfaction in the youth

members.

councils would also include data that would be self-reported by students
on surveys or

through qualitative research methods such as focus group interviews. Such indicators

would mirror many of the items on

among

peers. In this manner,

the

HBSC

CRS would

need satisfaction over time, changes that

survey, such as feelings of belonging

track changes in students’ perceptions of basic

relate to students

growth as agents of peace.

Complications and limitations

My

inquiry explored the indications of basic need satisfaction in the experiences

of the youth council members. The table above
if

I

were asked, how do you know

student

is

that students’

lists

the kind of indicators

needs are being satisfied?

I

would

When

interviewed about her council's project on television, for example,

an indicator of satisfaction for the needs for effectiveness and positive
students develop better relationships with teachers or peers,

the project

is

satisfying the

Overall,

I

identity.

how those

my

When

take that as an indicator that

inquiry provided meaningful insight into

experiences
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map

a

take that as

need for positive connection.

feel confident that

students’ experiences and

I

I

offer,

onto a framework of basic

psychological needs. In other words, the research
generated a solid set of indicators for
basic need satisfaction.

Taking

And

this list as indicators that

and evaluation, however,
in the table

at that level,

I

I

am

might

feel less satisfied.

above would be useful

satisfied with the research.

realistically

For one, not

be used for project monitoring
all

of the indicators suggested

for standard reporting in a quantitative
manner.

Some

of the indicators would require a qualitative, narrative
approach: certain forms of
satisfaction

may

be particular to students' experiences

in their councils

generalized across councils. In their advocacy projects,

some

and cannot be

students chose topics

related to matters of security such as increasing traffic
safety or decreasing under-aged

drinking.

The

indicators for increased security, in those different projects,

different, reflecting the specific focus

would

refer to activities undertaken to

of the indicator

This

is

would be

of the project. At a general

more response

level, the indicator

improve safety or security and the specific content

"filled-in" according to the particular activities

a limitation on standard reporting, on the one hand, but

indicators

would be

to the differences

among

it

is

also a

of the council.

way of making

the councils.

Qualitative research has a tendency to complicate the researcher's original

purpose.

For me, students’ responses to

basic needs and indicators.

there

my questions

The way they described

complicated

their experiences in the councils,

were no clear distinctions between categories of needs.

might

satisfy multiple

needs

at the

same

time.

my thinking about

A given event or activity

Working together on

a school newspaper,

for instance, could be considered under the rubric of control/effectiveness, autonomy, or
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To

connection.

return to the terminology of Max-Neef
(1989), such an activity might be

considered a “synergistic satisfier” in that

it

Given the nature of students’ work

addresses several needs simultaneously.’

in the

youth councils,

it

they experience the satisfaction of multiple needs
simultaneously.
take from this project

is

that basic

is

62

not surprising that

One of the

lessons

I

need satisfactions often come bundled together.

Experiences of connection co-exist with experiences of
effectiveness; feelings of
effectiveness mingle with feelings ot positive identity;
belonging to a group with a

common
can make

goal can strengthen one

it

an

artificial

s

sense of security. Holistic experiences of satisfaction

exercise to distinguish specific instances of the satisfaction of

one need from the satisfaction of another.

In other words, lived events

organize themselves into the appropriate theoretical categories.

experiences ot the participants

spill

I

find

is

that the

over the internal edges of the framework.

This point has important implications for
to articulate indicators

What

do not neatly

my project of using

qualitative inquiry

of basic need satisfaction. While an indicator might have a direct

relationship with a particular category of need satisfaction,

relationship with other categories. Thus,

it

might better

it

might also have an indirect

to think

of such indicators as

corresponding to a cluster of need satisfactions than to individual needs in isolation.

Attempting

to systematize a psychological theory for use in organizational

learning has limitations.

As noted above,

the research findings enable

me

to identity

certain experiences that relate to need satisfaction. But the research did not suggest the

precise relationship of those experiences to increasing or decreasing satisfaction.

The

162

As suggested
perspective,

is

in earlier chapters,

that

it

one of the critiques of schooling, from a basic needs
The youth councils members

often fails to satisfy needs synergistically.
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existence of a council billboard, for example, was
cited by several students as a source of
positive identity.

not.

Would

three billboards be three times as satisfying as
one? Probably

most cases, there may not be a

In

linear relationship

indicator and an increased sense of satisfaction. Thus,
that indicator to

Many

between increases

CRS would

in

an

not necessarily use

measure differences among councils.

of the indicators suggested

in the table

above might be better thought of as

qualitative than quantitative indicators (United States

Development, 1998a). Qualitative indicators
a certain quality rather than the

Agency

for International

refer to the existence of a

phenomenon with

number of occurrences of a phenomenon.

Qualitative

indicators often point to the fact that an event or a process has taken place, working in
a
163

number

The very existence of youth council

manner.

“yes/no

—would be counted

satisfaction

of the need for positive

whole supports students’ need

table

as a

above follow

that

identity.

same

logic,

that

among

At another

rather than the

i.e.,

level,

CRS-Montenegro might

have billboards as a measure of how the project

for positive identity.

whole rather than ranking councils

competition

—

as an indication that a youth council has provided

wish to track the number of councils
as a

billboards

Most of the

indicators in the

they are intended for monitoring the youth project

in relation to

the councils to gather

more

each other, as

signatures or hold

if there

were a

more events of interest

164

to local

media.

spoke poignantly about the differences between their experiences

in

school and

in the councils,

referring on several occasions to the councils as a “school for life".

Qualitative indicators can also involve narrative descriptions of a process for a richer portrayal.
164

Many

of the indicators are phrased

in

terms of “number of’ councils rather than “percentage

of’ simply because there are only six councils. If there were

might be changed to focus on percentages.
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many more

councils, the indicators

The
monitoring
enable

indicators might be conceptualized as
signposts, as reference points for

how richly the

CRS

staff to

councils are satisfying basic needs. These
indicators would

monitor events and altitudinal changes that the
research process

suggests are of greatest significance to the council
attitudes that point

toward

their

serve as a basis for dialogue,
the

meaning of the

members themselves

—events and

growth as agents of peace. The indicators might also

among

the staff and even with the council

project. In this sense, the indicators

members, about

would have a learning function

within the agency.

an internal

In

memo

for

CRS

peacebuilding staff about indicators for

peacebuilding, peacebuilding specialist John Paul Lederach
(personal communication,

January

4,

learning.

2002) argues for an approach

He

that

is

based on organizational reflection and

contrasts this approach to the use of indicators as a checklist for activities

completed. Lederach’ s comments suggest a critique of my work with CRS. At one

my effort to

level,

identify specific indicators might be criticized for contributing to a

"checklist” mentality: have the students organized a public event? Check.

council have diverse membership? Check. In this manner, the indicators

Does
I

the

suggest do

provide a kind of checklist for activities or experiences that satisfy students’ basic
psychological needs. But at another level, the collaborative research process leading to
the identification of indicators did accord with Lederach’s

view

that evaluation should be

a process of organizational reflection. Lederach specifies that organizational staff and
partners should be learning together and that the indicators must arise from a specific

social context.

savvy'’.

I

He

would

also suggests the importance of organizations

like to believe that

my work

becoming more “theory-

responded to Lederach’s vision of the use
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of peacebuilding indicators, by framing
students’ experiences

in

terms of a theory of

basic needs in relation to theoretical insights
from peace psychology.

One of the
individuals.

level.

The

limitations of a basic needs approach

indicators

I

is that

it

is

oriented toward

suggest point primarily toward change

The members of the youth councils

whom

I

at

an individual

interviewed articulated

how

they were

gaining self-confidence and growing in capacities
to act on behalf of others, particularly
in relation to state authority

future.

Yet changes

(The Collaborative

—key

and media

in individual capacities

tor

capacities for violence prevention in the

do not link

Development Action, 2001)

structures ot conflict prevention at a societal level.

in

I

directly to ‘‘peace writ large”

terms of creating enduring

would not claim

council project has a direct linkage with violence prevention
other educational initiatives,

I

would argue

its

that the councils

primary impact

lies

at

that the

a macro-level. Like

By

many

with the individual participants. Yet

do have a broader impact as well, an impact

notions of positive and negative peace.

youth

facilitating students’

that bridges

growth as collaborative,

service-oriented social actors, the youth council initiative also promotes larger changes
that

promise the satisfaction of needs for others, beyond the members of the youth
165

councils themselves.

The youth council members

also

promote new kinds of

collaboration between youth and schools, local government, and other local institutions.

In that sense, the

youth councils can be understood as key

more peaceful and peace-promoting

sites

not only for the growth of

individuals but for the growth of positive peace in

This point suggests the possibility of creating a secondary set of indicators of basic need
satisfaction

among

non-council

members

affected by council activities. Teachers in schools with

youth councils, for example, might be expected to enjoy higher satisfaction of the needs for
positive identity and connection in their schools than teachers in schools without youth councils.
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Montenegro. The

CRS

youth councils, in other words, are social
institutions of positive

peacebuilding.

Learning

The

to gether?

Or

learning what

project staff were satisfied with the

participants

experiences.

It

was

we

already

work we did

their first effort to gather

know?

together to

document

and analyze qualitative data

about the program. Yet the staff did not seem terribly
interested in the data

Although we debriefed with each other
not seek

me

generated.

after fieldwork sessions, the staff members did

out for extended discussion of the findings, research methods,
or related

They invested

theory.

we

little

time

(it

seemed

to

me)

providing feedback on

in

my

preliminary summaries of the research findings and analytic notes leading
up to the
articulation of indicators.

One of the
staff

members

is

possible reasons

that

what

I

why

the research

was learning was,

was not

particularly exciting for the

for them, already familiar.

At the

conclusion of the research process, one of the staff members noted that he was already
familiar with “ninety percent" of the data generated from the research (interview,

September

25). His statement

was not

surprising; in fact, he

had made a similar comment

earlier.

The

project staff already

knew most of what I was

a strong rapport with participants. The

same

learning because they enjoyed

staff member

who

reported being familiar

with “ninety percent" of the research also reported being friends with “eighty percent” of
the parent council

the

CRS

members.

Through

their intensive

engagement with council members,

education staff developed an intimacy with the social world of the project.
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Because of that intimacy, much of what we
heard
already well

known by

the staff.

The

in

our workshops and interviews was

staff working with the

youth project had already

conducted surveys of youth council members
and reported on
students responses to those surveys were
in

many ways

their findings.

The

consistent with the insights that

students shared during our workshops and
interviews. There

was

relatively

little in

the

research data that the staff found surprising.
It

was discouraging

for

me

to hear that

my

interview questions were generating

data that

was redundant

project,

asked the staff if there were other questions they wanted

I

for the staff.

On

a

Monday morning

about mid-way through the

they would find more useful or interesting. In response,
they told

going

fine,

and there was no need

to talk

about the research

to ask, questions that

me

everything was

—more pressing

now

business called (field notes, September 16 ). In a subsequent meeting,
however, the staff
did raise several questions they wished to explore further in the
research process. At that
time, they did suggest additional questions about the councils and noted

points for reflection in

Manager assured me
tacitly

my summary

that there

was

some

interesting

of preliminary research findings. The Education

a value in documenting what

was already known

about the councils. This documentation would provide evidence for future reports

and proposals.
Despite such assurance,
not engage

more

actively in the

findings with me.

Two

I

often

felt

disappointed that the

work of refining questions

days before leaving the office,

I

CRS

staff members did

or reviewing preliminary

wrote

in

my notebook that the

166

One

exception to this seemed to be the ranking exercise

in the

workshops. The staff found the

students’ (and parents’) rankings interesting. Discussion of the ranking exercise surfaced in at
least

one staff meeting.
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who were

people

best positioned to check the trustworthiness
of my interpretations “are

not being very trustworthy” (field notes,
September 25).

staff— local and American

—

felt

And I wondered, was
knew what was
I

What

no urgency about engaging with

this collaborative research?

learning? Did

seemed

It

we

understand

my role

as if the

my work.

Why was

I

my work

and

me

here, if they already

in the

same way?

did the staff want out of the process? Throughout
the research, such questions

returned, problematizing

It

was not

Was

the staff.

my

During

I

my understanding of the

quite clear,

I

realized,

fieldwork

we were

few weeks

what doing collaborative research might mean

in

Montenegro, the

CRS

CRS

office

global headquarters.

was

visited

to the next field office in Serbia or

were always amicable and welcoming
hand.

was

It

to

to their

summaries of their successes

(i.e.,

visitors,

in for the afternoon,

news about

Macedonia. The

VIP

part of their jobs to provide an

by a number of

They would pop

usually with a busy itinerary, looking forward to hearing good

and jetting on

conducting.

there as an outside “expert.” as a colleague, or as a guest
to be hosted?

administrators from the

at

to

the projects

local staff

members

with program brochures ready

overview of their programs and quick

reporting on their indicators). Being helpful and

responsive to outsiders seemed a hallmark of being a good local staff member.

As
staff

me

I

watched the

were humoring the

as well.

to assist

me

They were
in

local staff interact with their guests,

visitors

from

CRS

I

would have “ownership” over

had assumed

realized that, just as the

headquarters, they were in a

acting very politely, treating our

my research.

I

that

work together

way humoring

as a responsibility

by generating questions together, they

the research process. But perhaps for them, even
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generating such questions amounted to
being dutiful and assisting the foreign

They were helping me
At one
because

my

level,

we were

A

not necessarily learning together.

my work may not

evaluative framework

project design.

As noted

learn;

have generated surprising insights for
the

was congruent with

framework underlying the

the

who developed

the project placed emphasis

positive identity, autonomy, and effectiveness-categories
of basic
tor, in

my conversations

confirm what the local

CRS

human

on

students’

needs.

with students, was similar to themes that

already explored with students in surveys. In
that respect,

open new angles

staff

concern tor students' well-being and growth
was central to the project.

earlier, the local staff

was looking

visitor.

my research

did

What

CRS

more

I

had

to

staff members already understood about their
project than

for understanding students’ experiences
differently.

At another

level,

conducting qualitative inquiry

relevant for the program staff, in terms of the daily

may

not have seemed particularly

work they needed

to accomplish.

Their jobs involved organizing and supporting the councils, motivating
students, solving

problems, keeping budgets
clear

how

a

new

set

in

balance

—

not systematizing what they knew.

It

was not

of indicators would help them do their work. Staff may have

believed that indicator data was primarily oriented for export in reports to donors and

CRS

headquarters.

More

extensive monitoring and evaluation systems might have
1

more work, and they already worked very

signaled

break; over lunch, they

hard.

67

In fact, the staff rarely took a

would drink cups of instant coffee or

instant orange juice, perhaps

with some snack food, and continue working.
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An

.

.

number of cell phone calls they received per day.
At the end of one hour-long meeting, one of the staff members hurried to check his cell phone to
find six missed calls
a call every 10 minutes (field notes, September 10).
indicator of their workload might be the

—
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Another complicating contextual issue was
the fiscal year for

CRS. Two

and reporting requirements.

was unable

project

one of the
“don't

staff

come

members were

accompany me

end of the

shift in organizational authority.

nationalized.

I

The

local stall

had been invited

to

arrived without her input.

initial

After

I

We made a

was already

at a

work

arrived,

I

would soon take

hell of

I

asked

together, he chided:

vour

life

h P rP ”

further

by a

learned that the two American

Montenegro

office

became

responsibility for the entire operation.

Montenegro by the Education Manager, an American.
I

traveled to Montenegro, but

the scope of work guiding

mid-point.

staff.

When

when

my research was

The Education Program manager was

basis for further design of a

When

was complicated

transferring elsewhere as the

research design meetings with the

research

learned from our

the research process

had several email exchanges before

on vacation. Consequently,

for the youth council

in the data gathering process at all.

ar e you going to eat, Vachel?

would soon be

member

work

fiscal year.”

The ambiguity surrounding

administrators

with the end of

especially harried by budgetary

In fact, the primary staff

members about what had been

at the

^When

to

staff

my visit coincided

that

I

We
was

arrived, she

drafted after

also absent

I

from the

she returned in mid-September, the

We discussed how the research might be used as a

more comprehensive monitoring and evaluation system

for

the national office. Later in the month, her interest in developing a monitoring system
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seemed

beeome more

to

develop a

The day before

urgent.

office, the

in place

A

she asked

Montenegrin

staff

once the American

that,

if

I

would be able

before leaving.

tension

I

How could

the time

felt at

staff

had transferred out

I,

was being

interest in

wanting to have a solid

as an “expert,” contribute to that?

cast in the role of “expert”

who would

produce a monitoring and evaluation package
for the staff to implement.
might be of most use
systematize their

on

my own. My

and

to assist

made

felt that

if

tacit

I

could affirm what the staff already

knowledge about the program.

agenda was

them

realities ot their

I

to

would not be capable of developing and
maintaining

an effective data gathering system.
She expressed
system

left,
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monitoring and evaluation system
for the education program.

full

The manager seemed concerned
of the

I

reluctant to define indicators

own

for the staff to develop their

reflection

that

I

I

own

on

their

fit

work

with the

system, in a

way

that

pointed out that the staff should determine

had suggested were most meaningful and what they might

do, realistically, to gather the necessary data for those
indicators.
the value ot the

help them

of an approach to monitoring that better

sense to them. In our final meeting,

which ot the indicators

I

the realities of participants’ experiences.

was important

it

was

to facilitate the staff members’

in the formulation

work and

I

knew and

thought that

I

knowledge the

staff already possessed.

As

I

also

wanted

to affirm

discussed earlier, the staff

possessed an intimate understanding ot participants' perspectives and experiences.
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At
offer.

that

moment,

I

realized that she

This disjuncture

not have a hand

may have

may have expected more from me

arisen because she

in crafting the initial

was out of the

scope of work for

my

than

office

I

had expected to

when

I

arrived and did

visit.

may have

disappointed or frustrated the staff by not providing explicit recommendations for
In our final meeting, I was more inclined to offer questions
such as the question about the youth councils becoming elitist than recommendations.
1

the

improvement of their work.

—

attempted to ask the staff about their

own

ideas for improving the councils.
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I

One of the

staff

Their

own knowledge was

a rich resource for constructing

and maintaining a monitoring

and evaluation system.

On my

final

day

in the

CRS

office, the

with her staff to review the research process.
clarify their expectations regarding the data

of

what

I

would produce

what they wanted
data

we had

to

(I

facilitated

I

them

do with the

gathered?

Later,

for

later.

data.

I

Education Manager convened a meeting

One of my

interests in the

had collected and

meeting was

to negotiate expectations

At the beginning of the meeting,

What

to

I

asked the staff

relationship did they wish to have with the

quipped: perhaps a divorce?).

an activity about indicators, using the preliminary indicators

generated by our research. This exercise was intended to complicate
the typical
categories of

input-process-output

in project design,

reflected both process and output, depending

civic

on

showing how certain indicators

how they were

framed. (A capacity for

engagement, for example, might be an outcome of council membership

but that capacity becomes an input to other social processes).

The

at

one

level,

activity stimulated

useful questions about indicators and what the staff understood as evidence of a particular

phenomenon. The

activity also

began

to

open questions

for the staff about

how they
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might actually go about collecting data on each of the

During

draft indicators.

this

meeting, there was not sufficient time to work through each of the indicators in a
systematic manner. The meeting concluded, and with

The Education Manager noted

that the

it,

the research processes ended.

work we had done together was

members challenged this tactic, arguing that should
saw the councils differently than the local staff did.
I

a

good resource

give recommendations as an outsider

who
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To accompany

wrote several recommendations to the staff about ways in
which they could incorporate data collection into their work unobtrusively. 1 tried to emphasize
the draft indicators,

I
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for

CRS.

Nevertheless,

research data

we had

it

was unclear

me what would happen

to

generated together after

I

to the indicators

and the

left.

Taking the data home
During the

come

to

final

meeting,

Montenegro with a

ol the principles involved

I

asked myself what had been accomplished.

certain ideal about the nature of collaborative
inquiry.

was

replicated this very problem.

I

in return.

would be taking

the

nothing behind tor them to work with, other than

translation. In

I

also realized that

most cases, the

partially recorded.

The

staff

One

that the foreign researcher should not simply
extract data

from participants and leave them nothing

interpretations.

had

I

I

And yet,

I

realized that

I

had

raw data home with me, leaving

my own

summaries, analytic notes, and

had primarily recorded the data

original responses in Serbian

in the

had been

lost,

had not recorded the data independently for

English
or only

their

own

use in
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Their work as translators and facilitators limited the extent to which they

the future.

could also record notes during workshops and interviews. Yet they had

made no

effort to

record data, nor did they express any frustration at not being able to record data, perhaps

that research could be an “ordinary
that the

complemented

activity that

youth councils might also be engaged

in

the

work they already did and

data collection/analysis.

During this final meeting, the education staff also reviewed a draft survey I had prepared
(based on earlier surveys conducted by CRS) for the youth and parent council members. The
surveys were intended to generate much of the data for the indicators I had suggested. To my
knowledge, the staff did not use the surveys

later.
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The Education Manager suggested that I send back the data we had gathered. I resisted this
suggestion.
did not want to commit to preparing transcripts and fieldnotes for their use, and
also wondered if the staff would actually use such material, given their ambivalence toward the
1

I

data during our research. Rather than sending back the data,

I

suggested instead that

I

could mine

the data to address particular questions or themes that staff were concerned about. In the months

following

members

my

return from Montenegro,

that the staff could use in

I

received one request for quotes from youth council

promoting the project. Later,
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I

was informed

that

some of the

because

it

was already

were relieved,

My twinges of guilt regarding the extraction of data

familiar.

by knowing

in part,

that the staff had heard everything

the research process, and that, as they
told me, they
In chapter

two of this

dissertation, in

which

knew most of it
I

I

had heard during

already.

discuss the meaning of indicators,

1

argue that problematizing indicator systems can
help destabilize assumptions about the

meaning of schooling generally or
with

CRS

in

not enough

Montenegro did not succeed

time—and

“what counted”
I

left

ot a particular nonformal education project.

in the

in generating

such

critical dialogue.

My work
There was

not enough interest— in continuing dialogue about the
meaning of

youth council project,

Montenegro with a more

realistic

why

it

counted, and

how

it

could be counted.

understanding of the constraints on the

development of indicators.
In the end,

who was

learning from the research? Certainly,

I

was

learning: about

Montenegro, about CRS, about myself as a researcher, about the experiences of the
students,

and about the organizational

transitional society.

I

realities

of an

NGO in transition within a

learned that the local staff members already had close relationships

with the project participants. Their knowledge of the participants’ experiences seemed
provide the staff members with a

tacit

to

monitoring capacity.

Perhaps the local staff did not need indicators to gauge the success of the councils
or to suggest areas for improvement. Formalizing their tacit knowledge

been helpful
there

in supporting the councils.

may

Although the agency lacked systematic

was no shortage of insight or understanding of what was happening

participants. Instituting the use

not have

of indicators

in a

data,

for project

monitoring and evaluation system might

findings from our research with the parent councils had been incorporated into a funding
proposal.
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have frustrated the sense of autonomy among
intrinsic

motivation for their work as well as their

my project:

potential contradiction in

members, and thus reduced

staff

indicators

collection processes that limited staff
members’

own

their

own

well-being. This points to a

imposed upon the

staff coupled with data

autonomy and effectiveness would be

counter-productive from a basic needs perspective.
I

had come

to

Montenegro

to learn

about

how the CRS

contributed to peacebuilding, with the intuition
that
indicators

it

would be

useful to develop

from the ground up, from the ground of the council
members' own

about their experiences.

had come

I

to

basic needs perspective.

I

did not propose to the

Montenegro,

in

CRS

organized around a basic needs framework, nor did

to the staff that pointed in that direction, but

Much

field research, as

I

of

my thinking on

began writing for

I

did not foreground a

be

make

it

I

memo

wrote an analytic

explicit during our

work

only crystallized after completing the

this dissertation.

efforts to retrofit the data onto a basic needs

in the

discuss the complimentarity of the

I

did not

this topic

I

staff that indicators could

project rationale and a basic needs approach to peacebuilding.

with indicators.

stories

Montenegro with the notion of basic needs

back of my mind as a heuristic framework. While

staff.

youth council project

And

writing now,

I

wonder

framework would be embraced by the

Laying an alternative conceptual system on top of the data can be a useful

if

my

CRS

heuristic

exercise for an analyst writing at a distance. But for the staff who live with the project

and work intimately with the people whose experiences would be abstracted
data, constructing

less satisfying that

and maintaining indicators related

it

has been for me.
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to basic

to generate

needs might have proven

In the next

frustrations

and

final chapter,

and ambivalence

I

reflect further

that arise

from being
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on those

satisfactions as well as the

in the indicative

mood.

CHAPTER

15

THE INDICATIVE MOOD?
There

no

no matter how complex, which if studied with
patience and intelligence, will not become ...more complex.
is

subject,

—

Beryl Levinger

Introduction
This dissertation represents the
quest inspired by a question:
to a culture ot

I

fruit

how might

peace? There are

of a quest for alternative indicators.

was a

It

indicators point toward education's contribution

many ways

that question could

have been answered, and

chose to explore one.

What

have done

I

in this dissertation

—

expedition than as a quest

same

question.

or perhaps two different scouting expeditions guided by the

pursued

I

context for advancing

might be better understood as a scouting

my research

my own

in this

learning.

manner so

that

it

would

create a rich

My learning in this dissertation has spanned

several domains, from qualitative and quantitative research methodologies to deeper
theoretical understanding of indicators, basic psychological needs,

peace. At the

same

time,

my research

brought

and the meanings of

me to Montenegro where

I

gained

experience conducting field research with an international development agency and

gained a deeper appreciation of the constraints on bringing imagined indicators to
In this final chapter

exploration. But

project.

I

would

I

will briefly revisit

some of the key

like to focus here primarily

There are several patterns

my

on the connective patterns

that connect the first
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findings from

life.

in this

and second sections of the

dissertation, including questions
about the nature

of indicators, the application of a
theory

ot basic psychological needs in
education, the synthesis of qualitative
and quantitative

research methodologies, the larger
political context connecting
educational indicators and

peacebuilding, and the tensions involved
in the conceptual retrofitting
of data.

One of the

starting points for this dissertation

was

discontent.

1

found myself

disappointed by the blandness of conventional
educational indicators. During the years
dedicated to creating a “culture of peace,”
shouldn't educators be re-examining the ways
in

which we measure and value education?

Why has the massive

effort to evaluate

international progress toward Education for
All struggled (or not struggled enough) to
link educational progress with positive

changes

in the quality

of life?

projects to create alternative measures of “progress”
in other fields,

I

Inspired by

have explored what

alternative indicators for learning environments
might look like, grounded in a

framework of basic psychological needs.
At

a theoretical level, notions of basic psychological needs
provide a powerful

framework

for illuminating social processes that support the

peace. Several psychologists, such as Deci and

emergence of a culture of

Ryan (2000), Max-Neef (1989) and

Christie (1997), have provided rich insights into the relationship of need
fulfillment to

human nourishing

(eudaimonia). The work of Ervin Staub (2003a) articulates the

dynamics of basic need
people

What

at

fulfillment/frustration in the

an individual level as well as

attracted

me

to the basic

the challenge of building

societies.

It

in the origins

development of caring, nonviolent
of genocide and mass violence.

needs framework was that

more caring schools and

it

opened connections between

the larger goal of building

more caring

also bridges the notions of positive peace and negative peace (absence of
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violence), in that the fulfillment
of basic needs provides a basis for
both.
fulfillment promotes well-being
while

it

Need

also promotes a positive valuation
of other

people and the capacity for effective
engagement

in the

world. In this sense, basic need

fulfillment provides a basis both for life
satisfaction and for nonaggressive.
prosocial

behavior

at

an individual

Immersed
that

level.

in the conceptual

vocabulary of basic psychological needs,

I

now

see

vocabulary appearing explicitly or implicitly in
the work of other researchers,

particularly in

work about education and

ecology/sustainability. Writers interested in

sustainable communities often speak about building
structures to promote collaboration,
trust,

and human well-being (Roseland, 1998). Cosmological
thinkers have even

suggested that principles of autonomy, identity, and

communion

are foundational to the

evolution of life and the universe itself (O’Sullivan,
1999).

The core elements
therein lies

my attraction

In his

of a basic needs theory provide a pattern that connects.

to the theory.

work on human capacity development, Sen (1997) has argued

on income as the

arbiter

of economic progress

instrumental to other aspects ot

changes

in

human

And

capabilities

life that

—those

is

misguided. Having

matter more.

What

qualities of being

money

that a focus

is

only

ultimately matters are

and doing

—

rather than having.

Following Sen, Cobb (2000) has pointed out that what matters are “feelings of worth and
power". In other words, what matters for
needs.

I

human

beings

is

the rich fulfillment of basic

concur with Max-Neef (1989) and O'Sullivan (1999)

experience of need fulfillment

is

that

an enduring

—and of

a fundamental goal of development
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education.

Basic

human needs

are not at

framework of ultimate significance

Or

so

The

I

envisioned

at the

in the world.

forks, curves,

that never

One must

onset of this quest.

intuition,

find out

who

as

much

is that

has gone

down

in,

and

sense to other people as

to terms with the anxiety that there will

it

my

son to sleep

Winnie the Pooh, believing he

is

at night,

I

it

feels like to apply those ideas

this path already,

does to one’s
at the

shift in

Woozles

would be naive of me

theoretical

HBSC

to

optimism with which

survey and the

CRS

I

in the

conclude

this dissertation

began

Working with

it.

that

it

is

level,

become

I

snow, only

own

with the same

to be told

spirit

—both from

the data

—has given me

my understanding of the

in the construction

theory has matured.

like

I

a

of

the

more mature

of indicators.

see

more

clearly

it

provides powerful insights into the

dynamics of genocide and mass violence (Staub, 1989, 2003a). Staub's work has
outlined

now

a broad framework intended to shed light on fundamental aspects of human

motivation and health. At a collective level,

how the

frustration of basic needs is a root of aggression

and

how the

satisfaction of basic needs is a root of caring for others. Other psychologists have
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by

footprints?

youth councils in Montenegro

optimism about the use of a basic needs framework

At one

end of the journey—no

one’s old familiar paradigms.

his critical friend, Christopher Robin, that he is following his

It

of a journey

One must come

self.

often wonder... Have

tracking elusive

where the road

suffer, the loneliness

be nothing there

epiphany or eureka, no grand conclusion, not even a
After reading

one must push beyond the romance

and find out what

and dead-ends. One must revel

makes

serve as a

terms of human development.

in

bittersweet reality of a dissertation

of lovely ideas, push beyond

human needs can

basic. Basic

all

also

explored

all

how basic

need fulfillment underlies well-being
and positive functioning. Yet

of these phenomenon-aggression, caring,
wellbeing-are multi-determined and

complex. At times

I

have wished they were simpler and that the
theory

have more explanatory power.

I

have wished

that

my

neatly, as evidence of a grand theory in the
proving .’

have become more accepting
certain behaviors.

that the basic

Basic need fulfillment

influences and factors are involved.

particular

outcomes of experiences

selected

line

up more

But by working with the
is

data,

I

about the foundations of

not the only source of goodness;

it

would

73

The theory describes

consequences of pervasive experiences, and

would

scatterplots

needs approach

is

I

many

other

the possible long-term

cannot be expected to predict precisely the

in particular social educational

domains (whether

schools or programs such as the youth councils in Montenegro).
I

now have

basic needs

a

more mature understanding of the

framework

environments

fulfill

to learning environments.

limitations of the application of a

Understanding

how

learning

or frustrate basic needs does not predict aggression very well or even

well-being, in part because those outcomes are related to a broader ecology of

development and not limited only

to the school context. Nevertheless, the

HBSC

data do

provide tentative support for the expected linkages: as need satisfaction increases, the
proportion of students

who

experience positive outcomes increases.

considered in this analysis, satisfaction with school
fulfillment.

And

it

makes

is

Of the outcomes

most strongly associated with need

the greatest sense intuitively that students’ satisfaction with a

particular social context will be sensitive to the frustration or fulfillment of their basic
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work on social capital, Putnam (2000) presents scatterplots in which the data points fall
into place to show how students from states with higher levels of social capital (trust and civic
engagement) do better in school and commit less violence.
In his
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needs

in that context.

need frustration

is

Even

for nonaggressive behavior

and eudaimonic functioning,

associated with proportionately lower
levels of positive outcomes.
But

the frustration of needs in schools
does not necessarily result in bullying
or the erosion of
students' sense of happiness and
positive functioning in their lives

data suggest that basic need frustration
in schools

That said.

I

may

more

broadly.

not be so toxic after

The

all.

continue to maintain that the frustration
of basic needs in education

is

a form of violence, mild perhaps, but
violence nonetheless. Learning environments
in

which students

feel unsafe, ill-respected,

excluded, unable to express themselves, and

ineffective (or any combination

of these) do harm

environments do a disservice

human

basic needs provides a

call for the

to explore

to

framework

to the dignity

capacity development. In this sense, a theory
of

for empirical analysis in the service

transformation of learning environments.

how a

environments

Along

basic needs

in the service

my

the way,

of learners. Such

One of my

framework could provide a basis

of educators

goals in this project

for the analysis

s

of deep change.

understanding of indicators has also matured.

gathering) in the construction of indicators. In

gap between theory and
evident because of the

reflect

seem

upon below.

several steps

or not 15-year-olds

I

data, both quantitative

way

am

in

also

which

I

am more

and

my work,

qualitative. This

retro-fit the data to the

I

there

was

larger

the quality of peace, writ large. Students in

is

I

will

indicators

to indicate.

Whether

a rather indirect indicator about

Montenegro appearing on
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or

gap was particularly

framework, a process

phenomena I want them

the rules in their classroom

own

inevitably a

more aware of the problem of indirectness: my

removed from the

make

was

of learning

acutely aware of the complexity of matching theories to data
(whether of one’s

another

who

television or

holding a dedication ceremony
funding agencies that want to

more

know

I

that

lot

might also seem to be weak indicators for

the impact of CRS programs in terms of
building

But a theory of basic needs enables

gently, larger social goals with daily events in the
lives

members of a youth

I

a vacant

stable, nonviolent societies.

however

was

in

grounded

was looking

for

to link,

of students

school or

in

council.

chose to anchor

it

me

my

indicator building in a theory.

my work

and what

I

The advantage of doing so

deeper pattern of meaning. The theory organized what

in a

selected as indicators.

It

allowed

me

to focus

on micro-level

experiences in students' lives (whether in Montenegro or in the cross-national

sample) and to understand the quality of positive peace

linkages to larger constructions are

As

And

in their lives.

so

HBSC
my
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more

theoretical than directly empirical

.

a basis for alternative indicators, a theory of basic psychological needs has

particular strengths.

The framework

both analytic and generative. The categories of

is

basic need satisfaction can be used to evaluate the quality of learning environments, and

they can also be used to inform and inspire a variety of educational innovations. The
basic needs categories offer guidance on what matters most deeply for the well-being of

people in any learning environment.
different units of analysis. Part of

the

framework could be applied

I

suggest that the framework can be applied to

my agenda

in this dissertation has

been to model

to a large-scale, cross-national dataset

how

and also be used

174

Yet

I

also learned that

many

indicators, such as the

education

is

inherently meaningful for

Human Development

making assumptions

differences in individual experience by

human

that, for

Index, ignore

example, access to

capacity development. Such an assumption blinds

analysts to vast differences in the meaning, satisfaction, and learning students find in schools.
Indicator systems that appear to measure a

phenomenon

theoretical assumptions and blindspots.
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directly

do not usually expose

their

own

as an organizing heuristic for understanding
a small-scale educational program in
a
particular social milieu.

I

their

also

want

to return to the notion that systems tend
to

chosen indicators.

diverse ecosystem

are

measured

in

is

When

likely to

forests are

measured

shape themselves

terms of available lumber, a

in

be replaced by standardized rows of trees.

When

schools

terms of student achievement, pedagogical and curricular
choices often

revolve around raising test scores. But

if

education

is

understood in terms of basic

psychological needs, then policy and practice might be liberated to
innovate in any
that

promotes connection, positive

identity, security, effectiveness,

other variations on these themes). Such innovation,
rather than detract,

I

left

imagine, would only enhance,

from the quality of learning environments measured

by other indicator systems, whether

Would

it

make sense

need satisfaction?
empirical analysis.

I

in other

in schools or

return to this question, with

One of the

without explicit policy linkages

may

is

receive

The challenge associated with

one of advocacy, of making the case for

I

have attempted

linking

it

to the larger

fills

I

in the

settings.

my idealism

sobered by a heavy dose of

limitations of a basic needs approach to educational

that

immediate policy dialogue. Cobb (2000) notes

use.

nonformal education

ways.

for districts or national systems to monitor levels of basic

indicators, particularly in formal education,

evaporate.

way

and autonomy (or

envision that a basic needs approach could be a complimentary framework that

gaps

of

in light

to suggest a basis

it

may

not connect directly to an

that efforts to create alternative indicators

little

public attention and can quickly

the creation of alternative indicators, in part,

their use

and finding concrete avenues for

is

their

of advocacy for a basic needs approach by

U.N. Culture of Peace

initiative.
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A related linkage,

closer to

home

for educational administrators,

means

is

the creation of more caring
school environments as a

ol reducing violence, both in
school

international

and

local social goals

In terms of the feasibility

international level,

I

and

in society.

Linkages with other

such as health promotion could be
possible.

of a basic needs approach

will only touch

implementation. With this project,

I

upon a few of the
have attempted

to indicators

on an

potential issues for

to

demonstrate

could be mined to provide indicators of basic
need satisfaction

how existing data

in school.

Further

work

could be done to develop specialized research
instruments for richer, more detailed
assessments, building on instruments such as those
developed by Deci and Ryan (2004).

Other considerations involving the use of basic needs
indicators involve cultural
differences and time.

As discussed

in

an earlier chapter, a universal approach to basic

needs argues that basic needs are shared by

may

satisfy those

needs

in different

ways.

all

people, but that people in various cultures

A broader international assessment of basic

need satisfaction would require further dialogue about

autonomy may be

some

own

satisfied or frustrated in schools in

cultural settings, satisfaction

might be found

in

how

needs such as security and

non-western cultural

settings.

In

ways other than expressing one’s

opinion or asking questions in class, for example. While adding nuance to

understanding of need satisfaction in schools, such dialogue would also raise

critical

questions about practices such as corporal punishment in relation to the creation of more
peaceful schools.

Another issue involved, from a managerial perspective,
change

in indicators

satisfaction

of basic need satisfaction over time.

of basic needs

in schools

the potential rate of

How frequently

be assessed? Because
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is

I

should

focused on a cross-national

analysis rather than a longitudinal analysis,
Intuitively,

would expect

I

that shifts in

I

have no basis for answering

that question.

need satisfaction would occur slowly, given the

relative stability of pedagogical practices

and formal educational

of basic need satisfaction might be conducted on a
bi-annual

structures.

basis.

satisfaction should be particularly evident in the years
following

Changes

Assessments
in

major pedagogical

reforms.

Practically,

I

harbor no illusion that indicators of basic need satisfaction would
be

immediately taken up by educational ministries or international
that the concept is overly focused

need fulfillment,

NGOs. Some might

on “process’' rather than “outcome.” Given

at least in this analysis,

what

I

within the school as

have referred

its

own

to as

life-world.

that basic

does not have a robust relationship with bullying

or a sense of global well-being, attention to the indicators would rely, in
a concern for

find

peace in education,

The data do

i.e.,

some

degree, on

for positive experiences

indicate that higher levels of need

fulfillment have a relatively strong association with school satisfaction. For educators

concerned with students' enjoyment of learning,

intrinsic motivation,

and attachment

to

school as a positive space in their lives, basic need fulfillment points in meaningful
directions.

At another

level, there

may be

basic need fulfillment in education.

rests

for

on a belief that

human

beings

In their

mood

in the

a leap of faith involved in the use of indicators of

The meaningfulness of such

security, identity, connection,

—and matter

mood,

my

in subtle

indicators are

ways

that

autonomy, and effectiveness matter

may

elude measurement.

more subjunctive than

grammatical sense: the indicative

mood
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indicators ultimately

is

indicative.

Here

I

refer to

one of certainty, of factuality.

showing confidence

that a certain event has

The subjunctive mood, on
dissertation today.

were educators

.

.

the other hand,

My interest

to consider

the indicators look like?

is

air

I

indicators grounded in a

if

of my

I

were

own

to write a

subjunctive mood:

to

framework of basic needs

And

of the subjunctive mood, that

have grown suspicious of indicators

wrote a dissertation today.

contributed to a culture of peace, what would

need satisfaction and toward peace, but not
fact,

I

one of possibility:

used in a particular program, what would they be?
themselves have an

e.g.,

in indicators arises out

how their work

Were

happened,

do so

it

I

is

find that

my

to be

indicators

possible to point toward basic

finally, conclusively, factually.

that present

In

themselves in the indicative

mood.

Education for a culture of peace?

The

fulfillment of basic needs in a particular setting can never

about peace. Peace, both positive and negative,

phenomenon. An

analytic

comprehensive attempt

framework of need

development of inclusive

a complex, multi-dimensional

satisfaction cannot stand alone in any

in school, the content

attitudes

of education

toward other groups and

educators have placed great emphasis on teaching specific peace-related
conflict resolution techniques

differences. In

my own

that the creation

the full story

to understand education as a peace-oriented enterprise.

Alongside analysis of students’ experiences
crucial to the

is

tell

and

in

of caring learning enviromnents

my work

also

cultures.

skills

Peace

such as

guiding students to appreciate the value of human

research into peace education curricula,

forthcoming). Admittedly,

is

is

criticize the

assumption

a sufficient response (Miller,

in this dissertation,
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I

with

its

focus on the satisfaction

of basic needs
believe

it

is

framework
aims

at

an individual

an especially
that

level, is

critical

can be applied

only one aspect of a larger agenda. The reason

aspect of that agenda

is

that

it

in different educational contexts

1

provides a heuristic

and supports ultimate

in education.

An

important aspect of my agenda in constructing a hybrid dissertation

sketching a more holistic educational vision related to peace then
educational arena alone.

The value of analyzing

is

is

possible in one

basic need satisfaction in schools

is

focusing on the kind of socialization experiences in schools that are peace-rich and that

promote the development of peaceful individuals. The drawback, on the other hand,
that the

HBSC

data do not address students as social actors.

project addresses this aspect, enabling

me to

consider

how

The

CRS

is

youth council

a community-based

educational project satisfies basic needs.

Learning environments that support peace, broadly understood, combine aspects
highlighted in both main sections of the dissertation. Those environments satisfy basic

needs in their core processes as “small societies.” In so doing, they can provide a
foundation for well-being, positive attachment to that environment, and nonaggression.

At the same time, peace-oriented learning environments should also enrich students’
identities as secure, confident, capable social actors.

Doing so requires doing

up the schoolyard; publishing a newsletter; making posters

—

dedication ceremony for an imagined youth center

which respond,

or

—

cleaning

for traffic safety; organizing a

many

other types of activities

for youth themselves, to their social concerns.

Education for peace

is

an expansive project. In

its fullest

sense, education for

peace would include schools, nonformal programs, and informal learning environments,
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particularly in families and peer groups.

As Wessells

notes, education for a culture of

peace must permeate a “diversity of cultural subsystems”
(1994,
perspective, this project

is

activities.

settings

From

some of those subsystems, namely, schools and nonformal

What otherwise might appear

to

be an awkward conflation of different

and methodologies can then be seen as an attempt

and a much larger dialogue about

how

education

Indications of

My interest in this project was not

is

I

point to

in creating indicators as tools

ways

in

which

experiences, social values, and the kind of society

Another aspect of that dialogue

is

much

to

of management,

inform change. In both

that dialogue is about educational

we

desire.

power. There are powerful interests

the areas of peacebuilding and the dissemination of educational indicators.

critique of those interests extends

beyond the scope of this

to briefly highlight the connections

One of the

market integration. The

It

have glimpsed,

work

work

through

in

A nuanced

project. Nevertheless,

albeit dimly,

As Webber (2003)

guiding missions of the

I

wish

my work.

in

notes, successful markets require

OECD is to

support peace through

OECD is also one of the main dealers in educational

champions indicators of academic competencies,

capacity for

at

roles of peacebuilding activities is to help stabilize societies for the

sake of global economic interests.

stable societies.

I

larger project

power

,

sections of the dissertation,

to begin a

both peaceful and peace-promoting.

per se but as tools of critical and constructive dialogue

One of the

this

an example of an attempt to explore the construction and

implications of indicators in

youth

p. 9).

world markets.
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indicators.

indicators that point to students'

The dominant educational
for security

to the

which markets have needs

and corporations have needs for autonomy. While the
dominant educational

indicators are

reflect a

indicators serve a world in

sometimes framed within a discourse of “basic learning needs"
they

fail to

broader vision of human needs. The dominant educational
indicators are blind

ways

in

which education can

world by cultivating disconnection,

socialize students into an acceptance of a violent

distrust,

and obedience

The dominant

to authority.

educational indicators are the province of institutions committed to market
integration

and economic growth.
In that light, there is a linkage

mainstream development

institutions

sake of market growth. This agenda

sometimes followed up by

between the kinds of indicators espoused by
and a neo-liberal agenda of social

is

stability for the

supported in some cases by military power

—and

NGO interventions to promote social stability.

In his critique of the aggressive neo-liberal

agenda manifest

in

both U.S. foreign

policy and public schooling, Saltman (2003) draws a parallel between the U.S.

involvement

in

Kosovo and

certain responses to the

Columbine shootings. As those

events occurred, the American public remained myopic about the underlying violence

and militarism pervasive

in

American culture

—a

culture that normalizes

playing violent video games, and bombing distant countries unilaterally

owning guns,

—and

failed to

see any connection between events. Saltman quotes President Clinton, who, in

“We must teach our children... to resolve their conflicts

responding to Columbine,

said,

with words, not weapons"

at the

same time

as, in

Saltman' s words, “the U.S. dropped

more bombs on former- Yoguslavia than were dropped
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in

World War

II"

(2003,

p. 11).

Taking Saltman’s critique seriously, the issues
dissertation

may be more connected

that they appear

at

play in the two sections of the

on the

surface.

American schooling

practices that undergird militarism can be understood in connection
with an uncritical

acceptance of NATO bombing in Yugoslavia and then the presence of CRS in

Montenegro doing peacebuilding, an

activity that, in part, serves to maintain the

smooth

operation of global market integration.

I

am

pointing here to a critique that deserves far more thorough analysis than

My purpose is to

able to provide.

among

am

raise critical questions about the potential linkages

macro-level economic/social ideologies, institutionalized systems of monitoring

education, micro-level educational practice, and

mean

I

to dismiss

NGOs as

NGO activity.

By doing

so,

I

do not

servants of corporate globalization or suggest that the

OECD

or other educational development agencies take orders from the U.S. Department of

Defense. The world

is

more complicated than

that.

I

do not want

to trivialize the

educational analysts working to expand educational access or the work of

struggling to build

But
at

work

I

distant places.

world

it

worthwhile to suggest

that

may

link,

even

that there are larger interests

indirectly,

Such linkages may not be

viewed together.

in

visible until multiple layers of systems are

My own research does not provide the evidence

By advocating

and agendas

macro- and micro-level processes

linkages fully. There are only indications, but indications

discussion.

NGO staff

more cohesive communities.

do think

in the

work of

I

find

for alternative indicators, part of

for dialogue about conventional indicators

and the larger

ideologies in which they are embedded.
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for elaborating such

worthy of further

my agenda

is

to

open a space

politics ot those agencies

and

Peacebuilding in ahunrianrp
I

was

attracted to the field of post conflict
education

remaking educational practice
the past

two

years,

Jaded because
political

I

ways

have grown a

have realized

I

in

bit

by the moral

that could support healing

allure

of

and well-being. Over

jaded about the politics of post-conflict education.

how the

funding and timing for large projects serves the

agendas of donor governments. Jaded because the

NGOs often tag along behind

the armies and then implement the projects that
are politically attractive to donor

governments and

I

have a

their constituents.

political

agenda

in the use

of basic needs indicators

My agenda is the belief that a basic

peacebuilding.

possibilities for peacebuilding as an

suffered from large-scale violence.

open
I

field

in relation to

needs framework can open

of practice

—even

in places that

take inspiration here from Christie

who

have not

writes:

Peacebuilding, broadly construed as the equitable satisfaction of human needs,
conflicts and violence because the point of entry for social
transformation does not have to be driven by events, or limited in time and space.

would not be chasing

From

a

human needs

perspective, peacebuilding opportunities are ubiquitous.

(Christie, 1997, p. 329)

Like Christie,
for transformation

I

have become dissatisfied with the assumption

must involve certain violent events

importance to donors.

that the entry point

in certain countries

of strategic

A framework of basic psychological needs opens an avenue for all

educators to engage in the shared project of building a culture of peace.

Through
engagement
sense.

this project,

in the world.

Although

I

1

I

have also become more

have learned that

have engaged

I

am

realistic

about

my own

not a peacebuilder, in the professional

in projects related to reconciliation, violence prevention,
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and post-conflict reconstruction,

I

have

little

experience in the work of bridging group-

level differences or transforming entrenched
conflicts.

lack the constitution to stand in

I

the teeth of conflict between groups, or even individuals.

that

I

am

have concluded, therefore,

I

not a peacebuilder, in the sense of transforming violent
conflict.'

that, part of this dissertation is

What I have attempted

positive sense.

would serve

an exploration of how

Realizing

can contribute to peace

I

to articulate here is a

as material tor dialogue about

75

framework

in a

for analysis that

what counts and what matters

in educational

endeavors oriented toward supporting a more peaceful, caring, and nurturing world.
subtle purpose of this project

is

to suggest that learners

think of themselves as peacebuilders.

The ways

in

each other, and shape structures for collaboration
social issues

—

What
harmful to

is

is all

is

part

(whether staff or student) can

which they conduct themselves, value

—

particularly in response to meaningful

of local peacebuilding.

peace for? Broadly speaking, peace

human

is

about conditions that are not

beings, physically or psychologically. In a

human

about conditions that are conducive to

I

am

positive sense, peace

human

flourishing.

on many

levels,

work of ending violence and building

physical violence. In fact,

much of my

life

1

don't have to be.

has been lived

in the

own

in their

my

to questions

interest in these themes:

because they are more

1

real in

find

myself attracted

my own

want

to

presence of kindness.

experience. Perhaps that explains

experience than violence.
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I

have never been a victim of

I

Researchers often pursue questions that have roots

in

a lasting peace requires

both structurally- and individually-oriented. Yet what

not a peacebuilder, perhaps because

To

not intended to ignore or

is

myriad other dimensions of peace and peacebuilding. Especially

fractured societies, the

efforts

more

well-being and

discuss peace in terms of the satisfaction of basic needs

trivialize the

A

of kindness and

care, perhaps

point out here

human

is that

the goal of such efforts

dignity and well-being for

is in

It

meaning

all

is security,

people.

respect to the ultimate aims ot peace that basic
needs satisfaction has

as a critical lens

on the quality of peace

the presence ot violent conflict. In the long run,
efforts related to

human

support

and, ultimately, the promotion of

—any

in a society

many

society

—

regardless of

other aspects of development

democracy or quality education have meaning

to the extent that they

well-being and positive functioning. Taken on their own, such
structures

do not necessarily speak

to ultimate

framework provides a lens

concerns about

human

A basic

beings.

needs

for understanding our educational endeavors in light of

ultimate concerns.

In

Montenegro,

I

was

struck by the ambivalence of some staff members about

"peacebuilding” as a programmatic goal.
remarkable, had

strikes

me,

I

not had

like the

CRS

I

might not have found

their

comments

my own questions about the meaning of peacebuilding. What

staff, is that

it

is

difficult to find a

vocabulary to affirm the

many

simple ways in which people practice and enrich peace.

The outcomes

that

CRS

seeks for youth in Montenegro are not oriented

exclusively, or even directly, on improved inter-ethnic relations.

youth

is

work with diverse

council project,

CRS

others to realize that vision.

aspires to cultivate agents of peace.

help develop a larger vocabulary of peace for

in

seeks for

the expansion of hope and connection in their lives, a vision for the future and

the capacity to

ways

What CRS

CRS

which peace can be promoted.
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As

I

interpret the youth

A basic needs perspective may

and point toward the many subtle

Life with the stories squeezed out
Part of what

never

I

learned in Montenegro

tells the full story

was

that the discourse

about peace. Indicators selected by

of peacebuilding

NGOs working toward peace

cannot capture the fullness of participants’ understandings
and interpretations of their
experience. Indicator data about

complexity with the fiction of
that fiction, to act as if the

glance

—and

to

how

a program advances peace tend to replace lived

legibility.

To attempt

to construct indicators is to

world can be abstracted and understood

convince the audience that this

is

at

engage

in

a distance, at a

the case.

Qualitative inquiry can help put the “spice” in indicators. Using a qualitative

research approach, participants’ stories and insights serve as a basis from which
indicators can be identified.

of project monitoring.

The

Yet those stories are no longer available for use

in a

system

indicators solidify as realities in and of themselves, divorced
176

from the more complex and dynamic meanings they represent.

Even when they

are “spiced," though, indicators are

never fully speak of the reality that they represent.

By

still

indicators.

They can

nature, indicators are intended to

reduce meaning, to pare away context and complexity for the sake of synoptic
understanding, to satisfy the administrative desire for “at a glance” knowledge. Indicators

involve a loss of knowledge.

Any phenomenon

that is

counted comes with stories

176

This

is

a probable, although not necessary eventuality.

A

grounded approach

to indicator

development can be used at several phases of a project. If the indicators themselves are opened
for revision and renewal, important insights may emerge about changes in project impact and
participants’ understandings. Roche (1999) points out that the changes in indicators articulated
by participants over time

itself points

one’s social

reality, thus leading to

toward important project outcomes. The experience of
ones’self and

new levels of awareness, new insights about
new meanings that can be crystallized in new

participation in a project can lead to

emerge over time. From an administrative perspective, however, changes

indicators that

in indicators are

problematic, since comparison over time requires consistent measures. This points again to the
tension between indicators as

management

tools and as tools of meaning.
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attached about what happened,

how

it

happened, and why. (This

also the case with

is

conventional educational indicators:
enrollment rates are always embedded
within

complex

stories in individuals’ lives about

daughter a school uniform, about

Of course,

school.)

messy

why

how a mother

a boy fixes cars or herds goats instead
of going to

collecting and narrating those stories

for reporting purposes. Indicators
are

meant

complexity of lived experience. Indicator data

My research

in

to

is life

it

among

this dissertation

in the first section

images, and

my own

qualitative.

One of my

was

that

it

to five.

CRS

know how

far

staff to articulate a richer

with regard to strengthening

ecology of understanding

with numbers, and

But

I

worked

in the end,

I

focuses on qualities of experience.

if

in the

wonder

attractions to the basic needs

even

is difficult to

both qualitative and quantitative? At one

reflections.

interpret their worlds,

it

the youth themselves.

Toward an

worked

with the stories squeezed out.

provided a base for the

set ot indicators for their project's impact,
especially

Was

convey meaning without the

youth councils. (As an outsider,

has scratched.) Yet

capacities tor peace

would take too long and be too

Montenegro might have only scratched the surface of
the youths’

stories in relation to their

down one

saved money to buy her

It is

I

second section with words,

if all the

data might be

framework and

about

level, yes.

how

to the

HBSC

data

people experience and

those interpretations are placed on a scale running from one

Research methodologist Eliot Eisner writes:
All empirical

phenomena

The difference between “qualitative
inquiry" and “quantitative research" pertains mainly to the forms of representation
that are

emphasized

are qualitative.

in presenting a

body of work. The difference

addresses qualities and the other does not. (1991,
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p. 5)

is

not that one

In discussions ot indicators,

mention

is

sometimes made of “qualitative indicators.” As

noted in the previous chapter, this term refers to
certain events or processes that cannot be
quantified but only described in words.

theme

for an

The

fact that a

youth council has selected

own

its

advocacy campaign without input from teachers, for example,
might be a

qualitative indicator of the satisfaction of the need for
autonomy.

Yet the use of the term

“qualitative indicator" might imply that other indicators
(the quantitative indicators) do

not reflect qualities. In this project,
in

some way. To

suggests above,

label

is to

some

I

have found that

all

of the indicators reflect qualities

indicators as quantitative and

some

as qualitative, as Eisner

describe the form of representation, not the nature of the reality

behind the data.

One of the

limitations of my

work

different forms of representation about the

in this dissertation is that

same experience.

In his

I

did not combine

work on

understanding social progress. Thin (2002) advocates that both quantitative and
qualitative approaches be used, capitalizing

on the

rhetorical

power of numbers while

adding depth and nuance to the understanding of complex phenomena through

stories

and

participatory research strategies. Thin writes:

Let us have quantification of social change, suitably modified to include more

imaginative attempts to measure qualities that have tended to elude measurement.

But

let

us never forget that measures are necessarily somewhat arbitrary, and that

stories, discussion,

and analysis often lead

changes in quality. (Thin, 2002,

p.

to

more

plausible understanding of

139)

Similarly, Miringoff and Miringoff (1999) envision the creation of a

new

generation of

indicators that blend the strengths of quantitative and qualitative approaches.

They

ask.

“can more complete social indicators be conceived that use a combination of the
empirical and the qualitative?” (1999,

p. 162).
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In her

work on

the quality of school

life.

Epstein (1981) points out that educational
leaders need both objective and
subjective
indicators in order to have a richer,

more textured understanding of what

is

happening

in

schools.

I

know of at

least

the book. The Material

one model of blending qualitative and quantitative

World a team of photographers document
,

indicators. In

the lifestyles and

possessions of families throughout the world (Menzel,
1994). In each of 30 countries, the

photographers recorded images of an “average” family’s
kitchen,

evening meal

the indicators by

across nations. Each family also

home, outside

toilet, television,

which readers compare differences

moved

all

and

in material affluence

of its possessions, the entire contents of their

for a portrait of their intimate material world.

The images

in the

book

offer a wealth of qualitative data regarding cross-national
differences in affluence, tastes,

and daily

life

routines.

in different countries,

tell

stories

family

life.

A particularly indicative page shows photographs of family toilets

ranging from

dirt

holes to gilded porcelain. The photographers also

about their experiences with the families, providing narrative snapshots into

The images and

narratives are supplemented

income spent on food, number of telephones,

size

by data regarding average

of the family’s dwelling, and average

workweek.
In

an academic conference,

an exemplary approach

I

once heard a panelist uphold The Material World as

to portraying multiple

that did not reduce poverty to tables

of mean GNP/capita data as

What

the panelist did not mention, as

in the

book were

lifted

from

meanings of poverty and wealth,

I

recall,

statistical tables:

was

in a

in a

World Bank

way

report.

that the families selected for inclusion

they were selected as representatives of the

“average” family in each country, as determined by
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UNDP

indicators.

The Material World
that

is

an example of an approach to illuminating
social

combines quantitative and

t^Pical famil y eats

By

actually

showing what a

and owns, the book enables comparisons and
conversations grounded
177

in the particular things

I

qualitative methodologies.

reality

can begin

and places of daily

to envision

an approach to educational indicators blending both

quantitative and qualitative methods.

satisfaction/frustration,

life.

I

envision a

statistical profile

coupled with images and narratives that

of need

illustrate

what security or

insecurity, tor instance, looks like for the “average"
participant or student in a particular

place, walking through metal detectors, avoiding bullies

on a playground, being sexually

assaulted by a teacher, crossing a dangerous intersection in front
of the school.
effectiveness looks like:

petition for a

new

making

Or what

rules in one's classroom or gathering signatures

on a

school building. Such events or images are indicative, pointing toward

the satisfaction or frustration of basic needs. This kind of approach could
be used both in

schools and in nonformal settings such as the

CRS

youth councils.

This kind of indicator project would involve both the material and immaterial
aspects of a learning environment.

It

would enable a broader and

richer understanding of

educational experiences than either quantitative or qualitative approaches alone tend to

177

A problem with the method, though, is that the portrayal of the “average family" makes nonmainstream families invisible. The American family in the book is white, Texan, middle-class,
and suburban. The father is pictured watching a football game under the gaze of a stuffed deer on
the wall; the mother

is

pictured filling a shopping cart for the Thanksgiving meal. In another

most treasured possession, with a large truck and
recognize this family, with elements of their lives
in my own. Yet I bristle at the idea that I am being represented by this family and that the
selection of this family obscures the diversity of American families. And I wonder
would
portrait, the

minivan

family upholds the Bible as

in the

its

background. As an American,

I

—

families in Finland,

book

Fiji,

or South Africa see themselves in the “average" family depicted

for their countries, or

would they also see a

particular kind of social experience that

resembled more of a stereotype than their self-portrait?
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in

the

do. If used cross-nationally,

it

could suggest differences in the meanings of need

satisfaction in different cultural systems.

The ambiguous
In a recent article,

saying, “It

art of retrofitting

Staub (2003b) invites research into basic need fulfillment,

would make sense

to evaluate the ‘goodness’

or difficulty ol fulfiling basic needs”

(p. 3).

of societies

in

terms of the ease

My work in this dissertation, as an attempt to

understand need fulfillment in one sector of society, points to the challenge of a broader
analysis. This project

a

is

humble beginning

to

more comprehensive and

sophisticated

research.

The
strategies

extent to which

of fitting data

my work

to the

exercise in retro-fitting.

has

made sense hinges

in part

framework. Methodologically,

In both sections

on the success of my

this dissertation

was an

of the dissertation, a framework of basic

psychological needs was imposed upon data that had not been collected specifically for

At one

that purpose.

level, the

presentation of data.

That

said,

I

exposes gaps in the

between the data and the framework.

A

fundamental interest of mine

different disciplines, especially taking concepts

and applying them

to education.

methodological anxiety, since

is

fit

maintain that the process of retrofitting

exploratory research.

from

It

process of retrofitting complicates the analysis and

never fully

at

home

in

it

Doing so

is

is

an inevitable aspect of

the integration of knowledge

and frameworks from other

fields

creates discomfort and a certain

comes with an unheimlich

feeling,

an established research tradition, that one

lands (be that conferences, journals, or jobs). Intellectually,
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I

an awareness that one

is

a loreigner in these

aspire to a role described by

Wenger (1998)

as

brokering,

i.e.,

spanning boundaries between fields to import ideas

and concepts from one into another.

I

seek patterns of meaning that underlie disciplinary

divisions (at least in the social sciences;

work). But even in related

fields,

ambiguous and sometimes messy

I

have not undertaken even broader integrative

spanning boundaries requires a certain comfort with the
art

of retrofitting.

It is

an

art

am

I

only beginning to

practice.

As

a researcher,

find myself in an ongoing process of retrofitting, in that

I

My understanding of the “problem” of

understanding changes as

I

work with

peacebuilding changed as

I

begin to hear (or not hear) responses to

Montenegro;

my

data.

my

questions in

understanding of the basic needs framework changed, as

into the theoretical literature

my

and reflected on

its

meaning,

I

dug deeper

of the data.

in light

I

am

suggesting that a process of extended intellectual engagement inevitably involves a

degree of retrofitting what one learns with the work one has done before.

As

I

reflect

retrofitting: in

HBSC

data

on the two sections of the

both cases,

was already

I

have struggled

to

dissertation,

I

see another layer of

reframe what was already known. The

available, and, in the case of

CRS-Montenegro,

already gathered evidence for project outcomes quite similar to

make my

interest in a basic

needs framework explicit to the

present the research findings to

Much

like the designers

of the

them

HBSC

in light

youth's sense of hope, competence, and well-being

with a basic needs approach. In this sense,

CRS

of basic needs, as

research, the

CRS

staff
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I

findings.

staff and

do

was

—concerns

fitting a basic

my

project staff had

I

I

did not

did not

in this dissertation.

interested in supporting

that overlap significantly

needs framework on the data

was not

a foreign imposition on either sets of data; rather,

it

was a

different

way of

illuminating a shared concern.

One of the
cases,

it

limitations of fitting a basic needs frame onto the data

complemented the kinds of understanding which generated

hand, this complementary makes the work of fitting a

hand,

limits the

it

difference.

new knowledge

On

the data.

new framework

easier;

might be generated, since there

is

A more radically different kind of framework might result

in

that

is that, in

both

the one

on the other

relatively

more

little

striking

findings.

Do-it-yourself indicators?
Planners like consistent indicators.

In order for indicator systems to reveal trends

over time, the indicators must not change. Yet such consistency limits
the undercurrents of this project

is

advocacy for

flexibility

flexibility.

and openness

in the

construction of indicators. According to Sen, the developers of the

UNDP Human

Development Index believed

it

to

come

to a definitive

systematic

should be open to revision and that

approach to human development. Attempting

way of evaluating

that matter) in the

it

a broad

interminable intellectual engagement” (2003,

to

would be impossible
to create a

theme such as human development

words of Amartya Sen, “demands a willingness
p. ix).

Although

One of

(or peace, for

to entertain

this dissertation

has

come

an end, the process of identifying potential indicators for basic psychological needs

may be

indeed interminable.
Indicators are often constructed in order for people in positions of power outside

of a system

to

monitor the system.

limits intrinsic motivation

Psychologists have pointed out that external control

and often leads people
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to act in

more

controlling

ways

in their

relationships with others (Deci, Vallerand,
Pelletier,
the preceding discussion are important:
indicators

& Ryan,

1991).

The implications

for

which are externally-determined and

used to monitor local performance are likely to degrade
interest and motivation because
they signify external control. The use of indicators of
basic needs would be ultimately

counter-productive

it it

led to feelings of external control

and lack of choice.

respect, indicators of basic needs could frustrate those very
needs

In this

and undermine the end

goals desired.

Writing about educational planning, Hartwell (2001) points out that relationships
in educational

systems are typically based on one-directional power:

In the relationships

between the teacher and the

learner, the school

and the

teacher, and the state and the school, plans, directions,

knowledge and resources
The change of these
appreciation and power flow between all parties is

flow from the source of power and authority
relationships so that respect,

to the recipient.

the essence of the transformation wanted, (p. 104)

Changing deeply entrenched relationships
especially in formal education.

changed relationships?

is

a tremendously difficult undertaking,

How can the construction of indicators contribute to

How could the construction of indicators,

as a heuristic and

organizational process, itself satisfy needs for autonomy, effectiveness/control, and
positive connection?

Could the

local generation

of indicators better

development of indicators be a learning exercise

satisfy basic

needs?

How can the

that facilitates self-understanding

and

connectivity in a system?

Taking what has been called a

holistic, or “living systems,” perspective

on

organizations, Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1999) point out that the key to growth of a

system

is

feedback, rather than measurement. Feedback involves information about the
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status

and performance of a system on matters of
self-concern

to that system.

Feedback

involves adaptation and meaning, with openness
to multiple kinds of information.

Measurement, on the other hand,

is

focused on narrow bands of information related
to

predetermined and controlled types of meaning.

As

means of supporting growth and

a

learning, indicators should be avenues of

feedback rather than measurement. In terms of formal
education, the implication
schools and nonformal

programs—understood

as complex, living

en g a ge participants within the system in dialogue about what

is

is

that

systems—would

of value

to

them and

the

—

indicators thereof. Students might engage in a reflective
process

together with teachers,

and a diverse range of community members

facilitators, staff, parents,

of learning environments they find

—about

most meaningful and nurturing, about

their

the kinds

own

visions for their families and communities in the future.

One
learning

fruit of

such reflection might be a

community could

indicators

if

it

so

I

to revision, re-articulation,

its

imagined, before

I

went

not be such a liberating exercise.

to

and perhaps even

Montenegro.

I

The

learned that building indicators from scratch
staff who

accompanied

were already familiar with the data we gathered. They had a

knowledge about the program and
that they

Such

members.

Working with CRS-Montenegro,

may

community.

so happens that they frustrate rather than support the creativity and

growth of the system and

Or

of indicators by which members of a

collectively understand the vitality of their

would themselves be open

abandonment,

set

me

my research

in

solid base of tacit

participants’ experiences. In the end,

it

themselves had any need for indicators or more systematic data,
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was not

at least

clear

given

their established patterns of working.

have enabled them
created

new

to write

Having

more convincing

better data about their

reports and proposals, but

was engaging
I

it

may

not have

relationships or depth of insight.

In the spirit of participatory research, one of the
ideas

If

programs might

the youth councils in discussion and construction of
their

had been able

to

remain

have pursued for advancing

Yet upon further

in

Montenegro

longer, this

own

I

would

my research.

reflection,

I

find myself more cautious of the notion of

developing indicators with the youth councils. The youth councils already operate

mini-NGOs,

this process

the youth councils in the practices of self-monitoring.

reflective process of learning,

it

could be valuable.

certainly invites such reflection.

how

like

trained in identifying problems, generating strategies, and conducting public

advocacy campaigns. Developing indicators takes

council

staff

indicators.

one of the directions

is

CRS

suggested to the

I

members would

to achieve

more

start

results

The danger

I

To

And

one step

further, training

the extent that this might be a

a basic needs framework

envision, however,

is

that the youth

thinking in terms of impacts, focused on their “results” and

more

efficiently.

The product- and

NGO operation might undermine the councils"

freedom

to

results-driven logic of

experiment and explore.

Developing indicators with the youth councils might push too

far in the

pedagogical

project of training youth as the next generation of CRS partners.

The
In the end. there

is

violence of our indicators

a seemingly inescapable problem with

alternative indicators are indicators.

needs are

still

indicators.

Even

my project. Even

indicators grounded in a

The construction of indicators
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is

framework of basic

ultimately rooted in a

modernist agenda of surveillance and control, of rational
planning, of standardization.
Indicators, after

all,

are a tool for understanding

and managing

at

a distance. Indicators

inevitably involve a kind of violence.

Here

I

follow Parker Palmer (1993)

in objectivism, in a

form of knowing

who

has pointed out the violence embedded

that separates the

knower from

the

known. Palmer

argues that the epistemological commitment to objectivism
found in science (or perhaps
better, scientism, since

objectivism

from intimate participation

is

not the

in the world.

full story

of science) alienates the knower

Objectivism precludes communion.

And

objectivism, for Palmer, promotes a relationship with the world based on
manipulation

and control, rather than

in participation

The deep contradiction

in

and dialogue.

my work here

is

that there is inevitably a kind of

epistemological violence involved in the construction of indicators, even
indicators are intended to point toward peace.

Perhaps a resolution to

this

return to the indicator suggested by none other than the President of The

James Wolfenson, who
the smile

is

on the face of a

the face of a child

satisfaction

is to

when

those

problem

is

World Bank,

reported to have said that the best indicator of development

child.

to

is

For a researcher, the only way to monitor the smile on

be present with a child.

of basic needs, the best thing

to

And

for a researcher

do would be

who

cares about the

to smile back.

Parting satisfactions

It is

knowledge.

often assumed that research

I

have found

is

primarily oriented toward the discovery of new

that writing a dissertation

is

more about intimacy than

discovery. Intimacy arises from a committed, long-term relationship, in which
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we come

to

know

the other

more

fully,

longer seem interesting and

intimancy with the data

and come

may even

in all

to

be

forms

its

peace with those aspects of the other that no
Writing a dissertation

irritating.

—

as well as intimacy with one’s

about

is

own

habits of

thought and action.

One

my character flaws

ot

frameworks and concepts than

(Rossman

heart

& Rallis,

as a researcher

in data.

I

is that

various forms, to stay with

my hands

it,

regard to specific data keeps

to dig in

my

have to be honest when

surprising in the data that

As

I

become more

been implicated

in the

interested in

1998) attuned to the methodical gathering of data and

me

I

more

do not naturally have the u habits of mind and

adherence to protocol. This project has forced

data.

tend to be

I

is all

and get

data in

Being grounded with

dirty.

imagination closer in touch with the limitations of the

my correlations
news

to

intimate with

approach

become acquainted with

to

I

are

weak and my colleagues

find nothing

me.

my

project,

have advocated.

I

I

realize

how my own

am more

identity has

aware of my need

for

belonging, for effectiveness, and for positive identity in relation to the learning

environments

I

Education was

inhabit.

that,

one of the classes
something

to

—

One of the

on the day

I

chose to study

at the

some

Center for International

was being celebrated

in

clapping. That simple celebration indicated

me, something about how the program valued each person, how students

for

place where

I

visited the program, a birthday

a cake, candles,

and faculty took moments

good place

I

reasons

me

to

to enjoy

be and to

could participate

community of diverse

each other’s company.

learn.

And

it

It is

a place

could feel that

has been a good place for me.

—sometimes on

practice.

I

It

I

could belong and where

a

has been a

the edges, sometimes centrally

where
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would be

it

—

my

in a

belonging had meaning to others. One of
the hallmarks of a rich learning
community
that

that,

it

remembers

when

its

history

and

invites

each person

to contribute to that history

is

“such

they leave, they are missed, for they have
imprinted the environment with

their unique

mark,

in effect, leaving a trail for others to
see” (Strange

& Banning. 2001.

178
p. 110).

I

others

hope

may

The ways

that this project leaves a trail, or at least

find useful in their

in

own

some

indications of a

trail,

that

quests.

which community members leave

their

marks

is

especially evident at the Center

for International Education with the photographs in the hallway and the mosaics from past

community

retreats.
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APPENDIX A

SCHOOL-RELATED SURVEY ITEMS FROM THE
•

What does your

1997-98

HBSC SURVEY

class teacher(s) think about your school performance

compared

to

your classmates?
•

How do you

•

In our school the students take part in

•

The students

•

The

•

Our school

•

I

feel

•

I

am

•

Our

•

When

•

My teachers are interested

•

The students

•

Most of the

•

Other students accept

•

How often do you think that going to

•

How often have you been bullied

•

How often have you taken part

•

How often does

feel

about school

at

present?

making

rules

are treated too severly/strictly in this school

rules in this school are fair

I

a nice place to be

is

belong

at this

encouraged

school

my own

to express

views

in

my class(es)

teachers treat us fairly

I

need extra help,

in

I

can get

my class(es)

students in

my

me

me

in

it

as a person

enjoy being together

class(es) are kind

as

I

and helpful

am
school

is

in school this

boring?

term?

in bullying other students in school this

happen that other students don't want
school and you end up being alone?
it
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to

term?

spend time with you

at

•

Do you

•

My teachers expect too much of me at school

•

How pressured do you feel

feel safe at

school?

by the schoolwork
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that

you have

to

do?

APPENDIX B

AN EXPLORATION OF SUPPLEMENTAL HBSC DATA
Introduction
In

developing

my

analysis of the

HBSC

survey data,

I

have often wondered

if

different survey items, or an alternative configuration of the
data,

might reveal richer

relationships with the selected outcomes.

additional data

different story about

education?

If

how the

we had

In other words,

tell

a

fulfillment of basic needs supports peace-oriented

additional indicators to create a richer portrait of students’

experiences of security, identity, or effectiveness, would

between basic need

would

satisfaction

we

find

more powerful linkages

and aggression or eudaimonic functioning?

I

explore

these questions in this appendix, employing supplemental data from the 1997/98

HBSC

survey, in combination with the standard data used in the main analysis presented earlier
in the dissertation.

In addition to the standard survey, the

1997/98

HBSC

research protocol included

an optional package for countries to ask further questions about students’ school
experiences (Samdal, Wold,

& Torsheim,

1998). This package included survey items

about the degree of students’ control over their learning goals and homework, their
perceived sense of competence with regard to school work,
questions in class, and

how

how

often they asked

quickly time passed during the school day. Additional

questions added further nuance to the standard items about students’ relationships with

each other and with teachers.
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Within

this

supplemental dataset,

I

was

particularly interested in the set of

questions that ask about students’ engagement in decision-making
regarding their
learning environments and their learning processes. Such
survey items provide a richer

understanding of effectiveness/control in the core processes of
schooling— an area in

which, from

my perspective,

schools tend to do poorly in terms of satisfying basic

psychological needs.

Five countries opted to administer the supplemental package, including Austria,
Estonia, Greenland, Lithuania, and

able to obtain the data for

Norway (Samdal, Wold,

Norway and

& Torsheim,

1998).

Lithuania. For purposes of analysis,

I

was

I

selected

questions that seemed most related to the satisfaction of basic psychological needs and

then created an augmented dataset that combined the standard
selected supplemental data for those

In order to create the

augmented

underlying relationships of the
analysis to reveal

two

new

HBSC

data with the

countries.

dataset,

I

first

needed to better understand the

data with the existing data.

which of the new items might

fit

what new configurations might be possible. The
table below:
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I

conducted a factor

with previously defined scales and

results

of that analysis are given

in the

Table 14: Factor analysis of combined Norway/Lithuania

Rotated

Component

HBSC

data

Matrix

Component
2

3

.177

-2.22E-02

4.680E-02

.552

5.167E-02

.344

-.162

-.129

-2.75E-03

-.125

2.435E-02

-.728

-3.09E-02

.297

8.329E-02

9.260E-02

.104

5.021 E-02

687

-4.65E-02

.669

.193

.157

.218

-4.72E-02

030E-02

-6.66E-02

648

.126

2.466E-02

.111

1.310E-02

.305

143

.619

.117

-3.86E-02

6.919E-02

.155

9.719E-02

.203

.747

-8.19E-03

8 478E-03

.142

.112

2.377E-03

4.287E-02

2.822E-02

.172

-5.69E-02

2.997E-02

.775

-4

33E-02

3.983E-02

401 E-02

.208

7.554E-02

.777

-6.52E-03

3.883E-02

7.619E-02

5.617E-02

.570

3.902E-02

.469

-3.44E-02

9.123E-02

-3.41

E-02

9.305E-02

.765

5.798E-02

6.875E-02

1

730E-02

9.137E-02

-5.41

E-02

5.261 E-02

.742

3.420E-02

5.729E-02

8.271 E-02

.211

.180

.621

6 048E-02

.141

-1.99E-02

.240

Teacher expect too much

-1.50E-02

-.230

-4.27E-02

-.124

3.609E-02

-.343

-.505

Pressured by school work

.104

.109

9.950E-02

.144

-2.32E-03

853E-02

.738

MOST OF THE
TEACHERS ARE

.609

.156

.86 E-02

.131

.107

.305

4 542E-02

7.61 IE-02

-.110

.218

.116

.653

8.694E-02

-7.06E-02

.188

.796

.119

6.465E-02

6.636E-02

.118

.108

.108

.798

6.970E-02

-6.22E-03

6 818E-02

.138

-2.45E-02

-.165

5.047E-02

-.255

.106

-7.77E-02

.173

-620

145

100

2.642E-02

.763

9.305E-02

-3.29E-02

4.047E-02

.173

9.198E-02

.144

.734

9.359E-02

7 363E-02

-4.48E-02

8.757E-02

4.056E-02

-2.72E-02

.637

1.226E-02

6.456E-02

.195

102

.450

.169

.245

6.256E-02

-.359

-.276

-.131

-.619

-9.51 E-02

-.117

5.308E-02

38E-02

-.286

1

School atm part

in

rules

School atm too

strict

School atm rules are

Teacher

rel

fair

Teacher

rel treat fairly

Teacher
need

rel

Teacher

rel

rel

rel

interest

in

me

Been

accept

me

bullied

Alone

at

E-02

1

kind and

158
rel

7
-6.01

enjoy being

helpful

Student

6

when

get help

together

Student

5

express own

view

Student

4

setting

school

Feel safe at school

1

-1

1

743E-02

1

FRIENDLY

STUDENT

IS

FEELING

DOWN
COPE WELL WITH
SCHOOL WORK
SATISFIED WITH

SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE
DIFFICULTIES

IN

SLEEPING DUE TO

SCHOOL
HAVE A SAY
HAVE A SAY
RULES
HAVE A SAY

IN
IN

IN

CLASS
MAKING
MAKING

HOME WORK
ASK QUESTIONS IN
CLASS
DO NOT UNDERSTAND
WHAT TO DO
Extraction Method: Principal

Component

Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a

Rotation converged

in

8 iterations.
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-6

Based on the

factor solution,

combined survey items

to

the

fit

I

explored alternative configurations of the

framework of basic psychological needs. Further

testing

ol reliability within potential scales resulted in the following
configuration, with

modifications from

my earlier configuration highlighted

Table 15: Alternative configuration of HBSC data
Basic Need
Security

in italics:

fitted to the basic

needs framework

Survey items from Focus Area on School as a Setting
Do you feel safe at school?

How often have you been bullied in school this term?
How often does happen that other students don want to spend
it

't

time with you at school

and you end up being alone?

Alpha = .6602
Positive Identity

My teachers are
When need
I

Our
I

me as a person
[from my teachers], I

interested in

extra help

can get

it

teachers treat us fairly

am

encouraged

to express

my own views

in

my class(es)

Most of my teachers are friendly
Alpha = .7761
Positive Connection

Other students accept

me

as

I

am

The students in my class(es) enjoy being together
Most of the students in my class(es) are kind and helpful
When a student in my class is feeling down, someone else

in

class tries to help

Alpha = .7241

Autonomy

How

Effect/Control (1)

I

Effect/Control (2)

How often

do you yourself ask questions, give suggestions, or
make comments in class?
often

my school work
I am satisfied with my school performance
Alpha = .6851
cope well with

do you have a say in what is done in class (i.e., what
you are going to learn or how you are going to work?)
How often do you have a say in making class rules?
How often do you have a say in how much you are going to do

homework?
Alpha = .7011

for your
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In the spirit of the larger project, this
configuration is exploratory.

configuration articulated in chapter six,
ideal, configuration

framework.

I

I

make no claim

of the combined survey items

have attempted

to

fit

the data to the

As with

that this is the only, or

in relation to the basic

framework

in a

the

even the

needs

manner

that is

conceptually meaningful and statistically sound, for this
population.

This configuration of the data features modifications from
the earlier
configuration in each of the categories of basic needs.

I

will very briefly review those

modifications here, without re-visiting the rationale articulated in chapter
security, the items included here

indirectly)

were also available

these three items

is

higher for

on being bullied and being

in the original dataset.

Norway and

left

six.

In terms

of

alone (being bullied

However, the

internal reliability of

Lithuania than for the larger set of 20
179

countries, and

I

felt

more confident about including them.

and positive connection, the core items included
consistent with the earlier version.

add nuance and further increase the

autonomy,
their

I

I

In terms

of positive identity

in the alternative configuration

remain

have added items from the supplemental dataset

reliability

that

of the scales. For the category of

have substituted the item about teachers' encouraging students

views with a related item from the supplemental dataset

that asks

to express

more

directly
180

about the frequency of students' expressions of their

own

perspectives in class.

179
It is

important to note that the reliability measures here differ from those found earlier since

they are based on a smaller sample (approximately 3000, rather than 29,000).
180

The

alternative configuration of the positive identity scale includes the item “teachers

encourage students
item

to express their views." In the original configuration

was separated from

of the

HBSC

data, this

the other teacher-related items and used to indicate the category of

autonomy. Because another survey item about asking questions and expressing opinions

in class

moved the item about teachers encouraging students to
is included in the supplemental dataset,
express their views back with the other teacher-related items in the alternative configuration of
1

the data.
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With the supplemental

data,

have made the most significant modifications

I

within the basic need category of effectiveness/control.

HBSC

My original

configuration of the

data employed a single item for this category, regarding
students’ participation in

rule-making. The supplemental dataset includes a number of
items that address matters
ot etfectiveness/control and enable

shown

lactor solution

in the table

me

to

develop richer insight in

above as well as

were two groups of items

that

extent to which students

have a say

cohered together. One group of three items focused on the

in matters

homework. Two other items focused more

8

of rules,

what

specifically

their effectiveness in school, asking about students’ sense

performance.

domain. Both the

reliability analysis revealed that there

1

their

this

is

done

in class,

and

on students’ perceptions of

of their overall coping and

Since these two sets of items seem to illuminate important aspects of the

category of effectiveness/control,

I

decided to include them both in the alternative

configuration of the data. Consequently, the

summary

score for the alternative

configuration has six components, rather than five as in the original configuration.

Peace

The supplemental

in

education, revisited

data, like the earlier data, reveals differences in the satisfaction

of basic needs between countries. The bar graph below shows the distribution of need
satisfaction in

in

1

1

Norway

.8

is

Norway and

Lithuania.

The mean number of needs

satisfied for students

2.6 (SD=1.29); in Lithuania, students, on average, experience satisfaction of

needs (SD=1

.47).

A t-test confirms that this is a significant difference.

In other

81

This question

is

very similar to the one asked

in the

participation in rule-making. Surprisingly, however,

.278) with that item.

355

it

primary survey instrument about student

does not have a robust correlation

(r

=

words, students
in

in

Lithuania— a

Norway experience

a higher level of need satisfaction
than do students

result that is consistent with the earlier
configuration

relation to the basic needs

framework. This difference

is

of HBSC data

in

depicted graphically in the

figure below:

Comparative
in

distribution of

Norway and

need

satisfaction

Lithuania

30

Number

of basic

need satisfactions

Figure 27: Differences in need satisfaction between

In terms

like to point out a

between Lithuania and Norway, as depicted

few

striking differences here.

secure in school (safe, not bullied, not

When the

additional

in the security scale, the

about feeling safe

66%

of students

Lithuania

of the individual categories of basic needs, the supplemental data reveal

several differences

secure.

Norway and

is

left

direct

percentage of satisfaction

48%

356

in

I

would

Norway

of Lithuanian students

feel

feel

and indirect bullying are included

falls.

used as an indicator of security, then

in Lithuania feel satisfied.

Figure 30.

Whereas 82% of students

alone), only

two items regarding

in

When

90%

only the survey item

of students

in

Norway and

With regard
students have in

original

HBSC

to effectiveness/control, the

making decisions about

data

showed

that only

supplemental data reveal

their learning

30% of students

show

a deeper frustration: only

1%

meanwhile,

Lithuania,

51%

14% of students

homework, and

voice

cross-nationally enjoyed

is

21%. The supplemental

percent of students experience frequent

opportunities for control in relation to rule-making
and
learning;

little

and learning environments. The

opportunities for rule-making. In Norway, that
percentage

data

how

making decisions about

their

of students rarely or never experience such opportunities.
enjoy frequent opportunities to

their daily learning, while

make

In

decisions about rules,

28% rarely or never experience

such

opportunities. This finding suggests that schools in both
countries, but particularly in

Norway, do poorly

in

providing opportunities for self-directed learning and preparing

students to be life-long learners.

Moreover,
performance and

31%

in

of students

feel that they are

in Lithuania).

domain (47%

less than half

An

in

both countries feel satisfied with their

coping well with their school work (47%

in

Norway;

equivalent or larger percentage of students feel ambivalent in this

Norway;

58%

in Lithuania).

This finding also suggests that schools do

not provide environments that broadly and richly satisfy students’ need for effectiveness.
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Need

satisfaction in

Norway and

Lithuania

80

60

Needs
^Security

c

40

d)
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(HI Connection

o
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[

20

((Autonomy
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c
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Effect/control

o
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Effect/control 2
Lithuania

Norwav

Figure 28: Differences in levels of need satisfaction for each
category of basic needs

Basic needs and positive outcomes

As suggested
dataset

was

to

earlier, a

compare

primary motivation for

my exploration of the

supplemental

the strength of association of an alternative configuration of the

data with the selected outcomes.

same outcome measures

To

facilitate this

as used in chapter eight.

comparison,

I

I

chose

to maintain the

should note that the supplemental

data does include items that could be added to the outcome measures on school

One of the survey

satisfaction.

statements

I

1

found particularly interesting was “time
82

passes quickly in school” (agree/disagree).

This item, along with another item about

182

Early on,

I

was tempted

to use this item as

experience of time passing quickly

transcendence (or “flow”)

in

may

an indicator of the need for transcendence.

reflect a rapt

which the mind/spirit

358

is

engagement
uplifted.

in learning, a

An

kind of

Conceptually, however,

this

may

students desire to drop out of school,
has a sound statistical relationship
with the other

school satisfaction items and could
be combined in an expanded outcome
scale (the
internal reliability score

original

outcome

of such a scale

is

scale in order to enable

.7719). Nevertheless,

I

chose to maintain the

comparison of the original and alternative

configuration of survey items in relation to
the outcome.

Here
full

I

will only illustrate

key aspects of the comparison rather than
repeating the

analysis provided in chapter eight.

Below

are

two

tables: the

upper table details the

strength of association of selected outcomes
with the basic need categories in the

configuration outlined in earlier chapters, using the
primary

HBSC

83

Under each

data.'

outcome, the left-hand column provides the correlation
coefficient for Lithuania (L) and
the right-hand

in the table

score.

Each

column provides the

correlation coefficient for

Norway

(N).

The

first

row

provides the correlation of the outcome with the overall basic
needs summary

The following rows provide

cell in the table is

the correlations for each category of basic needs.

shaded to indicate the relative strength of association, as noted

184

below

the table.

The lower

table

is

designed in a similar fashion, providing the

correlation coefficients for the alternative configuration of the

supplemental

Taken

HBSC

data for

Norway and

combined

original

and

Lithuania.

together, the upper and lower tables permit comparisons along

two

dimensions. Within each configuration of data, the tables enable comparisons of the
strengths of association of the various basic needs categories and the outcomes in

be a limited understanding of transcendence.
this item in relation to the basic

Statistically,

need categories given

it

its fit

would

also be problematic to use

within the school satisfaction scale.

183

For the sake of parsimonious presentation of the data,
the correlation coefficients in these tables.
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I

have

left

out confidence intervals for

Norway and

Lithuania.

Between the two

countries,

it

is

worth noting

that the correlations

of the data with bullying are slightly stronger
in Lithuania while the correlations of
the

data with school satisfaction are in every case stronger
in Norway. Students in

seem

Norway

especially sensitive to matters of security, relative to their
counterparts in Lithuania.

Table 16: Correlations of outcomes to categories of basic needs
for Lithuania and
Norway, using the original configuration of HBSC data

Bullying

Summary

Basic Needs

Eudaimonic

Sclioo !

functioning

Satisl action

L

N

L

N

L

N

-.161**

-.136**

.369**

.322**

.461**

.526**

-.042

-.074**
-. 122 **

.315**

.466**

.330**

.377**

.239**

171 **

.376**

.409**

091 **

.289**

.358**

.274**

.299**

-

H3**

77 **

10 i**

.268**

.302**

_

07i**

.035

.207**

.276**

Security
Positive Identity

-.153**

Positive Connection

Autonomy

-.082**
_
8 **

Effectiveness/Control

-.095**

_

H

1

.

112 **

Strength of

Weak

Medium

Strong

Association

(<•15)

(.15 -.25)

(>•25)

*Correlation

:

i

is

**Correlation

irz

±

significant at the .05 level

is

significant at the .01 level

Table 17: Correlations of outcomes to categories of basic needs for Lithuania and
Norway, using an alternative configuration of original and supplemental data

Bullying

Basic Needs

Summary

School

functioning

Satisfaction

L

N

L

N

L

N

-.098**

-.123**
-. 200 **

.330**

,417**

.442**

.527**

.420**

.530**

.297**

.338**

-.158**

Security

Eudaimonic

**

Positive Identity

_ 1

146**

.250**

.166**

.410**

.476**

Positive Connection

-.107**

-.134**

.250**

.322**

.299**

.299**

.034

.083**

.014

.118**

.193**

.148**

Effectiveness/Control (1)

-.094**

-.135**

.246**

.287**

.329**

.371**

Effectiveness/Control (2)
Strength of Association

.123**

-.008

.053*

.152**

.128**

.327**

Weak

Medium

Strong

(<•15)

-

(>•25)

Autonomy

*Correlation

is

**Correlation

74

_

(.15

.25)

significant at the .05 level

is

significant at the .01 level
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This format and the categories for “strength of association” used here follow those used
HBSC report on the school-related data (Samdal & Duer, 2000).
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in the

At a glance, the

similarity in shading in cells

that the inclusion

between the upper and lower tables suggests

of supplemental data and an alternative
configuration of the data do not

radically alter the relationships of the basic
needs categories with the selected outcomes.
In both configurations, the categories

of security and positive identity demonstrate the

strongest associations with the outcomes. At a
practical level, this finding suggests that

educators concerned with promoting positive peace in
students’ lives might wish to focus
particular attention

on students’ sense of safety as well as

of being

their feelings

respected and fairly treated by teachers.

One

ol

my motivations

tor conducting the analysis in this appendix

was

to

explore the value ot richer data about control in one's learning environment.
Surprisingly, both the original item about participation in rule-making and
the

supplemental data about other aspects of control in learning processes (labeled in the
table

above as “effectiveness/control (2)”) show consistently weak relationships with
185

selected outcomes.

potential explanation

their

own

Given
is

that satisfaction in this

that students

learning environments that control

autonomy

is

relatively

have grown so accustomed
is

to not

no longer connected

being, positive functioning, and school satisfaction.

for

domain

uncommon, one

having control

for

them

in

to well-

The supplemental survey item used

in the alternative configuration also has very

weak

relationships with the

outcomes. The frequency with which students ask questions and offer their views

in

class appears relatively unrelated to students’ experiences of school satisfaction and

185

In the case

of bullying, the direction of the relationship

might be expected. Aggression seems

more

control,

i.e.,

to

be slightly

as students feel they have

Lithuania

is

the opposite of what

more common among

more “say”

361

in

in their learning,

students

who

feel

they also tend to bully

eudaimomc

functioning. Although only exploratory,
the

autonomy with

the

outcomes seems

weak

associations of control and

to problematize pedagogical reform
strategies that

focus exclusively on these domains without
taking consideration of matters of security,
identity (especially in relation to teachers)

and connection among students.

Overall, the two versions of basic need satisfaction
have relatively similar
relationships with the outcomes. In

Norway

the association of basic need satisfaction

with school satisfaction in both configurations
r

=

.527).

The

original configuration

Norway

functioning for

data suggest that there

others.

The

is

strong and almost identical

seems stronger with regard

eudaimonic

but weaker for Lithuania. With regard to bullying, both sets
of

is

a

weak

relationship of need satisfaction and aggression against

alternative configuration, despite including a broader approach to
security

and additional data

in several other categories, has a slightly

bullying than does the original configuration of data for both

The

to

= .526 and

(r

relationship

two countries

is

more

between basic need

satisfaction

weaker relationship with

Norway and

Lithuania.

and selected outcomes for the

visible in the bar graphs below. In these graphs,

I

have divided

students into three groups according to their level of aggregate need satisfaction

(high/moderate/low). The graphs then

who

experience negative outcomes

show

(i.e.,

the percentage of students in each group

bully others, feel their quality of life

is

low, and

do not enjoy school).

more. Perhaps students
their classrooms

and

who

feel

are

more aggressive

they have more “say”

also take

in their

362

more assertive/aggressive

work.

roles in

Need

satisfaction in Lithuania

£
£
3
to

O
<D

O)
03

0)

CL

Figure 29: Basic need satisfaction in relation to
negative outcomes in Lithuania

Need

satisfaction in

Norway

70

Negative outcomes
^Bullying

|

[

Eudaimonic Disfunct

^School

Basic needs satisfaction

in

Disatisfact

three groups

Figure 30: Basic need satisfaction in relation to negative outcomes

For each outcome, the height of the bars

falls as

in

Norway

need satisfaction increases,

hi both

countries, school dissatisfaction disappears for students

363

who

experience higher need

186

satisfaction.

students

Eudaimonic disfunction drops sharply, moving
from the group of

who

experience low levels of need satisfaction
to the group

moderate need

satisfaction.

As

who

experience

suggested in chapter eight, this drop in
disfunctioning

points toward the potential value of moderate
increases in need satisfaction in schools.
In

other words, students

needs in school are

who

find satisfaction of even a

less likely to

their ability to function.

At

few of their basic psychological

have a negative outlook on the quality of their

least in

Norway,

the moderate satisfaction of needs

associated with a pronounced drop in the percentage
of students

who engage

lives

and

also

is

in

aggressive behavior.

Conclusion
In

summary,

it

in relation to the basic

available for

has been useful for

me

to extend

my exploration of the HBSC

data

needs framework through analysis of the supplemental data

Norway and

Lithuania. At one level, this analysis has reassured

me

that the

relationships of need satisfaction with the selected outcomes will not vary wildly

depending on the inclusion of particular
that the configurations of the scales

approach more or

HBSC

survey items. Nevertheless,

it

is

evident

and the inclusion of particular items can make the

less cogent, conceptually

and

statistically.

The supplemental

data,

configured in the manner presented in this appendix, offers a richer portrait of basic

needs satisfaction

me

in schools

to realize that richer data

satisfying) does not

than does the original data alone. Yet

(i.e.,

change the

it

items and scale constructions that

I

has been useful for

find

statistical fact that there are differences

more

between/among

186

Not

all

students with high need satisfaction

dissatisfaction with school

is

all

enjoy school. Between satisfaction and

a broad grey area of ambivalence in

364

which many students

fall.

countries in terms of the quality of need
satisfaction in schools.

fundamentally

magic

alter patterns

survey question

limited by

that,

once added

my application

than in the particular

way

in

richer data

of relationship with the outcomes of interest.
There

levels of association of basic needs

more

Nor does

to the

mix, will suddenly create

no

far higher

and outcomes. The power of my work here may
be

of the theoretical framework

which

is

I

have

fit,

in relation to the

outcomes

or retro-fit, the data to the framework.
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